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FOREWORD

I This document was originally conceived as a training manual. To qualify as such, it
should contain formal guidelines, rules,'regulations, and a set of standard operating proce-
dures. In other words, a training manual would be expected to provide a concrete road map
to maximum performance.

None of this applies here. The history of technology transfer, and its adjunct,
Technical Assistance Programs/Technical Volunteer Services (TAP/TVS) is still being
written. Each new program is unique and original in the sense that its design and operation
are carefully tailored to address specific local conditions.

3! There is more to gain from this manual than rules and regulations. In learning how
ether Federal laboratoties operate their programs, one comes to understand the nature
of TAP/TVS.

The marnual is designed for two readerships: the potential TAP/TVS volunteer and
fie instructor who will introduce technology transfer and TAP/TVS programs to groups
"of notential volunteers.

It contains general -information describing the history, obstacles, and adaptations of
T.xchnical Assistance Programs/Technical Volunteer Services. It also contains specific infor-
mation geared to the self-Instructed volunteer as well as training guidelines for the TAP/TVS

Sinstructor. Additional/pertinent material, such as TAP/TVS newsletters, technical repo"
brochures, and publicity is located in appendices.

Both types of readers can make choices about the backup material according to their9 own particular needs as to whether to scan, or study in depth, the lnformaation provided.

Each Federal laboratory sponsoring a new TAP/TVS program will have copies of the
backup materials that cannot be included in this manual, Videos, slide shows, and books
can be borrowed by making prior arrangements with the Office of Research and Technology
Assessnent at the laboratory.

Whether you use this manual and other TAP/TVS materials as an Instructor or fbr
Spurposes of self leaniing, it is important to Come to it with a mindset of unleashing unique

technical talents in ways that benefit the provider, the user, and the nation. lit the ultimate
sense, tedmic asuistance is a patriotic program.

l By knowing the history of technology transfer. its flexibility, the few restrictions
that exist, as well as the vast resources that are available to thv-savy individual volunteer,3 the technically trained can expect to make an important impact onl their colnmunaity.

You and others in your Technical Assistance Progratn/Teclinieal Volunteer Services
can look to those volunteers who have already made names for themselves nationally with
theirvomnmunity-applied efforts: In April 1985, a Rhode Island technical assistant (an
electrical enginter with the Naval Underwater Systems Center) went to the White House to
collect s silver medallion from the President as one of the nation's 17 moSl outstanding
volunteers, lie was recotyized for creating devices that enable the nosivecal handicapped to
communicate. As one young woman said upon receipt of a iechanical voice, "l'e made my
Idrems come true."

3 Good luck and welcome to the ever-growing group of people who use their special
skills and experience to put technology to work in the community.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER DEFINITIONS

Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC) - the peer group that connects laboratories
and provides a nationwide network for technology flow.

2. Office of Research and Technology Assessment (ORTA) - that function at the indivi-
dual laboratory level charged with the responsibility of examining the internal research
agenda for purposes of spotlighting results with potential to be used in new ways.
This office also receives, responds to, or forwards all technology inquiries from the
public sector.

3. Technology Transfer (T2 ) - the process of finding new uses for Federal R & D results
applications.

4., Technology User - any industry, university, small business, municipality, service
agency, or individual whose need falls under the definition of domestic technology
transfer and who asks for and receives technical information, advice, or assistance that
allows for improved performance. The technical assistance provided should enhance
efficiency, effectiveness, quality of life, economic development, or any goal that would
inherently strengthen the national infrastructure.

S. Technical Assistance Program (TAP)/Technical Volunteer Service (TVS) - an adjunct
of the ORTA office made up of employees, retirces, or associates of a laboratory. The
"goal of this group is to provide the manpower to ensure that technology is put to work
"in thie local community.

• . .
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CHAPTER 1' :1-TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

This chapter presents the historical development of the technology transfer concept3 :and Technical Assistance Program/Technical Volunteer Service.

THE ORIGINS

During the mid-1960s, the U.S. Navy took aim at a longstanding problem: the
tendency of military research results to pool around the point of origin, instead of flowing
efficiently outward to diverse field locations where new answers are needed immediately
for pressing problems. The lack of efficient diffusion of technical information created a
ponderousness of response in the military community. In an effort to solve this problem,
calculated measures were initiated to encourage better and faster knowledge use. This
process of speeding up the application of research results was labeled technology transfer.
Within the Navy context, this meant transmitting information from the people who created
it to the people who needed It.

Meanwhile, the scientific requirements of our nation's initial space probe produced
an explosion of engineering innovations. Unexpectedly, under the glare of media attention,
these innovations were quickly adapted to solve problems of a far different nature than
their original NASA applications. For example, the polyceramic developed to keep space
capsules from igniting upon re-entry to the earth's atmosphere ultimately became both a
cosmetic dental coating and freezer-to-oven cookware; the power supplies developed for use
"in outer space became the basis of medicine's heart pacemaker. Such spinoff benefits
helped to justify the tremendous expense of our space program research.

Taxpayer interest in Federaltbudget Items also brought science and R & D expenses
to accountability. Research merely for the sake of •onttibutin8 to the greater body of
knowledge was no longer sufticient. The imperative was for concrete, measurab!: esults:good ideas put into practice - applied science. Additionally, the ViF%.am era alo saw-a
Nation begin to question militay expenditures. Wfeise was no longer a uffient rationale

for bud~gtary expen,,.
As Goven-itent r•.•rch passed through this ctitical refocusing period, tiew attitudes.

surfaced: "more bang for the buck," "don"t reinvent the wheal", "science for society,"
all suggcsting the new mood of spending justification.

".."Across the oceans, other rtions, tured: industrially, technically., and econlomi-
ca'lly, .Their foaturation meant niew competition for American pnoucts in the world
marketplace,, applying even gmeater pressure to ful1y tptalize on our country's reseach

THE FOUNDING OF TIlE FTERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM

fit the early 1970s, representatives from severw Kt.y .ievuah and dtve.'o.):n0e1t
laboratories met to brainstorm about the process of technology tansfer... They were later
joined by representatives from Army and Air Force labtastories. Together they forned the
Department of Defense Techhology Transfer Group, whose interes was the interagemcyIshaing of research results to strenghten national defense.-

By 1974, the Department of Defense Technology Transfer Group had expanded to3 include all agencies of the Federal government and had given itself a new name, the Federal
* Labowatory Consortium (FLC). In the. proceLs the group had also reorganized its view of

• 1



the end user for taxpayer-financed R & D. Technology was to be shared not only in and
among the various agency laboratories, but also withuniversities, state and local governments,
industry, and the small business community. This new version of technology transfer aimed
to strengthen the entire American infrastructure through the application of new technologies.

Before October 1980, the decision to engage in the practice of technology transfer
was the decision of the individual laboratory director. If the director believed that moving
in-house technology toward everyday use or the marketplace was a worthy undertaking, and
without risk to the stated mission of the laboratory, a staff could be assigned to the technol-
ogy transfer function. Some laboratory directors did just that. Others, concerned that any
formal effort might reduce their mission effectiveness, chose not to engage in active technol-
ogy transfer but assigned the function as collateral duty to laboratory staffers.

Liberal travel policies at Federal laboratories and the lack of FLC membership dues
created a "window of opportunity" for scientists interested in and committed to the con-
cept of technology transfer. At biannual meetings, a growing number of individuals com-
mitted to domestic technology transfer gathered to share beliefs, ideas, and activities with
peers from other laboratories around the country. Those permitted by their laboratories to
actively pursue technology transfer shared their program activities, problems, and results.
JEffective arguments to gain top management approval for technology transfer (T2 ) were
formulated for those without a clear mandate to proceed.

Initially, few T2 programs had operating budgets. Technology was transferred as
the result of courageous entrepreneurial volunteers who knew how to move projects through
the bureaucratic system. Personal commitment powered the first few technology transfers,
not the mandate of any formal institutionalized program.

THE STEVENSON-WYDLER TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION ACT

In spite of problems, the FLC continued to grow. By 1980, it hUd ever 200 soci-
ates, In October 1980, this small band of believers was finally succemsful in pa-sig legisla-
tion, the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act, PL96.480, that legitmized the
pmceu, Their dreams of budgetary allocations to mount agg.reve T2 programs were
dashed, however, when the- major Federal government voeneies opted to exercise their right
to waive the monetaty sat-aside de4icd to fund the T- pr oces.

The Stevenson-Wydier Technology Innovation Act,4athuugh lacking fiandci l t ith.
served severa useful purposw. It allowed I 2 proponents Inside the Federal system to write
Sdirectives to laboratories under their jurisdiction outlining the requirements for participa-
tion. The law itseif was concrete wnd tangible: it could be used to demotstrate to procedun-
conscious dectisounmakers that higher-level authority to proceed with techoology transfer was
indeed in place. A copy of the law is included in Apivndix A for the reader's review. A
copy of the follow-up report in 1984, the "Stevenson-Wydler Teclhnology Innovation Act
of 1980 Report to the President and the Conr cs,4 is also included in Appendix A, Support
of this legisation by the FIC is documented in viewgfapls located Wi Appetndix U.

TUELC TODAY

The Federal Laboratory Consortium currently numbers more than 30W proponents.
The voting membership is made up of Federal laboratory representatives, but it is joinied at
tgular meetings by representatives from business, state, and local governments, trade associ-
ations, engineeri societies, and the universities. All participants use their own internal net-
wOblui to en*co the expansion of technology transfer. Such self-interest generates better



utilization of the $53 billion worth of annual Federal laboratory research. FLC annual
brochures, highlighting various technology transfer projects, are located in Appendix B
for review.

1986 is expected to produce revised technology transfer legislation (summary
located in Appendix A), which will include a revised handling of Federal patents, the insti-tutionalization of the FLC within the National Science Foundation, and a clear-cut budget

allocation.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: THE FUTURE

Taking an imaginative look into the future, it is hoped that a national Technical
Assistance Program/Technical Volunteer Service will be in place to enhance the technology

transfer process. This would mean an active, institutionalized program at nearly all the
779 Federal laboratories.

The individual programs would be further linked by the FLC to each other with a

smooth regular flow of information. Good ideas would be transferred from Maine to
Arizona. The nuclear scientist in Oregon could talk with the agriculture specialist in Louisi-ana if their volunteer projects made it necessary.

The ORTA office could then focus on gathering technologies, understanding the
various laboratory resources, and educating their volunteer forces about such matters. Thevolunteers, becoming the voice and legs for technological advances% would move T2 to

places in the community where such information would be helpful. (Articles on the use
of Technical Volunteers to provide technology transfer are presented for review in Appen-
dix CQ) Such a national program would allow scientists to remain involved in putting tech-
nology to work in -the community no matter whether they changed careers, switched
branches of Federal'service, retired to a new location, or went to work for private industry.I -With the laboratory remaining the centralized unit for technology ttansfer, there would be

a place in the Technical Assistance Program/Te~cal Volunteer Selvice for technically
skilled W. icipants from all walks of life,SThe future might then see an enginer loading a gsminar in a school of socal wwok,
uth goSl being to teach the potential advocate about new resources for j social ptob-

lenis Instead ofmerely sqvi.ic gthem. Govenrne, bihingual scientists might be loaned
to ergineering schools-to j1 the shortage of technical ptfesson until such time as English,
"speking instructors might be trained, There. would be An aumcation of committed on-calI. s061sts, allowing gm.et flexiblity in -moving quildky to solve any tecdhwol ally based

pro'aln at the community level.
A natio.l Technical Aslssance ProgruninTechnical Volunteer Service woud marry

the Amtericn spirit of helpfulness to technical rtaining and help the nation to move more
Smoothly and efficiantly into its own techolotcally based future.

3



CHAPTER 2
THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CONCEPT: AN OVERVIEW

This chapter discusses the technology transfer concept and the theories as to why
and how it works. This information is particularly pertinent to understanding the grassroots
processes that facilitate technology transfer at the local level.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER THROUGH VOLUNTEERISM

Technology transfer is a movement dependent on the personal interest and partici-
pation of individuals. Fueled by belief and energized by personal commitment, it is grass-
roots in the sense that laboratories respond more regularly to the technology needs of their
own immediate locales rather than directives from headquarters.

There has always been room within this movement for originality, individual inter-
pretation, and action. Technical expertise, a by-product in itself of working in the Federal
Government research world, is a commodity readily accessible by phone to motivate
requesters. Technical innovations move swiftly when a well motivated requester meets a
capable researcher. Innovators on both sides of this equation, scientist and user, have
brought technology transfer to the point where it is today.

Achieving technology transfer through volunteer-based Technical Assistance
Programs/Technical Volunteer Services was an idea originated in 1978 at the Naval Under-
water Systems Center and Is now in effect at I I other Federal laboratories. Such programs
allow scientists and the technically skilled to participate in the technology transfer process
in their own communities on a part-time basis.

The Technical Assistance Program/Technical Vohanteer Service, an adjunct to the
Office of Research and Technology Assessment (ORTA) at the individual laboratory level,
brings technology home, soto speak, by introducing an engineer to the police department
or a pollution control expert to the planning department of a local government, Technical
assistants/volunteers provide the manpower to solve hometown problems by tapphig into
existing solutions within the vast Federal laboratory system.

When technical assistants/volunteers are considered as linkers in the technology
trwosfer process, the proc ss is as presented in figure 2-1.

SONC Of MECHNISM UTILIATION OF•
KNOWLEOGE -. ... .. ..... ...... .

Figure 2-1. TecMowogy itwuhari pto.ts.

As noted by Creighton and Jolly (NPS-SSCF 7206 1A, 30 June 1972) "..,given
equal resources, an effective transfer mechanism in the user organization will produce a
higher coefficient of technology utilization than an intermediary, third organization placed
between supplier and user." More can be read about the linker concept in Appendix D.

"Technical assistants/volunteers inhabit both realms, the source (ruscarch labora.
tory) through vocation and the utilizer (user) by avocation or residence. The dual status
allows the technical assistant/volunteer to overcome identified barriers to technology
tranfer. Figure 2-2 illustrates this.

4



SOURCE OF UTILIZATION OF
• KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANTSIVOLUNTEERS

Figure 2-2. Technical assistant/volunteer role in technology transfer.

Thus TAP/TVS technology transfer works because the technical assistant, who is a
member of the provider organization, the Federal laboratory, is also a member of the viser
organization as a local area resident and taxpayer. This duality is a keystone for technical
assistance success.

INTANGIBLE RESULTS OF THE LINKER PROCESS

When "chnical assistants/volunteers donate their time to capitalize on workplace-
developed experience, a number of things happen:

I) Tie Federal monetary investment I" researehet, s •ac a research, gainsI secondary use.
2) No invest ment is required for third-party organizations to broker technology

transfers.I 3) Exposure to user organizations within the community makes the researchers
more aware of the problems that nieed •tobe solved outside the laboratory.,

4). As a local resident, a researcler's slflnterest it) com unityjbvshxcssiImprve-
11101el is In1conrrated II the technology transfer proce.ss

5) An iibnmnal reward system is.established for the rwarcher.I• -6) A gmreater understanding of the laboratory's rescarch mission and technical
capabilities is promoted in the commuiuty, performing a •oustitueacy for

SLaboratouy tupport.

Early innovators s-elect when technical asslstiants/voluntecrs come forwardl
willingly, Tihis icreases the probability that ideas not only cmrospotllaate but
transplant to other sctots of the nation.

BENIFITS FOR THE COMMUNITY

When tecnttical assiszants/volunteers donate their hiigly developed skills, benefits
arc as follows:

I ) The community gains access to highlty skilled technical specialists. access
usually denied by budgetary coustwints.

2) Community mtmnbcrs (the users) gain confidence in their own ability to
succmssfully utilize a transferred technology.

1 5



3) The community at large increases knowledge of a particular technology and
develops a deepened belief in technological solutions.

4) Role models are provided for change, adaptation, and innovation.

Not every scientist is suited to be a technical assistant; however, for those who are
and want to apply their skills in new ways toward a greater good, the technology transfer
activity at a Federal R & D laboratory is an ideal place to serve as a hunan link between
science and society.

6



CHAPTER 3
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS/TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICES:

ORGANIZATION, ROLES, AND PRACTICES

This chapter lo3ks at the variety of forms Technical Assistance Programs/Technical
Volunteer Services can take with their structural organizations as well as their methods and
practices within their own communities. This chapter also defines the roles of key partici-
pants in the TAP/TVS process and identifies those IAPJTVS administrative concerns pertin-
ent to all laboratories.

ORGANIZATIONAL PLACEMENT

As can be seen from figure 3-1, the location of the technology transfer function
within the overall laboratory organizational structure differs from laboratory to laboratory.
The goal for each TAP/TVS program is to put technology to work in the local community.
The laboratory's reasons for implementing that goal vary from the need to improve a labor-
atory's community inage to the need to develop a local employee pool with better technical
skills.

No single organizational chart for the individual TAP/TYS works best. However,
every successful program does operate near top management. It %arfies out the long-range
needs of the laboratory while meeting the national imperative to transfer research benefits
and provide local technical assistance.

So long as these overall objectiv.s are met, thi placement of the program within tile
laboratory's organizationui structure is optional.

Figure 3-2 illustrates the balanced goals of a succosful Technical Astance Prgr, all
Tecdnical Volunteer Service.

7
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Figure 3-1. Sample locations of '?offices and TAPs/VSs within laboratory organizatiorL,
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Figure 3-2. TAPITVS goals.

TAP/TVS ROLES AND RESPONSI3LITIES

An effective TAP/TVS is depeatdent on the commitment and active porticipation of
the T2 coordinator, the TAP/TVS Coordinator, and the technical assistantsjvolunteers.
Tho roles and responsibilities of •ltese participants ire described as follows:

Technology Transfer Coordinator/ORTA Representative -

- Responsi' for surveying laborato'y research activities with an eye toward
identifyi! tht, o with potential outside applications.

- Participates in Federal Laboratory Consortium, usually as a voting member,
- Responsible for interlaboratory technology exchanges.
- Moves local technology requests toward appropriate sources.
- Writes T2 reports for agency-level use in Washington.
- Initiates programs that introduce new technology to businesses or other groups,

and vice versa.

Techenical Asistance/Volunteer Cordinator -

- Oversees TAP/TVS projects.
- Recruits volunteers.
- Develops community links.
- E-ducates technical assistants/volunteers.
- Passes tecxhuology-related problems and requots on to 1,2 coordiinator.

Technical Assistant/Volunteer

- Provikes the scientifia liaison between community/user,
- Helps define user problems,
- Works as team member to solve user problems.
- Funnels technical rozurc-e, of laboratory (in tenrs of knowledge or equipmetit)

toward user and funnels use•r problems toward laboratory rsources.
- Serves as a science advisoi/problem broker for laboratory teclhology tansfer

programn.



TAP/TVS LINESOF COMMUNICATION

Communication is as important in the technical assistance/volunteer network as in
any organization, but special care should be taken to avoid the Federal government compul-
sion for paperwork.

Brevity and concise language are the watchwords of technical assistance. The goat
is to inform the next layer of management structure, not to convince. Programs are oper-
ated under the basic assumption that what is being done is indeed worthwhile; continued
funding or organizational existence does not depend on convincing the hierarchy that
success has been obtained.

The steps that should be taken for efficient, effective communications are as follows:

1. The technical assistant/volunteer writes a one-paragraph report to the coordina-
tor outlining the assigned project. This information is fine-tuned by telephone
throughout the project with the TAP/TVS Coordirnator.

2. The TAP/TVS Coordinator verbally summarizes all technical assistance projects
to the T' Coordinator on a monthly basis. Face-to-face meetings of all con-
cerned are held, as needed.

3. The T2 Cooruinator reports to the laboratory director as required and provides
"a written report to the agency level, usually once per year, summarizing
progress on all projects,

4. The agencies report to Congress every 2 years on matters of technology transfer
as required by the Stevenson-Wydler Act. This may become an annal require-
ment with new modifications of the law.

TAP/TVS ADAPTATIONS TO LOCAL NEEDS AND CONCERNS

No two Technical Assistant Programs/Technical Volunteer Services are exactly alike..
Each program has a special character that functions because it is organizationally dynamic
and community responsive. Naturally, the laboratory's mission continues to influence the
character of a TAP/TVS. The interaction between laboratory and community is influenced
on one side by the technical resources of the laboratory and on the other by the complexity,
makeup. and needs of the surrounding community.

"The following paragraphs demonstrate the variety of applications of the TAP/TVS
concept.

I ) Cold Regions Research and Engincering Laboratory exists in a wilderness
environment populated primarily by intellectuals with a stake in preserving
that wilderness. The laboratory itself is small, with a history of using tech-
nological advances for the public welfare. Becauso the laboratory wanted to
strengthen its ties with Dartmouth College, it createl a TAP/ITVS program that
uses both university and laborptory scientists to conduct demonstration pro-
jects for local government.

2) Natick Laboratory has a long history of spinning research results out to corpor-
ate America where they become products for the general population (e.g.,
fretze-dried coffee). The technical assistance func0on as we know it, however,
is a collaterai duty and is drivet, by direct requests from the Boston Voluntary
Action Center. In this respect, Natick's TAP/TVS extperiences "technology
"pull" and is not requited to make a major commitment to promoting commun-
ity awareness and requests,

10



3) Harry Diamond Laboratory, one of the 14 Federal laboratories that ring
Washington, D.C., exists In an atmosphere of highly competitive consultants.
As a T2 action leader within the Army and the FLC, this laboratory sees its
role as an educational one, providing technical assistance to improve the quality
of science education in the local school systems.

4) David Taylor NSRDC is the national repository for technical assistant/
volunteer information within the Federal laboratory system. This organization
aids new programs having startup problems. Its own technical volunteer
activities focus on the needs of municipal government and the handicapped.

5) Los Alamos National Laboratory, a University of California-operated national
laboratory, is located on an isolated mountaintop along with the town Los
Alamos. Its TAPjTVS program allows technically skilled and the retired
parents of its employees to participate in the program. Whereas the technology
transfer focus at this laboratory is technology-to-industry, the TAP/TVS
program focuses on local New Mexican economic development.

6) Naval Underwater Systems Center, creator of the first Technical Volunteer
Service, is very active in the FLC and a leader in the use of the Intergovern-
mental Personnel Act to transfer technology. This laboratory decided to oper-
ate their Technical Volunteer Service without a full-time coordinator. They
reorganized their volunteers into task forces that conduct TAP/TVS projects.
Task force leaders delegate responsibilities, train each other as well as new
m,;mbe ;, and examine technical requests as a group. Task force members
aie assigned to projects based on skill, time available, and project requirements,
with one or more members participating.

7) Lawrencý; Livermore Laboratory Is another University of California-operated
laboratory. Its TAP, "V-V program is aO.gned with the community education
department a'•d addresses the twchnical needsof municipalities by vsing both
curmnt and retired employees.

8) Naval Air Dwvelopmetit Center uses its own retirees to coordinate Its TAP/TVS
program, The program, exists withiv one of the nation's most active technology
transfer offices, solving probl'.-ms of design, performance, and technical repair.
This group works, for the most part, with a consortium of governments.
Retirees are project leaders, but can call on current employees for technical
aesiitance when necessary.

9) Rockwell Intcanational is a bomb prodaction facility with a need to improve
its local image As a contract labomtory operated by a privue compaiuy, it has
a covporate donatiot piogram. Unhke tll other TAP'T% S programs, it can
join its technical aýistwice with -.ai dollars to aid local commnities and
organizations.

10) Sandia National Laloratory conducts its TAP/'TVS prograin for staff and
retirees, vs well as for members of .acir families. Sandia has an active transfe:
of technology with 5usiness 3spinoffs to local Albuquerque, one of the fastest-
growing cotnmunitien in tile nation.

These brief outlines demonstrate the different.s in methods and practice, of Techni-
cal Assistance Program/Technical Volunteer Sevices and reinforce the idea ol grassroots
creativity. The shape of the program L6 directly re!ated to internal, external, and participant
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conditions. The question'is "What do you want the program to accomplishand how should
Itoget there?" Do what works best for you, your4dboratory, and your community.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONCERNS

Whatever the overall goals and objectives of the TAP/TVS program, each ORTA
must give careful consideration to establish policies regarding the following administrative
details:

1) Reimbursement
a) travel expenses
b) out-of-pocket expenses

2) Laboratory access

a) badge
b) escort
c) clearances

3) Library access
4) Contractor/consultant status

5) Insurance

6) Liability
7) Technical resources

8) Parking
9) Phone use

.10) Desk space

11) Attendance at technical seminars by technical assistants/volunteers.

Policies regarding each of the above are as varied as the laboratories themselves. No
matter what final decisions are made, It is critical that each section be decided before the
TAP/TVS begins operation. This avoids potential problems aud- prevents confusion among
participants.

12



CHAPTER 4
TAP/TVS: INITIATION, coNDUCT, AND COMPLETION

This chapter discusses how the requests for technical assistants/volunteers are received,I how they are matched with the appropriate laboratory talents, and how the project is man-
aged during its conduct.

THE MATCHING PROCESS

£ Matching a particular community need with the appropriately trained and qualified
volunteer is a critical juncture in the TAP/TVS process. It does not happen automatically.
The community-based user may not know exactly what expertise to ask for; the scientist/
volunteer may wait to be told exactly what to do. Occasionally, an easy and perfect match
is made. However, experience tells us that in most cases much "massaging" goes on betweenthe time a technical request reaches the laboratory and the time when some definitive action
takes place. Generally, a technical request and matching process goes through these iterations:

- The request is received by some member of the technology transfer office staff.
It is screened to determine whether the general scientific specialty exists within
the laboratory to solve it. If not, it is forwarded to a more appropriate laboratory.
The requester Is never told he/she *illreceive help, only that the laboratory will
help if possible.

- Next, the request Is screened to determine whether it can be met by local business
capabilities, If so, that referral is made.
If not, it Is then determined whether the request is for information only or
requires the personal attention of a technical specialist.

- In some cases, where the TAP/TVS program has existed for some time, the
appropriate technical referral Is outside the laboratory, such as when the current
request duplicates a previously solved problem. The new requester Is referred to
those who have already received help from the TAP/TVS concerning a similar
problem. Thus the TAP/TVS program does not continue to respond to the same
request over and over. People who -Mcelyp technical help are expected to give
help to others when they have the ability to do so,

"I - If all previous tests indicate that a request should be passed on to a Technical
Assistant/Volunteer, a search is made of the laboratory's skills bank, where survey
Information on potential technical assistants/volunteers Is kept. Volunteers are
assigned to projects by matching education, work experience, and special interest
areas.

When an assistant/volunteer request match isimade, the problem is turned over to
the selected Technical Assistant/Volunteer, who then performs a brief technical
evaluation, usually by telephone. The requester still receives no guarantee of
help, only an indication that his/her request is being evaluated.

If the selected technical assistant/volunteer is not technically qualified for the
project, he/she is expected to provide clearer information of the types of skill
required by the. project. This guides the TAP/TVS coordinator In making a more
suitable match.
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- Occasionally, the person with the best qualifications to solve a request isnot
signed up as a Technical Assistant/Volunteer. Often, when identified as best
qualified to help, individuals not formally committed to the TAP/TVS will read-
ily agree to take on the task. If they are too busy or disinclined to help, they can
often provide the name of another qualified individual who might be willing to
provide technical assistance.

PROJECT CONDUCT AND COMPLETION

Once the match is made between the qualified technical assistant/volunteer and the
requester, the technical assistant/volunteer is given "project management" authority, with
the knowledge that the ORTA office will support the project (with assistance - not money).
The assistant/volunteer can expect that certain resources, such as databases, coworkers, and
even laboratory equipment will be made available (when the loan of these resources will not
interfere with mission requirements).

The technical assistant/volunteer assumes primary responsibility for the project.
The TAP/TVS Coordinator may, on occasion, check with the volunteer and requester to
determine progress and whether more, or different, help is required to move the project
toward completion.

The Technical Assistant/Volunteer is given a project report form on which to record
details of the project. On project completion, a one-paragraph summary is added at the
bottom of the project report and includes an estimate of time spent and value of dollars
saved by the technical assistance provided. These progress reports are used to compile both
a monthly newsletter to all participants and users, as well as the annual report needed at the
agency level.

The TAP/TVS newsletter serves as an educational tool for both volunteers and users.
Technical specialists see what is being done Wnd can be more alert to opportunities in their
own neighborhood environments, while community users can see the kind of solutions tech-
nology provides elsewhere. Samples of newsletters are available for review in Appendix L.

Special projects of merit may be recommended for the national "Volunteer of the
Year" award, Winners in this category receive lunch at the White House and a silver medal-
lion personally presented by the President. To date, the nation's TAPs/TVSs have had one
national individual winner, and two laboratory citations, the latter equated with honorable
mention. (See Appendix E.)
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CHAPTER S

BARRIERS AND CONSTRAINTS TO THE TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROCESS: SOLUIIONS

This chapter identifies those constraints and barriers which can inhibit effective
technology transfer through the TAP/TVS concept. The chapter also addresses specific
attitudes tha. can stand In the way of technology transfer and provides responses to over-
come such barrier attitudes.

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Although it is mandated by law, technology transfer is not always in the formal
sense, a fully funded function of the Federal Government, such as the National Aeronautics
asid Space Administration. Government officials are not judged on their technology transfer
performance, nor are they rewarded within the system for specific T2 accomplishments.
There is no designated career track within the Civil Service for technology transfer.

Such lack of definition, funding, and responsibility'leave the survival of the tech-
nology transfer concept to the personal commitment of Interested individuals and their
Americani proclivity to "make things better." Fortunately, in many cases, highly skilled
and knowledgeable scientists have been attracted by the opportunity for personal creativity
and have opted to give up financial rewards for the more personalized satisfaction present
in the technology transfer movement.

Unfortunately, in some cases, laboratories use the ORTA position as a place to park
deadwood on the way to retirement. Too often, such individuals are no longer Inflamed by
ideas but are simply marking time, Without a champion, a directive, or funding, technology
transfer at such a laboratory remains inert. .

PERCEPTUAL BARRIERS

Two perceptual (mindset) conditions can exist inside a laboratory to inhibit the
transfer of technology. One is the "not invented here" syndrome. This tendency to mistrust
the research of outside organizations results in a lack of experience in searching out existing
answers elsewhere. This condition Is directly responsible for a major technology transfer
finperative: "Don't reinvent the wlheil."

"The second condition is functional fixedness: the tendency to think only in terms
of an item's current deflned use, particulaly -the inability to perceive of applications for
technical knowledge in the nonttechnical world. Such fixedness can result from a scientist's
inherent isolation from the full spectrum of social sectors.

Only. a. scientist who is also a volunteer fireman would understand the need for a
paint that prevents fire hydrants from freezing shut., Only a peron with a close association
with the nonvocal handicapped would think of using computers to help them "talk."
Only people who are frmstated by efforts to speak in acoustically "dead" rooms would be
motivated to make improvements to eliminate the acoustic problems. Only those who
relate to the wheelchair-bound u ndentand their traction problenr in inclement weather.
For many people, it is hard to imagine the needs of groups with which they have no famili-
arity. It is also hard to kegin to think of new ways to use existing products without encour-
agement from formally recognized programs.

Technical asshtance!volunteerism, by exposing the scientist to society, increases
the chances of diverse problems meetng existing solutions. Hence it inhibits functional
"fixedne.
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SOCIAL CONSTRAINTS

Not all technical experts are socially skilled and much damage can be done to the
progress of technology transfer, the reputation of the laboratory, and the motivation of
the volunteer if the social/expertise roles are mixed. In a person-to-person program such as
TAP/TVS tids can mean that knowledge remains locked up until a more socially skilled
technologist becomes the pipeline. For example, a small businessman is not interested in
conversing with a technical expert if he can't elicit the necessary specific information he
needs but receives instead a brain dump of irrelevant data. It is important to make distinc-
tions anmong the different types of technical assistants/volunteers.

FUNDING CONSTRAINTS

The budgets of municipalities act as constraints to technical assistance. The re-
search laboratory associate is often accustomed to large budgets and state-of-the-art equip-
ment. Neither exists at the local level, where taxpayers keep an eagle eye on the budget
line items. The technical assistance/volunteer must be in touch with this reality. The
ultimate solution may be too expensive, and "over-engineering" may not be cost-effective.

DISCONNECTED LABORATORY/COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Federal laboratories, particularly military laboratories, have little experience inter-
acting with the communities in which they are located. There are several reasons for this,
security being the foremost. Literal and figurative fences around the periphery of a research
installation discourage neighbors from dropping by. Internal security indoctrination warns
against discussion of work in progr.ess with outsiders.

In addition, even though laboratories hire local professionals to do their work, both
the boss,(futding source) and the customer are elsewhere. Researchers travel constantly,
toWashington, D.C., or to field sites where they do hands-on experiments. Rarely do they
interact with locals except for subcontractors, who are also under similar security constraints.

An aura of importance surrounds the laboratory, inside and out. Researchcrs them-
selves are focused on the cutting edge of technology. Local people, without specifics, fall
victim to mysterious stereotypes of-research and govaroment work.

The laboratory/community relationshtp Is, therefore, respectful but reserved. Unlem
one is sensitive to these variables, one will not understand why technology transfer/technical
assistance programs can be slow to start and can easilybreak down. As a result, a technical
assistant/volunteer is like a first-time ambassador to a foreign country. To be more cogni.
zant of the attitudes on both sides of the laboratory fence is to be better prepared to deal
with them.

The following paragraphs discuss those attitudes, held by the community population,
laboratory personnel, and even the interested technical assistant/volunteer, which can be
barriers to the Wahnology transfer process. Ways to dispel those attitudes and eliminate
the baries are offered for con.ideration and use.

Barter Attudes Within Th Community

I. "So you're from the Federal Government and you want to help us?"
For the past 20 years, a prolifetation of Federal programs have arrived with hoopla,

cardied on a flurry of activities, and then dissolved just when people became dependent on
them. In ge:n the larger population lacks a bas trust in the involvement of the Federal
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Government in their lives. The best way to dispel the effect of this attitude is to accept this
distrust and even humor it. Be upfront in talking about the shortcomings of Federal involve-
ment in private concerns, until such time as your TAP/TVS develops the experience base
the community can trust.

2. "How can we use a submarine?" (Or any similar high tech product?)

The larger population tends to view research results as products, not knowledge.
For example, a Navy laboratory's conununity thinks of the laboratory's resources in terms
of boats, submarines, and torpedoes. An Army laboratory is equated with guns, tanks, and
helmets. If the laboratory's mission is underwater systems, the average person conjures up
visions of habitable rooms on the ocean floor. In the case of a materials laboratory, the
image is of silt, gravel, or perhaps even cloth.

One way to ameliorate this attitude is to talk about the kinds of professionals that
work in a laboratory: engineers, acousticians, mathematicians, or chemists. Experience
shows that it is easier (although still not easy) for nontechnical people to relate to technical
professions.

3. "Why are you suddenly interested in me?"

The average person has never heard of the Stevenson-Wydler Act nor the concept of
technology t'ansfer. Immediate suspicions arise when you talk about efficiency and effec-
tiveness. Nontechnical people may suspect that their bosses are unhappy with their work
performance and have sent you to fix the problem. To talk In general terms about a national
need to get a greter return on the taxpayer's R & D dollar relieves the fear that people's
own shortcomings have spurred yourinterest..

4. "Am I stupid or something?"

-The specialized language of any profession tends to exclude those who don't under-
stand it. The technical professions are no different. The average nontechnical person is
afraid to converse with the technically trained. First, they fear the problem is really simple
and they should know how to fix it; or, if they are successful in stating the problem, they
often don't understand the answer when it is presented in technical terminoloSy.

5. "You'll make me look bad."

Many candidates for technical assistance fear appearing less accomplished than
their peers. It takes a great deal of self-confidence to say, "I don't know," and even more to
begin actively searching for an answer. That isn't necessarily true inside a research organi-
zation, where the corporate culture is builtlaround admitting the unknown and searching for
knowledge.

Researchers who want to become technical assistants/volunteers must clearly under-
stand this. Sometimes the mayor or city manager is the initial requester who then delegates
the project to a subordinate. This can mean a situation where the technical assistant/
volunteer works with somoone less motivated to solve the problem than the original requester.

Barier Attitudes Inside The Laboratory

1. "Why would you give away what you can sell?"

Scientists not geared to volunteerism often ask this question. But people volunteer
their technical expertise to the community at large for a variety of reasons:
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- A lack of personal gratification in long-term military research.
- Boredom with the role of contract administration and a-desire to freshen techni-

cal skills.
- The desire to meet new people.
- The desire to explore a career change.
- The desire for a new topic for a journal article.
- A feeling of uselessness in retirement.
- The desire to become part of the laboratory culture again and renew acquaint-

tances, both professional and personal.
- The opportunity to manage a project from beginning to end.
- The chance to use hobby skills.
- The opportunity to make America better.
- The hope of reducing taxes.

Loyalty to the Government.
- Escape from household chores.
- The hope of developing a part-time job.
Some of these reasons are altruistic and some self-serving. Either type of motivatioi

is equally effective in putting technology to work in the community, and weshould not fal
into the trap of feeling that one is honorable and the other is not.

If a person volunteers for several projects and later develops paid consulting work as
result, this is a positive result. The economy is stimulated, reliable technical skills are showcas,
for a user who needs them, and new markets are developed where none previously existed.

2. 'This kind of work interferes with the mission."
Some serious researchers Inside laboratories feel that any energy not directly relate-

to the mission diverts attention from the mission. Such critics are reassured by pointing ou
how technical assistance projects help todovelop new technical and managerial skills that
actually benefit the mission.

Bander Attitudes Held By Potential Volunteers

I . "A request for technical assistance must be the first priority of the requester;
otherwise, there would be no request for help."

This is not necessarily so, particularly with municipalities. Priorities change with

politics and current emergencies. In most cases, the requester sets the time schedule. A
request that is urgent one day may be forgotten for weeks or montlh only to become
urgent again. at alater date, Such fluctuation is normal.

2. "i don't want to assumne technical liability."

You don't. The head of the requester organization igns a harmless agreememt..
As a technical assitant/volunteer, you are only part of a team to solve probleins.

3. "1 canq only solve well-defined technical problems."
Requesters often need help defining and formulating their problems, Because

technical assistants/volunteers conic to each project as unbiased professionals, they are ofti
able to solve underlying problems. For example, a municipality was having trouble sizing i
computer needs, When the technical assistant/volunteer stepped in, he asked that the mnun
cipality first determine whether the police department or the finance department was in
charge of the computer. Once that issue was settled, the size problem disappeared; the pro
blam wasn't so much technical as an unaddressed conflict between rival department heads.
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4. "1 don't have time for long-term involvement."

A long-term involvement is not usually required. Many requests for technical assis-
tance can be answered with a single phone call; the average involvement is for 3 days. How-
ever, it often happens that a personal relationship develops between assistant/volunteer and
user that establishes a hand-holding or "Can I call you when I need you?" agreement.

5. "How can my technical knowledge have any application to the. problems of the
community?"

Most technical assistants/volunteers will either be currently employed by, or retired
from the Federal laboratory in whose TAP/TVS they participate. This means they know
the corporate history, who worked on which research project, the unique qualities, and
special talents of particular individuals, the power points of that organization, and what help
would or would not be available inside the laboratory organization. '

What technical assistants/volunteers don't know, however, is how this information
can be made useful to potential users. That knowledge is accumulated through contact
with outside organizations. For example, when sideward-looking sonar was developed, it
wasn't envisioned that It would be used to find historic wrecks in the Great Lakes, sunken
oil tankers in Long Island Sound, or diamonds in South African rivers.

6. "I'm retired. I may be a little rusty."

Retirees have been away from the laboratory environment for a while. Therefore,
they need to be updated on new research thrusts, introduced to new department hoads, and
be given a tour of the facility,
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CHAPTER 6
TAP/TVS DEVELOPMENT AT THE LOCAL. LEVEL: AN EXAMPLE

This chapter presents the story of how the first technical assistance program devel-
oped at one laboratory, the Naval Underwater Systems Center. Insights are provided into
the initial problems encountered and the.adaptations made to fit the program to local
community needs. Since it is the oldest and best-known example of a TVS program, its
history should provide useful information.

When the concept of technology transfer began, distrust of Federal programs was at
its height. Community officials were direct and scathing in their response to proffered
assistance from Federal R & D laboratoies:

- We don't want another program that comes in, raises people's expectations, and
then disappears when the funding ceases.

- Government workers are deadwood. Who wants help from them? They only
stay in Federal laboratories because the aren't creative enough to bW hired by
private industry.

- Why do you suddenly want to help me?

- All that technology is fine for you with all those fat budgets supported with tax
doUars. We don't have that kind of money!!

- Scientists may be smart but they don't have any common sense. I need practical
solutions to real problems.

- Laboratory research is diabolical; you only come to us because you have a guilty
conscience.

These were attitudes expi-ssed toward |ikdcral government laboratories in 197&,
Clearly, "providing technical ausstance-to state and local governments." an option $peled
out in the Navy regulation, would not be easy.

Negative community attitudes was one side of the problem. The sccond ihiring that
initially stopped T2 pro gess was the edict that laboratories were to operate it) tl "-tech.
nology pull" mode, 11Tat meant there was to be Ito active, internally dire"ted pmrotann at
the laboratory level to showcaw, market, or entiLe users toward e.inttlg technology, Policy
makers determinte-d that. if a real •wed existed, uoer would come lookitg for help. In 4
world not influenced by past Government itieptitudes, that might. have been true. in 1978.
previous experience had generated suspicion and distrust.

The Naval Underwater Systems Center was. at thai time, a leader in action'orieinttd
projects that demionstrated the value of technology transfer to slate and locul goveroments.
With underwater communications the central olissiont sptcialty, the 112 manugenwsit at
NUSC was innovative in finding ways to .pply that knowledge to the outside world.

The National Science Foundatiomi funded NUSC to do .everal demonstration p)roj-
eels. Th1ey were accomplished via Intergovenmental Person=el Act a.signments. (The WA
mechanism allows for a temporary transfer of peronneil out of or into the laboratory to
accomplish specific assigitnints of predetermined length asid sco,•.) The tasks of various
IPA assignments were:

1) A systems analyst worked with the New York City Polke Department to create
an automated fuel-dispening system (or their velicles.
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2) An information specialist worked with five Ohio municipalities to conduct
joint training of police/fire/emergency medical technician on local dosed-
circuit TV.

3) A heating/ventilating/air-conditioning engineer worked with the Rhode Island
Energy office to establish energy audit standards.

4) A scientist was assigned to the Connecticut legislature to provide technical
input to legislators relative to pendir ' legislation.

5) A political scientist from the New York State Assembly came into NUSC to
advise on intergovernmental activities at the state level.

6) An engineer served as a "circuit-riding" science advisor to mayors and city
managers in six key Western cities.

Each of these projects was successful insofar as the technical advisor was able to
integrate him/herself into a team with the existing local hierarchy. Specifically, the projects
worked best when the technical assistant disclaimed the "out-of-town expert" wole and
concentrated on how to add a technical dimension to existing initiatives.

In 1978, NUSC, already leading the way in national and state technology transfer
projects, decided to enter the next level of technology transfer intervention - local govern-
noent or technical assistance.

The first attempt was to conduct interactive seminars with invited local officials.
The firt seminar introduced stereoplotted mapmaking. This technique allows maps to be
made by computer, using information gained from aerial flyovers. Officials were impressed
and even overwhelmed, but reality became quickly apparent in their comments. "1That Is
wonderful techlology. We would love it, It is quite space age. However, we are anl the way
back in the caveman era without computers."

One more interactive seminar was held: a firwucial managenent seminar for inunicil
pal finhnce directors. ]The laboratory had received information that, becaust of a lack of
kitowledge, small towns didn't know how to develop line-item budgets. During the seminar,
it was discovered that this lack of clarity was intentional, a political tool that allowed the
top executive a great deal of latitude in oanaging municipal funds. The0 towns didni't
wa|ti a liwe4trens budget that carefully tracked expenditurms for taxpayers.

The NUSC technology transfor office learned from those fi•.t two wilmiars that the
technical asstance treuired by the avetrge loCal govCrnm"elt was not pioner state-of'the
aut information, but advice and guidance on more mundanie Issue tsuch as:, which two-way
radio is noost cost effective for this slpcific police department? How do•as one keep pwthole
patches in place On a mulltiwsolal toad surfýce? What do i do with emiployees who are
afraid of computers?

111ew kinds of problems. considero- low technology, ate usually very eaty (or a
tcchiiicaily skilled person to solve. 11we sutp~t wit thit laboratory sientits enjoyed
doing it.

11wo e pCXpdation was that sIch pibjeCts vwould bore highly ekilled researchers. The
opposite was true. Th1y enjoyed fhe hiteracliot) with municipal organizasmons, and also felt

lwhemslves to be saving lax dollars and using workplace skills constrnctively rjt'cr than for
destructive purposes (particularly true for military laboratories with weapons rescldt,
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Thus, the TAP/TVS wah ý,juisted in response to the following:

- negative Fedý-,dl image
- agency-level policy not to "push" technology
- diversity within local government,--
- low-level technology ne!'ds of communitts
- mistakes in assessing c, ,nmunity technology needs.

It was theorized that a people-to-people program, scientist to community user,
would establish a dynamic retationship through which technology could flow: A scientist
has a vested interest in his own community and a local user would be less intimidated by a
neighbor who happens to be a scientist.

The theory worked. Technical assistants/volunteers formed teams with community
users. One side brought the scientific/technical knowledge, the other brought specific
knowledge about the history, environment, and local resources available to solve problems.
Mutual respect developed and mutual respect became the basis for the success of numerous
technical assistance projects. For greater detail about the development of this particular
TAP/TVS organization, refer to NUýC Technical Document 6719 in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER 7
BECOMING A TECHNICAL ASSISTANT:
GUIDELINES FOR THE SELF-LEARNER

This chapter provides some guidelines for the individual technical assistant/volunteer
for identifying potential talents to be applied to the TAP/TVS process and regarding TAP/
TVS responsibilities. Also provided are review materials for the self-learner.

CP".ATING YOUR OWN ROLE

As a potential technical assistant/volunteer, you need to understand that you are the
creative link to what happens in the technology transfei process. The laboratory is unique
in terms of mission, ability, professional makeup, locale, etc. The task of a cadre of tech-
ni.,al assistants/volunteers is to translate ihis capacity into usefulness at the lonal level, to
put technology to work in the community. This translation is an exciting cha!Lenge. It
offers the opportunity to put the best-qualified individual together with a special problem.

Because of the creative, open-ended nature of the technical assistance process, ask
yourseJf ihe following questions as a means to identifying your particular role in the
process.

- What is your educatiotal background?
- What is your career experience?

- What is your life experience?
- What do you hope to get out of participation in this program?
- What do you see as the most immediate need In your community?
- WhIt special interests/talents do you have?
- What amount of time can you give to this TAP/tVS program?I- What can you do better than anyone else using all that you are and know to

improvo the community in which you live?

When you are ready to make the committuent to the potential of this creative
process, fill out yoir volunteer faom. (Sample shown In Appendix G in the Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory TVS-report.) Take it to your laboratory ORTA office. Explain
how you se-eyour own participation in the program and ask these questions:

!) What happens next?

2) How will I be informed of progress?
3) When c.;a 1 expect the next contact?

4) Is there anything I c;an do to help start the program?

Then you'll be on your way to unving yourself. your community. and your
laboratory.

TAPITVS RULES AND R EGULATIONS

There are no definitive rules and regulations for the Txchntlal Assistance Program/
Technical Volunteer Service. However, there arv. guidelines all participants slould follow
to preserve the intent of the program and the integrity of the assistance given. Thece guide-
Hiles are:
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- "Don't compete with small business."
- "Don't impede the laboratory mission."
- "Don't promise an answer until you're sure you have one."

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANT/VOLUNTEER

As a participant in the technology transfer process, you have the following
responsibilities:

- To become familiar with the laboratory's internal resources and the goals of
technology transfer as practiced by that !aboratory.

- To have some general knowledge of what the Federal Laboratory Consortium
offers in the way of resources.

- To establish personal guidelines for availability and for expertise offered as a
technical assistant/volunteer, and to make the program manager aware of same.

- To be alert to opportunities for technology t4ansfer in all circles in which you
move.

GUIDE FOR THE SELF-LEARNER

An understanding of the history of technology transfer, its imperatives, the Federal
laboratory system, and the Federal Laboratory Consortium will increase your value as a
local volunteer. Your technical skills will be your community's link to billions of dollars
worth of completed research and over a 100,000 technical specialists employed by the
Federal laboratory system. Remember when you are considering your role as a potential
technical assitant/volunteer that you have years of technical training and experience, and
that other,Federal laboratariers omploy eokmterparts to yourseWlwith different tehiwcal
capabilities. These people are 4lso available to you for consultation through tile Federal
telephone system. When you are involved in a TAP/TVS project, consider yourself the
project manager on local problems assigned to you and consider yourself in charge of a
far-flung staff of experts.

A wide range of material (including audiovisual presentations) have been compiled
or cited in this manual for your review. Tihe material most appropriate to you as a self-
learner is listed at the end of this section.

Take tile time to review the supplemental materials, view the videotapes, and read all
the articles provided. Other material is available through the Technical Volunteer Data
Bank at DTNSRDC, Bethesda, MD. In addition, working with your Technical Assistance/
Volunteer Coordinator, your ORTA representative, the local laboratory librailan, and the
FLC network, you can got just about any technical information you need to solve a problem.

Tite more you know about tile available resources, the greater the range and depth
of assistance you can provide your community.

I) Read: Legislation PL 96-480 - The Stevenson Wydler Technology Innovation
Act of 1980. (Located In Appendix A).

This is the enabling legislation for technology transfer and the technical assis-
tance programs.

2) Read: Revisions to PL 96-480, November 1985, summary by Dr. Eugene
Stark, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chairman of the Federal Laboratory
Consortium.
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This summary outlines how new legislation, which isexpected to be passed in
1986, will be different from the previous legislation.

3) Review: viewgraphs, "The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation, October
1980, Public Law 96-480, The Federal Laboratories and the Federal Labora-
tory Consortium for Technology Transfer."

These viewgraphs explain the law and the FLC in summary form.

4) Read: article, "The Linker Role in the Technology Transfer Process." M.E.
Essoglou, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. PL96-480-Text (located
in Appendix B).

This article discusses the theoretical relationships and roles played by all parties
in the technology transfer process.

5) View: videotape, "The Federal Laboratory Consortium, Sen. Schmidt, et al."

This videotape shows the FLC's relationship to Stevenson-Wydler.

6) View: videotape, "The FLC Spring Meeting - Science for Society," Claira
Monier, regional director, DHHS.

This videotape presents the view of potential technology users, asking engineers
and scientists for help with specific technically based problems.

7) View: slide show, "The Technical Volunteer Service."

This automated slide/tape show presents activities of the original program at
the Naval Underwater System Center and shows technical volunteers busy with
actual projects.

8) View: two-part videotape, "Les Cory Presents His Communication Devices for
Non-Vocal People" and "Judy Holt Explains A Mother's Role as Part of the
Technical Assistance Team."

9) Articles and newsletters (contained in Appendix E).

These highlight TAP/TVS projects as well as awards given for outstanding
technical assistance projects.

If you're interested in exp!oring technical assistance further, review the additional
resource data contained in the appendices of this manual. Also review the articles and
documents listed in the bibliography given for this manual.
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CHAPTER 8
"TRAINING TECHNICAL ASSISTANT& INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

This chapter provides guidelines for-the potential TAP/TVS instructor and offers
suggestions for specific training-activities.

Each TAP/TVS develops a character of its own because of the creative blend of
laboratory expertise and community requirements. Although this means a healthy, dynamic
condition for the program and encourageslocal growth, it makes "training" for technical
assistants/volunteers very difficult. The job is not to teach-them how, but to open the Adoor
marked "opportunity."

THE IMPORTANCE FOR TAP/TVS PARTICIPANT TRAINING

Technical assistants/volunteers must become cognizant of the FLC network that
links them to every current scientific discipline as well as the nation's vast storehouse of
completed research. Together, these resources provide powerful help to the team or indi-
vidual, working to solve problems in places like the Idaho desert or a small town in Missis-
sippi. A technical assistant's/volunteer's usefulness is increased exponentially when backed
by billions of dollars worth of Federal knowledge and experience and the skills to access
the same.

MOTIVATION FOR TAPJTVS INVOLVEMENT

To be successful, technical assistance must be experienced as the fulfillment of some
self-interest by participating scientists. That self-interest can be as diverse as testing a pet
workplace theory, creating material for a journal article, the development of private consult-
ing opportunitiesthe need for personal impact, theopportunity to manage a project from
start to finish, or even the -pursuitof an avocation, Whatever the impetus that created an
interest in technical assistance, its fulfillment must be perceived as a realizable objective to
maintain the initial interest.

An instructor training technical assistants/volunteers should understand that motiva-
tions for volunteering vary, and they should get the message across that all motivations are
acceptable.

The technical assistant/volunteer expects to receive a benefit from the investment of
his/her time other than the traditional payment of wages. Sometimes, those inexperienced
in the field of volunteerism forget this fact. They ask the question: Why would an engineer
or scientist "give away" that which they could get paid for? The answer is that, as technical
assistants/volunteers, they do receive "payment." It just isn't in dollars and cents.

OVERVIEW OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES

You will be training engineeis, scientists, and the technically skilled. Their experi-
ence is with the organized presentation of vast amounts of material in rotational, controlled,
and unfortunately often very dry sessions. Instructors should develop the training day by
using a variety of materials to keep participants interested and involved in the subject.

In addition to visual media, it is suggested that you explain and use written materials
to augment the message. Sample materials are located in the appendices of this manual.
Review these for potential use as hard-copy handouts.
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Group participation and involvement must be fostered from the start. Your job
as a trainer is to involve the participants as people, not just scientists. Dr. Eva Schindler-
Rainman's book, "Taking Your Meetings Out of the Doldrums," is recommended reading
for planning your training sessions. Scientists respond positivelyto its approaches to
people-oriented meetings.

TAPS/TVS: THE TRAINING GOALS

The goals of the Technical Assistance/Volunteer Program are multifold. Hence the
goals for anyTAP/TVS training program will be numerous and diverse. Some of these
goals are:

- To establish a conceptual framework for technical assistants/volunteers, with T2

as the central organizing theme.

- To encourage commitment to the concept of technology transfer.

- To reassure participants that even self-interested reasons for participation in a
TAP/TVS program are acceptable.

- To encourage participants to think of the larger community as a variety of tech-
nology users.

- To personalize participation/responsibility.
- To orient the technical assistant/volunteer to existing backup resources and

potential user communities.
- To instill enough confidence for technical assistants/volunteers to be experimental.

- To get participants to consider the uniqueness of what they have to offer the
TAP/TVS program.

SPECIFIC TRAINING ACTIVITIES

The remainder of this chapter features specific training activities the instructor can
use to generate interest in technology transfer and technical assistance concepts and to
acquaint potential technical assistants/volunteers with information useful to them in the
TAP/TVS process. Each activity is presented on a separate sheet for ease of use during
training sessions.
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ACTIVITY #*I

TOPIC: Technology Transfer.
OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the real-wokdd results of technology transfer
METHODOLOGY: Group interaction and show-and4ell lecture
MATERIALS: Chalkboard or lepture pad.

Group Interaction

Have each participant give his/her name, te.1 why they came,to the session. and give
one example of change/accomplishment brought about through the use of their
technical skill (e.4.,.jobs completed, hardwaxedesigned, greater efficiency, effective-
ness, etc.).

Show-and-Tell Lecture

Gather the following items and present them in a formal lecture to emphasize how
Federal research generates:

Products:

freeze-dried coffee - designed for Army messklts
heart pacemaker - design made possible because of advances in power supply

technology for space capsules
ceramic cookware - material originally created:to keep space capsules from

incinerating on atospherc re-entry

bultproof-vest fompolim- dvekopedtotprotectAamypesonnel ,fronm,

Processes:

algorithms for radialkerototomy - mapping technology used in this vision
improvement surgery

pion radiation for brain surgery - resulting from fusion/fission research
computers - originated to perform rapid calculations for weapon telemetry.

Efficiencies:

Improved management planning techniques - developed for use during major
World War II offensives

Initial applications of state-of-the-art products
Active problem-solving methods.

Closing Statement: "Technical assistance is a legitimate subgroup of technology transfer.
Any effort that encourages the use of technology and reduces technophobia makes the
environment more receptive to technology and, thereby, promotes the process of tech-
nology transfer."
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ACTVIT Y*#2

TOPIC: Federal Laboratory Consortium
OBJECTIVE: To introduce the FLC and its TAP/T VS-related resources
METHODOLOGY: Viewgraph briefing and videotape
MATERIALS: Overhead projector, viewgraphs (located in Appendix B), FLC

Brochure (sample located in Appendix B), and VCR with monitor.

Summarize Federal Laboratories:

- 779 laboratories.
- belong to every agency of Federal government: military, agriculture, HHS,

energy, etc.
- employ over 100,000 scientists and engineers in every technical specialty.
- spend $53 billion annually on research and development activities.
- are scattered across the nation in almost every state.
- are generally organized to serve a single mission requirement of their sponsoring

agencies,
- The Federal Guide to Technology Transfer, available through NTIS, provides

in-depth look at all these laboratories.
- too many to contact individually, but it is helpful to become aware of the variety

of research foci.

Reinforce that the kind of information above is available through the ORTA office.

Federal Laboratory Consortium facts:

- formalized In 1974.
- over 130 laboratories belong.
- each member lab has a person responsible for T2 , even if only as a collateral duty.
- U.S. divided into six regions, each with its own coordinator.
- representatives from 11 Federal agencies.
- network serves as a national pipeline into laboratories.
- regional coordinator Is access point for persons unfamiliar with contact at indi-

vidual laboratories.
- twice-yearly meetings at rotating sites.
- governed by executive committee.
- officers elected by general membership.
- supported by membership dues, grant from Army, profits from meetings.
- a quasi-Government organization.

Hand out newest FLC brochure (updated annually).

Show Videotape: "The Federal Laboratory Consortium and the Stevenson-Wydler Act."
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ACTIVITY #3

TOPIC: Creative Thinking in Technology Transfer

OBJECTIVE: To create understanding in participant& that existing solutions can
be introduced to.new environments and that problems from these
different environments can bepresentei to Federal labs for solution

METHODOLOGY: SmaUl-group brainstorming

MATERIALS: Pencil and paper for each participant,

SUBJECT: Where could this product be used?

Possible items to consider -

a) paint that prevents ice adhesion.
b) a spray that makes sand/dirt as hard asgoncrete.

c) a low-voltage electric stimulator that prevents the formation of rust.
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ACTIVITY #4

TOPIC: Technical Assistance Programs/Technical Volunteer Services

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the concept of formal technical assistance/volunteer
programs

METHODOLOGY: Videotape review and discussion

MATERIALS: VCR and monitor.

Show video of "Technical Volunteer Service." This tape demonstrates how one laboratory

applied its mission specialty to local problems.

Following presentation, reinforce the following:

Technical assistants/volunteers are engineers and scientists employed at, retired
from, or otherwise associated with ORTA offices at Federal laboratories. For
example, at Los Alamos Laboratory, parents of employus, retired from General
Electric or similar organizations and living with children, participate in the TAP/
TVS program.

- The transfer of the scientific results of Federal R & D agendas is the central force

behind technical assistance/volutteer programs.

- Technical assistants/volunteers cannot compete with small business.

- Technical assistants/volunteers provide cost-effective technical assistance because
no manpower charges are involved.

- They can strengthen the American education system, make local government and
business more productive.
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ACTIVITY #S

TOPIC: Who Needs Technology?
"BJECTIVE: To demonstrate the breadth, depth, and variety'of technology transfer

users within the local community

METHODOLOGY: Group discussion
"MATERIALS: Pencils and paper, newsprint and marker.

Hand out pencils and paper, and have group members fist every organization, small
business, social service group, or individual in a community that might benefit from tech-
nology in the segments provided.

The list can be written down on newsprint bya group leader and posted in the

room. Starter suggestions might be:

- public works departments - sheltered'workshops
- police - the elderly
- fire - shipping industry
- school-bus company - water departments
"- small manufacturers - utilities
- Red Cross - personnel 'offices
-- high-school math classes - word-processing sections
- computer club - purchasing agents
- handicapped individuals - town clerks.
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R ~'ACTIVITY #6

TOPIC: Summary of Topics Previously Covered
:OBJECTIVE: To reinforce learning
METHODOLOGY: Group participation
MATERIALS: Newsprint and marker.

"UHave group write down their answers to the following question: "What new thing
did you learn today?" Pass materials around the room.

3
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ACTIVITY #7

TOPIC: Overview of Technical Assistance Programs/Technical Volunteer
Services

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the TAP/TVS concept

METHODOLOGY: Lecture/briefing

MATERIALS: Chalkboard and chalk or lecture pad.

Present and discuss-the following facts about Technical Assistance/Volunteer
Programs:

- Established as a cost-effective way to provide technical assistance for local

problems.

- First program established in 1978 at Naval Underwater Systems Center,

- Eleven programs either exist or are emerging at Navy, Army,•Energy, and
Commerce laboratories.

- Some 2,000 persons actively employed and retired have indicated a willingn
to participate in these programs as technical assistants/volunteers.

- The kind& of technical assistance provided tend tofall in line with the mission
specialty of individual laboratories.

- Volunteers do BZ~take on projects that compote with small business.

- Volunteers may respond to requests from businessel. state and local government,
nonprofit ovrjwduttions, and, in certain caseis., idivWuals.

Projects tend to be of 4 short-termn, one-dot nature, but can be longer if the
technicW assistant/volunteor a•gees.
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ACTIVITY #8

STOPIC: The Differences Between the 11 Existing Technical Assistance
Programs

OBJECIVE: To help participants understand the unique qualities of both theI' laboratory and community environments and the dynamic nature of
the way they interact3 METHODOLOGY:.: Group discussion

MATERIALS: Newsprint and marker.

Have the group describe their laboratory, considering the following:

I. Orgpnizational placement
* 2. Management

3. Laboratory goals
4. User community
5. Participants.

Write down answers on newsprint.

Participants will be expected to come up with the ollowing kinds of characteristics:

5 " SponsOi= agency
SMission c•a•a-ty

sizeILR nsearch aganda
Customewr3" P~repnd6rawenut te,•nwl qXCis. oetc..

thAve group descnbe their c"mmunity. P-rticipats should coimA4 the folowing

- 'hcterstwics of the-Wta, uniy:.

SiU-
Wonb~i; rural"

"Type of govemrnnnt
Attitude

Cotwtvativolralb
Elionomnc baseI ~ Tax •qtruc~rc

Quality of hif., etc.
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"ACTIVITY #9-

TOPIC: Community Needs for Technical Assistance
OBJECTIVE: To encourage participants to think in terms of community needs and

laboratory resources

METHODOLOGY: Small group brainstorming

MATERIALS- Pencils arnd paper, 6 months of local newspapers.

Break up into small groups and have each table identify the major problems'in their
community after reviewing the last 6 months of local news headlines.

Bring participant back to large group. Using results of small group exercise, have
them identify how Federal research could have helped solve these local problems.
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ACTIVITY #10

I TOPIC: Technology Transfer Potential at the Local Level

OBJECTIVE: To encourage participants to explore the technology transfer potential

METHODOLOGY: Question and answ-zi- and simple research assignment

MATERIALS: Pencil and paper.

Have participants answer the following questions:

S1. What major technologies is the sponsoring laboratory interested in
* transferring?

2. What goals does the laboratory hope to accomplish through: technology
*• transfer?

3. Which local user groups are already targeted?

U 4. How is the local Technical Assistance/Volunteer Program structured?

Encourage participants to make an appointment with the Technology TransferI Coordinator at the laboratory ORTA office if they don't know the answers to these
questions.

l"7
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ACTIVITY #.I

"TOPIC: Community T2 Users

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint participants with specific community organizationsthat
are potential T2 users

METHODOLOGY: Simple research assignment

MATERIALS: Local telephone books.

Using the local telephone book, look through the blue and yellow .pages. Note the
businesses, schools, hospitals, rMdio stations, and secial service organizations. that are
potential technology users in your community.

1
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ACT WITY#12

TOPIC: Motivations for Becoming Technical Assistants/Volunteers

OBJECTIVES: To review the reasons why people choose to. serve as technical
assistants/volunteers

METHODOLOGY: Large group participation
"MATERIALS: Newsprint and marker.

Have the group call out responses to the question, "What are some reasons people
might give for becoming technical assistants?
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TOPIC: -BarrierstoTechnology Transfer

OBJECTIVES: To review the barries to technology. transfer an to encourge..
creative solutions to those-barriers

METHODOLOGY: Small-group brainstormning
MATERIALS: Pencil and paper.

-Divide large group ito- at least four smaller-groups. Have-half the groups biainstorm
around "Barriers to Technology Transfer Inside theLaboratory" and the other half brain-
storm around "Barriers to Technology Transfer in the Community." Each~group should
write down their ideas. Then have the two groups exchange.papers.....

For the next half hour, have all groups brainstorm on how to solve the problems on
their new papers. One representative from each group should present the solutions to the
room as a whole.
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t-OPIC Laboratory Resources-
QD E : •To acquaint vretirees and associateý of the laboratory with laboratory

resour Uc94&

.:MTODOLOGY: Tour of laboratory (for-etesassociates oflaboratory only).

" - - Provide tour highlightingzchange, etc.

141
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ACTIVITY #15

TOPIC: Technical Assistance/Volunteer Program Administrative Concerns

OBJEq .. ..- Tointroduce.the laboratory T2 Coordinator and to acquaint partici-
-parts with program administrative concerns

.METHODOLOGY: .:Briefing by T2 Coordinator

MATERIALS: Lecturm pad (optional).

Briefing Introduction: "What i HopeTo Accomplish With Your'Help."

Daily Details:

1. Outline of possible projects

2. Rules of behavior
3. Reimbursements

4. Clearances
S. Sample forms
6. Liability
7. Insurance requirements
8. Desk, office, phone
9. New regulations regarding information dissemination.
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4 April 1985

I

II This Regulation is issued under the authority of DoD Directive 3200.12,
"Defense Scientific and Technical Information Program," February 15, 1983.
This Regulation applies to all DoD Components that perform or fund research
and development efforts leading to the development of new technologies that
may be appropriate for transfer to state and local governments and to theprivate sector.

This Regulation establishes the DoD Domestic Technology Transfer Program and
responds to the requirements bf Public Law 96-480, the Stevenson-Wydler
Tvchnology Innovation Act of 1980, to ensure the full use of the Nation's
Federal investment in research and development, stimulating improved
utilization by State and local governments and the private sector.

The Domestic Techiology Transfer Program is separate and distinct from inter-
national technology transfer control programs, and nothing in this Regulation
is intended to modify' or rescind any of the responsibilities and procedures
for technology transfer control set forth in other DoD Directives, Instructions3 and Publications.

Thi• Regulation is effective. immediately and is. mandatory for use by all DoD
Components. Heat! of DIb Componmits may issw supplementaiy instructions
when necessary to provide for internal adiinistratlon of this Regulation
within their respective Components.

I Send recomended changes to the Regulation through channels to:

"Director, Office of Research and Laboratory Jwanagement
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Research and

Advanced Technology)
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Res.earch and

Engineering
The Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301

DoD Components may obtain copies of this Regulation through. their own publica-
tion channels. Other federal agencies and the public may obtain copies from
Director, U.S. Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Aveanue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19120.

5r Secretary of Defense.
for Research and -gineeriag
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DEFINITIONS

APp.lcation Assessment. A vusary emphasizing the potential application of
each technological development from DoD Resecrch and Development (R&D) projects
that has potential usefulness to State and local governments or private industry.

Center for the Utilization of Federal Technoloxy(CUFT). An element of the
Department of Coerce established by PL 96-480 to:

a. Serve as a clearinghouse for collecting, disseminating, and trans-
ferring technical information having potential for use by the private sector
and civilian agencies.

b. Coordinate the activities of the Offices of Research and Technology
Applications (ORTAs) of the Federal laboratories.

c. Implement other assistance and coordination functions.

Federal Laborator Consortium (FLC) for Techuolog Transfer. A organization
of e-Fedrl Research and Develop-ent LaborStories a*d Centers forved to identify
and mobilize the necessary resources to provide the~environsent, the organIze-
tion, and the oecessar technology transfer mech*nisms required to facilitate
the fullest possible utilization of Federally sponsored research and development
results by both public and private sector potential ".Crs.

Office of Researth, sod Technoloz A lica tions% SOTA). A function established
ieahDoD R&D activity to cwoorinate the, Destic Tecbnology Trtasfer Program

and to perform the actions ;pectfted•• o t #68 (sefec e Pa))an otbw

iv
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CAmER I

THE DOHESTIC TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM

A. Policy

In order to achieve the maximum national benefit from DoD scientific und
technical efforts, it shall be DoD policy to:

1. Encourage the dissemination of scientific and technical information,
data, and knowhow developed by or for the Department of Defense to state and
local governments and to the private sector, consistent with the requirements
of U.S. national security.

2. Promote the sharing of technology that fosters the advance of science
or that haa connercial potential and thus should be employed to best advantage
for the security and socio-ecor.omic well-being of the United States.

3. Support coordination between the induitrial, academic, and government
research and development activities of the U.S. by cooperating in the sharing of
plans for future research efforts and the sharing of facilities as appropriate.

4. Support cooperative efforts to stimulate industrial innovation,
especially in small businesses.

5. Support and encourage the exchange of scientific and technical
personnel among academia, industry, and the DoD laboratories.

6. Support the domestic technology transfer process as an integral part
of the research and development effort and incorporate domestic technology
transfer objectives into the mission of each appropriate R&D activity.

7. Ensute that dromestic technology transfer functions do not cowete
substantially with similar services available in the private sector.

8. Ensure t;aot the Domestic Tecbnoloty Transfer Program does net tonflict
with Export Control Regulation, policits goverkiug militarily critical tech-
nology, or any of the responsibilities and procedures for technology trozzsfer
control set forth in DoD Directivet, Inittuctions and Publicationo. Control
policies are addressed in reference (b) and (c).

S3. Repeusibilitiea

I. Tbhe Under Secretary of Defense for Reaearch and kngineerins (USDRE)
shall:

a. Establish, policies and piocedures for domestic technology
transfer.

b. Monitor compliance vith this Regulation.

A -9
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c. Coordinate interservice activity under the Domestic Technology
Transfer Program,

d. Cooperate with other Federal agencies, particularly the Department
of Commerce and the National Science Foundation, to maximize the effectiveness
of federal domestic technology transfer efforts.

2. Heads of DoD Components shall:

a. Establish an Office of Research and Technology Application (ORTA)
at appropriate laboratories and other activities to perform, as a minimum, the
domestic technology transfer function specified in this regulation. Each ORTA
shall:

(1) Perform the following functions as specified in PL 96-480
(reference (a)).

(a) Prepare an application assessment of each research and
development project which has potential for successful application in State
or local government or in private industry.

(b) Provide and disseminate information on federally owned
or originated products, processes, and services having potential application
to State and local governments and to private industry.

(c) Cooperate with and assist the Center for the Utilization
of Federal Technology and other organizations that link the research and deve-
lopment resources of that R&D activity and tho Federal Government as a whole
to potential users in state and local govercant and private industry.

Md) Provide technical assistance in response to requests
from State and local Sovernment officials.

(2) Serve as primary representative for their activity and
provide appropriate support to the Federal Laboratory Consortiua for
Technology Transfer.

(3) Initiate contacts and maintain li~ison with State and local
goveromect, and the private sector. Participate in appropriate activities
of the publir aod vrivate sector that provide the opportunities to achieve
technology transfer objectives; e.g., local government seetting or small
buciness conferences.

(4) Assist program managers and technical department heads in
identifying technologies suitable for transfer and for which application
assessments need to be developed.

(5) Coordinate dosestic technology transfer activities with
patent counsel to determine rights to tactical data, patent and licensing
implications, and the comercial potential of patentable technology.

1-2
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(6) Ensure that no domestic technology transfer functions
substantially coapete with similar services available in the private sector.

(7) Ensure that no domestic technology transfer functions
confliqt with Export Control Regulations, policies governing militarily
critical technology, or any of the responsibilities and procedures for
technology transfer control set forth in DoD Directives, Instructions and
Hanuals.

b. Specify the appropriate R&D activities that may require a

SL"full-time individual to be responsible for performing the ORTA functions.

"c. Support the policies set forth in this regulation.

d. Designate a headquarters point of contact for domestic technology
* •transfer activities.

e, Develop appropriate goals or corporate plans to accomplish the
objectives of the Domestic Technology Transfer Program.

f. Encourage and cooperate with the establishment of technical
volunteer programs as a resource to complement and support domestic technology

transfer activities.

S. Establish a system for collecting and forwarding Technology
Application Assessments to the Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology
of the Department of Comerce.

h. Establish a mechanism for coordinating domestic technology
transfer efforts with the Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
Specialists for the purpose of stimulating commercialization of appropriate
technologies by s all business.

i. Establish a sechanism to provide appropriate security review of
domewtic technology transfer efforts.

"1-3
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REPORTING

As specified in PL 96-480 (reference "(a)), % biennial report suimariz~ng thedomestic technology transfer activities performed by the DOD and its laboratories
is due to the Department of Commerce, Center for the Utilization of Federt'.
Technology by 1 November in even-numbered years. Specific guidance will be
provided by USDR&E for each biennial report no later than 60 days prior to the
due date.

2-1
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Public Law 96-480
96th Congress An Act
To promote United States technoibgical Innovation for the achievement of national Oct. 21. 1980

economic, environmenta•. and social goals, and for other purposes. IS. 12501

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembld, That this Act inaybe Stevenson.
cited as the "Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 190". WvhdlerTehnolog.

SEC. 2. FINDINGS. Innovation Act

The Congress finds and declares that: of 19801
(1) Technology and industrial innovation are central to the note.

economic, environmental, and social well.being of citizens of the 16 USC 3701.
United States.

(2) Technology and industrial innovation offer an improved
standard of living, increased public and private sector productiv-
ity, creation of new industries and employment opportunities,
improved public services and enhanced competitiveness of
United States products in world markets.

(3) Many new discoveries and advances in science occur in
universities and Federal laboratories, while the application of
this new knowledge to commercial and useful public purposes
depends lagely upon actions by business and labor. Cooperation
among academia, Federal laboratories, labor, and industry, in
such forms as technolog transfer personnel exchange, joint
research projects, and others, should be renewed, expanded, and
strengthened.

(4) Small businesses have performed an important role in
"advancing industrial and technological innovation.

(5) Industrial and technological innovation in the United
States may be lagging when compared to historical patterns and
other industrialized nations.

(6) Increased industrial and technological innovation would
reduce trade deficits, stabilize the dollar, increase productivity
gains, increase employment, and stabilize prices,

(7) Government antitrust, economic, trade, patent, procure-
ment, regulatory, research and development, and tax policies
have significant Impacts upon Industrial innovation and develop-
ment of technology, but there is nsufficient kziowledge of their
effects In particular sectors of the economy.

(8) No comprehensive national poliy exists to enhance techno-
logical innovation for commercialand public pu~pas Ther s
need for suth a policy, including a strong nation ,, policy support-
ing domestic technology transrer and utilizAtion of tWe science
and technology resources of the Federal Government.

(9) It is In -the national interest to promote th., adaptation of
technological innovations to State and local government uses.
Technological innovations can improve services, reduce their
costs, and increase productivity in State and local governments.

(10) The Federal laboratories and other performers of federally
funid research and development frequently provide scientific

59-li 0 - soISM)
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-and technological dvelopments of potential use to State and
0loal gvernments and privat. industry. These developmenta

should b made accessib le-to .those governments and industry,
There klis need to provide means of access anl togive adequate
personnel and ffindingaupport to these means.

(11) The Nation should live fuller recognition to Individuals
and companies which hae made outstanding contributions to
the promotion oftechnology or-technological manpower for the
improvement of the economic,. environmental, or social well.
being of the United States.

15 USC 3702 SEC. L PURPOSL
It is the eurpose of this Act to improve the economic, environmen-

tal,.and social well-being ofthe United States by-
(1) establishing organizations in the executive branch to study

and stimulate technology;
(2) promoting technology development through the establish-

ment of centers for industrial technology;S(3) stimulating improved utilization of federally funded tech-
nology developments by State and local governments and the
private sector,
o (4) providing encouragement for the development of technol-
ogy through the recognition of individuals and-companies which
have made outstanding contributions in technology; and

(5) encouraging the exchange of scientific and technical person-
nel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories.

15 USC 3703, SREC. 4 ,DEFINITION&
As used in this Act,unleas the aontut otherwise ,requires, the

term-
(1) "Office" means the Office of Industrial Technology estab.

lished under section 5 of this Act.
(2) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Commerce.
(3) "Director" means the Director of the Office of Industrial

Technology, appointed pursuant to section 5 of this Act.
(4) "Centers' means the Centers for Industrial Technology

established under section 6 or section 8 of this Act.
"(5) "Nonprofit institution" means an organization owned and

operated exclusively for scientific or educational purposes, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual.

(6) "Board" means the National Industrial Technology Board
established pursuant tosection 10.

47) "Federal laboratory" means any laboratory, any iedcra~ly
funded research and development center, or any center estab-
lished under section 6 or section 8 of this Act that Is owned ar~d
funded by the Federal Government, whether operated by the
Government or by a contractor.

(8) 'Supporting agency" means either the Department of
Commerce or the National Science Foundation, as uappropriate.

Offite o Ut 5. COMMERCMAND TECIINOLOGICAL INNOVATION.
bIndu1rial
Twhnolo•y, (0) IN GZNKRAL--The Secretary shall estgbllsh and maintain an
oabtwihmint, Office of Industrial Technology In accordance with the provisions,
sucW04. fndingm pr es of this ct.

(b) Dus.roa.-The President shall appoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a Director of the Office, who shall be
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compensated at the rate provided for level V of the Executive
Schedule in section 5316 of title 5, United States Code.

(c) Dwrim.-The Secretary, through the Director, on a continuing
basis, shall-

(1) determine the relationships of technological developments
and international technology transfers to the output, employ-
ment, productivity, and world trade performance of United
States and foreign industrial sectors;

(2) determine the influence of economic, labor and other
conditions, industrial structure and management, and govern-
-ment policies on technological developments in particular indus-
trial sectors worldwide;

(3) identify technological needs, problems, and opportunities
within and across industrial sectors that, if addressed, could
make a significant contribution to the economy of the United
States;

(4) assess whether the capital, technical and other resources
being allocated to domestic industrial sectors which are likely to
generate new technclogies are adequate to meet private and
social demands for goods and services and to promote productiv-
ity and economic growth;

(5) propose and support studies and policy experiments, in
cooperation with other Federal agencies, to determine the effec-
tiveness of measures with the potential of advancing United
States technological Innovation;

(6) provide that cooperative efforts to stimulate industrial
innovation be undertaken between the Director and other offi-
cials in the Department of Commerce responsible for such areas
as trade and economic assistance;

(7) consider government measures with the potential of
advancing United States technological innovation and exploiting
innovations orforeign origin; and

(8) publish the results of studies and policy experiments.
(d) REpoiR.--The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Presi- Report to

dent and Congress, within 3 years after the date of enactment of this PreJident mad
Act, a report on the progress, findings, and conclusions of activities Convw

conducted pursuant to sections 5, 6, 8,11, 12, and 13 of this Act and
recommendations for possible modifications thereof.
SEC. 6. CENTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY. 15 USC 3705

(a) F-TAsualsHmzNr.-The Secretary shall provide assistance for the
establishment of Centers for Industrial Technology. Such Centers
shall be affiliated with any university or other nonprofit institution,
or group thereof, that applies for and Is awarded a grant or entert
Into a cooperative agreement under this section. The objective of the
Centers is to enhance technological innovation through-

(1) the participation of individuuls from Industry and universl-
ties in cooperative technological innovation activities;

(2) the development of the generic research base, important for
technological advance and innovative activity, in which indi.
vidual flrms have little incentive to invest, but which may have
significant economic or strategic importance, such as manufsac-
turin technology;

(3) the education and training of individuals In the technologi-
cal Innovation process;

(4) the improvement of mechanisms for the disseminstion of
"scientific, egineering. and technical information among unver-
uities and industry;
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851the utbiatioofthe coaffit iand _Usr where appro-pnmte, Mat exist in Md•enW wra ones; ari
"(6) the development ofoontinuing financial support from other
mission genci, from State. and local government, and from
Industry and univeroties through, among other means, fees,

(b) Acm-wi- The activities of the Centers shall include, but
need not be limited to-

(1) research supportive of technological and industrial inova-
tion including cooperative industry-uiniversity basic and applied
rswearch;•(2) c zslstan~ce to Ind'vIduals and small businesses In the genera-
tion, evaluation and development of technological tdeas support-

__ ive of industrial innovation and new business ventures;
'- •-(8) technical assistance and advisory services to industry,partculaly sallbuslesse an

(4) currculum devetopment, training, and instruction In inven-
tion, entrepreneurshlp, and industrial innovation.

Each Center need not undertake al1 of the activities under this
subsection.

(C) REQUIREMENTS.-Prior to establishing a Center, the Secretary
"shl find that-

(1) consideration has been given to the potential contribution
of the activities proposed under the Center to productivity,
eipnloyment and economic competitivenessof the United States;

( ) a high likelihood exists of continuing participation, advice,
financial suppoit, and other " b . from the private
sectori

(8) the host university orother nonprofit institution has a plan
for the nmanagement and evaluation of the activities proposed
within the particular Center, includingi

(A) the agreement between the parties as to the ollocation
of pa tent rights on a nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or
exclusive license basis to and Inventions conceived or made
under the auspices of the Center; and

(B) the consideration of means to place the Center, to the
maximum extent feasible, on a if.sustaining bass;

(4) suitable consideration has been given to the university's or
other nonprofit institution's capabilities and geographtd•c loca-
tim- and

(6) consideration ha. been given to any effects upon competi-
tion of the activities proposed under the Center,

(d) PrANrsNe OGArm.-The Secretary is authorized to make
available nonrenewable planning grants- to universitim or nonprofit
institutions for the purpose of developing a plan required under
subsection (X3).

Inventions. Wt () RESEARCH AND i)vwt*PmxNr Uvipw~ To,.--(1) To promote
Acqwuistion technological innovation and commercialization of resarch and

development efforts, each Center ht, the option of acquiring title to
any invention conceived or tmat under the auspices of the Center
that was supported at least in part by Federal fUnds: Pro ,dd&
That-

(A) the Center reports the invention to the supporting agency
together with a list of each country in which the Center elects to
file a patent application on the invention
%aB) Iatd option shall be exercL•ed at the time of discloGure of
Invention or within such time thereafter as may be provided intho grant or cooperative agreeamat
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(C) the Center intends to promote the commercialization of the
invention and file a United States patent application;

(D) royalties be used for compensation of the inventor or for
educational or research activities of the Center,

(E) the Center make periodic reports to the supporting agency,
and the supporting agency may treat information contained In
such reports as privileged and confidential technical commer-
cial, and financial information and not subject to disclosures
under the Freedom of Information Act; and

(F) any Federal department or agency shall have the royalty.
free right to practice, or have practiced on its behalf, the
invention for governmental purposes.

The supporting agency shall have the right to acquire title to any
patent on an invention in any country in which the Center elects not
to file a patent aplication or fails to file within a reasonable time.

(2) Where a nter has retained title to an invention under Supporting
paragraph (1) of this subsection the supporting agency shall have the agency licensing
right to require the Center or its licensee to grant a nonexclusive, rights.

partially exclusive, or exclusive license to a responsible applicant or
applicants, upon terms that are reasonable under the circumstances,
if the mupporting agency determines, after public notice and opportu.
nity for hearing, that such action is necessary-

(A) because the Center or licenseei has not taken and is not
expected to take timely and effective action to achieve practical
application of the invention;(B) to meet health, safety, environmental or national security
needs which are not reasonably satisfied ty the contractor or
licensee; or

(C) because the granting of exclusive rights in the invention
has tended substantially to lessen competition or to result in
undue market concentration In the United States in any line of
commerce to which the technology relates.

(3) Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, institu- U.S. Courts or
tion, or other entity adversely affected by a supporting agency Claims. petition.
determination made under paragraph (2) of this subsection may, at
any time within 60 days after the detrmination is Issued, file a
petition to the United States Court of Claims which hall have
jurisdiction to determine that matter de novo and to affirm, reverse,
or modify as appropriate, the determination of th" supportngagency

tP ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION.-The supporting agency may re- AnUtridn laws.
quest the Attorney General's opinion whether the propoe joint
research activities of a Center would violate any of the antitrust laws.
The Attorney General shall advise the supporting agency of his
determination and the reasom for it witfban iZ0 days af1er receipt of
such request.
S•C. 1. GRAN"f AND COOPERAIVE AGREEMEST• 15 USC 3706.

(a) IN GtN%4_#tL-The Secretary may make grants and enter into
cooperative agreements according to the provisions of this section in
order to assist any activity consistent with this Act, including
activities perforvied by individuals. The total amount of any such
Vrant or cooperative agreement may not exceed 75 percent of the
total ct ofthe program.

(b) Eu0m1iut AND Paocsou•,.-Any person or institution may
apply to the Secretary fora grant or cooperative alpreement avallable
"under this sectIon. Application shall be made in such form and
manner, and with subh content and oUtr submissions. as the Direac
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tar shall- prescribe. The Secretary shall act upon each such applica.
tion within 90 days after the date on which all required information is
received;

(c)TERms mi oD omnoNs..-
(1) Any grant made or coo~rative agreement entered into,

under this section shal be subject to the limitations and provi-
sions set forth in paragraph (2) of this subsection and to such
other terms, conditions, and requirements -as the Secretary
deems necessary or appropriate.

(9) Any person who receives or utilizes any proceeds of any
grant made or cooperative agreement entered 'into under this
section shall keep-such records as the Secretary shall by regula-
tion prescribe as being necessary and appropriate to facilitate
effective audit and evaluation, including records which flally
disclose the. amount and disposition by such recipient of such
proceeds, the total cost of the program or project in connection
with which such proceeds were utd a ; te amount, if any, of
such costs which was provided through other sources.

15 USC 3707. SMC L NATION&L SCIENCE FOUNDATION CEINMERS FOR INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY.

(a1) ESrARUSHMENT AND PaOVISIONs.-The National Science Foun-
dation shall provide assistance for the establishment of Centers for
Industrial Technology. Such Centers shall be affiliated with a univer-
sity or other nonprofit Institution, or a group thereof. The objective
of the Centers Is to enhance technological innovation as provided In

wtiot t~ro 0(e dwih tw conduzct of activities u provided in section
f(b). The provisicit of sections 6(e) and 4d) shllapply to Centers

1(b) Pu ow Grt o nO"m.-Ite National Science Foundation is
authorized to make available nonrenewable planning grants to
universities or nonprofit Institutions for' the purpose of developing
th fian. ssdeacibed under section 6(c)(3).

e(of TXRMS AND CoNonlorw.--Orsnts, contracts, and cooperative
agreements entered into by the National Science Foundation In
execution Of the powers and duties of the National Science Founda-
tion under this Act shall be governed by the National Science

42 USC 1661 FoundatIon Act of 1950 and other pertinent Acts,
not*.

isUe30 SEC. 9. ADNINISTnT IVE ARRANCEME.M
(a) C4oWnIr4ATnoN-The Secretary and the National Science Foun-

dation shall, an a continuing basis. obtain the advice and cooperation
of departments and agencies whose missions contribute to or are
affected by the programs established under this Act, Including the
devetopment ofan agenda for research and policy ex perimentation,
Thesedepartments and agencies shall includ but not be limnited to
the Departments of Deense, Energy, Education, Health and Hurnan
Services, Houaing and Urban Development, the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, -National Aeronautics and Space Administratioti,
Smal usnesa Administration, Co4uncil of Economnic Advisers, Coun-
cil omt Envirownnital Quality, and Office of Science and Technology

(b) CWOtRAINON -It to the sense or the Congress that departments
and agencies, including the Federal laboratories,whowe misaions are
affecWe by, or could contribute to, the programs established under
this Act? should, within the llmit.3 of budgettary authorizaitions and
appropntiors, auppert .ir participate in activitits or project3 author-
Laebkythis Act.
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(c) ADMINISTRAmiV AuTmoRizArioN.-
(1) Departments and agencies described in subsection (b) are

authorized to participate in, contribute to, and serve as resources
for the Centers and for any other activities authorized under this
Act.

(2) The Secretary and the National Science Foundation are
authorized to receive moneys and to receive other forms of
assistance from other departments or agencies to support activi-
ties of the Centers and any other activities authorized under this
Act

(d) COOPERATIVE EFFORTs.-The Secretary and the National Sci-
ence Foundation shall, on a continuing basis, provide each other the-
opportunity to comment on any proposed program of activity under
section 6,.8, or 13 of this Act before funs are committed to such
proegr am in order to mount complementary efforts and avoid
duplication.
SEC. 10. NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TEClINOI.OGY BOARD. 15 USC 3709.

(a) ESTADLISHMENT.-There shall be established a committee to be
known as the National Industrial Technology Board.

(b) Du•r•s.-The Board shall take such steps as may be necessary to
review annually the activities of the Office and advise the Secretary
and the Director with respect to-

(1) the formulation and conduct of activities under section 5 of
this title;

(2) the designation and operation of Centers and their pro-
grams under section 6 of this Act including assistance in estab.
]ishing priorities,

(3) the preparation of the report required under section 5(d);
and

(4) such other matters as the Secretary or Director refers to the
Board, including the establishment of Centers under section 8 of
this Acts for review and advice.

The Director shall make available to tho Board such information,
personnel, and administrative services an4 assistance as It may
reasonably require to carry out. its duties. The National Science
Foundation shall make available to the Board such information and
assistance as it may reasonably require to carry out its duties,

(c) ME•BERSnP- . TUNMs, AND PowERS.-
(1) The Board shall consist of 15 voting members who shall be

appointed by the Secretary,. The Director shall serve aa a nonvot.
ins member of the Board. The members of the Board shall be
individuals who, by remon of knowledge, experience. or training
are es pecially qualifled in one or more of the disciplines and
flelds ealing with technology, labor, and industrial innovation
or who are affected by technological innovation. The majority of
the members of the Board shallbe individuals from industry and
business,

(2) The term of office of a voting member of the Board shall be 3
years, except that of the original appointees, rive shall be
appointed for a term of I year, live ,hal be appointed for a term
of 2 years, and five shall be appointed for a term of 3 years

(3) Any individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before
the expiration of the term for which his or her predeccswr was
appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such
term. No Individual may be appointed as a voling member after
serving more than two full terms a such a member.
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(4) The Board shall select a voting member to serve as the
Chairperson and another voting member to serve as the Vice
Chairperson. The Vice Chairperson shall perform the functions
of the Chairperson in the absence or incapacity of the
Chairperson.

(5) Voting members of the Board may receive compensation at
a daily rate for OS-18 of the General Schedule under section 53-32

45 FR 69201. of title 5, United States Code, when actually engaged in the
performance of duties for such Board, and may be reimbursed for
actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of
such duties,

15 USC 3710. SEC. II. UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY.
(a) Poucy.-It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal

Government to ensure the full use of the results of the Nation's
Technology Federal investment in research and development. To this end the

Federal Government shall strive where appropriate to transfer
federally owned or originated technology to State and local govern-
ments and to the private sector.

(b) ESTADUISHMET OF RESFAItCH AND TECHNOLOQY APPuCATIONS
OrFicES--Each Federal laboratory shall establish an Office of Re-
search and Technology Applications. Laboratories havin, existing
organizational structures which perform the functions of this section
may elect to combine the Office of Research and Technology Applica-
tions within the existing organization. The staffing and fionding
levels for these office Aall Ue determined between each Federal
Iaboratory. an the Federal agency oper gtin or dircting the laor-.
tory, except that (1) 1zh laboratory having a total annual budget
esceedlug $20,00,0.00 shallProvide at maut-one pW twsofs!oia indbid-
iual full-time as stalf for its Office of Rvw-rch and T•ehnelogy
Applications, and (2) after September 30, 1981, each Federal -gency
which operates or direct one or mote Feeral laboratorles shall
make available not less than 06 percent of the agency'a re erch and
development budget to support the technoloy. -_a ne function at
the agency and at its laboratories, Including support of the Offices of
Rese rch snd Technclog Applications, The agency head may waive
the requlrerneit set forth in (1) a.nder (2) of this subt-etlon. If the
S agency ht*d waives either requirement (1) or 12), the sigany head
shall submit to Congress at the timne the President submits the udget
to Copngrvcs an explanation of the reasons for the waiv-.r and
alternate plant for conducting the technoloy transfer function at the
agcncy,

(C) FUMMtoNS oF RESEAn0 AmN) Te•CiNOLOmy APPrCAATION9S.
Orn•c,.-It shall be the function of each Offie of Rehsarch and
Technology Applications-

(1) to pýepare an application msmsesment of each re•arch asd
development project in which that laboratory is engaged which
his potential tor aucces0t4l application in State or local govern-
ment or in private industry;

-12) to provide and disseminate information on federally owned
or orgitnated ptoducts, pce and servit's having paotential
applicatton to State and local governfenaw and 1o private
industry;

(3) to cooperate with and assist the Center for the Utilzution of
Federal Technology and other organiuations which link th,,
research and development retsources of that laborautory and the
Federal Govtrnment as a whole to potential users in Stte and
beal goverameat and private industry; and
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(4) to provide technical assistance in resoonse to requests from
State and local government officials.

Agencies which have established organizational structures outside
their Federal laboratories which have as their principal purpose the
transfer of federally owned or originated technology to State and
local government and to the private sector may elect to perform the
functions of this subsetion in such organizational structures. No
Office of Research and Technology Applications or other organiza-
tional structures performing the funct-ns of this subsection shall
substantially compete with similar services available in the private
sector.

(d) CENTzR -OR THE UTIUZATION OP FEDERAL TEciNlOGY.-Therf Estabhshment
is hereby established in the Department of Commerce a Center for
the Utilization of Federal Technology. The Center for the Utilization
of Federal Technology shall-

(1) ser ' as a central clearinghouse for the collection, dissemi-
nation a; d transfer of information on federally owned or origi-
nat.-d technologies having potential application to State and
local govei nments and to private industry-

(2) coordinate the activities of the Offices of Research andI• Technology Applications of the Federal laboratories; -
(3) utilize the expertise and services of the National Science

Foundation and the existins FiAert I Laboratory Consortium for
Technology Trtrsfer; particularly in dealing with State and localI governxnent3

(4) receive requests for technical assist-aoe Mm State and
local governments and refer these requests to the appropriate
Federal laboratories%

(5) pr•vide fAntding, at the discretion of the Secretary, forS~-d,s dra labolraiorits to provide the aaltuce spMeiie in subseo-
"itioni (C -); and

u6) se appropriate technology transfer mechinLsass such as
personnel exchanges and computernbcedysaenis

(e) ArGacv Rteow.hin.-Each Federal agen.y which operates or
directs one or more Federal laboratories ohihl prepare birnnaully a
"repor surhmArizing the attivities pe{rformed by thst agenty and its
Federal laboratories pursuant to the provisions of this sesaton. TheIreport shall be trnsmitted to the Center for the Utilitation ofFederal Technology by November I of each y)ar in which it L. due.

USC. iL N•A IIONAL Tt•CtIN OWC VMEDAL 1 6us 3111

(a) tmriusnhtv.- T-hen Is hereby establishd a Ndtional Toch-
nolooy MetI!l, wi•j.&i .%hil be of .uch Z di t ad mrat.ch and be.ar

es 's th Nc -,tn,, on thebPasis ,f recotmnendtloia
Itubmittid by the (Xife of ski•ltc and Technology Poticy, ,Ay

Vhi Aw o 'tn.-- e President shall penodically award te .ned"l, on
;.tv b6siL of i•acmninndatiuna re"ied ftrm tbv 'Secretary or onl the
ba-os of such othet infornation mad e-videt .a he deumA Sppropfi-

tae, to individualh or companies, which in hW js-dment are deservingI 1 of ip-;*al recognitlon by reasn of their ouutandc4t contributions to
the pronmotloii of tfthnolo•,y or technological mnanower for the
improvemint oftthe ecooomuc. environmental or oca ý--elbeiag of
the Unitd BtAtef5 (c) PRoE2NATbo.--The presentation of the award "halt be wtae by
the President with such ow n..onios as ho may d&-e prCOpr.

I
It
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15 USCS12. SEC I& PSASONNEL EXCHANGE.

The Secretary and the National Science FoundatioN jointly shall
establish a program to foster the exchange ofscientific and technicaopersonnel among academia, industry, and Federal laboraWries. Such
program shall include both (1) federall* supported exchwnges and (2)
efforts to stimulate exchanges without ederal funding.

-15 USC ai13. SEC 14. AUTIHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

(gi) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of carrying out section 6. not to exceed $19.000,000 for the

Mcal year ending September 30. 1981 $40 004)000 for the fiscal year
ending Sepu-oer 30, 1982, $5.0G,0,60 Gor the fscal year ending
Sej~tember 30,' 1983, and *60.000,000 for etch of the fscal years
eccing eptenmber 30,1984, and 1985.

(b)In adit•'n to authorintiona ofapprvpriationA under subsection
(a), there is authorized to be appropriated to the -Secretary for
purposes of carrying out the provisions of thk Act, not to ogceed"$,000.000 for the fiscal year ending &eptember 30. 1981, $t.000.000
Pfor the fiscal year ending Septemberh 30, 1982, and $14,000,000 for
each of the fiscal years ending September 30, LA3, 1984., and 1986.

(c) Such atsms as may be appropriated under subsections (a) and (b)
shall remainavailable until expended.

(d) To enable the National Science Foanda•ion to carry out its
powers and dluties under this Act only such sums uwa be aplupAor.
ated as the Cwn may authoriz byl aw.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED

PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 5, 6, 8, 11, 12 AND 13 OF
THE STEVENSON-WYDLER TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION ACT

OF 1980 (PUBLIC LAW 96-480)

Chapter 1: Introduction

The Report

Section 5(d) of the Stevenson-Wydler Act requires that the
Secretary of Commerce prepare and submit to the President and
Congress, within three years after the date of enactment of
this Act, a report on the progress, findings, and conclusions
of activities conducted pursuant to sections 5, 6, 8, 11, 12,
and 13 of this Act and recommendations for possible
modifications thereof.

This is in response to the requirements of Section 5,d).

The Purpose of the Act and the Means for Meeting That
Purpose.

The purpose of the Stevenson-Wydler Act as set forth in Section
3 is "to improve the economic, environmental, and social
well-being of the United States". Section 3 provides that this
purpose is to be achieved by the following means:

(1) establishing organizations in the executive branch
to study and stimplate technology;

(2) promoting technology development through the
establishment of centers for industrial technology:

(3) stimulating improved utilization of Federally
funded technology developments by state and local
governments and the private sector!

(4) providing encouragement for the development of
technology through the recognition of individuals and
companies which have made outstanding contributions in
technology; and

(5) encouraging the exchange of scientific and
technical personnel among academia, industry, and
Federal laboratories.
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The Act's purpose and the means to achieve it are driven by the
Act's finding that increased industrial innovation will follow
from cooperation among academia, Federal laboratories, labor,
and industry, in such forms as technology transfer, personnel
exchange and joint research projects. While the Act finds that
industrial innovation is affected significantly by Government
antitrust, economic, trade, patent, procurement, regulatory#
R&D and tax policies, these policies are not addressed in
achieving the purpose of the Act. It is clear, however, that
the Act intended these policies to be examined and modified, if
appropriate, under the Act's broad mandate "to study and
stimulate technology".

Programs Established by the Act tc Meet Its Purpose.

The operative sections of the Act authorize activities to
support each of the means as follows:

Section 5 of the Act is intended to implement (1) above
by establ$shing an Office of Industrial Technology to
undertake a number of duties including studies and
policy experiments. The studies and policy experiments
are to be aimed generally at heightening the world
position of the United States in generating new
technology. The Act authorizes up to $5 million to
undertake these studies and policy experimerts in
fiscal year 1981. Authorizations increase to
$9 million in fiscal year 1982 and t14 million for
fiscal years 1903, 1984 and 1985;

Suctions 6 and 8 of the Act are intended to implement
(2) above through Department of Commerce and National
Science Foundation funding of centers for industrial
technology. These centers would be affiliated with
university or other nonprofit institutiona for the
primary purpose of fostering technology development
through cooperative R&D efforts with industry. It
ia also intended that the centers undertake genoric
research projects. The Act authorizes up to
419 million for the funding of centers in
fiscal year 1981. Authorizations increase to
$40 million in fiscal year 1982, $50 million in
fiscal year 1983 and $60 million for fiscal years 1984
and 1985;
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Section 11 of the Act is intended to implement (U)
above by establishing dedicated offices in the Federal
laboratories and a central focus in the Department of
Commerce. for the purpose of intensifying the transfer
of Federally owned or or•.ginated technology.

Section 12 of the Act is intended to implement (4)
above by establishing a National Technology Medal* and

Section 13 of the Act is intended to implement (5)
above through a joint personnel exchange program
established by the Department of Commerce and the
National Science Foundation.
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Chapter II: Summary and Recommendations

summary

The Department of Commerce and the Administration have made
substantial progress in carrying out the intent of
Stevenson-Wydler Act to increase cooperative R&D, technology
transfer and industrial innovation. The law was designed to
stimulate productivity* technology and innovation in the
private sector with the intent of regaining or maintaining
U. S. technical and industrial leadership in global markets.
The comprehensive Administration strategy to do this focuses on
the multi-faceted process of innovation itself rather than
selected end-products of the process. Weak points in the
innovation process have been identified, options for remedial
action have been analyzed, and a series of initiatives have
been undertaken as described below. These initiatives can be
categorized as removing barriers to innovation, pkoviding
incentives for private sector initiatives, and increasing
awareness of these initiatives in noninterventionist ways. For
the most part, this has involved specific use or modification
of Government antitrust, patent, procurement, regulatory, R&D,Ui and tax policies.

Examples of initiatives that have been taken include the
followingc

o AnRDLmtdPrnrhp(RD!LP) cnethsbe
articulated as a now method of financing innovation
that is equally available and useful both to declining
and growth industries. It minimizes direct Oovernment
intervention in the private sector. This approach is
designed to achieve the objectives of.Stevenson-Wydler,but to a much greater degree and over a much broader
spectrum of industries than originally envisioned.

0 The transfer of Federally funded technology in the
private sector is being pursued through patent policy
changes that "automatically" transfer new technology to
the organizatione that develop it and that have the
incentive to commercialize it* rather than continuing
the current proceso of "warehousing" and licensing it
at a later time.
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o Private sector cooperative R&D is being promoted
through the removal or reduction of antitrust and other
barriers to procompetitive arrangements.

o Federal research funding is being reallocated toward
basic research, where commercial incentives are weak or
do not exist, and away from development and demonstra-
tion of commercial technologies, which are more
appropriately undertaken with private funding.

o Basic research performers are being encouraged to be
involved in shepherding their new ideas farther along
the innovation process toward commercialization.

o The role of the Federal laboratories is being broadened
to include more cooperation with universities, other
nonprofit organizations and industry.

o Protection of intellectual property held by developers
of new technologies is being increased and ambiguities
in current laws are being clarified.

As a result of the many policy changes introduced by the
Administration along with an improving economic climate, we
have already seent

o An increase in private R&D spending, which has recently
surpassed Federal R&D spending. (Industry is fore-
casted to increase its R&D spending for 1903 by
9.7 percent for a total of t4l.7 billion. If the
forecast holds true, industry will contribute
49.8 percent of total RAD funding. The Federal
Government will contribute 46.4 percent, with academia
and others makinr up the balance.)

O A sharp incro•e in university/industry/st'te and local
government R&D cooperation. (Corporate contributions
are eitimated to have increased to about 6,-7 percent of
total academic R&D, or about t400-5OO million annually.)

o Major now private sector cooperative R&D ventures.
(The S*miconductor Research Corporation, the
Microetectronics and Computer Technology Corporation,
the American Welding Technology Applications Center and-
Control Data'e CDC Research Limited Partnership are
four examples. Many others are in procoss of
formation.)
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Within this improved environment the Administration's
Stevenson-Wydler initiatives have led to results such as the
following:

o A sharp increase in patenting and licensing of
technology by universities and the Federal agencies.
(University sources indicate that approximately
33 percent of the growing university patent portfolio
is being licensed. Further, the Department's Center
for the Utilization of Federal Technology has
quadrupled its rate of licensing of Federally owned
inventions assigned to the Department since fiscal year
1980.)

o An upsurge in private sector activity in R&D limited
partnerships.

o Issuance of a Presidential Memorandum on patent policy
extending contractor ownership of Federally funded
inventions under P. L. 96-517 to performers not covered
by that Act as permitted by law.

o The creation of new roles and organizational structures
"to intensify the development and utilization of
university, nonprofit and Federal laboratory research
re3ults.

It .! the Departments view that the primary importance of the
Steveason-Wydler Act is in its early anticipation and
articulation of the need for Increased cooperative R&D and
technology transfer *a, & means of strengthening industrial
innovation. The Department has taken action to increase
cooperative R&D and technology transfero but in ways oonsfstent
with the policies of this Administration and existing economic
ci&-cumstances. The Department and the Administration have
focused on Government antIt-rusto patent* procurement,
recuiatory, research and development and tax policies as the
primazy meais of increasing industrial innovation. By doing
SOE the Department has implemented the spirit and intent of
Stevenson-Wydler and accelerated the rate of achievement of its
intended result.

The Department has not implemented the Centers for Industrial
Technology authorized by Section 6 or the personnel exchange
program envisioned by Section 13. Given the economic
environment at the time that these programs were to be
initiated, the Department chose to use alternative means of
achieving the goals of these sections without the expenditure
of the funds authorized. This is discussed in greater detail
in the parts of the report covering Section 6 'ond 13.
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Recommendations

The Department now has no specific recommendations for
modification of sections 5, 6, 8, 11, 12 and 13 of
Stevenson-Wydler, as invited by the Act. The Department's
viewv is that the following actions will increase industrial
innovation as the Act intended:

"o Passage of the Administration's proposed antitrust
legislation removing barriers to cooperative R&D
ventures and the procompetitive exercise of
intellectual property rights.

"o Passage of legislation increasing intellectual property
protection for software and microchips.

"o Passage of legislation to extend contractor ownership
of federally funded inventions, as specified under
P.L. 96-517, to Federally funded research.and
development performers not now covered by that Act.

In addition, the Department is considering the following
actions (and the methods for achieving them) as means of
heightening cooperative R&D, technology transfer and industrial
innovation:

o To the extent not impowered, extending the authority
of the Federal agencies' Offices of Research and
Technology Applications (ORTAs) tot

- Enter into cooperative research projects with
industry, universities and other nonprofit
organizations, including the use of limited
partnerships.

- Administer an incentive program for laboratory
inventors, including royalty sharing.

- Grant patent licenses or assign future invention
ownership rights to industry, university or other
nonprofit organizations in order to encourage
cooperation in Federal laboratory research efforts.

o Developing techniques for use by the ORTAs to aid in
determining the commercial potential of new
technologies generated in performance of Federal
laboratory research.
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o Establishing a new category of Federal professional
employees to undertake the extended authorities of
ORTAs recommended above.iD0 Developing a training course to increase the invention

awareness of research performers and to communicate the
essentials of commercialization options which are
available to the ORTAs in the Federal agencies and the
technology management offices of universities and other
nonprofit organizations.

o Developing organizational incentives (including
financial) for Federal laboratories, which will
strengthen their support of technology transfer and
commercialization of laboratory research results.

o Strengthening means by which U. S. industry can
participate in determining the Nation's basic research
agenda.

o0 Xnvestigating the advantages of extending the
25 percent R&D incremental tax credit to those that
need it most, including new start-up ventures.
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Chapter III: Report On Section 5, Commerce and Technological
Innovation

Section 5 provides for the establishment of an Office of
Industrial Technology and a Director who is required to
undertake a number of duties, including studies and policy
experiments aimed at strengthening the world position of the
United States in generating new technology.

In implementing Section 5, the Secretary of Commerce
established the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Productivity, Technology and Innovation (PTI), appointed an
Assistant Secretary to head that Office, and charged him with
the responsibility for carrying out Commerce's responsibilities
under P. L. 96-480. Section 5 activities undertaken by PTI
include3

General Policy Initiatives

A series of noninterventionist initiatives taken to remove
barriers to innovation and provide incentives for private
sector innovation have resulted in;

o Proposed legislation designed to modify the antitrust
laws to encourage cooperative R0D by U. S. companies.

o A Memorandum of Understanding with the Federal
Laboratory Consortium designed to make easier
commercialization of Federally funded techno)ogy.

o A Presidential Memorandum requiring all agencies,
within their statutory limitations, to grant back to
contractors exclusive rights to Government funded
technology.

o A major conference that highlighted key issues
involving taxes, antitrust barriers and mechanisms for
financing the innovation process.

o A Pxesident's Commistion on Industrial Competitiveness
to make specific recommendations on increasing
industrial innovation.
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0 A National Technology Medal to be awarded annually by
the President.

o ?roposed legislation designed to strengthen
intellectual property rights held by developers of
software and micruchips.

In addition, other initiatives currently being pursued include:

"o Review of national manpower shortages of scientists
and enginears, arid investigation of methods for
developing videodisc-computer interactive teaching
systems to improve the quality and productivity of
education in these areas.

o Analysis of management methods and organizational
structures required for greater adaptability to change
and for better integration of R&D into the strategic
planning pzocess of industrial concerns.

"o Strengthening the in-house capabilities of Federal
Laboratories to identify technology that has
commercial potential and to disseminate it in useful
formats to the private sector.

"o Inteograting and coordinating DOC productivity programs
that' are now fragmented and sometimes redundant.

"o Developin•" legislation to extend furthe' contractor
ownership of Federally funded in•etions niot now
covered under P. L. 96-MS1,

Industrial Technologm artnersi rog 4am flP
As Xpart of its program to encouragqe privtrte sector R&D, the
Department of Commerce has launched the X ral Technology
Partnership (ITP) program. The p6ine lx tXent in this
program is promotion of the use of •R& Limitad Partnerships to
"finance later otage R&D for new proxqdct and processes without
direct Government funding.

The R-oaearch and Development TIaited Partnership is a method of
financing R&D which is a'n alternative to direct in-house
funding, borrowing, or vantuz@ capital funding. The advantages
include the following:
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o It draws on previously untapiped venture capital--
rather than more traditional retained earnings or
borrowing by corpora.-ions--into'the financing of R&D.

Q it is available to all companies regardless of their
cash or competitive position.

O It refuces the risk for producers or other users of
process or product innovations by transferring that
risk Lo a large number of limited partners.

o No loss of equity ownership is necessary.

o It allows a scale of effort beyond the risk or
cash-floor threshold of the individual companies
involved.

The Department of Commerce is encouraging the use of this
coincept through a number of initiatives, including.:

"o Preparing and disseminating detailed guidelines for
forming RDLPs by large and small companies.

"o Sponsoring educational forums for industry
associations, universities, research institutes,
Government laboratories and individual entrepreneurs.
Four regi-onal workshops are being scheduled.

"o Clarifying ambiguities in present tax laws with the
Treasury Department.

o Conducting -ompetitive assessments of industry trends,
of sensitive factors in manufacturing, and of the
impact of new technologies on existing businosseae for
use by private sector firms and public policy makers.

"o Implementing a search and analysis process that
packages Federally funded technology for licensing to
the private sector.

There is evidence of widespread interest in RDLPs, and a

growing number are forming in the 25 million to 300 million
dollar range. Financial Institutions such as E. F. Hutton and
Merrill-Lynch have syndicated open RDLPs without designa.:ang
specific programs in advance.
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3 Industry Competitiveness Assessments

The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Productivity,
Technology and Innovation has carried out six in-depth anO
thirteen preliminary assessments of selected industries. Eight
additional in-depth studies are being scheduled. Results of
these sophisticated analyses will be communicated to interested
Government agencies and to companies involved in each
industry. RDLP consortia are expected to find these studies
important for their strategic planning.

Much of the data needed for these assessments is not available
"in Government data bases and must be gathered from the private
sector. A cooperative agreement to develop the required
intormation has been worked out with a nonprofit private sector
organization that has access to such data.

National Technical Information Service (NTIS')

NTIS operates the world's largest data base and is the only
organization that cataloqs in accessible form much of the
Federally funded technology that otherwise would be lost to
commercial interests. NTIS is now being organized to conduct
selective searches of industry-specific tecnnology for
licensing by the private sector. The information will be
categorized in business portfolio format. It is anticipated
that this portfolio can be used routinely to provide a world
scan of new developments for use by technology ventures
(including RDLPs). NTIS has also reached agreements with many
foreign nations to access technical developments in those
countries. Translations from foreign languages are performed

*• by NTIS or contractors.

Small Business Innovation Resources Program

This if a new PTI initiative to develop strategies for
assisting high technology small business firms to become more
competitive by gaining access to information regarding:

o Technologies available for licensing from the Federal
Government.

o Financing for innovation and productivity improvement.

o Markets for innovation and new technologies.
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o Existing services to aid innovation, such as "business
incubators" and technical evaluation of inventions.

o Policy affecting smaller firms involved in innovation
and/or technology transfer.

A support network will be developed for small high technology
firms. The network will include public and private
organizations and resource services that can assist such firms
in the innovation process.

Government Patent Policy

On February 18, 1983, the President signed a memorandum
directing Federal agencies to extend the policy of contractor
ownership of inventions that P. L. 96-517 established for small
business and nonprofit organizations to all research and
development contractors. This new policy is a major step in
ensuring that Government funded technology is available to the
private sector for commercial use. In most cases, the
inventing contractor is most likely to have the knowledge and
motivation to commercialize new technology. The statutes of a
few agencies still restr-ict this policy to some degree, and
legislative efforts are under way to remove these last barriers
to a uniform Government patent policy.
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Chapter IV: Report On Section 6, Centers for Industrial
Technology and Section 7, Grants and Cooperative

SAgreements

Sections 6 and 7 were designed to encourage cooperative R&D by
providing seed money to Centers for Industrial Technology
(CITs) that are affiliated with a university or other nonprofit
institutions.

Initiatives To Establish Cooperative R&D Arrangements

The CITs and accompanying grants envisioned in sections 6 and 7
have not been established. As part of Government-wide budget
recisions proposed by President Reagan in fiscal year 1981, the
Department proposed and the Congress agreed to rescind the DOC
funding for CITs. Instead, the Department decided to attack
the key impediment to cooperative R&D arrangements--concerns
about antitrust.

The Administration's proposed antitrust legislation, The
National Productivity and Innovation Act of 1983, will greatly
ease the antitrust constraints on cooperative R&D programs.
Once free of the "chilling effect" of antitrust uncertainty,
the private sector will be able to design many organizational
vehicles for the accomplishment of cooperative R&D without
direct Federal Government participation.

Joint ventures often may be necessary to lower the risk and
cost associated with R&D. Under the Administratiun's proposal,
so long as ventures do not aid price fixing (through, for
example, exchange of information on pcIces or production
levels), or reduce innovation (by, for example, a tacit
agreement to underinvest in R&D), the ventures do not violate
the antitrust laws. Title II of the bill provides that the
courts may not find a joint R&D venture to bo illegal in and of
itself. Specifically, it .will prevent courts from finding that
any joint R&D venture violates the antitrust laws without first
finding that it actually has anticompetitive effects that
outweigh its procompetitive effects.
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A second provision of Title II provides that firms operating a
joint R&D venture that has been fully disclosed to the
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission may be
sued only for the amount of the actual damage caused by any
anticompetitive conduct, plus prejudgment interest. Currently,
an injured private party who wins an antitrust damage suit is
automatically entitled to treble damages. The threat of such
suits may inhibit the formation of joint R&D. The Administra-
tion's proposed changes should encourage the formation of
procompetitive joint R&D ventures, and, unlike some other
proposals currently before Congress, they will do so with
minimal administrative requirements.

The Administration's proposal deliberately excludes restrictive
clauses, such as compulsory licensing of research results of
the cooperative venture after a certain period, as proposed in
other legislation. While compulsory licensing may not be
unreasonable for the electronics industry, where the average
life cycle of a new product is now three to five years, for
pharmaceuticals or specialty chemicals it might create a
substantial disincentive to cooperative R&D, because the FDA or
other regulatory clearance process may take five to ten years.

Even prior to passage of this new legislation, the private
sector has formed unique cooperative research organizations
such as the Microeledctronic Computer Corporation and the
Semiconductor Research Corporation. After the passage of the
new legislation, cooperative R&D activity should increase
sharply, mobilizing large gains in private funding. More
importantly, the projects undertaken will likely include those
beyond the financial or technical capability of even the
largest firms alone, i.e., those that otherwise would probably
never be undertaken at all.

In addition to the antitrust initiative, the tax incentives in
the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, which include the
incremental R&D tax credit and the tax credits for
contributions of equipment to universities, have been created
to encourage increased R&D. Using the tax system rather than
direct funding, the Administration believes it can stimulate
industrial growth in an even-handed way and avoid a direct role
in private sector decision-making, including avoidance of the
Government choosing winning technologies.
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Taken together, the tax and antitrust initiatives, along with
the Industrial Technology Partnership program (RDLP) for
later-stage R&D, represent a package which implements the
overall objectives of Sections 6 and 7 of P. L. 96-480.

Centers for Industrial Technology are forming without direct
Government funding. Many universities are developing
Technology Management Offices that have undertaken many of the
activities intended for CITs. The pace of developing these
offices has accelerated since enactment of P.L. 96-517 in
response to the requirement to manage and license inventions
resulting from Federal R&D funding that the university chooses
to own in accordance with the Act. Preliminary reports
indicate a significant surge of disclosures of such inventions
since enactment of P.L. 96-517. In addition to patent
licensing, many of-these offices have become involved in other
aspects of industry/university cooperation similar to those
anticipated by Section 6. This is due, in part, to their
authority to consummate cooperative R&D ventures with industry
that involve the transfer of future invention rights on an
exclusive basis. Once accepted as a communications path, these
offices are being asked by industry and university investi-
gators to help develop more complex arrange iments, e.g., the
Monsanto-Washington University (St. Louis) agreement.

Based on the activities of the more successful university
Technology Management Offices, it appears that an ideal office
has the authority and ability to at least:

o Identify, evaluate, protect and disseminate information
"I on new university technologies.

o Promote commercial use of and respond to industry
inquiries concerning new technologies produced by the
university, which may lead to new business ventures.

0 o Alert university research managemeni to industrial
needs, particularly those of small business.

0o Fund research from royalty receipts.

o Seek venture capital.

SO Enter into cooperative research projects, including
limited partnerships.
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o Establish policies encouraging employee-inventor
start-ups and follow-on participation.

o Share royalties with inventors and the research
organization.

o Conduct training on invention, entrepreneurship and
industrial innovation.

o Assess potential conflicts of interest.

O Grant patent licenses or assign future invention
ownership rights as an incentive for industry
cooperation in developing, participating in, or
contributing resources for further laboratory research
efforts.

This range of activities is much like the expanded role that
the Department of Commerce foresees for the Federal laboratory
Offices of Research and Technology Applications (ORTAs) created
under Section 11 of Stevenson-Wydler Act.

Relatively few of the hundreds of university Technology
Management Offices presently have this full range of
authorities and abilities. The Department's view is that
the Government has a significant opportunity to support the
intent of Section 6 by providing technical assistance for the
Technology Management Offices of universities and other
nonprofit organizations that request it. Accordingly, the
Department is examining techniques that may take the form of
ttaining courses to teach invention awareness to research
performers and convey commercialization techniques to
university and nonprofit Technology Management Offices.
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Chapter V: Report On Section 8, National Science Foundation
Centers For -Industrial Technolgy.

Section 8 Provides for NSF Centers for Industrial Technology.

The following charts summarize NSF's activities in supporting
Centers for Industrial Technology. NSF funding in this area
was at the $2.OM level in FY 1983 and is projected to be $3.OM
in FY 1984.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY CENTERS.

DEGREE OF SELF
LOCATION SCIENCE AREA SUFFICIENCY

.(% of Funding By
Industry -

Balance is Funded

.By NSF)

Massachusetts Institute Polymers (Processing) 100
of Technology Computer Graphics 80

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Case-Western Polymers (applied) 70

Reserve.University
Ohio State University Welding 70
University of Polymers (properties) 75
Massachusetts
University of Rhode Robotics 75

Island
North Carolina Telecommunications 70

State University
Rutgers University Ceramics 70
Georgia Institute of Materials Handling 80

Technology
Worchester Poly- Automation Technology 50

technic Institute
Texas A&M University Hydrogen Technology so
Pennsylvania State Dielectrics 60

University

(NOTE) ANNUAL INDUSTRY FUNDING FOR EACH CENTER IS USUALLY
BETWEEN 4500,000 and l, 0o00,0 WITH BETWEEN 5 AND
30 INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPANTS.
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NSF CENTERS BMING PLANNED

LOCATION SCIENCE AREA

West Virginia University Fluidized Beds
University of Cincinnati. Digital Processing
University of Wisconsin Biotechnology
Northwestern University Tribology
University of Arizona Microcontamination Conitrol
Duke University and
University of North Carolina Biotechnology
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3 Chapter VI: Report On Section 11, Use of Federal Technology

Section 11 provides for a central focus in the Department of
Commerce and for the establishment of offices in the Federal
laboratories to transfer Federally owned or originated
technology to state and local governments and to the private
sec tor.

Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT)

CUFT was established within the National Technical InformationService of the U. S. Department of Commerce in June 1981. It

received appropriated funding in January 1983. The CUFT
program is directed to:

o Encourage agency technology evaluation efforts.

o Improve the public's online access to technology3 furnished to CUFT by the Fedekal laboratories:

o Promote private sector ax.4 local government awareness
of Federal laboratory technology;

O Encourage the licensing oý Federally owned inventions
through the patent licensing function attached to CUFT;

I o Highlight Federal laboratory technology having
significant potential for commercialixation;

o Maintain a directory of Government technology transfer
personnel.

A variety of products and services have been planned anddeveloped to improve industry access to Federal laboratory
technology, including:

o Tech Notea: A monthly subscription service alerting
readers to the latest technology from the Federal
laboratories through one or two page fact sheets
describing new processes, equipment, materials, and
techniques with potential commertial or other practical
application.

o Federal Technol yatalo An index of more than
1,200 new tecnologies identified by Federal

L laboratories.

A
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0 Catalogs of Government Patents: A listing of Federally
o•nd and patgnted iventions available for licensing.

o Government Inventions for Licensing Abstract
iewsletter 2 A-weekly subscription newsletter

summail-ing Federally-owned inventions divided into
11 categories. When appropriate, a drawing of the
invention is also provided.

o Directory of Federal Technology Resources: This
d-recto-r-y, available in early 1984, wil describe
special technical resources provided by the Federal
agencies and their laboratories. It will include
equipment for sharing, technical information centers,
laboratory contacts available for technology
interchange, software sources, information analysis
centers, and other services.

o Federal Technol gyTransfer-Online. A ReferenceGuide: A free service proy1ded-to on"per
-earchers-interested in Tech Notes or information on

'Federally owned inventions.i IThisservice explains how
to receive this information by computer.

CUPT personnel are involved in a number of other projeota,
includingt

"o Cooperation with the Federal Laboratory Consortium in
order to develop working relationships with agency
technology transfer personnel.

"o Contacting small business associations, state
innovation groups and trade journals, to emphasize the
availability of Federal laboratories technology.'

Research and Technology Application Offices

Section 11 requires each laboratory to establish an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) toassist the
laboratory in the transfer of its technology. The Appendix to
this report summarizes information provided by the agencies on
the technology transfer activities undertaken by their ORTAs.
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A major function of the ORTAs is to prepare application
i assessmenCs of R&D projects that have potential for application

to state and local government or industry. Notwithstanding the
oRTA's assignment, the lack of uniform guidelines, criteria,
and processes in preparing application assessments appears to

* have produced difficulty in determining and communicating 4 new
technology's commercial potential. This may be particularly
true when the process involves finding secondary uses for
technology developed primarily to meet a unique Government
need.

!I A second function of the ORTAs is actual transfer of
technology. Technology can be transferred in two basic forms:

o Information--which includes advice, technical Sass is ance, reports, and other forms of aid. This is
usually provided at minimal or no cost and is based on3 work already performed in the laboratory bystem.

o Intellectual Property--which includes patents,
ct- technical data, rights to future
inventions, and other forms of technology that can be
owned, protected* assigned, or otherwise controlled.

S TInformat ion

A review of the agency activities outlined in the Appendix
indicates that most ORTAs have concentrated on information
transfers. These are less formal, easier to arrange, and
appear more consistent with the wording of Section 11.

Xntellectual-Pr~,prty

Though the ORTAs have performed valuable services regarding the
information form of technology transfer, they have been less
involved in intellectual property transfer. Yet oppor-
tunities to help create new products, large numbers of new
jobs, and even new industries are likely to come primarily from
intellectual property transfers because investment recovery and
profits often depend on ownership or control of the technology
being developed.

AI
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Patent licensing is the type of intellectual property transfer
most used at the Federal agency level as a private sector
incentive for development of Federal laboratory inventions.
This is done primarily on a centralized basis, either 'by the
patent staffs at agency headquarters or the patent licensing
function attached to the Center for Utilization of Federal
Technology.

Successful promotion of some inventions may require the
resources of centralized licensing organizations with access
to potential nationwide and international users. For example,
centralized licensing offices can target advertising of
specific technologies for ORTAs (which could handle other
aspects of the transfer), as well as provide advice and
training to the ORTAs.

The following problems, however, have been oboervedt

SThere have been misinterpretations that the licensing
provisionn of P. L. 96-517 require nonexclusive
licensing if more than one firm applies for a license.

o Centralized licensing offices tend to concentrate on
inventions that meet a known commercial need and are
the easiest to sell. These officen may do less well
than decentralized operations at the laboratory level
in becoming advocates and market creators for tech-
nologles that were not developed to meet a specific
private sector need or are more suitable for
development by start-up companies.

ORTAs (and licensing offices) which are decentraliztd have
natural advantages for some types of tichnol-gy transfer
because of their immediate proximity to the laboratories.
Laboratory research could be more effectively transferred to
industry by a "full service' ORTA performing the following
functions:
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o Identifying1 evaluating, and arranging for protection
of new technologies.

:3 o Promoting commercial use of the new technologies
produced by the laboratory which may lead to new
business ventures.

So Coordinating with ORTAs of other laboratories, when
necessary, to meet the needs of industry for Federal
technologies from more than one source.

o Recommending research to meet market needs.

o Seeking venture capital to help start-up ventures.
SEntering into collaborative research projects with

industry, including limited partnerships.

0 o Administering policies that encourage employee-inventor
start-ups and bllew-o-i parthd'pation.

o Administering a royalty sharing program with laboratory
"inventors and with any part of the laboratory doemed to
have contributed to the invention which generates the
royalties.

o Training and instructing on invention, entreproneurship

and industrial innovation,

0 Assessing and advising on potential conflicts of

U Granting patent liconses or assigning future invention
ownership righto as An incentive for industry
cooperation in developing, participating in, lor
contributing resources for further laboratory research
efforts.

These functions are much like those performed by the QORTA
counterpart offices in universities.

It appears to be no accident that technology complexes ouch as
Silicon Valley, Route 128, Research Triangle, and Princeton's
Forrestal Center have evolved around major universities.
Direct access to the university and the university's right to
transfer the results of its research on an exclusive basis is
an important incentive for business to invest in the further
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development and commercialization of new technologies. In
contrast, Federal laboratories generally have not served as
nuclei for similar arrangements. They often perceive
themselves as unable to enter into cooperative development
arrangements because of organizational and legal restraints.
This is one reason why national reviews of Federal laboratories
have concluded that too little of the results of laboratory
research is used in the private sector.

The present authorities of most ORTAs are limited and unclear.
In order to perform the full range of desirable functions
discussed abovo, consideration should be given to augmenting
the OrTA role as followai

0 Authowity to negotiate the assignment or licensing of
GOvernment-owne• inventions.

-o Authority to negotiate arrangements that include
disposition of future research results on an exclusive
basis, Acceptance of private sector funding, and
formation of Government/private sector research teams.

ci Authority to administer incentives to Federal employee
inventors, including royalty sharing and the right of
employees to own inventions that neither the Government
nor a participatng private Sector organization plans
to commercialize.

0 Authority (with appxopriate limits) to arrange for
Federal employee inventors to part ipcate in the future
development of an invention outside of the lab whien
this is necessary for successful commercialization.

In addition, it may be useful to establish a system of
organizational incentives that encourages the laboratories to
support technology transfer and commercialization. One element
could be retention by the laboratories, (e.g. the Director's
Office) of part of the royalties to use for future research.
Care must be exercised to ensure that budgetary controls are
not weakened and that a proper balance is maintained between
Pederal research missions and commercialization efforts.
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Further, techniques should be developed and made available to
the ORTAs to help evaluate the commercial potential of new
technologies. These are particularly necessary to evaluate
ideas that were not developed to meet a known private sector
need.

3 lFinally, in order for the ORTAs to achieve their full
potential, trained professionals will be needed to engage in
technology transfer. The Department recommends consideration
of a new category of professional employees, entitled, "Federal
Technology Managers" (or another appropriate title) to
implement the new authorities outlined above. The Department
suggests that previous legal, engineering, technology transfer
and product developmernt experience be taken into full accountwhen filling positions and making proi-totions, in this new

category of professional employees. These ORTA officials would
work directly. in the laboratories to stimulate collaboration
with the private sector and would be key elements in spinning
off important discoveries to industry. The "Federal Technology
Managers"' would function as a critical liaison between theSresearch professional.s employedin the laboratories and the
private sector.

I
B
I
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Chapter VII: Report On Section 12, National, Technology Medal

Section 12 provides for the establishment of a National
Technology medal which is to be awarded periodically by the
President to individuals or companies for outstanding
contributions to the promotion of technology or technological
manpower.

Procedures for the selection of recipients of the Medal are in
effect. A Steering Committee, chaired by the Assistant
Secretary for Productivity,Technology and Innovation, solicits
nominations and refers them to an Evaluation Committee,
currently being chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee
Act. Recommendations for awards are forwarded to the Secretary
through the Steering Committee.

A Press Release'soliciting nominations for the Medals was
released August 17, 1983, with nominations to be received
between September I and November 30, 1983, and between May 1
and July 31 of succeeding years.

The first Medals are expected to be awarded in the Spring of
1984.
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Chapter VIII: Report on Section 13, Personnel Exchanges

Section 13 provides that the Secretary of Commerce and the
National Science Foundation (NSF) jointly shall establish a
program to foster exchange of scientific and technical
personnel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories.
In light of similar programs already being run independently by
Commerce and NSF, no action has been taken to implement this
Section.

On.
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF AGENCY REPORTS ON OFFICE OF RESEARCH
AND.TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION (ORTA) ACTIVITIES

Introduction

In addition to the reporting requirements for the Department
of Commerce under Section 5(d), agencies are required by
Section 11(e) to report as follows:

"Each Federal agency which operates or directs one or
more Federal laboratories shall prepare biennially a
report summarizing the activities performed by that
agency and its Federal laboratories pursuant to the
provisions of this section. The report shall be
transmitted to the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology by November 1 of each year in which
it is due."

The Secretary of Commerce requested that relevant Federal
agencies submit the report required by Section 11 of the Act
for the two-year period October 1, 1980, to September 30,
1982. Summaries of these reports, which include brief
descriptions of each program and some achievements, are
provided in this Appendix.

Section 11 requires that each Federal laboratory establish an
Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA).
Further, each laboratory with a total annual budget in excess
of 020 million shall provide at least one professional
full-time individual to staff the ORTA: and beginning in
FY 1982, each Federal agency directing a laboratory shall make
available not less than 0.5 percent of the agency research and
development budget to support technology transfer, including
operation of the ORTA. The Act assigns the following four
functions to an ORTA:

I. Assess each R&D project which has potential for successful
application in state or local government, or in private
industryl

2. Provide and disseminate information on Federally
owned/originated products, processes, or services having
potential for application in state or local government, or
in private industry;
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3. Cooperate with the Center for the Utilization of Federil
Technology and other appropriate organizations to link
Federal R&D as a whole to potential users; and

4. Provide technical assistance when requested by state and
•I local government officials.

Because this is a relatively new effort for many laboratories,
there is insufficient information to develop any type of
Government wide evaluation measure of technology transfer
effectiveness. It is clear, however, that within Federal
agencies there is a wide range of definitions and anticipated
results for the technology transfer process. Most agencies
have a technology transfer program for the movement of
mission-oriented research to mission-oriented application.
But, there are very few agencies that look for "spin-off"
applications and attempt to seek application of their research
beyond the original mission.

The greatest effort being exerted by many agencies is in the
processing and dissemination of written information. Much of
the dissemination is done through publications/communications
groups unique to the agency and directed to an agency
mission-targeted audience, Also, there is some evidence that
information dissemination is believed to be sufficient, in andfl of itself, to effect technology transfer.

The primary examples of cooperative efforts with industry are
participation by laboratory representatives at workshops and
meetings. Xn addition, although there are references to theperformance of the technology application assessment function
of the ORTA, there seems to be some uncertainty regarding thei appropriate method to produce the aaseasment and its ultimate

"used

Finally, many agencies reported dedication of major
resources-both budget dollars and personnel time--to the
technology transfer function. Few agencies reported active,
long range planning and/or evaluation efforts directed toward
achieving a satisfactory'level of performance or developing the
most cost effective program.

Summaries of the agency reports are provided below:
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (USDA)

Two agencies of the U. S. Department of Agriculture (the
Agricultural Research Service and the Forest Service) operate
Federal laboratories. For many years the USDA has utilized the
Federal-State Cooperative Extension Service and State and
Private Forestry System to transfer technology rapidly and
successfully. Additional steps have been taken to implement
the requirements of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation
Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-480) as follows:

Agricultural Research Service (ARS)

Since the passage of P.L. 96-480, the ARS has appointed an
Assistant Director from the Northern Regional Research Center
to coordinate the technology transfer activities in the four
large Regional Research Centers. Recently, a Science and
Technology Applications Coordinator was appointed to plan,
oversee and coordinate the ARS technology transfer activities
at the Headquarters level. A plan to achieve full compliance
with P.L. 96-480 has been drafted and will be incorporated into
the new ARS organizational structure.

Achievements Reported

o A safer and more effective vaccine for foot and mouth
diseaso (FMD) has been made possible by breakthrough
research in genetic engineering. The vaccines resulting
from this technology will help the U.S. stockpile vaccine,
produce an annual savings of billions of dollars in
countries with FMD, reduce barriers to international trade,
and increase the world supply of meat.

o Caseous lumphadenitis abscesses caused by the bacteria
Corynebacterlum ovis is one o! the most important worldwide
diseases of sheep and goats. ARS developed an antibody
test that indicates past or present infection. The test,
which uses an enzyme as an indi~ntor, is simple, economic,
fast and nonhazardous.

o Fast-food merchandising and salad bars have greatly
increased demand for mild-flavorad onions. Unfortunately,
such onions neither stcre well nor are adapted to northern
producing areas. ARS scientists produced a new nonpungent,
high-yielding hybrid with good storage quality. Wide-scale
testing has generated enthusiastic response, and export
potential may be significant.
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o Of the 32 ARS patents transferred to NTIS, four exclusive
and 28 non-exclusive licenses have been granted. The
patents include "Anti-Feedant for Boll Weevils,"
"Preparation of Frozen Quick Cooking Legumes," and "Tool
for Welding Plastics." The patents have been licensed to
such companies as Pennwalt Corp., Metal Recovery System,
and Amity Soyfoods, Inc.

3I Forest Service (FS)

In 1978, the Forest Service (FS) established an organizational
•I unit similar to that called for in P.L. 96-480. Following

passage of P.L. 96-480, the unit was designed as the FS Office
of Research and Technology Application (ORTA). Located in the
Area Planning Development Staff of the State and Private
Forestry branch in the Washington Office, the ORTA is
responsible for FS-wide technology transfer activities. The
ORTA is staffed by one full-time professional and a staff
technician.

Achievements Reported

o Builders in 27 states are using or have expressed interest
in a Truss-Framed Building System developed by the FS
Forest Products Laboratory. More than 1,300 homen have
been constructed using this system, which providea savings
in the use of wood and wood base materials.

1 o The Forest Products Laboratory developed the concept of
press drying paper which will permit paper manufacturers to
use 100 percent hardwood pulp for linerboard for the first
time. Several commercial laboratories have built press
dryers to test research concepts to demonstrate the
research. Black and Clawson, a paper macihine monufacturer,
is developing a press dryer for the commorcial market.

o The states of Maryland and Minnesota are using the Timber
S2Inventory/managesent Information Planning System which was

developed by Forest Service researchers to assist
landowners of small private forests. Five other states are
considering the use of this system.

I
I
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Four agencies of the United States Department of Commerce are
covered by the requirements of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology

.Innovation Act of 1980. These agenices are the National Bureau
of Standards, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, and the National Technical Information
Service. Except for the National Technical Information
Service, the other three have laboratory facilities.

National Bureau of Standards

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) established the Office
of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) on r1arch 1,
1981. The intent was to augment and exploit NBS activities to
make Federal technology readily accessible to private industry
and state and local governments.

The FY 1982 direct budget of the office was t.25M, excluding
the cost of administering the Visiting Committee and the
Evaluation Panels. In FY 1982, tl6M within NSS was dedicated
to implementing technology transfer under the functions of the
ORTA.

Achievements Reported

o The ORTA staff addressed each NBS R&D project and found
216 projects with potential value to U.S. industry. These
projects were disclosed to members of the Industrial
Research Institute and many other U.S. firms at meetings of
their respective indastry associations.

o NBS reports that inquiries about Federal technology are at
an all-time high, particularly regarding the NBS Industrial
Research Associate Program. During FY 1981, NBS had 41
Research Associate programs with 124 Research Associates.
During FY 1982, there were 44 programs with 121 Research
Associates from such U.S. firms as Allen-Bradley,
Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, Mobil Research
and Development Corporation, Rheology Research, Hardinge
Brothers, Johnson Controls, Exxon Chemical Company, and
General Electric.

o To further assist industry and state and local governments
to acquire Federal technology, the NBS ORTA' aided the
Federal Laboratory Consortium in developing°.a "Tools of the
Trade' primer and prepared a "Directory of Federal
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Laboratories". ORTA supported the Model Interstate
Information Cleari:zhouse (MISTIC) of the National
Conference of State Legislatures, arranged for computer
conferencing between NBS and state legislatures through
Legitech, and provided numerous responses to inquiries from
local officials. Finally, the ORTA assisted Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Maryland officials in arranging regional meetings
on the availability of technology from various Federal
laboratories which might be useful to local businesses.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
conducts a wide range of research and development activities.
Five NOAA Line Organizations (LOs) contribute to the total NOAA
R&D effort, each concentrating in its area of mission
responsibility. The five LOs are:

"o Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR)
"o National Weather Service (NWS)
"o National Ocean Service (NOS)
"o National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
"o National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information

Service (NESDIS)

To ensure an integrated and coordinated agency response to
P.L. 96-480, NOAA has established a Technology Transfer Working
Group consisting of a representative froza each of the LOs.

Assessment of the potential for nonFederal application of NOAA
R&D and technology is done at the source, (i.e., at the
laboratories, centers, and R&D project offices). A designated
ORTA contact at each NOAA R&D facility is responsible for the
routine assessment of R&D projects at the facility and for the
preparation of application assessment abstracts for
dissemination.

Achievements

NOAA has established a technology transfer program to ensure
the agency's compliance with both the spirit and letter of
P.L. 96-480. Listed below in chronological order are the

[ events which led to the implementation of the program:

o In April 1982 the Deputy Administrator of NOAA assigned
responsibility for the development of a NOAA program to the
Environmental Data and Information Service and directed the
formation of a Working Group to coordinate program planning.
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o During the summer and fall of 1982, the Working Group
developed interim plans and conducted a pilot program to
test them. All NOAA R&D activities were assessed to
determine the potential for nonFederal application of the
research, and over 130 Application Assessment Abstracts
were submitted to the Working Group by NOAA's laborat..Orieoa
centers, and R&D project offices.

o In January 1983, a full-time ORTA was established in the.
NESDIS Office of External Relations. A long-term NOAA
Technology Transfer Program Plan was completed in May and
approved in June 1983.

o In July 1983, a full-time Technology Transfer Specialist
was added to the NOAA ORTA staff.

o NOAA joined the Federal Laboratory Consortium in
July 1983. NOAA also established contacts with other
Tederal and state technology transfer organizations.

National Telecommunications and :,>.ation Administration

The Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) is the chief
research and engineering arm of the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration (NTIA).

ITS allocated approximately $15,000 per year to assure
dissemination of research reports through its Technical
Publications Office. In addition, ITS has allocated
approximately $100,000 over FY 1981 and VY 1982 to make
available computer programs to aid the private sector in
planning and operating various cmmunications systems.

Acbievementg Reported

o During 1981, ITS efforts facilitated approval by the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) of applications to
offer direct broadcast satellite service. The deployment
of direct broadcast satellite systems in the U.S. could
result in very substantial now demand for satellite earth
terminals and related equipment.

o Beginning in 1980, and continuing to the present, ITS has
worked to develop technically feasible means by which the
hours of operation of small daytime-only radio broadcasting
stations could be sigiNtficantly improved and their numbers
increaseA. ITS technical expertise and research also
played an important role in U.S. preparation for the 1982
World Administrative Radio Plenipotentiary Conference.
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National Technical Information Services (NTIS)

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) plays a major
role in the development of advanced information products and
services for the achievement of U.S. productivity and
innovation goals in the 1980's. NTIS is the central source for
the public sale of U.S. Government-sponsored research,
development, and engineering reports, software, and other
analyses prepared by Federal agencies, their contractors or
grantees. Its program supplements technology transfer
activities of all Government agencies.

Since NTIS is not a laboratory and funds no research, it does
not have an> Offie of Research and Technology Application
(ORTA). The NTIS budget involved in technology transfer was
appro~imately t16.7M in FY 1982. This included the functions
of the Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT)
a..d the Office of Government Inventions and Patents.

Achevements Reported

U In its interagency patent licensing program, NTIS
negotiated and granted over 40 patent licenses in FY 1983
on behalf of HHS, Commerce, USDA, and Interior, which
represents a 50 percent increase over FY 1902. Royalty
revenue increased five-fold to the $800,000 level, making
the program self-supporting. This includes costs of
creating and maintaining a large foreign patent portfolio
for licensing to U.S. industry. Proposed development plans
submitted with applications for 49 of the licenses granted
in the last two years committed t139.8 million in further
private sector R&D to commercialize these Government
invotntions. New CUFT information products introduced in
1983 include-4:

0 The Federal Technology Catalog,
o e0a fTnOlg Transfer-On lino, and
o Directory o A-nvi and Laboratory Technology

Transfer Contacts.
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NTIS PATENT LICENSES GRANTED FY 1981 - FY 1982

Depattment of Agriculture

(Title)

Nematocide Pennwalt

Particle Board Purdue Research
Foundation

Pueromone Insecticide Albany International

Insect Maturation Inhibitors Stauffer Chemical

Boll Weevil Antiteedant Bio-Systems Research

Depajtment ofiAr

Celtuase Producing Microorganism UFP

Denartmuent of Commerce

.Clear Air Turbulence Detector Baendix Corporation

L$aser Wavelength Meter Lasertechnics Inc.

Ultrablack Coating Ba.i Corporation

Frequency Stablitation P.frato-P Systems Inc.

Cryptogwaphilc Key Motorization PE. Systems Inc.

Rotating Tool Wear Monitor Valeron Corporation

Echometric Remote Temperature Radian Corporation
Moasurezent

Contrast Resolution-Ultra Sound Nuclear Associates
Testing

Deflment of Health & Hum~an Services

Feeslator Marion Scientific

Assay for Ocnzodiazapines Neuobiological 5ciences

Interferot Inducer Behringwerke

Chromatographic Instruments Buechl Laboratories Knots
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HHS (cont'd)

(Title)

Fiber Optic Probe Advanced Technical Labs

Zwitterionic Detergent Calbiochem
Pierce Chemical
Poly Sciences

Clot Lysing Timer Beecher Co.

Oral Acne Drug
(13 - cis retinoic acid) Ortho Pharmaceutical

Westwood Pharmaceutical
McNeil Pharmaceutical
Dermik Pharmaceutical

Toluidine Blue Rinse Block Drug
(Oral Cancer Detector)

Non-A, Non-B Hepatitis Detection North American Biologicals
Abbott Laboratories

Large Unilamellar Vesicles Abbott Laboratories

Monclonal Antibodies against Abbott Lab.
Herpes Virus Cooper Biomedical

Blood Cell Separator IBM Corp.

Countercurrent Extraction Apparatus P.C. Inc.

Insulin Infusion Apparatus Nordisk

Silver Stains for Pr:,tein ElectroNucleonics

N-Acetyl Cysteine Prevention of
Cardiac Damage in Cancer Therapy Mead Johnson

Department of Interior

Modified Sulfur Cement Chevron Research
FB Coatings
JA Reece Inc.
Sulcon. Inc.
Chemical Enterprises

Veterans Administration

PALA Platinum Antineoplast-cs Drug Adria Lab.
Behringwerke, AG.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFEUSL (DOD)

The Department of Defense (DOD) is tht Federal agency
responsible for the management contiol of the three Military
Services. In fulfilling the requirements of the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980
(P.L. 96-480), the DOD has waived the full-time staffing and
monetary, set-aside requirements for the Military Services, but
has directed them to individually establish mechanisms to
comply with the law, including establishment of Offices of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA).

Department of the Navy

The Navy has had a formal technology transfer program for over
ten years and had been transferring technology to the civilian
sector on an ad hoc basis for many years before that.
Following passage of P.L. 96-180, ORTAs were created for the
ten major R&D activities to ensure compliance with the law.
Further, a series of major 'policy statements has been issued
regarding .e Navy domestic technology transfer program.

An estimate of the FY 1902 cost of performing the ORTA function
at each major R&D activity is shown in the table below,
including cost estimates for coordinating the program and
funding domestic technology transfer demonstration projects.
These costs are expected to increase as awareness of the
program increases.

Department of Navy

FY 82 ($ K)

Laboratory ORTA Cost

Naval Air Development Center 80

Naval Coastal Systems Center 5

Naval Ocean Systems Center 40

Naval Personnel Research and 40
Development Center

David Taylor Naval Ship Research 80

and Development Center

Naval Surface Weapons Center 20

Naval Underwater Systems Center 80
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Naval Weapons Center 30

Naval Research Laboratory 120

Naval Ocean Research and 2
Development Activity

Navy-Wide Technology Transfer

Publications and Exhibits 160

Demonstration Projects 70

Thdustry Information 300

$530

TOTAL $1,027

The puiblication of thouaands of in-house Navy and
Navy-sponsored technical reports is the largest and most
significant technique used by the Navy. Many Navy activities
publish annual listings of their technical output.

Achievements Reported

o The Naval Underwater Center (mUSC) initiated the Technical
Volunteer Service (TVS) whereby nearly 400 volunteers
provide information, assistance and advice to local
Governments. Two other Navy laboratories will initiate TVS
"programs in FY 1983 and several other Federal laboratories
are exploring the concept.

o The Navy Personnel ROD Center (NPRDC)., which is developing
more effective methods and procedures for teaching Basic
Skills, produced a computer software package for the
teaching of vocabulary and reading comprehension. In
response to a request from the San Diego Community College,
technical assistance from NPR['C resulted in
competency-basod adult education classes in the Community
College District.

o The Navy performs manufacturing technology projects to
demonstrate production feasibility by industry of
critically needed items. Successful transfer projects
during FY 1981 and FY 1982 includes

- Naval Research Laboratory -- laber welding, ion beam
milling, ion implanation;
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- Naval Surface Weapons Center -- graphite-aluminum tape
and tooling, laser hardening of cams; and

- Naval Ocean Systems Center -- fiber optic digital
receiver modules, high radiance light emitting diodes,
automate layout of circuits.

o Patented Navy inventions are licensed on both a limited and
nonexclusive basis. Two examples of limited exclusive
licenses include:

- Naval Ocean Systems Center developed a decompression
computer which can be worn on a diver's wrist to provide
the diver with both his current depth and safe-ascent
depth; and

- Naval Surface Weapons Center developed a pyrotechnic
chemical composition which can be used in an underwater
incendiary cutting torch.

Department of Army

The Directcr of Army Resexrch in the Office of the Deputy Chief
of St.aft for ResearcL, Development and Acquisition is
responsible for managing the technology transfer function.
Managemen. actions duriug the reporting period include;

o Army Regulation "O-r7, which mandates the technology
transfer activity and was Vevised in August 1982 to
emphasize provisions ol the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Inrovation Act of 1980 %P.L. 96-480);

o Meetingn in May and Novenbe- of 1982 to coordinate
technology transftr functions;

o Identification of thirty-ftve Army laboratories as
requiring Office- of Research and Technology Applications
(ORTA). These laboratoriez have been not 4 fied of the
Army's support of the fulfillment of P.L. 96-480 and
informed that beginning in 1983 eash laboratory
organization chart must sho- the ORTA and a direct po-nt of
contact; and

O Establishment and funding of two taska (beginning in
November 1982) to support the cent.al management of the
technology transfer function.
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Achievements Reported

o Pattern recognition techniques were applied to
epidemiological analysis of patterns in Sudden-Infant-Death
syndrome.

o An instrument developed to provide a rapid, more effective
means of presurgical hand and arm scrub by operatory
personnel is now commercially available.

o A Toxic Corridor Prediction (TOXCOP) Program developed to
graphically depict downwind hazards resulting from
accidental release of toxic chemicals has been used by a
California city to design evacuation plans in event of
major fires or chemical spills.

Department of the Air Force

In August 1981, the U.S. Air Force established an ORTA at each
of its ten laboratories. All four of the ORTA tedhnology
transfer functions given in the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act of 1980 are vested in the established ORTA.
There are no ORTA personnel devoted exclusively to technology
transfer. Since technology transfer is part of the overall
mission of the laboratory, it is difficult to estimate either
the amount of time or money dedicated to this activity.

In March 1982, Air Force Systems Command Regulation 80-25,
"Technology Management Reviews", was revised to require that
the Program Manager at each laboratory perform the technology
application assessment mandated in P.L. 96-480. The Program
Manager, after preparing the assessment, works with the ORTA to
devise a plan to transfer the technology.

Achievements 2ep1rted

"o The Aerospact Medical Division (AMD) has developed the
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), a computer
program made available to several private and educational
institutions. The program focuses on behavioral workload
assessment. To date, AMD has transferred the program to
Hughes Aircraft, Douglas Aircraft, Lockheed, Boeing, BDN
Corporation.and Arizona State University.

"o The AND Integrated Sizing System and drawing board
mannequins have been used by several clothing merchandising
companies, e.g., Sears, Roebuck and Company, in
establishing sizing data for military as 4ell as civilian
use.
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"o The AlLiMo thermal battery concept,.formulated at the Frank
J. Seller Research Laboratory, was put out on developmental
contract to Eureka Corporation of Illinois. The thermal
batteries could be used on any system having short-term
high power requirements with extremely high reliability.

"o At least one small business has been started using an
instrument developed at the Rome Air Development Center for
the measurement of moisture content in integrated circuit
packages.

"o The Air Force Engineering and Services Center has provided
technical consultations to the cities of Phoenix, Arizona;
Natchez, Mississippi; Rockville, Maryland; Jacksonville,
Florida; Madison, Wisconsin; North Miami Beach, Florida;
and Escambia County, Florida; Broward County, Floridal Land
of Sky Regions Council, North Carolina; the University of
Kentucky; Ridgeways Chemicals, Inc.; and numerous other
agencies.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE)

The Department of Energy (DOE) is organized to implement
technology transfer through the 37 national multiprogram and
program dedicated laboratories. The Office of Energy Research
is responsible for Headquarters oversight and management of the
program.

On March 25, 1982, DOE order 5800.1 "Research and Development
Laboratory Technology Transfer Program", was issued to ensure
that technology transfer is integrated into the operations of
each R&D laboratory. The order details the objectives of the
program and incorporates the technology transfer program into
the existing laboratory planning and oversight process.

Each laboratory has an Office of Research and Technology
Applications (ORTA) or equivalent. Those laboratories with an
annual budget in excess of $20 million have a full-time
professional devoted to the management of the program.

Achievements Reported

o An ultrathinning technique developed by the Pacific
Northwest Laboratory was transferred to the Medical College
of Georgia to aid in examination of calicified tissues.

o Sandia National Laboratories designed an electronically
controlled pump, derived from weapon technology, that has
provided reliable insulin delivery when implanted in
diabetic patients. Design and know-how is being
transferred to medical equipment manufacturers.

o A geothermal power plant simulation computer program
"GEOTHM" has been developed by Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. It includes models of the properties of
geothermal and geopressured brines at high temperatures,
Bechtel has used the program in designing two geothermal
power plants, one of which is now under construction in the
Imperial Valley of California.

0 The Morgantown Energy Technology Center has helped the
transfer to private industry of state-of-the-art simulation
technology for large coal conversion process plants by the
completion and delivery of the Advanced System for Process
Engineering (ASPEN) software package. Developed by MIT
under contract to Morgantown, the package is available
through the National Energy Software Center and from the
National Technical Information Service.
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"o Ames National Laboratory estimates an annual sales level of
$100 million over 1,500 installations for the Inductively
and Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrograph developed
at the laboratory.

"o Los Alamos National Laboratory estimates over $800,000 in
business by six instrument manufacturers from laboratory
invented technology.

"o Oak Ridge National Laboratory estimates that over $200
million has been invested by industry since 1978 in the
uranium extraction process developed at the laboratory.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUAN SERVICES (DbHS)

Within the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), the
Public Health Service (PHS) is the only component that funds
Federal laboratories for research and development as defined by
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act. The PHS
supports biomedical technology-related activities which include
the conduct and support of basic, applied and developmental
research.

The Public Health Service Act requires that the Secretary of
Health and Human Services coordinates all research,
evaluations, and demonstrations relating. to the assessment of
health care technology undertaken and supported through DHHS.
The Technology Coordinating Committee is the mechanism for
achieving this coordination. With representatives from DHHS,
committee activities include research studies, special
initiatives and plans, and conferences, workshops -and symposia
pertinent to health care technology.

In FY 1981, 17 percent of the R&D budget was devoted to
technology transfer; in FY 1982, it was 16 percent. A summary
follows of each agency's approach to technology assessment and
transfer, and includes highlights of achievements.
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PHS Funding.for Research and Development and Technology

Transfer Adtivities, FY-1981 and FY 1982, by Laboratory

FY 1981 FY 1982
($ in millions). - in millions)

Technology Technology
Total R&D Transfer Total R&D Transfer
Budget Budget Budget Budget

ADAMHA $ 239 $ 35 $ 248 $ 38

CDC 71 28 69 26

FDA .71 3 73 3

NIH 3,320 571 3,419 560

Total $3,701 $637 $3,809 $627
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National Institutes of Health (NIH)

By supporting basic and applied research, the NIH provides a
strong foundation for discovery of new knowledge andtranslation of that knowledge into medical technology. Oncethe assessment process indicates the safety and efficacy of newtechnology, individual groups promote widespread application
through demonstration projects.

The Office of Medical Applications of Research (OMAR), which
was established in the office of the Director, NIH, in 1977,has been designated as the Office of Research and Technology
Applications (ORTA) for NIH. OMAR's st&ff consists of sevenI full-time professionals and three full-time support members.In FY 1981 and FY 1982, the funding allocated to OMAR'sassessment and transfer activities was $1.5 million and32.1 million, respectively.

Achievements Reported

o Seven conferences were held between 1980-1982 on varioussubjects including "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reye'sSyndrome" (March 1981) and "Clinical Application of
Biomaterials" (November 1982). Eight such conferences are.scheduled for 1983-1984. In an-effort to strengthen this
effort, OMAR has undertaken three evaluation studies. Theresults show that although current dissemination reachesone-third of the target population, efforts should beexpanded. The second study basically validated the currentprocess but recommended that methods for directing datasynthesis and selecting conference panelists could beimproved. The finai study, now in progress, is expected toproduce recommendations for future activities to strengthen
the dissemination process and enhance diffusion.

O Within the patent programs, our evaluation study revealed
that patent applications have been filed for 40 percent ofall inventions, approximately 70 percent of the filings
have been awarded patents, and nearly 50 percent of thepatented inventions have been commercially licensed.Approximately 14 percent of all NIH inventions have, at one
time, been commercially licensed.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

As a regulatory agency, the FDA employs a strategy which isanticipatory rather than reactionary, and pre~entive ratherthan corrective. In implementing this strategy, FDA conductsapplied research and development directed to the safety of the
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Nation's food, bosmetics, drugs, medical devices, biologic and
radiological products. Within the Office of the Commissioner,
FDA, the Office of Scientific Coordination is responsible for
overseeing the applied R&D conducted by all FDA components.
The Office of Scientific Coordination has been designed as the
ORTA at FDA.

Achievements Reported

The FDA's National Center for Devices and Radiological Health
has effected two interesting transfers:

o The first was a collaborative effort with Johns Hopkins,
SIEMENS Corporation, and Terminal Computers, Inc., to
develop an electronic video report which transmits
information instantaneously from radiologists to
physicians. To promote its transfers, FDA produced a
16-minute documentary. Users have reported time savings,
reduction in costs, and improved patient care.

o The same FDA Center established a consortium of hospitals
to test the use of laser high-density storage discs for
x-ray information. Through FDA, Phillips has loaned a
storage system to a hospital in St. Louis and RCA has
loaned a system to the University of Pennsylvania for
similar testing.

o FDA also has developed a portable neutron spectrometer to
measure neutron radiation being emitted during high-energy
dose applications from linear accelerators. Thus far, two
patents have been issued and are available for use by the
private sector.

Center for Disease control (CDC)

CDC programs are administered throught the centers for
prevention services, environmental health, health promotion and
education, professional development and training, and
infectious diseases; the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health; and program offices addressing the areas of
epidemiology, international health. and laboratory improvement.

As the group responsible for coordinating the provision of
reference laboratory services to Federal, state and local
health department laboratories, the Laboratory Improvement
Program office (LIOP) has been designated as the CDC ORTA. Its
primary function is liaison between LIPO and the functional
laboratory offices and staff as they conduct their individual
technology transfer activities.
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* Achievements Reported

o During FY 1980 and FY 1981, CDC engaged in two related
activities to be used by state and private laboratories and
private industry. !n the first effort, CDC developed
sensitive and selective analytical methodologies for PBB's
(polybaominated biphenyls) that were transferred to the
Michigan Department of Public Health; subsequently, CDC
developed simultaneous measurement of both PBB's and PCB's
(polychlorinated biphenyls) and prepared, dispensed,
assigned values and made available serum samples containing
PCB's and commonly occurring chlorinated pesticides for use
"by state and private laboratories.

o In a related area, CDC investigators completed controlI technology assessments for industrial processes including
primary aluminum, pesticide manufacturing and formulating,
raw cotton processing, secondary nonferroas smelters, dry
cleaning, tire manufacturing, spray painting and coating,

Sand coal g*.sification and liquefaction. Altogether,
47 industry-wide studies concerned with occupational safety
and health were conducted and 13.educational resources
centers were supported.

o CDC also participated in cardiovascular intervention
trails, assisted in the formation of standarized quality
control reference materials, set up training clinics, and
was responsible for operating 23 WHO collaborating centers.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Adfinistration

The Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
(ADt1}t) provides the ?ederal focus to increase knowledig and
promote effective strategies to deal with health problems
associated with the use and abuse of alcohol and drugs and with
mental health and mental illness. The Af)AMHA Office of the
Administration (OA) is responsible for interpretation of
requirements, polity guidance, and recomendations on
improvement. and augmentation of the knowledge transfer program
and has been designated as an ORTA, Three full-timeIprofessionals are assigned to the ORTA functions.

ADAMHA has determined that each o-, its three institutes
SfuotiOns as a "labc#r,%tOry" nM so has designated an OLTA
within each institute.

.%chi evementa. Rejyrrt Cd

o Workshops on occupational &lcoholism progreus were
conducted- fcr lbor and aanaqeaent in both pvblic and3 private agenctis anWV iidustiaje.
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"o In responding to an increasing numbebr of requests, NIDA has
developed effective treatment programs for specific
populations with drug abuse problems; established
school-based drug prevent>in programs; and distributed
special information products.

"o The National Institute of Mental Health responded to a
state mental health program director who needed an
appropriate patients rights program for the state. Based
partly on an R&D project that developed and tested a model
state program on the topic, NIMH consultants were able to
help plan the program.
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U. s. DEPARTMENT OF THFI INTERIOR (DOI)

Two units within the Departmz,.t of the Interior operate
laboratories, as defined in the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act of 1980. A summary follows of the technology
transfer activities conducted by the Bureau of Mines and the
Fish and Wildlife Service.

Bureau of Mines (BOM)

For several years, the Bureau of Mines has conducted a
technology transfer program th:0'ugh the Branch of Technology
Transfer (BTT) in the Office of Technical Information. With
passage of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act, the
BTT assumed the ORTA functions.

The BTT has a total ,f four professional and two clerical
positions and an annual budget of t250,UO0 which is derived
from assessments gainst authorized BOM programs. In addition,
the BTT is assisted by the Technology Transfer Liaison Officers
(TTLO) statioied at each of the Burerau's 10 Research Centers.
Although tec¾,nology transfer is a collateral duty for each
TTLO, the costs (essentially for salary and occasional travel)
are supported by the research centers.

SAchievements Reported

0o aurinS FY 1981 and FY 1982, the BTT was responsible for
the conduct of 14 seminars on 7 technology developments,
5 industry briefings, 4 workshops, 2 demonstrations,
12 exhioits And 74 issues of the TechnologyNews. In
cooperation with the Federal 1,oaoiry Consortium, the BTT
completed twenty-seven technology asseasments describing
spec.ific research projects.

As a result of the BTT's efforts, a number of research
developments have been commercially adopted. They include
technologies that have:

"o subutantially lowerrd respirable dust concentý'ations in
anderground coal mines:

"o imprcved visibility 0-r operators of large surface mine
haulage equipment:

"o prov'.ded automatic systems for the suppression of. mine
fires;

o helped control acid mine drainage; and
"o enabled minerals recycl'ng and recovery plants to

reclaim valuable minerals from wautes or from low-tgrade
ores.
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Fish and Wildliie Service

All research activities of the Fish and Wildlife Service are
centrally managed by the Associate Director-Resedrch. Although
the Fish and Wildlife Service has not assigned any full-time
personnel to the fun'itions of an Office of Research and
Technology Applications (ORTA), each R&D facility has a
designated official whose functions also include responsibility
for ORTA activities. In addition, an ORTA representative in
Washington, D.C. was nameid as a national coordinator. During
FY 1982 an estimated $3.3 million was spent on technology
transfer efforts.

In FY 1.983, the Fish and Wildlife Service anticipates a major
reorganization merging Research, the Office of Extension
Education and most of the Office of Biological Services into
one R&D organization. As part of this merger an Office of
Information Management will be established in Fort Collins,
Colorado and will include an Office of Research and Technology
Application.

Achievements Reported

o Oie of the most significant discoveries was the
determination of the life cycle of an obscure organism
known to cause whirling disease in salmonid fish.
Enthusiastically received by state fisheries and state and
private fish hatcheries, it is expected that cultural
methods will be developed to control the organism, thereby
resulting in measurable savings for fish producers.

o The Fish and Wildlife Service demonstrated that fat soybean
meal can be used to replace nearly all fishmeal in
pelletized fish food. The soybean subititute will result
in cost redi2ctions of approximately 15 percent for the
manufacturers of prepared fish foods.

o In support of the 4-H fish and wildlife programs, the Fish
ond Wildlife Service has funded adult volunteer leader
training programs and sponsored recognition certificates
,nd awards to outstanding 4-H youths and leaders. The
Sational Wildlife Health Laboratory provided diagnostic
services on wildlife specimens foe 16 state agencies,
5 universities and 6 zoos, and provided 300 consultations
on wildlife health problems.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATON (DOT)

The Department of Transportation manages nine laboratories
engaged in R&D activities.

The responsibility for technology transfer rests within each of
the operating DOT administrations. Office of Research and
Technology Application (ORTA) contacts have been identified for
each laboratory. Departmental oversight and coordination is
provided by the Technology Sharing Program under the Assistant
Secretary for Governmental Affairs within the Office of the
Secretary.

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) technology transfer
activities represent approximately $9.1 million in FY 1981 and
$8.3 million in FY 1982. Within the Office of the Secretary,
approximately $490,000 and $200,000 were expended on technology
sharing efforts in FY 1981 and FY 1982 respectively. Although
other operating administrations do not identify technology
transfer as a separate budget item, DOT estimates that another
$10 to 15 million is directed toward such activities.

Achievements.Reported

o The FHWA has been very active in the area of transfer and
commercialization of DOT research results. One activity
has resulted in savings of over $8 million for the states.
One example is the DOT work in the development of the dryer
drum mixer for producing hot-mix asphalt. Now nearly all
new hot-mix plants sold in the U.S. use this approach
because ot lower capital and operating costs.

o Xn another area, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
has contracted with the Association of American.Railroads
(AAR) for the "Care, Custody and Control" of the
Transportation Test Center in Pueblo, Colorado. Thus, the
FRA will provide the bulk of the funds while the NAR will
do the actual testing for its own or member accounts.

O As a cooperative venture, the FHWA selected 10 state
highway agencies to establish Technology Transfer Centers
to assist local transportation agencies responsible for
roads, bridges and public transportation. Working with a
local university, the Center activities include quarterly
newslette..s, technical reports, seminars and training

Aourses.
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U. S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

The technology transfer program of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) seeks to transfer R&D outputs to Federal and state
agencies and private industry. The program is coordinated by
the Regional Services Staff, which is part of the research
program management'reporting to the Assistant Administrator for
Research and Development. The Regional Services Staff will
plan, broker and network the EPA functions required under
Section 11 (c) (3) of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act. The individual laboratories are responsible
for the functions specified in Section 11 (c) (2), information
provision and dissemination; and 11 (c) (4), technical
asssistance to state and local governments. In addition, the
10 Regional Offices of EPA interact directly with states,
territories and possessions, and frequently transfer user needs
to the appropriate laboratory and/or the Regional Services
Staff.

EPA estimates that technology transfer expenditure for FY 1981
were $3 million and FY 1982 were $2.8 million. A breakdown of
the EPA spending organizations is shown below.

Budget (•K)

Technology Transfer Function 1981 1982

Regional Services Staff (Executive $ 482.9 • 391.3
Directorate, ORTA function)

Center for Environmental Research 1,093.7 1,092.4
Information

Technical Information Product 706.8 657.3
Management

Research Laboratories (Estimated) 716.6 700.0
$3,000o 12,841.0

Achievements Reported

o Areas of particular interest during FY 1981 and FY 1982
included acid rain and hazardous waste disposal. EPA
developed methodologies for defining susceptability of
aquatic systems to acid rain impacts through cooperative
research efforts with the States of Minnesota, Michigan and
Wisconsin. Efforts to control hazardous waste using land
treatment were initiated at the request of the Oklahoma
State Health Department, and an innovative mobile
incinerator has been provided to New Jersey for the
disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls (PC4's) at a
land-fill site.
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o In support of its efforts to develop the synfuels industry,
EPA provided assistance to both states and private industry
in the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements,
permits, and environmental monitoring plans. A reference
manual was developed for synfuel developers that describes
streams and pollutants to be monitored and the frequency,
cost and procedures for such monitoring.

o EPA has established, by cooperative agreements, eight
research centers at competitively selected universities.
The focus of the center programs is generally on long-term
(3-5 years or longer) research which links basic to applied
research as related to EPA's mission.

o A series of ten two-day Emerging Technology Seminars on
wastewater control provided the 900 attendees with a
rational basis for the consideration of new technologies
during the planning and design of waste water treatment
facilities.

other reported achievements include:

"o Sodium conditioning to solve problems associated with hot
side electrostatic precipitators for electric utilities;

"o Waste load allocation guidance document for toxic
substances in a computer program for the State of Michigan;

"o Biological availability to fish,of organics in municipal
fly ash conducted cooperatively with Dow Chemical Company
for use by industry and statest

"o Design and specification guidelines for low pressure sewer
systems for the State of Floridal and

"o Treatment techniques for controlling trihalomethanes formed
in drinking water for water utility managers.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
conducts no activities directly pursuant to the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act, having exercised
the waiver and election provided by Section 11(b) and 11(c)(4)
of the Act. NASA does conduct a Technology Utilization
program, begun in 1962, to enhance national economic growth and
productivity through the transfer of new technology resulting
from NASA research and development efforts to the nonaerospace
segment of the economy.

Achievements Reported

o A safety net was required for personnel working on the
Shuttle Orbiter. A sophisticated twisting process was
invented which resulted in a supertwine that met the NASA
specifications; a net of this twine can sustain a load of
800 pounds falling 25 feet.

A firm is now manufacturing this net, which has proven
attractive to fishing fleets. Japan has almost totally
dominated this market, but the net could provide a
foundation for American competition in the $500-600 million
a year netting industry.

o To improve certain characteristics of composite materials,
which are finding increased use in aircraft and other
areospace systems, NASA developed an improved impregnating
solution known as PMR-15. A company obtained the formula
and the procedure for synthesizing PMR-15 and used it in
developing new composite materials. These composites have
a variety of applications, such as compressor blades for
aircraft engines, radar domes, aircraft structures and
other components requiring a material with high temperature
resistance.

o A portable x-ray instrument developed by NASA and now being
produced commercially may soon find further use as a
medical system. The instrument is called Lixiscope--Low
Intensity X-ray Imaging Scope--a self-contained,
battery-powered fluoroscope that produces an instant image
through use of a small amount of radioactive isotope. It
is designed to use less than one percent of the radiation
required by conventional x-ray devices.

Lixiscope is being produced by a company which has an
exclusive NASA license for one version of the device. It
has received Food and Drug Administration Approval to begin
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testing the device for medical applications. Lixiscope's
small size and low radiation dosage make it attractive in
medical applications, such as emergency room extmination of
small children.

o A flat conductor cable is being Aighly praised as the best
cost-saving office support system ever developed. Flat
conductor cable was developed of necessity as aircraft ane
spacecraft became increasingly complex. NASA recognized
that the cable offered a benefit in design of
electrification systems for commercial buildings and
undertook its promotion.

o A NASA-developed stress monitor was designed to provide
highly precise stress measurement in industrial
applications--such as pressure vessels and power
plants--where overtighthened or undertightened bolts can
fail and cause accidents or costly equipment shutdowns.
The monitor is licensed to 12 companies.

o NASA wanted a system for monitoring two different
propellants being supplied to a spacecraft rocket
thruster. A positive displacement measuring device had to
be developed that would not miss any of the propellant
flow. The technology thus developed provided a basis for
later design of an extremely precise low-flow calibration
system now being marketed worldwide.
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NATIONAL. SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)

The National Science Foundation (NSF) operates only one
research center, the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR), which is of sufficient size to require an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA). Because of the
special and limited focus and management structure of NCAR, NSF
requested a waiver from the ORTA requirement of the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act (P.L. 96-480) in
March 1982. In lieu thereof, the NSF has implemented a team
approach whereby the professional research staff at NCAR
support research and technology applications as needed.

In addition, the NSF performs a variety of activities that are
concerned with research and technology application. NSF
efforts directed toward the objectives of P.L. 96-480 include
six national centers for research and eight programs devoted in
whole or in part to the transfer and use of science and
technology by the private sector and state and lo6al
governments.

Each of the Centers has an individual identified as the ORTA
contact. Although NSF has not published any regulations or
directives to implement P.L. 96-480, it has identified the
percentage of employea time and percentage of budget at each
center dedicated to research and technology applications.
Averaging the six centers, in FY 1981 1.2 percent of employee
time and 1.7 percent of budget was expended on such functions.
In FY 1982, research and technology applications accounted for
1.4. percent of employee time and 1.8 percent of budget.

Achievements Reported

o The Air Quality Management Study, developed by NCAR, is
being used by Federal and State Governments to develop a
methodology for assessing the performance of air quality
models. The Study includes work on methods for improving
statistical analysis of ambient pollutant data and
visibility research.

o The Small Business Innovation Research Program made awards
to Collaborative Research, Inc. of Lexington, Massachusetts
in 1977 and 1978. Announcement of the awards led the Dow
Chemical Corporation to contract more than $11 million to
that firm in research and investment. The firm's expansion
with NSF and Dow funds led to a 1982 public offering which
orovided an additional $13.5 million. Today, Collaborative
Research, Inc. is a well known producer of interferon and
related products.
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a o The Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Polymer3 Processing Center, an Industry/Univei'sity Cooperative
Research Center, worked with one of the member companies,
Martin Marietta, to develop a new time- and cost-savingI molding process for the super-lightweight ablator coating
used on the external fuel tank of NASA's space shuttle. In
conjunction with a gas injection technique, also developed
by Martin Marietta, the process is expected to save over
$100,000 per launch for aii estimated saving of $10 million
over the next ten years.

SAn Industry/University Cooperative Research Project has
linked a faculty member at the Illinois Institute of
Technology with an industrial scientist at Bell
laboratories to develop an infrared intracavityspectrometer. They are using the spectrometer to studyvapor deposition reactions which are important in the
manufacture of solid electronics, solar cells and optical3 afibers for telecommunications.

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
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SIaintM-Sixth Congress of the 'Enited tI tates of a" eica
5 AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun ard held at the City of TWashingtot on Thursrdny, th/ third day of January,3! one thousand nine hundred and eighty

* Zn Rct
To promote United States technological Innovation for the achievement or national

economic, environmental, and social goals. and for other purpoes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and house of Representatiues of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled, That this Act may be
cited as the "Stevenson-WVydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980".
SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

The Congress finds and declares that:
(1) Technology and industrial innovation are central to the

economic, environmental, and social well-being of citizens of the
United States.

(2) Technolopy and industrial innovation offer an improved
standard of living, increased public and private sector productiv-
ity, creation of new industries and employment opportunities,
improved public services and enhanced competitiveness of
United States products In world markets.

(3) Many new discoveries and advances in science occur in
universities and Federal laboratories, while the application of
this new knowledge to commercial and useful public purposes
depends largely upon actions by business and labor. Cooperation
among aca emia, Federal laboratories, labor, and industry, in
such forms as technolog transfer personnel exchange, joint
research projects, and others, should be renewed, expanded, and
strengthened.

(4) Small businesses have performed an important role In
advancing Industrial and technological Innovation.

(5) Industrial and, technological innovation In the United
States may be lagging when compared to historical patterns and
other industrialized natiuns.

(.6) Incressed Industrial and technological Innovation would
reduce trade deficits, stabilize the dollar, Increase productivity
gains, Increase employment, and stabilize prices.(7/) Government antitrust. economic. trade, patent, procure-
ment. regulatory, research and development, and tax policies
have signifluantimpacts upon industrial innovation and develop.
irent of technology, but there is insufficient knowledge of their
effects in particular sectors of the economy.

(8) No conmprehensive national policy exists to enhance techno-
logical innovation for commercial and public purposes. There is a
need for such a policy, Including a strong national policy support-
ing domestic technology transfer and utilization of the science
and technology resources of the Federal Government.

(9) It is In the nmitiona interest to promote the adaptation of
technological innovations to State and local government uses.
Technological innovations can improve serviles, reduce their
costs, and Increase productivity in State and local governments.

(10) The Federal )aboratories and other performers of federally
funded research and development frequently provide scientific
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and technological developments of potential use to State and
local governments and private industry. These developments
should be made accessible to those governments and 4nduhstry.
There is a need to provide-means of access and to give adequate
personnel and funding support to these means.

(11) The Nation should give fuller recognition to Individuals
and companies which have made outstanding contributions to
the promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
improvement of the economic, environmental, or social well-
being of the United States.

SEC. & PURPOSE.
It is the purpose of this Act to improve the economic, environmen-

tal, and social well-being of the United States by-
(1) establishing organizations in the executive branch to study

and stimulate technology;
(2) promoting technology development through the establish.

ment of centers for Industrial technology;
(3) stimulating improved utilization of federally funded tech.

nology developments by State and local governments and the
private sect or

(4) p oviding encouragement for the development of technol-
ogy through the recognition of individuals and companies which
havc made outstanding contributions in technology; and

(5) encouraging the exchange of scientific and technical person-
nel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories.

SEC. 4. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires. the
term-

(1) "Office" means the Office of Industrial Technology estab-
lished under section 5 of this Act.,

(2) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Commerce.
(8) "Director" means the Director of the Office o(f Industrial

Technology, appointed pursuant to section 5 of this Act.
(4) "Centers' means the Centers for Industrial Technology

establshed under section 6 or section 8 of this Act,
"(6) "Nonprofit institution" moans an organization owned and

operated exclusively for sclentific or educational purposes, no
part of the net earnings of which Inures to the beuefit of any
private shareholder or individual.

(6) "Board" means the National Industrial Technology Board
established pursuant to section 10.

(7) "Federal laboratory" means any laboratory, any federally
funded research and development center, or any center estab-
lished under section 6 or section 8 of this Act that is owned and
funded by the Federal Government, whether operated by the
Government or by a contractor.

(8) "Supporting agency"' means either the Department of
Commerce or the National Science Foundation, as appropriate.

SEC. 5. COMMERCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL VNNOVATION.

(a) Im GOiERAL--The Secretary shall establish and maintain an
Office of Industrial Technology in accordance with the provisions,
findings, and purposes of this Act.

(b) Dtrcrroa.--JThe President shall appoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a Director of the Office, who shall be
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U1 compe~ns.ted at the rate provided for level V of the Execitive
Schedule i .section 5316 of title 5, United States Code.

(c) Dtmts.-The Secretary, through the Director, on a continuing
basis, shall-

(1) determine the relationships of technological developmentsand international technology transfers to the output, employ-
ment, productivity, and world trade performance of United

S•States and foreign industrial sectors;(2) determine the influence of economic, labor and other

conditions. Industrial structure and management, and govern.
ment policies on technological developments in particular indus-
trial sectors worldwide;

(3) identify technological needs, problems, and opportunities
within and across industrial sectors that, If addressed, could
make a significant contribution to the economy of the United
Stater,

(4) assess whether the capital, technical and other resourcesU being allocated to domestic Industrial sectors which are likely to
generate new technologies are adequate to meet private and
social demands for goods and services and to promote productiv-
ity and economic.growth;

(5) propose and support studies and poliy ,experiments. in
cooperation with other Federal agencies, to determine the effec-
tiveness of measures with the potential of advancing United
States technological Innovation;
. (6) provide that cooperative efforts to stimulate industrial
innovation be undertaken between the Director and other cffi-
ciai in the Department of Commerce responsible for such areas
as trade and economic asnstance;

(7) concider government measures with the potential of
advancing Unite States technological innovation and exploiting
innovations of foreign orlion; and

(8) publish the results of studies and policy experiments.
-1' .(d) Reioe¢.-The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Presi.

dent and Congrems, within 3 years after the date of enactment of this
Act, a report on the progrm, fIndig, and'conclusions of activities
conducted pursuant to sections 6,6, 8,11. 12, and 13 of this Act and
recommendations for possible modifications thereof..3 ~SEC. iL CENTE~RS FOR INDUSTRIAL TECIIJOLOO Y.

(a) EsTVAusM•mr..-The Siecretary shall provide assitance for the
establishment of Conters for Industrial, T1i'cology. Such Centers
sAll be a/0dilated with any university or other nonprofit institution.
or group thereof, that applies (or ;An Is awarded a grant or enters
into a cooperative agreement under thit section, The objective or the
Centers IS to enhanco technological Innovation through-

(1) the parttcipation of ldividuals from industry and universi-
ties Int cooperative technological Innovation activities:

(2) the development of the eneric research base, important for
technological advance and innovative activity, in which indi-
vidual firms have little incentive to invest, but which may have
significant economic or strategic Importance, such as nianufac-tuiring technology,'

(3) the education and training of individuals In the technologi-
cal innovation process;

(4) the improvement of mechanisms for the dissemination of
scientific, engneerin and technical information among univer-
stitles $d industry;
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(5) the utilization of the capability and expertise, where appro-
priate, that exist, in FederAl laboratories: and

(6) the development of contiuivng fMnncial support from other
miiior ageucie%, from SLuta mad local government, and from
industry and universities through. a=moug other means, fees,
licenses, and-royalties.

(b) Acnmvm•s•-The activities of the Centers shall include, but
need not be limwted to-

(1) research supportive of -chnologicat w4 industrial innova.
tib including cooperative Indust-iiunivemity basic and applied
rese arch;

(2) assistance to Individuals and small businesue in the genera
tion, evaluation aud development of techuologicd ideas support-
We (f industrial inovation and new bs•ins.ventures,

(3) technical asistance and advisory serwis to industry,
particularly small businesses; and. (4) ca uic-um development traning, and imstrcztlon in haven-
tion, entrepreteunhip, and industial nnnotion.

Each Center need ot unMertaka nfl of the activities under this
subsection,

PluimRmwm.-Prior to establising a Cnater, the Secretary
tred that-

(1) conslderation h3 bWen iven to the potential contribution
of the activities propos•d under Lhe Contec to productivity.
emtloyment, and.economk coxpetitves of the Uitd tt;

likelihoodbu efst of cotal~a ticipaiuradvc
Urzc =X 4  other conttiun -.ow t i

(3) the host wuvesriy or other aonpvOfit inut•in hA a Wtan
fo the wm ament .ud evaluat•oi of th.e* acti P •ti*-p'p'i,

of Vat •t•a e(3 a nonnei"twV pawiay ex aUixive, or
ezctulls yb ttoe ba"Aist nd a nvenio n t4 os4e.e
wider the auspApoe ottbCntton And

(W' the c w ith a tIMo of meaan to plhce the Qrniter, ao the
maxknwn *ta t NaSAlue. oin a% lsenf nA: s bsW

44) esta•tle consd•dratdio ha b•e OvAtt to 6Zw h orra s
Other nonprofit WStituto dý oj'p,•..
dlon; 6n!d

(5) istenatioo has W~m given tro tiy effvfts upon ~wwpet
ttaon o~etivities pro.-edu66erth*celaurt-

(d) PMwnIN PisutakT6~

institutions %~r Ow pun-o~se ot developing a Vsbn requied Under

te)1 Rnsncu; AND fvwnuatmatoh9UT6 protnote

deve~oow*~teltoech Cct'.40 hes theoptlion W atquiring tito to
anyitm cd~om conce~ivd 0.: made wnder Vttw ouApxCCS of' the Center
that waasuuporled at. least Itt pait bY fed"ra 140rs osi

(N) Ithe& Center reporttS the lovenotion to the s*upeortiut agoa rcy
together wvith. alist of erveh emntiti in w;hih the (veater riect3 V'%
ftil a piteret epplitkado an the inety-ozr0,

(U) said &ptltt sh-41l be eerctsed at, the Etun at dssclomire of
invnt~mti oW Within.Mc time theresater as wiy t* providte'A in
the zaUtor 4ocp"Adft sfteaeiW4
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(C) the Center intends to gromote the commercialization of the
invention and file a UnitEd States patent applicatien;

(0) royalties be used for compensation of the inventor or for
educaticnal or research activities of the Centen

(E) the Center make periodic reports to the supporting agency,
and the supporting agency may treat information contained in
such reports as privileged and'confidential technical, commer-
cial, and rhiancial information and not subject to disclosures
under the Freedom of Information Act; and

(F) any Federal department or ageney shall have the ,oycty-
free right to practice, or have piacticed on its !,ehalf, the
invention for gove,. nmental purposem.

The supporting agency shall .have the right co acq&;ie title to any
patent on an invention in any country in which the Conter elects not
to file a .patona application or fails to fie within a reaonable time.

(2) WViere a (;enter ha• retained t icH to an invention under
paragraph (1) of this subsection the supporting agency shall have the
right to require the 2eenter or its licensee to grant a nonexclusive.
partially exclusive , or exclusivo !it-nse to a responsible npplLp4ant or
-,pplicantZ, upon terms that are retasoaablo tnider the circums ancea.
"if the supporting agency determine3, after public notice and opportu-
nity for h-aring, that such action 1S necess&%y--

(A) becaxse the Center or Ilcoswce- has not taken anid is niot
expected to take tinely and effecttive acWtao to achieve prW.0ical
application of the invenztin:

(I)),t wuet health, sofety, envfronmeftal, or national ecurity
needs wvhiih .ar not ro&,onably satifled by the contractor or

S(C) b:'• ho. d gr•oting of exclusive rights in the invention
hwi atnded s'at*%tuwally Wo lessen camortsitkn or to r M-11; us
undue tn"ket cc(nc.tratiou in thet Utaled Stacee in any Uos of
cowtmenrme to which the teiduology relates,

(3) Any indojua., ptattitslip 4 corporatloo. .SK, i~l ul
tiori1 or other entity advucely afected by ak *up pptig a genc
detortainstin m#Ae under pregrap-b (2) of this subsection w.AY, at

an ime withina 60) dys atr the detonxiinoitioi . ise.ll
aettion to tho UnitO Staw C•uer of Claims which shall hAve

-jur`ijdction to daternine that matter de novo and to uffir-, fevere,
Or modWiy as appropnat the determiation of the auppOniag

M AmamoriO^AL CO•-NDV5YONs,-ThO supporting agency rnqM

quet the Atorney General's opinion whether the p-ro.-os oint
research activithes of a Center would violate any of the antitrust ?3awV,.
The Attorney General shall advise ths supponint gency of hs
d•term41n4to &nd the reason for It within 10- daya aftar receipt oI"
such Ttqijeft
"SM. 7. GOMMLI1S AND COOPERATIVC AGRLE)EONT$.

(a) 1.1 Ck4NtRAL-T-hv S-ecrietary may make grant-% and enter intO
cooperative ugremnentt acording to the ptovsionsi of this .stion inf
order to assist Asy activity consistent with this Act. iclu6di-tg
activilies performod by.isndividuals. The tots] amlciy of tny Wich
"grant or cooperative 0greement m"Ay not exceed. 75 prcent 01 the
eotal cost of the prorafml.•
it) Eoin AN- nor.- y person or irnletizt l enty

opply to the Secre tory for a grat or C-aper tive' r gremer •lt -va i able
under thts sectilon. Application shai be rna&'-'n such .m. arid
lnnrer, an with such content oad oaher submiai•.st, Wsthe Di1-,M
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tor shall prescribe. The Secretary shall act upon each such applica-
tion within 90 days after the date or, which all required information is
received.

(c) TiF.o is &oD CONDITONS.-
(1) Any grant-made, or cooperative agreement entered into,

under this section shall be subject to the limitations and provi-
sions set forth in paragraph (2) of this subsection, and to such
other terms, conditions, and requirements as the Secretary
deems necessary or appropriate.

(2) Any person who receives or utilizes any proceeds of any
grant made or cooperative agreement entered into under this
section shall keep such records s the Secretary shall by regula-
tion prescribe as being necessary and appropriate to facilitate
effective audit and evaluation, including records which fully
disclose the amount and disposition by such recipient of such
proceeds, the total cost of the program or project Wn connection
with which such proceeds were used, and the amount, if any, of
such costs which was provided through other sources.

SEC. 8. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION CEMMER8 FOR INDUSTRUL
TECHNOLOGY.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT A14D PRovistoNs.-The National Science Foun-
dation shall provide assistance for the establishment of Centers for
Industrial Technology. Such Centers shall be affiliated with a univer-
si;y, or other nonprofit institution, or a group thereof. The objective
of the Centers is to enhance technological innovation as provided in
section 6(a) through the conduct of activities as provided in section6(b). The provisions of sections 6(e) and 6(0) shall apply to Centers
established under this section.

(b) PLMNINo GAmrs.-The National Science Foundation is
at-thorized to make available nonrenewable planning grants to
universid.es or nonprofit institutions for the purpose of developing
the plan, as described under section 6(cX3).

(cV TERIMS AND CONITMONs.-Grants, contracts, and cooperative
agreements entared into by the NatioZal Science Fcundation in
execution of the powers and duties of the National Science Founds-
tion under this Act shall be goverued by the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950 and other pertinent Acts.
$EC. 0. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEM1ENTS.

(a) Coo aO NATioN.-The Secretary and the National Science Foun-
dation shall, on a continuing basis, obtain the advice and cooperation
of departments and agencies whose missions contribute to or are
affected by the programs established under this Act, including the
development of an agenda for research and policy experimentation.
These departments and agencies shall Izclude but not be ILnited to
the Departments of Defense, Energy, Education, Health and Human
Services, Housing and Urban Deve opment, the Environmental Pro.
tection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Small Business Administration, Council of Economic Advisers, Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality, and Office of Science and Technolo-gy
Policy.

(b) CooPEaA'riNo.•.t is t;,e Aen.e of the Conreis that dupartments
and ajencies, Including the Federal laboraturles, whose missions are
affected by, or could contribute to, the programs estnblished urderthis Act, should, within the limits of budgetary authoritdtlons and
appropriations, suppoit or participate in activities or projects author-
ized by this Act.
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(1) Departments and agencles described in subskctiou (b) are
authorized to participate in, contribute to, and serve as resources
for the Centers and for any other activities authorized under this
Act.=. (2) The Secretary and the National Science Foundati(;n are

authorized to receive moneys and to receive other forms of
assistance from other departments or agencies to support activi-
ties of the Centers and any other activities authorized under thisAct.'d) CooppATv Em'owTs.-The Secretary and the National Sci-

ence Foundation shall. on a continuing basis, provide each other the
opportunity te conment on any prosed program of activity under
section 68, or 13 of this Act before funds are committed to such
.program i order to mount complementary efforts and avoidi duplication.

SEC 10. NATIOMAL INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY BOARD.
(a) EsrASaJSHWTz.-There shall be established a committee to be

known as the National Industrial Technology Board.
(b) DtnmE--The Board shall take such steps as maj be necessary to

review annually the activities of the Office and advise the Secretary
and the Director with respect to-

(1) the formulation and conduct of activities under section 5 of
this title;

M2) the designation and operation of Centeis and thoir pro.
Sgrams under section 6 of this Act including assistance in estab-ishing •perio~rltleM i

(3a) e p para of the repo required under section 5(d)
.(4) such other watters a3 the Secretary or Director re-fer to the

.Board. including the establishment of Cntem under w•tion a of

this Act, for review and advice.The Directo shall tasks available to the Board such information.
; morioneL an admnitrative servic" and &.issktance sta it way

• --- •.reasonably reuire to cary, out Its dutiem The National Science
:•Foundatio w ake aval~lable to the Board such informnation and

r-lsta"n• as it may rtasunsbly require to carry out its dutiem.

-() The Board shall conalst of 15 voting membe•s who shall be
Shilt member of the Boatd The memberm of the Woard shall be-'•' appinte bythe Secretery The Director shdlt serve as a nonvc t-

3 lividuaL6 who, by reason of knowledge, experience, or training
are especially SualifWed in one or more of the disciplines and
fields WoaiingwYth technology, labor, and industtioA innovation
or who are affected by techno ogical innovation. The tajt.ritv o"
the membors of the tMard shall b individuals from induitry and

(2) Th term of.ofice ofavoting member of the Board shall be 3
- ~~yeairs, except that of the oiginal apanes five shall be

ap p~ointe for a term or 1 year, fve shI appointed for a term
o 2 yearm, and five shall be appointed for a term of 3 yea-s.

(3) Any individual appointed to rill a vacancy occurring before
the expiration of the term for which his or her predecessor was
appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such
term. No individual may be appointed P3 a voting r, ember aoter
serving more than two full terms a3 such a member.

I
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(4) The Board shall select a voting member to serve as the
Chairperson and another voting member to serve as the Vice
Chairperson. The Vice Chairperson shall perform the functions
of the Chairperson in the absence or incapacity of the
Chairperson.

(5) Voting members of the Board may receive compensation at
a daily rate for GS-IS of the General Schedule under section 5332
of title 5, United States Code, when actually engaged in the.performance ofduties for such Board, and maybe reimbursed for
actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the performazict of
such duties.

SEC. It. UTILIZATION OF MEDERAL TECILUOLOGY.

(a) Poticy.-It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to ensure the full use of the results of the Nation's
Fedeml investment In research and development. To this end the
Federal Government Shall strive where appropriate to transfer
federally owned or originated technology to State and local govern-
ments and to the private sector.

(b) EsTAaUsumN3T or Rftsa c AND TEcHNOWGY AIPpuCATONS
Omcus.--ach Federal laboratory shall establish an Office of Re-
search aid Technology Applications, Laboratories having existing
organizational structures which perform the functions of this section
may elect to combine the Office of Research and Technology Applica-
tions within tne existing organization. The staffing ana funding
levels for these offices shall be determined between each Federal
laboratory and the Federal qgency operating or directing the labora-
tory, except that (1) each laboratory having a total annual budget
exceeding $2%)000,000 sh4a provide at least one professional individ-
ual full-time as staff for iWs Office of Reearch and Technology
Applications, add (2) after September 80, 1981. each Federal -geny
which operate. or directs one Or more Federa: laboratories shay
make available not les than 0.5 porcent of the agency's rearch and
development budget to support the technology transfer function at
the agency and at its laboratorie, Including support of the Offices of
Research And Technology Applicattonr The agency head may waive
the requirements tet forth in (1) and/or (2) of th ! sOb~eetlon. If the
agency head• waives either requirement (1) or (2), the agency head
shall submit to Congrýss at the time the President submits the budget
to Congress an explanation -of the reasons for the waiver and
alternate planis for conducting the technology transfer function at the
agency.

W) FUNCTIONS OF RESxARCH ANn TEcotouov Ar'uckno.s
OrrtoEs.-It shall be the function of each Office of Research and
Technology Applications-

(1) to prepare an application assessment of each research -and
dovelopment project In which that laboratory is engaged which
has potential for successful application In State or lbca govirn-.
ment or in private Industry.

(2) to provide anid disseminate Information on federally owned
or originated products, processes, and se-rvicea having potential

capplicotion to State and local governments and to private
industry;

(3) to coyerote with and assist the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology and other organizations which link the
research and deveolpment resources of thnt laboratory and the
Federal Government as a whole to potential users in State and
local government and private industry; and
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(4) to provide technical assistance in response to request. t'om
SStae and local government officials.

Agencies which have established organizational structures outside
their Federal laboratories which have as their principal purpose the
transfer of federally owned or originated technology to State andI local government and to the private sector may elect to perform the
functions of this subsection in such organizational structures. No
Office of Research and Technology Applications or other organiza-
tional structures performing the functions of this subsection shall
substantially compete with similar services available in the private
sector.S(d) C~frsR FOR THE U•TtUZATzox OF FEDER" TEcxNoLOY.-There

is hereby established in the Department of Commerce a Center for
the Utilization of Federal Technology. The Center for the Utilization
of Federal Technology shall-.

(1) serve as a central clearinghouse for the collection, disse.n..
nation and transfer of information on federally owned or origi-
nated technologies having potential application to State and
local governments and to private industry;

(2) coordinate the activitles of the Offices of Research and
Technology Applications of the Federal Ipboratories;

(3) utilize the expertise and services of the National Science
Foundation and the existing Federal Laboratory Consortium for
Technology Transfer, particularly in dealing with State and local
governments;

(4) receive requests for technical assistance from State and
local governments and refer these requests to the appropriate
Federal laboratories;

(6) provide funding, at the discretion of the Secretary, forI Federal laboratories to provide the amistance specified in subsec-
tion (cX4);W.ad

(6) use appropriate technology transfer mec0"nisms such as
_= •personnel exchanges and computer-based systemw.2"1• (e) AGENc'y Rlzverwo.--Each Federal agency which operates or

S~directs one or more Federal laboratories shiall prepare biennia.Uy a
report summarizing the activities performed by that agency andIt,
Federal laboratories pursuant to the provisions of this section. Thereport shall be transmitted to the Center for the Utilization of

Federal Technology by November 1 of each year in which it is duo.

S~~(a) ESTBsHramJsfz'r.--There is hereby established a National Tech-Inolog Medal, which shall be of such design and matedalas and bear
suc incrptinsas the President, on the basis of recommendations

-• submitted by the Office of Science anid Technology Policy, mayprescribe.I-- (b) AwaRO.A-The Presiden. shall periodically award the medal, on
: ~the basis ol recomznendation ; received from the Secretary or on therebasis of such other informatin and evidence a he deems appropri-

ate, to individuals or companies, wvhidh in his judgment 4re deserving
of special rc',gnition by reason of their outstand-ing contributitors tothe promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
imptWremeit of the economic, environmental, or social weli-being of
the Unitrd States,I[•] (c) PaTA•ttoW.--The presentation ef the award shall be made by
sthe resldent winth such ceremonies as the may deem proper.

I
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SEC. 13. PERSONNEL EXCHANGES.
The Secretary and the National Science Foundation, jointly, shi.l

establish a program to foster the exchange of scientific and technical
personnel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories. Such
program shall include both (1) federally supported exchanges and (2)
efforts to stimulate exchanges without Federal funding.
SEC. 14. AMTIIORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

(a) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary fqr
purposes of carrying out section 6, not to exceed $19,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending September 30,1981, $40.000,000 for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1982, $50.000,000 for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1983, and $60,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
ending September 30, 1984, and 1985.

(b) In addition to authorizations of appropriations under subsection
(a), there is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of carrying out the provisions of this Act. not to exceed
$5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981. M9.000.000
_for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $14.000,000 for
each of the fiscal years ending September 30, 1983, 1984, and 19-35.

(c) Such sums as may be appropriated under subsections (a) and (b)
shall remain available until expended.

(d) To enable the National Science Foundation to carry out its
powers and duties under this Act only such sums may be appropri-
ated as the Congress may authorize by law.
SEC. 1. SPENDING AUTHORITY.

No payments shall be made or contracts shall be entered into
pursuant to this Act except to such extent or in such amounts as are
provided in advan= in appropri4tionlActs.

Speaker of the House of Reprementatiue&

Vice President of the United States and
Premident of the Senate.
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5I PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1985

* Cooperative R&D Agreements:

3 It authorizes Federal agencies to delegate certain authorities to their

government-operated laboratories. These authorities include entering into cooperative
agreements with public and private sector organizations (including other Federal
agencies), including patent licenses. Under these agreements, the laboratories and
their collaborators way share resources and work on projects of mutual interest. The
cooperative agreements may include advance determinations of the ownership of patents
that arise under these cooperative arrangements.

The agencies that choose to exercise this delegation are instructed to prepare
specific implementation plans. If these plans Include a case-by-case review of the
agreements negotiated by the laboratories, then a limited review period is expected.
Special consideration is to be given to small businesses and businesses that will use
..the subject technology for manufacture in the U.S. Employee standards of conduct are

to be developed.

Cooperative agreements include programs that will entail use of federal personnel,

facilities, services, equipment or other resources.

Establishment of Federal Laboratori Consortium for Technology Transfer:

The Consortium is established within the NSF with these functions:

, Develop programs to increase the awareness of Federal lab employees on the
commercial value of lab technology.

* Furnish advice and assistance to labs and agencies in their trausfer programs

("including the planning of seminars for small business and other industry").

0 Ptovide a clearinghouse for technical requests from state and local
governments, businesses, industrial development organizations, noUprofits
(including universities), federal ag*ncies and laboratories. Refer those
requests to MTIS, if there is published Information adequate for the
response; otherwise, refer them to the apptopriate fetkral organization.

"* Facilitate cooperation among the ORTAs.

" Use the expertise of NSF, the Department of Commerce and NASA.

" Assist labs In developing transfer machanisms such &s personnel exchanges,
computer-based systems, and technical volunteer services.

" Facilitate cooperation between ORTAs and technology transfer organizations on

a regional, state or local basis.

Membership in the Consortium includes the labs required to have full-time transfer
personnel and any other labs who choose to join. Each member lab 'and agency appoints
an individual renresentative to the Consortium.

Some detailsi The NSF may provide office space, etc., to the Consortium on a
reimbursable basis. The Consortium provides annual expenditure reports' to the
President, and cognizant Congressional Committees and federal agencies. Those
agencies whose laboratories spend at least $200 million in-house each year are
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required to pay an amount equal to .005% of these laboratory e~Cpenditures for
operation of the FLC. This "setaside" is in force for FY-07-9ý; the funds may be
taken from any source in the agency's budget. (Based on FY-86 judgets, it is
estimated that this will provide $900K per year) The agen¢•cie and labs are authorized
to provide additional support.

Utilization of Federal Technology:

Consistent with mission requirements, technology tran.,f r is made a responsibility
of each science and engineerint professional in a federal lab. Transfer activities
are to be considered positively in promotions, evaluations, etc.

The Stevenson-Wydler Act, Section II, is modified Io three ways:

"Each lab with "200 or more full-time scientific, eng!fteoring and related
technical positions" is required to have at least one full-time equivalent
technology transfer position.

"The applications assessment requirement is wodified to permit the laboratory

to determine which projects should be assessed.

" References to the Center for Utilization of Federal Technology are changed to
the NTIS. Requests that require more than exising published information are
to be referred to the Consortium.

Agency Reporting:

In place of the Stevenson-Wydler Act's requirement for a biennial report from each
agency to the Department of Commerce, this Ull. requires an annual report as part of
the agency's annual budget submissiou to .outOreS•.

Functiot8 of the Secretary of Commerce:

That Department may provide to intaiested arencies: expertise in determining the
commercial potential for tocbnolog: and options for commearcialization; model
provisions for cooperative agreast.At; and advice on cooperative programs.

Rewards for Scigntific, Eujineertqjaud Technical Personne1 of Federal Agencies:

Agencies with R&D budlets in' their g.venmaent-opesrted labs oýf at least $50
million per year &e% to astabl4sh a cash awards progras for these personnel for:
innovations with coume•eal applications at with mission value; and exemplary impacts
on technology transfer resultj.

Distribution of Roylttes:

Up to certain limits, the rgencies will ietain patent licensing royalties. The
limit to 52 of thti labs' operating bud.3et plus 25X of the excess above 5%. The
majority of thes* funds are t* be returned to the originating laboratories for several
purposest to psy expenses incurred in patent licensing and administration; to reward
employees (as ioted above) with payments that are clearly in ejdditioa to all regular
pay and other awards; to further scieatific exchanges; for mission-related R&D,
education and training; and for activities that increase the licensing potential of
laboratory tuchnologies. Summaries of royalty receipts and disbursements are to be
provided in each agenc,'r annual budget submission.
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FEDERAL LABORATORY 0U
CONSORTIUM FOR PuTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER' ST0~Y
"It Is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to ensure the full use of the results of
the Nation's Federal Investment in research and development. To this end the Federal Government
shall strive where appropriate to transfer federally owned or originated technology to State and Local
governments and to the private sector."

This statement of policy contained In the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980
(Public Law 96-4M0) typifies the decade.long evolution of the Federfi Laboratory Consortium (FLO). As
our name implies, we are an organization dedicated to technology transfer and innovation.

THE BUILDING OF A NATIONAL RESOURCE
The storehouse of technology developed through the efforts of the Federal Government represents a
national resource for new products and processes, The need for more effective use of this technology
led to a cooperative agreement In 1071 between the Department of Defense and the Natlonal rXlonce
Foundation establishing a technology transfer liaison service to promote communication between
1300 laboratories and other agencies. The DOD Technology Transfer Laboratory Consortium was also
established In 1971 to Improve Interlaboratory communication and to expand secondary utilization of
laboratory.developed technology. Due to expressed Interest In technolooy transfer by other federal
agency laboratories, In 1974 the DOD Consortium was expanded and the FLC was establishe(.
Membership in the FLC was open to al- Federal Agencies. The FLC has a current membership of over
200 R & D laboratories and centers from 11 federal agencies. This grfoith in membership Is an Indic-1
lion of the Interest of the laboratories and their agencies, In maximizing Ihe opportunities for finding
new, and ollen multiple, applications for available (and developing) technologies.
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I THE ORGANIZATION FOR SERVICE
Each FLC member, or group of members, supports a FLC Technology Transfer Representative who, in
addition to representing his or her own laboratory, maintains contact with other governmental and
private agencies and research institutions, thus forming a national network of individuals dedicated
to technology transfer. In developing the formal FLC organization, ev. •y attempt is made to support
the specific needs of our technology user groups. This support Is demonstrated by the two major

operating approaches of the PLC:
1. Improvement of geographic accessibility and person-to-person working relationships

through the efforts of our six Regional Coordinators.

2. Functional support provided by the Technical Specialty Coordinator (supported by 10
generic technology specialists) in response to Individual requests and inquiries.

The National Science Foundation and the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif., have provided
resources for the establishment of a Secretariat (Program Office) to support the operation of the con.
sortium under policy direction from the FLC Executive Committee. Another key link with the user,
comes through the active participation of our Advisory Committee, which represents both the public
an private sector user.

HOW IT WORKS
The transfer process of the FLC depends upon the active person to person participation of the users
and individual member laboratory representatives. Simply stated, this Process Involves,

1. Documentation of R & D results by the laboratories and cataloging of these results by the
FLC to Identify available resources;

2. Identification and prioritizing of needs and services requests by technology users:1 3. Matching of needs and available resources,

The remainder of the process takes one of two paths: (1) a direct transfer where the technology is ap-
plicabte In its current form, or (2) an applications transfer that Involves the need for adaptive engineer.
Ing or modification before the technology Is applicable.

The entire proiess has proven to be effective through real world experience with a full spectrum of
user groups.

USER NEEDS; AVAILA8LE T;C.
and from3 SERVICE REQUESTS FEDERAL LABROA1'ORES

5 PLC T' SERVICES

USER APPLICATIONS
and

SOLUTIONS

U
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THE FLC & PUBLIC LAW 96-480
Public Law 96&480 addresses the need for Improved utilization of science and technology and innova.
tion in the U.S.. Section 11, "Utilization of Federal Technology" specifically deals with the involve-
ment of the FLC in achieving that end. The House of Representatives Committee on Science and
Technology report on the amendment that resulted in the inclusion of Section 11 expressed the con-
gressional intent with regard to technology tr.nsfer as follows:

"A major objective of the Act Is to clearly articulate that it is the Intent of Congress to mandate
and promote technology transfer activities at the Federal agencies and their laboratories. Thus,
Section Ii begins by specifically stating a congressional policy on technology transfer in the
Federal govarnment."

The resulting policy statement, quoted previously, is clearly supported by the summary policy state-
ment established in the FLC adopted "Statement of Goals and Objectives."

"It Is the policy of the FLC to Identify and mobilize the necessary resources to provide the en-
vironment; the organization; and the necessary technology transfer mechanisms required to
facilitate the fullest possible utilization of Federally sponsored research and development
results by both public and private sector potential users,"

The nature of the two policy statements makes it apparent that the FLC will be instrumental in Im-
plementing government policy.

The enactment of PL 9&-480 clarified a number of technology transfer policy issues that varied greatly
among individual laboratories. This law made technology transfer part ol each laboratory's mission.
Sp.,eciflcally, each federal laboratory Is required to:

1, Establish an Office of Research and Technology Application (ORTA) to work with poten.
tial users;

2. Formally assess laboratory research and development projects determined to have
potential for successful application beyornd the project;

3. Disseminate Information on products, processes and services:
4. Cooperate with Department of Commerce transfer and commericalizatlon programs, the

FLC and other transfer organizations: and
5. Provide technical assistance for applicallon as appropriate.

PL 96,480 establishes the framework for a marketing function for out federal research and develop-
ment investment. FLC expertise can povido the support required foe full implementation of PL96-480
by establishing continuing communtcallon between science and technology sources within the
Federal Government and users.

LI
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FAR WEST REGION
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL

LABORATORY
Mr. Gerald Richards, L404
P. O. Box 808
Livermore, CA. 94550
Ph: (415) 422.6416

MID-CONTINENT REGION
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

FLC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Dr. Eugene Stark
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER MS 352
Mr. George F. Linsleadt Los Alamos, N.M. 012 45
Code 3803 Ph: (505) 667-1230 FTS: 0411230
China Lake, CA. 93555
Ph: (714) 939-230512576

AIV: 933.7109

FLC CHAIRMAN, SPONSORING AGENCY
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY Mr. Charles F. Miller
Dr. Eugene Stark Federal Laboratories Program Monagor
MS 352 National Science Foundation
Los Alamos, NM. 87545 1800 G. St. N.W.
Ph; J505) 667-1230 Washington, D.C. 20550

FTS. 843-1230 Ph; (202) 357.7560
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NORTHEAST REGION
NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER
Mr. Michael Palamar
Code 9011
Lakehurst, N.J. 08733
Ph: (215) 323-2391

A/V: 624-2391

MIDWEST REGION
AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL

LABORATORIES MID-ATLANTIC REGION
Mr. James G. Johnson NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Wright Patterson AFB, OH. 45433 Mr. Jerome Bortman
Ph: (513) 255-5804 Warmlnster, PA. 18974

Ph: (215) 441-3100
A/V: 441.3100

---- •S 
O U T H E A S T R E G IO N

AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND
SERVICES CENTER

Mr. Robert E, Brandon
Tyndall AFB, FL. 32403
Ph: (904) 283.6309

To use the FLC. sim.Ž,y contact one of the FLC Ronional Coordinalors Each FRk()rcjtoi
CoOfdinatot. inl addatic 1 to retCe0ftingr onE tabotatofy maniftains3 conltact with w.hot

•eseatch institutions ald Othet Fede ral. ptivalo anid public agOeicieS thus fot ,nirnq a. N&
-,o tal' iet ;o,.C O f peo owe ae-aicated tO hriping solve problems
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HEAT PUMP WATER HEATER
In the face of rising energy costs and diminishing energy supplies, consumers have been attempt-
Ing to stretch their energy dollars by turning down thermostats and adding Insulation to homes
and water heaters. To help consumers achieve long-term energy savings, manufacturers have
developed a new kind of energy efficient electric water heater that operates with a heat pump
system solely for heating the water.

The concept of a heat pump hot water heater was originated at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
In Tennessee. Development of the concept was subcontracted out to a heat pump manufacturer.
To date, approximately six companies are manufacturing various designs of the heat pump hot
water heater.

When looking at heat pump water heaters one should consider that the system:

1. Reduces, by 40% to 60%, the energy required to heat water!
2. Provides dehumidification and cooling equivalent to a small room air conditioner,

thus possibly eliminating the need for a dehumidifier.
3. Saves more money as more water Is heated and when energy cost is high, can pay for

itself in 1 to 5 years,
4. Saves about the same amount of energy as solar water heaters at about one third the

installed cost.

Heat pump water heating Is an emerging lec hnology that is expected to compete favorably with
resistance water heaters and possibly oil.fired water heaters. Heat pump water heaters provide an
alternative to saving energy withoWt interfering with the needed service. If waste heat Is available
In the ambient air, these water heaters are especially attractive. Separated-typo units are quite
amendable to do-it.yourself Installation. Similarly, Integrated-type units can be Installed by
anyone capable of replacing a water heater.

POWERED BACK.UP ROLLERS
As the country becomes more aware of our natural resources: mainlaining, replenishing and Wot.
let utilizing them... help to the forest products industry has come from our nation's Forost Sor.
vice.

..- 19



Logs with soft centers, once considered unpeelable, can now be used. Powered backup rollers
developed at the Forest Products Laboratory are designed to eliminate spinout on veneer lathes. The
powered bacr'.up device, a set of two hydraulically powered rollers, turns against the outer surface of
the log as It is peeled and helps the chucks (devices that hold and turn the log against the veneer
knife) provide torque.

Success with this process has generated strong Interest by
many lathe equipment and veneer plywood manufacturers.
Plans are being made to Install the production equipment In
an actual mill operation. Estimates Indicate that this new
technology will save the Industry $75,000,000 per year.

The Forest Products Laboratory, the Natl6n's center for
wood utilization research, Is maintained In Madison, , .
Wisconsin, by the U.S. Forest Service, and the Department
of Agriculture, in cooperation with the University of Wiscon-

sin.

POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER
A Power Factor Controller (PFC) Invention resulted from an

analysis of solar heating and cooling systems to reduce the
power consumed by pump and fan motors used In those
systems. It was conceived, fabricated and tested on four
electric motors by the Marshall Space Flight Center and
was evaluated by Auburn University. The PFC attaches to
the leads of an electric motor and reduces the energy
wasted within the motor,

Studios indicate that in the U,S,:
1. 50 million electric motors are manufactured annually;
2. Electric motors consume about two thirds of all electrical energy gonorated;
3. Electric motors use one third more energy than automobiles;
4. Electric motors require 6 million barrels of oil equivalent (1.5 million tons of coal) daily.

A 4% reduction in power consumption would:
1. Save 250,000 barrels ol oil equivalent daily;
2. Save over one billion dollars annually (at $14,00 per barrel).

The PFC applies to Induction type electric motors - the most commonly u;ad lype in all m•elor home
applicances and the most commonly used by Industry. In addrt'on. the PFC is applicaeic tc both
single and three-phase mot•o•s. The PFC causes the motor to run quieter and coolet, thus r;xlondin;
Its life.
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5 Air conditioning costs are saved due to a minimizing of cooling required to neutralize the he&'
generated. Payback time for the device can be enhancud by double duty.

The PFC has received worldwide publicity... over 9,800 inquiries have been answered by the Marshall

Space Flight Center. Approximately ten companies are row licensed to manufacture the device. Cost
estimates range from $14.00 for the 1 hp single phase motor in quantity; original eouipment installa.

tion cost quotes are lower.

TECHNOLOCY ACTION CENTER
Within the Federal Government, a vast storehouse of developing technology exists. The Santa Clara
Chamber of Commerce Technology Action Center (TAC) was designed to address the prui:lem of
disseminatlng that technology Into the pri-'ate sector as efficiently and as cost effectively as possi.

bie.

The basic approach of TAC is thal successful technology transfer requires active particloatlon on. *'e

part of both Me technology suppliers and users. The technology "suppliers" within the Federai
Governmant are represented by the Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC). TAG is designed to of fec.
'tvely represent the potential user of f.derafty developed tchnology. The Chamber of Commerce was

chosen as a sponsoring agtncy t istes. "economy of scale" as well as to provide access for all
local firms to governmenrkl-deveoped technology.

TAG provides an efficient, cetraiized point for Santa Clara Valley Industries and businessss to utilize

the FLG rsource, and providoe a twolay coQmmunication mochanism for the application of new
technology In problem solvto Md pjodt dcvelopmarl, TAG sponsors a coordinator to Vwork directly

Swvith PLC technoni: Wilization personsel -And with ",seos to assure an appropriate match betweem
questions and tteas, as well as the "right" confttt Within tho. vast federal laboratory complex, TAC
can oleo &eep users current on potential products thot are ready for commerclelization from; the

fedwat iatoratorles.

~ The Santa Clata Charnbof3 . .. .... i o verc- is convinc-
ed that the conlt( wilt pao-
vido the Eanla Clara
buiness cort nmunity withi3 u ~ ~~ant opportunity to

• • Ih 'Li1*blgnificantly enbanre the

~ u,41 of govermflont

hite .viAQ UrimO andI I i Monty.
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LOCAL, STATE & FEDERAL

BEAVERTON BLANKFT
- The City o! S-eaverton, Oregon had a problem!

The city's treated water is purchased from
Portland rand stored In a 5,500,000 gMllon

$ " capacity reservoir protected by a rubberized
fabric cover. When the city was forced to heogf
a lratrt,enl proces. to ensure the life of the
covering, the troubte began. The treatment
Vtsultte In a repugnant odoe in the water, cavs-

citi"eOn alrm and tti-aws at lawst:lts, The
question was how to treat tMo covYuirg- nd

ASA \ elimnW4 the odo( problaor.
The city sou8hl help fron the apptoprlati state aPency and thtwn from a pdryvte teetint Ia ile

Po•rtlnd iafe. Achilevig no success with either sc.urce, th•-; ý;ontaited the PwcfItc. Northwetst In-
novallon Group (PNIGI. PNIG tuiet3 to the FC' tot help. SmpleS &f the covet palnt and water
wete 50ent to the Lawrenco Livermore Laborawcnv. Livorlyre, 0.a1if. Act!, Qxeftensv; tooltnfl of the
samnles, t0e Sourc-* of th' pmbte'I was found and two for.,tiees for curt "\V• fo0rwWttr to
the city. The bottom th41 was very 9imple: through tile ý0Slrfvh wbtk 4 tht tderwtety4. thf Clitv 01
Bearc--, sanC 6av 40 cLonsljer0 t r 41rntylby b* v-jdjng 00s4Wk,14 tawwusk arK! by WlV' ha4VIOg 10 %*Ptace
Nho rubblar covgZ.

'VIDEO CAMERA
The :wy qpoecis to save dnar than $3tiO0fl a year because 0 a %o o

hen lust bween pate-itaA by "fltoanoi at tho N42avt Wvew-OwF 4Conter Cinat Lairo Cdt f.-

T. ercvidweo CmW4i Ii6JpS $tinofl I atfthuoots a seCOAd on a vtu40 tuotlt antvi Im
wtevrn '"Oltlulln Of the Pciduro to srtzkbte accraý ca- -en(t mr5 it- ne -ut

-'a soiliziz r at ejeiion ~@ ~0 4~$ t When i vsdeisa alt- tstd, tics mics, diusltanc can too
calclatd atost~cctlyand iigtytiip-w within Mt':ins

Such r~Qas4.o0t4rNl* i f rmery ,& to awatit ihe, !''t0Geveieprta VI md-iti File)and sevesel w-2eks Often
e'op"iJ betkva te-st ronilta covld be accuat'ly datewlernu. M00neY wil4 cr savie-d rNoM Only bo-,-4uso



of prompt and accurate results on video, but also because of the vast quantities of film that will be
saved. Film uses much silver emulsion, and with the dramatic increase in the price of silver, film
costs have shot up. Metric video uses videotape which can be degaussed and recycled; the same tape
can be used more than a thousand times.

The Center is proceeding full.speed to get the system operational •s completely as posoible. By 1983
the motric video will replace film cinethoodolites, trick sight cameras, muzzle velocity and fuze func-
tion cameras, among others.

Practical applications for metric video are expected to Increase. The commercial television networks
have expressed interest in metric video for sports programming to freeze action for viewers. And, to
date, five Industrial firms have picked up nonexciusive licenses.
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NEW YORK POLICE FUEL MONITORING SYSTEM
It seems reasonable to say that almost every Imaginable municipal problem exists In New York OCty,
and on a grand scale. The size of the city alone necessitates a large bureaucratic organization which,
In turn, lengthens the time-frame In which any Innovation can take place. New York has experienced
severe budgetary constraints since its fiscal crisis several years ago. Sorme Intergovernmental
demonstration projects, funded by the National Science Foundation and supported by Naval Under-
water Systems Center (NUSC), New London, Conn., and other federal laboratories, were developed to
help assume the initial risk of innovative programs In local governments. It Is through this program
that NUSC became Involved in helping the New York City Police Department set up a fuel monitoring
system.

Keep in mind, the NYCPD operates 4,000 motor vehicles with 25,000 operators (most of them officers)

and uses over 6,000,000 gallons of fuel a year. This makes the department's fueling operation larger
than that of most cities!

NUSC studied the situation and identified four main system problems.-The results were sent to
department management along with some alternatives for upgrading the existing system and recom-
mendations for an automated online fuel monitoring system. The projected cost savings for the first
year was over $500,000 ... over and above the cost
of operating the automated system!

The NUSC analyst designed the system, wrote the
speclficelions, evaluated bids, supervised the In. ,, ,
stallatlon and critiqued It for the NYCPD. He then
redesigned the total system and repeated the ad-
minlstratlve processes,

A number ot states, Including New Yorko nd Penn, ..

Sylvania. and cities, New Orleans for one, have
vlsrted the project Site and are interested In
ropitcatlng the sstlem. A meejr efloft is being
made to transler it to the Fedo-lo Government.
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PEOPLE-TO.PEOPLE, EDUCATION,
HEALTH & EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS
Technical Volunteer Service is an informal system of free assistance for technical problems of-
fered by retired Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) employees. The service has been
helpful to communities around Newport, R.I., where one laboratory of NUSC Is locazed. The proa-
gram Is a small part of the Navy technology transfer goal of spinning off the beneo.ts of science
and technology Into the private and pub!tc sectors.

Over 300 regular volunteers and 35 retirees are currently signed up to help. Their projects have In-
eluded repairing a broken antenna to allow the high school to reinstate the audio visual system to
curriculum use; helping the police department to Improve thoir photo developing equipment; us-
Ing a leak detecting device to find broken underground pipelines; and helping city management
prepare to set up a planning department.

OTTO
The Ohio Technoiogy Tranaler Organization
(OTTO) was founded by the Ohio Board of
Regents to serve the needs of busilnes and

industry through the silate's notwork of two.
year colleges and Ohio Slaw University.

The partnership of educational instllutlons

and state and federal agenclis ensures that
small businams and Industry htave jaccess to
the informAntion, Advice and .ervices *o
.essential to job growth and economic
development. The mission of the
technology transfer agents. located on
each of the OTTO campuses, Is to asqlit
small business entetprites in larning and
using current knowledge.

This brokerage function provided by OTTO
, . ,. .";-. , , . . is a major two-way avenue for seeking out

", ,. '.. . adutilizing the technologies doevelopod by
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the federal laborator;es. The working relationship between OTTO and the FLC is a primc example of
how the public and private sector can be successfully linked to provide a continuous flow of ap.

plicable technological information for the advancement of all participants.

MT. ST. HELENS' SEDIMENT
Nature's spectacular fireworks
show May 18, 1980 created a
monumental cleanup job for the
residents of Washington state. St.
Helens' eruption also set the stage
for another disaster to take place 6
months later -- the massive mud
slides and flooding that would oc,
cur when the yoar-ernd rainy
season hit. An estimated three
billion cubic yards of volcanic
materials spewen out during the
eruption had moved downstream • i
* from Mou.1t St. Rolens' and filled
the n verbnds of the Toutie, Cowlltzz , '•..

and Colurnbla River&. Navigation
on the Cohmbla River came to a
hail within 2A hours and the flow t,
capaoily of the Cowlltz River was
reduced by 85%,

Further upstroam, in Itho are, of both forks of the Toutle River, another prrblem became apparent.
VegetAtion had uten completely wiped out during the blamt, thereforo InOrei•ing the potential toter*,
skor and muditowi downstrctem when the winter storms arrived.

While personnel from the U.S, GeOloglical Survey and National FoVestry epatt.M.nt, along with other

agencies were busy studying 11he elupltoo aftermath aod its offect on the Iandsc,•lp afid wildlife.
fetaerl laboratoly pemonieol Itorn the 1,1S. Army Corp. of Engineers from the POeIland Oistlrit and Ih
Watefways Experiment Station in Vltcsbtrg, Miss. wore untwmoned to ovaluale th, situation and to
dalermtln4 hOw to avold yeaatil flooding,

The results of all thv studies may help us understand motre about our w(rld and to predic] future
natural disastrs. TY" massivo dredgIng operation. combined witll the Const/uCtion of dobris,
retalning structures ot the forks of tooe oullo Rtvet, shows that ws ha•ve Ihi tethnology to deal with

the turprises that "Mothet Nature" conltnues to send our way. The eflort is a credit to the personnel

of the vari•us labs and agencle•. who are ready to help at a momOntst notice.
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NASA UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
Employed primarily as an instrument for building university capabilities in remote sensing, a NASA
University Applications Program is complementary to, but somewhat different from other programs.
Through grants to universities, NASA seeks to develop new sources of remote sensing expertise
within the states, with the goal of facilitating Independent state or local government use of the
technology. NASA funds about 20 university programs a year and endeavors to spread the funding
geographically, with the ultimate aim of creating university capabilities in all of the states.

The university appiJcations group Is composed of faculty members and graduate students represent-
Ing a number of different scientific and technological disciplines. It has a threefold assignment: to
stimulate interest among prospective users of satellite-derived Information; to conduct the research
and development necessary to adapt remote sensing.technology to the solution of a specific pro-
blem; and to demonstrate the applicability of the technology. The groups search - within their states
and usually at the sub state level - for urgent problems that seem open to solution by application of
remote sensing techniques. Applications selected for demonstration are those which have not
previously been tested and which, If successful, may Inspire further use of the technology
demonstrated. Projects are conducted on a one-time-only basis under NASA grant funding, but suc-
cessful applications often result In follow-on projects of a similar nature, carried out with state fun.
ding or supported by user fees. Grants are retired on a time-phased basis and a number of universities
have "graduated" from the program and have become self-sustainhig sources of remote-sensing ex-
pe"ttes.

OCULAR SCREENING SYSTEM
The Ocular Screening System, a muchneeded accurate method of detecting eye defects and
diseasea, wa3 developed by Marshall Space Flight Center, The need for such a device was originally
Identified by a Huntsville, Ala, opthilmologlst and surgeon who had noticed a difference In eye colot
and pupil lnsges arrt-ung his palle*tg, Ooe to this observation, the eyesight of untold numbers. of
children may be saved as a result of Ui0t1240On of space age technology.

The ýystem consists of a 35 mm camera with a telephoto tens and strobe light, plus an optical cor,
rel.tor which is bei-g developed fof comparing retlnnl rotlaxes of the subject•s eye. The strobe.
mounted just below the level of the camema tena, sends light into the Subject's eyes from a dtstance of
21 feet. This light Is reflected from the retina *t the fear of the eye btck out to the camers tens and on,
to color film, Two Malthy-eyes will have pupils which app~e red and have Idonticatl Img.s. When
pupils appear dflterot.lthis is an ,itilon of amblyopla, tumore, catarn~ls, cososd eyos or other
detects.

Tie teltinl roflox scrmening test is tsat, does not te*ulre the aubjeCt to be in a special examination
room. and does not require that the subject talk ot coopueate any mote than to took at the tons of the
Instrument. Therefore, this device becomes an especially important means of screening infants,
small children and olhoe non-coaununicative persons for vision prob•ems.

Since many undetected vision problems can result in the loss of sight, ftw ability to piovide early
dletctton may 11ve an"y children and adults from a life of darkness.
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MT. ST. HELENS: CAR FILTERS (COVER STORY)
The problem was very simple: after the eeuptlon of Mt. !ý. Helens, motorized transportation In the Im-
pacted area was coming to a complete halt because of engine and transmission Ingestion of ash par-
ticles. Emergency vehicles could rnot function, portions of the interstate were blocked due to vehicle
failures, and evacuation was seriously 1e~pardized.

There was no time to s~t down and try to figure out wliat to do. We needed an immediate solution to
the Immediate probleml A call went out to the Department of Transportation, and through a listing of
FLO members and abilities, the Army Tank - Automotive Ft & D Command (TARADGOM) Laboratory
in Warren, Mich. was contacted aad briefed on the situation.

TARADOOM sent a five member toam to the area and within a day of arrival, they had designtnd, built,
Installed and tested a prototype device to eliminate the ash-Ingestion problem. The final design and
unit Installation on Washington state patrol vehicles was made before the second eruption May 25th I

The TARADGOM team, with support from the material suppliers and mdohanics from the police
department and Industry, devised the air-filttration system add-ens. The system Incorporates a cylin-
drically shaped flilter mounted to fhlio push bars on the front of the vehicle. The fitter Is attached by
hose to the airhorn on the vehicle air filter "hot". thereby filter Ing the air entering the carburetor. To
keep ash out of the passenger compailtment, several layers of filter material are piaced over the cowl
Intake vents. Transmission and differentiall vents ave fitted with charcoal gtasoline flilters.

After the Immediate crisis situmilon was under control and duiing their two week slay In the area, the
team members, working with the Federal Energy Management Agency, provided technical advice to
the General public and all levels of gavernment.

The dedicated work of oli tho peo-
pie %4who ful-hed to the aid of the1
Stale of Wathlngtoni after thoe rup-
lion of Mt. St. Helens to not only a
sut)foter example of what can be '1
accomplished through technology
transfet but Is also an exarnP44 of

what can be accomplished

Memberc of thie Ft-C wre pioud to
have bas! a Snmall pail of this I
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I A SPECIAL THANK YOUI
The material presented In this document Is based upon Information providd.

ed by FLC member laboratories. A special thank you Is extended to the In.

dIvidual FLC Representatives from these laboratories for supplying both
narratlive Information and pictures.

This document Is the responslblity of the authors ain any opinions, fina.

Inag, eowhuseions or mention e•preased a1e those of the authorS

u'ad do not nec-soirlly WWItct ha Vi4•ws of VLC a"Iebe t 44e6los awkof
tabworawia of FLC 10 sPO •O..

FLC '82 was vteParecd by Oet1910e & Assoclates

1945 N, Fin Ave., 8SW. 0109. FPlW.o. Calif, 93127
Phi 42w)3 I2179

,gnwF.itor Sharon Dolatre
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The need for the domestic technology transfer service provided
through the FLC contributes to the maWntenance of a healthy U.S.

economy. The role of the FLC as an organizational entity may
change In time, however, the FLC Is designed to accommodate
suoh change, The vital Ingredient in the process Is a continuing

team effort between the federal laboratories and the public and

prlvate sector technology users. Ilntenatlorilt trade and a healthy
btance of payments ate only two of the lvptani ational policy.
Issues Mt stake.

The FLC will continru to lake a leadriship role In the Improved
uthiiallonU, of the results of out federal research and deoeloptnent in.
vestme'nt. Strltegles will chaoge with changing situations;
however, the baslo netd for technology transfer will rortain, and the
FLC will continue to respond to that nWee.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

First I'd like to say that I appreciate the opportunity to write this
guest editorial. As the Navy coordinator for the Domestic Technology Transfer
Program, I am pleased with the effort in the FLC to encourage and respond to
agency involvement and the FLC support for technical volunteers.

I believe, as most of you do, that the secondary application of the
technologies that are developed by our agencies makes good sense. It makes
sense as an investment which brings both direct and indirect returns, and it3 makes sense to our country.

But all of our resources are carefully measured and controlled, and lots
of programs that make sense end up competing for pieces of an all-too-finite
pie.

That's where technical volunteers can play an important role, and where

I domestic technology transfer can capitalize on some unique circumstances.

Giving freely to help others has been societally admired and personally
rewarding in our country, and that hasn't changed. But the methods of acting3 on that value have become less available and less obvious.

We no longer live in closely knit interdependent conmmunities, so our
reliance on each other isn't as clear and direct as it once was. For those of
us who are technically trained, the impulse to give of our technical expertise
is frustrated, and we find that what we do for a living is often remote from
people-related application and from the needs of our States and Local corm-
imunities.

Now couple that personal frustration of technically trained people with
the typical volunteer programs available such as work programs, church work,
civic groups, and charities. Although all of these programs can be rewarding
to people working with them, none are structured to take advantage of the
unique expertise of technically trained volunteers. Developing programs that3 take advantage of this expertise presents an exciting opportunity.

The Navy has played a vital role in pioneering the use of technical
volunteers. We now have a well established program at the Naval Underwater
Systems Center, and we are cooperating with the Administration on Aging in
starting new technical volunteer programs at the Naval Air Development Center
and %%he David W. Taylor Navl Ship Research and Development Center. The Navy
is also supporting efforts to institutionalize and expand the concept of
technical volunteerism throughout the Federal Laboratories.

The Federal Laboratory Consortium can play an expanding role in fostering
the use of technical volunteers, and I applaud the effort evidenced by the
special NEWS ITEMS issue.

But organizations only help start the process. It takes people in action,
people with vision and energy and a desire to offer their expertise, in order
to improve things.

I3 q- 93



Domestic technology transfer is part of the mission of every Federal
Research and Development activity, and technical volunteerism offers one
practical approach to making it happen even in the face of resource con-
straints and competing priorities.

Our colleagues whose names and activities are mentioned in this special
volunteerism NEWS ITEMS issue have made a beginning. It's up to all of us
to go on from here.
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LABORATORY VOLUNTEERS IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICE

Theodore J. Maher

The agendas of local governments are crowded. Issues that once could be
contained within one jurisdiction now tend to overflow and engage continguous
communities. Hunch and intuition no longer can be relied upon in allocating
budgets, estimating revenues, or locating public facilities. Shaping stra-
tegies foýr economic development has become a bigger task than advertising a
hospitable tax climate -- it is a complex balance of infrastructure, iabor
supply, social services, energy resources, and environmental protection.
Dominating the whole local government scene is the ends-means squeeze: the
fact that many jurisdictions are in, or approaching, financial trouble.

The new business of local government points strongly to a range of policy ano
program priorities whic& involve risks, costs, and uncertainty -- the familiar
elements that are found in innovation. Policy positions developed each year
by the U. S. Conference of Mayors show the rising temperature of public res-
ponsibility in local government. Many chief executives have the problems of
crime, transportation bottlenecks, deteriorating bridges, roads, curbs and
gutters, air and water pollution, hazardous waste disposal, land use mana-
gement, together with automation, consumer protection, health care, and other
technology intensive problems.

These issues add up to an inmmense do,ýand on top management, both executive and
legislative. They bring into question the aoequacy of institutions and methods
of decislonm04ng. As local governments deal increasingly with problems of
choice that are affected by scientific and technical factors, mayors, mana-
gers, and county officials must have better information for decisionmaking.
In short, what is locking is not the know-how but the system, or arrangements,
for helping local governments to find technology when they need it, adapt it
to program objectives and available budgets, and apply it.

The uses to be made of technology are decisions that the local governments
must make. New technology cannot be forced upon them. The objective is
clearcut: to acquaint local public officials with information awe options in
an organized and manageable way. The decision to use, modify, or forego
available technology is strictly theirs. But absent a system for getting at
the options, local goverixents have no handle on new technology, and they are
left to grope in the dark.

This is what lies behind the establishment of laboratory volunteer progams.
In a system geared tc tritching technology with the policy and operational
priorit' needs of localities, the laboratory volunteer would become a combina-
tion of catalyst, broker, and custover's man between the new technology and
its potential users. Lacking this zonnectlve, technology and local govern-
ment are poorly coupled and the volunteer mechanisms have no constituencies.

As maitters now stand, a laboratory volunteer program has great potentiality
and raises soie question marks. On the plus side, such volunteer programs
can: Ia) infuse new blood into tired institutions, (b) stimulate fresh con-
cepts and policy alternatives, and (c) accelerate the formulation of new
inittatives in time to accomplish changes in the period that a local official
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has to get things done. The volunteer approach has the great advantage of
filter!nq a mix of scientists and experts through local government for bhief
but imp rtant tasks. it multiplies the contacts of government scientists and
technicians of top quality with the lo.:al (,overnment system, hopefully en-
riching both it and them. The &pproach has the added benefits of brinwing new
perspective and ideas to the community and of keeling the line agencies alert
6nd it *ouch with iresh thought. By ftting the expertise to the problem,
it's a strategy that is well s'iited tc Wie opportunistic play of issues on the
local leadership's agenda. From the standpoint of customer satisfaction, tile
volunteer approach has a lot in its favor. It take.! much of the vagueness and
mystique out of "science and ,..:chnology" and concentrates know-hcw upon needs
that are real and -tangible.

Given the right working premises, a technical volunteer can be a valuable
asset in local qovernment, There are several "ifs": if he has the ear of
decisionmakers .if he understands elementary lo.:al government and politics; if
he is used when he should be used; if he takes the trouble to work at the
level of the operating agencies; if he knows how to cnnunicate with pol-
iticians as well as iis scientific peers; and if he zan work fast and get good
results under pressure. Absent very many nf these conmitions,- the volunteer
will have trouble in local government. The point is that the interface of the
user and the federal laboratory is not sufficient in itself. the th.ird party
role -- in this case the technical volunteer -- is what provides the catalyst
for transferring the technology, And frequently, the process of adaptation
requires knowledge of the"soft" sciences -- the social sciences -- in order to
grasp the institutional problems faced all the time by localities. These
skills are as essential in Intergoverroental and interagency technology
transfer • the technical disciplines are to R&Q.

The volunteer role i5 a formidable one. It involves hel{t,•g -o frame user
problems in "rese, ih& terms; understanding sJa. Si po'ltiial realities;
and transferring technology. That burden can be eased by teaming the vol-
uoteer with oWter intermediary ufoiizations faniliar with local govertment
operations and needs.

All in all, the technical volunteer prigiem -is one of the bright SpOts in
intergovernmental relationships and tazn p,•ide a l{.al linkage to the scien-
tific and technical riches of tVe Natiori.

2
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I LnýSPECIAL FDITON

* 1984 FE-DE. AL LABIORATORnY C-XSORT1U,1 FOI. TL•CINOLOGY " ThAXSI Z1 *

1984 MARKS 10 YEARS OF SERVICE FOR FLC
The Building of a The FLC is designed as a service The transfer process of the FLC-- organizat on providing basic depends upon the active person to

National Resource lin.age capabilities for Its person participation of the users
members and the technology and Individual member laboratory

Thu srlofhousa of technology users. Each FLC member, or group reopesentatives. Simply stated,

devtopt-d through the efforts of of membtrs. supports a FLC Tech- this process involie.• 1) Documen
the rederal Government nology Transfer RAprosentafive- tlatlon of R&D results by the
represents a national resource for who, In addition to representing la-Watorles and calaIloing of
r•oer products and processes. The his or her own laboratory, mrin- lhrth results by the FLC to idon.

need for more effective rise of this tains conact with other govern, tliy avaliable resources; 2)
-echnology led to the esalaliShh- taotal . nd Opivate ageociois and Identification ar!d pdoriinling of
mernt of an interagency Ferat search institions, thus otfming neadS and service. tecuests by" Lotoratofy Consortium for li nattionalrt niwo-rk of individuals technology tusem: a fd 3) Matiching

• i Tochno-togy Transfer,P(TLQ to ain- eodicted t•o tornestic tochnOlogy of nieeda and 4vail.41;il resources.

ptovo irnta~laboraortty comatutn½at. trainsfert Withint the formal FIG.
tion anrd to eaxpon4 second.y organiizalion, bvety altlempt Is The rom•lndlo of the preocos

utllzation of labotataOry dovolopedt made to supt•Ott Iho spocific 1001i one of two pathl: t) a ditecl
technolOgy. Tho FLO Inat Urown no.OS O idiviiduai technoloxjy transfer where the techrology is

ix ftom its original 34 liabortitof! to '.iar -tr3ups. Geographic •ac applicable in Its Current o1t0i of ý)
over 300 laboriatortq% and 1 i.~~ ait~itlly :and ptfýOn tO k'IttSn an Cplclln rani~llr that In.
optr-santlng 11 Federal Agenchls w'tkifig •taltiranhtla have btan vlvos tho nr-" for adaptive

Yhin growth in niest'bs•thip is vi enhanceo throvol' the effotlzs Of oengin.eeing of modifiatu."n b*treQ
inrdi•ratlon of Who intetoat of the sti i0010nl Co rticnotors. Ithttchrqoilky a air ica;ib.
1.4fbotatotieS and thaitl 30gen•;Ies in Anolhol koy l]n, with &th us.

W!aSi;rriWng tho "Potuflities fo or na C flie~roup he af~ clivo Af I hor r-hlif~e j~.t'~ !ý' jvrove to
fiit(finr new, and oftfen mullipli. Iccipation of a'6 Atlilor•ot Comiirit, be e1ci•vlie INhrOuh 'Oai ; *,,%rd e.-.Pieptaons fo r avatl~ble land Iteo, wh•ch rept'etents tolh thli piorenitr!! with a full ;Voctrurm of

Oevpl~g)torioloro &oublic 4nrJ ptlyat@ &ector user. usel giroups,

PUBLIC LAW FACILITATES TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Federal Agencies and Their Laboratories Receive Support from P9 L9 6 -4a0

waorsngo D.C.
Tlits statemant of "xticy eon- lion ti. *'utilizalco C"! Fe-aJcrof

"it is the conlinuing respon. Ta•ned In the l te lelnson-Wydler Ti-hnoto•-f s no- : e'. deals
NN Sititity of the Fedtral Ga'trnoft Technology tnn-.tvi7i(o,1 Act of t-0 with th" invivomcril of ie. FLC in

1I0 1-"sure the full uso of the resulls (PubliOC L"w 9•.646 ltypift the ach••ving that -1nd T IV ouso (4l
of tlhe Natllon's Fodotal Investment decadQ-longQ evolution of 1he freprorqntlliatire' comni tee on
an retsarch and development- To Fedoratl Laboraltr Concortium foe Sctcrre, and Technold6j ,mpWori o

Sthis end the Federal Govenment Technotooy Transfer fFLC). the amendrimnt that rt!'tlq-d i) INhr
nshall sitive wetre approotiate to ihclusion of Section I1 eI tpsl•J
Itanater federally owned or Publift Liw~id-S0 %- dreWr.eS th the congtessional iilent with

lgigna•led technology to ilate and nl-od for Imflpto-o ultiliztafion of tegard to technrritc;y han~fer 2;
0WI govrnmienits and t.o the eli•he arid technology and rnnio follows: "A major Dtbiechre of thq
p~ivlae bcellt." vatio it tIN Unas•id States. S"e- ACt1 i to eelialy lal•iatu'1 that ;i

- ; .



The FLC 1984 Federad Laboratory Consortiunm

Continued 'om Page i

the intent of Congress to mandate FLC Regions Sponsor Government
and promote technology transfer
activities at "he Federal agenci,,s IndustryTechnology Transfer Conferences
and thilr laboratories. Thus, Sac-
tior, 11 begins by specifically
stating a congressional policy on Washington, D.C.
technology transfer in the Federal
government." In April of 1982 the Mid-West laboratory presentations were

The resulting policy statement, Region of the FLO and Aladdin In- followed by an afternoon session
quoted previously, Is clearly sup- dustries, Inc. jointly sponsored 4 of one-on-one exchanges which
ported by the summary policy Government Industry Technology allowed Industrial participants W.
statement established In the FL Transfer Conference In St. Louis, go Into greater detail and arrange
adopted "Statement of Goals and Missouri. The lead FL Laboratory for follow up on technologies of
Objectives". "It Is the policy of t:. handling logistics for the con- special Interest.
FLC to Identify and mobilize tWe ferencn was ihe Northern Regional
necessary resources to provide the Research Center. The format Alva Frye credits the compact
environment; the organization; and developed by Alva Frye, Vice Presi. one day schedule for the con.
the necessary technology transfer dent of Aladdin Industries, In a ference and their location at hotels
mechanisms required to fa'cilltate series of UniversIty.Industry Con- near major airports with part of thn
the fullest possible utilization of ferences, proved to be well suited credit fr; drawing top Industrial
Federally sponsored research and to government laboratories also. A scientists and engineers to the
developnment results by both group of ',70 to 25 major Industries meetings.
public and private sector potential were represented at tha con-
users." ference to discuss the types of One laboratory reported that a

The nature of the two policy technology that might serve their team of engineers visited their

statement makes It apparent that needs. The laboratories, In iurn, laboratory within a few weeks of

the FL can be Instrumental In Im- presented first a geoeral discus- the conference, tested a new

plementing the government's sion of the strengths of 'their measurement procedure and made

policy regarding the utilization of organization and specific tech. plans to Implement It In their
federal technology. nologles they were ready to share, facilities in cooperation with the

laboratory. Another lab reported In.
PL 96-480 establishes the frame- tenslvo interest In a new Industrial

work for a marketing function for In February, 1983, the Mid. pollution control process under
our federal research and develop. Atlantic Region of the FLC spon. consideration for Incorporation In
ment Investment. FLO expertise sored a second conference in a new power plant.
can provide the support required Baltimore, Maryland, The National
for full Implementation of PL Bureau of Standards served as Current FLC plans call for con.
96-480 by establishing continuing lead laboratory for this con. tinuation of the conference series
communication between science ference. Ten laboratories from the in the Northeast and Far West
and technology sources within the region met with representatives of regions o1 the Consortium In mid
Federal Government and users, 23 Industries. The formal 1984.

INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES LEARN ABOUT RESEARCH

Argonne, IL The high-technology workshop, In providing an overview of
entitled "Spotlight on Argonne," Argonne, Walter E. Massey,

Nearly 60 research and develop- wa3 the first ever hold at a non. Laboratory Director, stressed the
ment executives from private cor. weapons laboratory of the Depart. importance of Argonne's .. !erac.
porations across the nation par. ment of Energy by the Industrial lion with the outside commtnity,
ticipated In aworkshop at Argonne research Institute (IRI), an such as universities and industry,
to evalue a opportunities for In. organization of research ex.
dustrial a plications of research at ecutives from 277 Industrial cor. Workshop participants wore In-
the laboratory. porations. troduced to about 20 different

2 
Contlnuod on Page 3
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Federal LAboratoiry Commartium TheFLC 1984
Conthousuo from PW 2 About 50 Argonne staff FLC NATIONAL
research programs at Argonne. members also participated in the CONTACTS
Session topics ranged from the conference that attracted in-
development of new materials to dustrial executives from such
meet the requirements of future research and development com- FLC CHAIRPERSON
advanced technologies, to fun. panies as Gould, Inc., Amoco Oil Of •.(:ere .S;org
damental research In chemistry, Co., Borg-Warner Corp., The Dow LOS AiOMos N011`hOr1o LOOCh'C',W• A .685physics and other sciences which Chemical Co., Deere & Company LOS AJOS'OS. NM 87545
contribute heavily to the develop- and U.S. Steel Corp. (505) 667.4960. AIrs 843.4ý.C
ment of advanced energy systems.
Other sessions focused on In- The conference was organized FLC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
novative biological and medical by Richard 0. Ivins, director of SD TEheote J SvcIeUSDA Ew'nts"n Servce
research, such as the automated Argonne's Office of Induastry In. 39V7,u Bodiagnosis of diseases, teraction and Technology wo.-.gQon. D C 20250

Transfer, and is part of an ongoing (202) 447-4407
The participants also visited and effort by an IRIINatlonal

learned about Argonne's three ma- Laboratories Task Group to create TECHNICAL SPECIALTY
jor research facilities that are an awareness of the Information COORDINATORMr Ckftoo LCor~r
avollable for industry users - the and expertmental resources HOffyDi LOW010frHigh Voltage Electron Microscope, avalli itle in the national ccoe DELUD.rT
the Argonne Tandem-Linear Ac. laboratories. Additional 2800 POwt•, N.4'0,Vrj
celerator and the Irntenre Pulsed workshops are planned at other AmJlu. VD 20783
Neutron Source. national labs. (209) 394.2296. tA 20C.22qe

WASHINGTON, D.C. LIAISONh REGIONAL CONTACTS NfGiuP-e
Nohor- Sc'or'e r;•ooiz¢-

ore oavoai.0le to h-p you occess federal
'o00roory tecr-nocgy We suggest you oSr. C 205
conroct th',e FL(ýý RegOnI C~o'orior (202) 357.7560
rewsortsbe afour o~i s~o MlDWEtv.{ •NOIlIAST

PAR WIST
INCLuo*40
ALASVA AND
"IIAWAD MIDATLANtIM

FAA WSt U1011NORTHIAST111010N:F Zff,' C SchnmtJ Mir mic" o 2=-(YBox WEST(J 902
01 ao' WA 0Q3c • - 201 SE , g 2

(204) 323,1702,2873
swill"T AN 624.7702

M MIODWT MIGOM SOUTIAX "O4
MIDOONTINMIr S.Ace C HgLuehci o .,O eO MIO-VtAK IcVt 7Ccoo" 0 Shtc41cetg Aigo-e" Notceci LobY'o'vt R, 4*0"Nchoo LOWC"rlr Mr Jefrome Prtr~-c-~Z1.t \'o-'. vCoor'v ,t 201 ZS.C8 r~ioexcr AXOct.oCrs 0CttO NAIVU Air ýkler r, e, - e"er, "o-6'S:01 Ztcer-. ,g 400 97C0 S Cows Avenue PB Vo Code 7034
ZCt,ýM•,re 87185 7186 1. .0,439 :'.x rQg•e, 'N 37830 Wormt;,le,, PA el '.,,J.5535. .TS 844.5535 (3 i) 972-3064. ;IS 2-.JCo, (6451 574-4102. r$ 024`4492 (2451 441.3070. ,', ,VA'.
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ARMY PORTAWASHER CLEANS UP
After studying several existing washer can be used to clean up

cleaning methods, engineers at chemical and oil spills, service
the U. S. Army Construction portable toilets and potentially
Engineering Research Laboratory many other applications.

*Champaign,. ILL (CERL), Champaign, IL, developed
the Portawasher. The Portawasher Design specifications for the

Nobody likes the idea of clean- Is designed to clean dumpsters In CERL Portawasher have been
Ing garbage cans, towever Army place rather than transporting transferred to two Independent
Regulation 420-47 requires that them to a central location. It uses companies. Industrial & Municipal
rufuse dumpster containers be high pressure hot water with Engineering, Galva, IL, Is
cleaned regularly In order to vacuum retrieval of the waste marketing the development as
"maintain general sanitary condi- water. One person with a Porta. PORTAWASHER. Power Cleaning
tions and to prevent nuisances." washer should be able to clean 15 Systems Ltd., Grantville, PA, Is
The average army Installation may dumsters per day. marketing Its version as the
have 500 dumpsters which require ScrubaDubster. The CERL Porta.
a total of about 1000 cleanings per Besides on-site cleaning of washer is a new product line for
year. equipment or structures, the Porta. both companies,

Atmy Portawasher In action.

!t1!1
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FOREST PRODUCTS LAB REVOLUTIONIZES FRAMED CONSTRUCTION

Madison, WI

More than 1,200 homes have
been constructed in 23 states us- .4ing the truss-framed system (TFS). .
The truss-framed system of con-
struction was concelved at the
U.S. Forest Products Laboratory,
Madison, Wl, as part of its missionto find efficient ways to utilire ,,, 'i'T,
timber resources. TFS saves time,
money and natural 10sur=63L

without sacrificing constructionquality, durability and dtrongth. ,•

The truss-framed system Is %W111e Wci•o

suitable for residential and light in-
dustrial building construction. The

system's key structural compo.
nnIsa wood truss frame com.

posed of a roof truss and wall
studs soured together In a single
rigid unit. All framing Is done with
one lumber size, 2 x 4, rather than
with more costly dimension
lumber commonly used for floor 41loa~lons of TruFwamed ftyslm rcoitru•low.
joists and beams. Truss frames are
fabricated In a plant under con.
trolled conditions and quickly
erected on site by the fabricator orbuilder.•

The TFS has been assigned
public patent and as such is
available to anyone who wishes to d - ,
make use of it. A number of
builders sre currently using the
system. A TPS Construction
Manual Is avaiiable from the Na.
tionai Association of Home
Builders Research Foundation,Rockville, MD.

TFS CONSTRUCTION
MANUAL

Is available from theNational Association of
Home Builders Research

_________ E&AAI.A,.
Foundation, Rockvlle, MD,.
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The FLC 1984
OAK RIDGE LAB RECOVERS* URANIUM FROM FERTILIZERS

- finds Its way into those pioducts tionul Laboratory (Oak Ridge, TN).
Oak Ridge, TN and is effectively lost as a

resource, while adding to the A solvent-extraction process for
Wet-process phosphoric acid amount of radioactive materials recovery of uranium from wet-

contains a significant amount of that can contaminate the food process acid was commercialized
uraniun. This uranium totals more chain, briefly in the early 1950s. A number
than 1,500 tonslyr In current U.S. of drawbacks such as the Instabii.l
output and Is worth about $135 Both resource.conservation and ty of the process, a costly Iron-
million. Projections put the environmental considerations reduction step, and a low quality
uranium level at 8,000 tonslyr by make recovery of the uranium from uranium product made the process
the year 2000. Since the phosphoric acid desirable, Making Incapable of competing ecanom.
phosphoric acid Is a major raw such recovery economic Is the Ically with recovery of uranium
material for fertilizers, uranium achievement of Oak Ridge Na. from Western U.S. deposits.

DEPATOPO processed uranium.

I c-I 2
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That is how the situation remain. SUPERABSORBENT DEVELOPED
ed until Oak Ridge developed the BY AGRICULTURE RESEARCH SERVICE
DEPA-TOPA process, boasting
costs competitive with those for Peoria, IL facilitated a transfer of the Super
winning uranium from Western Slurper technology as it applies to
ores. A recent shortage of absorbents filters. The first application of the

has resulted in the increased de- -Super Slurper prnduct to filters
Oak Ridge drew upon decades mand for the price of cellulose, the was made by the Central Illinois

of working on recovery of metals main absorbing element In such Manufacturing Co., Bement, IL.
by solvent extraction - during Items as disposable diapers, ban. Will Ayers, president of the Bi-
which time It had developed a wide dages and surgical sponges. ment facilities, deviloped a
variety of extraction reagents and However, SuperSturper, developed method for Impregnating
processes for winning uranium by scientists at the Northern fiberglass with the Super Slurper
from solutions. Regional Research Center (NRRC), product and lamlnalln% the

t Peorna, IL, In the mid.1970s Is fill- fiberglass to filter paper. The
At er much extractant testing, Ing the need for an absorbent that result Is filter paper that Is capabla

Oak Ridge e(2tected the comblneh costs less, absorbs more and has of absorbing water as well as filtor-
tion of dl (2 othylaiexyl) phosphoric little bulk. Ing sollds. With the superabsor.
wolid (DEPA) and trioctyiphosphine bent filter paper, Ayers designed a
oxide (TOPO) as the most suitable. Super Slurper Is a starchbased filter called "Hydrosorb." It is
aol, because this solvent has such superabs•rbent capable of absorb- especially suited for the filtering of
strong uranium.extractlon power, Ing and retaining as much as 1000 aircraft and agricultural tractor
setrniping the uranium conven. times Its own weight of water fuels.Stionally via acid solutions Is hard. without dissolving. It transforms
And retrival of the uranium from water Into ssoalv ge. NRRi's Super Slurper has more
the solutions would Involve added thwn it poaent.i. applications In
complexitiec. The dilemma of how In 1982, the NRRC Industrial Industry e igraculaurand personal
to remove the uranium from the lIason oficest and NRRC sinentilts car i n
DEPA-TOPO solvent was resolved
when Oak Ridge developed a novel co"mawe, .wica¢.,k of Supw 5tup.
reductive-strlpping method based
on the use of the wetlprocess acid
itself.

Use of the wet-process acid is
inexpensive since the acid Is not
consumed and is returned to the
raffinale (and subsequently can be
used for fertilizer manufacture),
Overall uranium recovery fromphosphrorIc acid should run 00%
or better.

Thanks to Oak Ridge's develop- , ".•
ment of the DEPATOPO extraction
process, a growing proportion of
the uranium is being retrieved. Cur,
rently, four companies have five '44.:,q
processing plants either opera.
tional or ready to come online
shortly, When all these units are ';' "
running, more than half of the

uranium In U.S. wet-process
phosphoric acid will be recovered.. . , ....

* 7
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NAVY COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING SCORES HIGH MARKS

San Diego, CA
educate and train students or per. tention dropped by 18 percent,

Adult students are learning their sonnel In vocabulary and reading while the retention of the software
lessons three times faster than comprehension In any content program students dropped only 5
students learning %.nder typical area. percent.
classroom conditions, thanks to
the Navy's Computer Assisted In. The teaching effectiveness of In the summer of 1982, the
struction (CAI) technology, the software was tested against Wisher program was transferred to

that of a traditional classroom. A the San Diego Community College
One aspect of CAt, Is a com- group of students spent five hours Adult and Continuing Educatlor.

puter software learning program with a CAl computer, while program, where it has been par.
developed by Drs. Robert Wisher students from another group spent ticularly useful for training
and Tom Dully of the Navy Person. 12 hours in classroom Instruction, students in English as a Second
nel Research and Development Computer.taught students Language. The program Is current.
Center (NPRDO), San Diego, CA. mastered vocabulary three times ly available state-wide through the
The Wisharsoftwarewasortginally feeler then classroomltaught Dissemination Network for Adult
developed to train recruits In naval students. A weak later, a retention Educators sponsored by the
terminology and technical reading, test was given to both groups. The California State Department of
The technique can also be used to classroom.taught students' re. Education.

FEDERAL LABS PROVIDE
TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE

The Technical Volunteer Service phasis on creating a mechanism gain personal satisfaction from
(TVS) Is directed at making the geared to assuring the productive working In their community.
scientific and professional usa of retired volunteers.
resources of the federal research Following the original Technical
laboratories more available to Volunteer Service, developed at
etate and local governments and Everyone benefits from TVS. the Naval Underwater Systems
other users. Through the TVS, cur. Local governments gain a Center, New London, CT, four addl.
rent and retired federal laboratory technical competence that they lionel TVJ Programs were estab.
employees are provided the oppor. might not Otherwise be &ble to af. tished at FLC member laboratories:
tunity to volunteer their personal ford. Taxpayers receive a greater David W. Taylor Naval Ship
time and expertise to help solve return on money spent In federal Research and Development
woblerns In thoir communitile. research and development as high Canter, Bethesda, MD: Lawrence

technology practitioners give bock Livermore Natloatil Laboratory,
The FLC Is providing leadership time and talent to their com. Livermore, CA; Los Alamos No.

In oeveloping and Implementing munities. Through TVS, federal Ilonal Laboratory, Los Alalos,
TVS programs It Individual iaboratories are able to become an NM; and Naval Air Development
member laboratory facilities. iltegall part of their communities Center, Warminster, PA. Numerous
Through a cooperative program by adding valuable technical other federal labora.
with the Administration on Aging, assistance to municipal opera. tories are in the planning phases
the FLC Is putting speial a,. tions. And finally, the volunteers of establishing TVS programs.

-
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LAB TVS PROJECT ENHANCES LIFE OF CEREBRAL PALSY VICTIM

Club and The Rhode Island Air Na- Linda operates the computer with
Little Compton, RI tional Cuard to purchase the a switch mounted between her

necessary equipment to operate knees. A method which would
Unda Texcelra is a bright, 26 the system, allow Linda to operate the comr-

year old from Little Compton, RI. putcr with her eye movements is
She is also a victim of cerebral Linda Is now able to com- currently being explored.
paisy. The affliction has left her municate In messages up to 800
with no ability to speak and has lines In length. Linda may choose With the entire system mounted
severly limited her ability to con. from a vocabulary of 1,700 words, on a wheelchair, Linda has in"
trol her limbs. Thanks to the efforts plus symbols, letters and phrases, creased mobility. As a result, se
of the Naval Underwater Systems A word processor program allows has been able to continue her
Center (NUSC) TV$ Volunteers her to edit her messages and a educatIon. She Is currently attend-
Gerry Elias, Los Cory and others, speech synthesizer permits Llndrm Ing classes at a local community
Linda can now "talk". to "talk". The computer Is also college and receiving good grades.

equipped with a calculator, com- Her newfound exposure to many
Cory, with other volunteers' puter games and tutorials. Linda, different people and ability to

asslslance, designed a computer in addition to her ability to con- communicate have expanded her
system to help Linda com. munlcate, can now control lights, life. The NUSG.TVS and
municalte. They secured financial operate appliances, and originate Volunteers. such as Leo Cory, have
assistance from the local Roty and receive phone calls, Currently, made a difference.

TV0S Vokatw Lee Cary so*ln with Lim" TOYCOU . ha tew t*n CoRUNpt,

I-

Us"

I •

9
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LABORATORY RETIRED VOLUNTEER SAVES COMMUNITY $150,000

New London, CT
Pau Missco, retd o e ists are published monthly, and

muniolpalitles are authorized to
for the Naval Underwater Systems make requests through their stats
Center (NUSC) Technical representatives. So far, this pro.
Volunteer Service (TV4 has saved cess has provided MIslaco's corn.
his community of Westerly, RI, munity with a variety of supplies
:150,000 and more than 5W2 man such as lube oil, air conditioners,
hours In two years. He accomplish vehicles pizzamake's. cemerea,
ed these savings by searching coffee pots, uniform., serving
government surplus laists, and carts. backpacks and offlice.
devuloped requests on behalf of equipment
Westerly for needed items. Goods
purchased by the Federal govern. The Imagination and diligent
mnnt, which subsequentlybecome work of this NUSC-TiV.T volunteer
excess to Its neoe , ar made has truly proved to be a valuable "
available to the states. Surplus resource for his commr.Wnlty.

SPINOFF FROM WEAPONS RESEARCH RESULTS IN
REVOLUTIONARY INSULIN DEUVERY SYSTEM

An ImplanteW $eetrflCIy Usa Insulin donsg accrlng to. other human factors such as ap
contolled Ineulln vim derived meal e•poclncy, Both the phyl*l poaance, make the internal unit
fhorr- weapons technology, has ctln &W. the patient transmit this deilable. Children. especially.
proyided reliable Insulin dellvery Information to the Implnted pump could benefit from an Implanted irn
whon surgically Implanted In by way of a two-way communc #ul lsin dloivery system because It ll
diabetic palltent. Conventient and lion link usn an astsinal p* not noliceabto and does not
simple for the patient to use, t it orammar. restriot thei• activities.
believed that the device will
substantially reduce longlterm The concept of variable dellvery
complications of diabetes through The advantage of the Implanted of drugs from an implanted system
betitr control of blood glucose. PUMP over previously d*eve has potential Medical Implitoation

external Irsulln pumps Is that the beyond Insulin delivery. For sain.
The Implante"l Insulin pump. Internal pump can provide Insulin pit, the technique Is • under

Ing system was developed Jointly to a site similar to normal pw tevaluation for chemotherapy use
by Sandia NtIonal Laboraltorie, creatil delivery and, therefore. in cancer tleetmnel, and tho
Albuquerttue, NM, end the Univet. blood glucose and Insulin leel delivery of other floe.sustalnino
sity of New Mextco School of more closely mimic the action of a drugs.
Medicino. The basis of th device normal pancreas. In addition to
is peristalttic pump dtiven by a having More potential lot reducing The value of this Innovation has
rotary solenoid motor. With the the debilitating ais effects of been Identified by Industry. The
new system, the physician is able dilabels the Internal pump also design speciflcatlons and
to preisrbe Inulin dosage acd enables the user to lead a mor rasatch resulls re icurrenlly be-
1ng the needs of the patient. The nomW IlIf. Worry about protecting i•n Iranfltered to a commercial
patient is also aile to program a". an etrals uNit Infocti plus Ofin.

10
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COMPUTER HELPS CUT COSTS IN REPAIRING "P0l HOLES"
C m g $600 for a printer. A city's share of will be in the $2.500 range.
Champaign, IL APWA's cost of operating the PAVER Is presently provided to

system will be from $250 to $1000 a over 36 cities across the U.S. andThe U.S. Is paved with year, depending on its population. Canada through APWA, which wili
deteriorating roads. Old pavement In addition, the annual cost to a make PAVER available to any city
can Increase user costs by exten- city for central computer.use time requesting it.
ding travel time, Increasing energy
consumption and contributing to
vehicle deterioration. Recently,
many states and cities have nothad sufficient funds for conduc-

ling accurate maintenance and
repair surveys. A system
developd by the Army'& Construc-
tion Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL), Champaign, IL,
can help. Pavement Maintenance
Management System. PAVER, is a
cost-cutting, completely auto,
mated, computelizod maintenance
management system which helps
pavement s"Ginever to conduct
pavement Inventoriles. establishcondition ratings, deatmIne.,
maintenance and repair pro.
adue•e and pioitilles, develop an.
nual and long range work plann,
and s•chduls Inspeotions. PAVER
was originally developed for air
field rAd Army base pavet•wt
maintenance managomenLt It WasIadpted for civilian um by the
American Public Wwits Assocla.-
tion (APWA), Chiluao, IL

Sinsc PAVER roaulms a main.
frame compu(er and a
lophislce, al expensive soltwine
program, APWA hill St up. a lme.
shtfing system for eltis to access
PAVER from a low-cost terminal,
An APWA developed cost estimate
lot a system compatible with
PAVER to from $2,500 to 95.000 fota tefminal that ailllow a user to set ,,
up his own datem. a•e 500W for a p
modern (Witeiphonc hookuph and

C-17
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ALICE - THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
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ALICE-MAP READING COMPUTER

Argonne, IL

Argonne Nation~l Laboratory's

ALICE didn't go through the I•ok"
Ing glass, but she Is doing some . :i
amazing things of her own ItMse
days. ALICE is a Computer that Can
read maps and raiedly proces
visual Itonmalotn.

Thanks to ALICE, gowavnnt
*oenles land countles • ,,•uih-ut
the United Staten are receiving
more accurate Information on
such things as laind ierlaion, si!
condtllons, 1.Icultwe, On
and al pOwluton ALICE Is aOW
used to anatyze Wd am far . -
togIjona WWd City OlanIng pqr.
poiss by uv'ng datai on soll type
and po~oety, agrkolufwal W~iAR& Other aplicatilons include. the
1104w WnW (eta,1O:va W" 4401pyii of. all pollution "Ila com,

pu•ttillng maop I•lflormaion c.
h Atonoe system caim c co'rdng to distitlons ln ilatlil mW

cutatety combIne ihspoellastc4t , tindtoanms. ol.

t he lnffMalttoo. stor It a"' and fcoloo1ca state. lhe I•n
i t#Igais It Im a vliuly' at It, lsl: lilicallon Of! $lll 1100 CON111!IO1.•

and pictotial tooms. ALICE cmn &M IQ depict Wol WIn1tat lohsto

color a&q desired o aspec

* PrIviout apollIcatltos of 1he

Will County, It, c6i16 on ai atSI have Included IdmntIayinq
Ato00nne to OrftUlsilfu and t fIngtptl int chit:*l#lsllea an-d
cakulato the WlaW W oa •1 Wsio• "I ai•ino biomw1wloal totsearh by

ftl 4ftelly. "11 would halveta lken the hua OP rW~.

one perow three yeou* to do by
ad what AL-IE did In about

S.•" mofth." saWid Kn Mayes:t Unlike LOWIs CArtoll|' FEDERAL
the Will Co•4rly Suoe•si, o Atgoones ALICEI hao beento A D R
As •sments O ffice. 'Besides tea pa•ty With th" Mad Hatter,
saving fIt nd "money, the InWot. howgvot, she has codbull ldBATORY
Mdlal~n wes as scouta A" In maoic of her own to " o CONfSO RT UM
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ANFLOW -WASTEWATeR AND SEWAGE TO ENERGY

Neatly 200O QtUO0tS fl $*waogewow up ptqtnýkof a unIt Oo4 nntnJa yttft'j, f>4tbee, tho
waslaw Ito p 111V by "w-rfl Cttnbt, VI, * aaittw4 (it
the 0tnQo AAW&S*,AL UOO,wtv tatwsj To kntrhit ps ¶Q (V diocaytng ctbOA~je~OUS

tw t ANFLOW i-4. t
of waftwtSw isf 8 0O~ teak I O w wast410e Ii shetulww sd iat gUC4ucing A numbewt of t0cO'vtiat
""Hoevr *10 lwCost m#wgy con- boo itowido ptodutat In COUC441 ictt aounts-
getwiflQ pIOCUS*4 that us*I such *3 AWN,--, #~tlc acid
mtctootgonfoIsM batesis4) hals WuWI andi- $hI 54000. and food
Woo developed by Oat Ridge Na- i &tw TOW to t4nbi Utk Ot cAdf 144Cti aid. linouh W"1a14la
110"ul 1,00#0t0Y (OPtNL. 0at peocna 0Ito Othpivag sftot& eeWgy Is m(odumcd PO hen 11*
RUdga. MN. in cOpelatI0n with theý ORL h(s 000 Associlard Walr pwOducls to curpmtt Vo0044t the
Notton C6O.. A Ot *andVw city avid Atr Resource tnglttieut opotalftQ cost of AtNgbO Itseam
of-00. "a (AWAA). Nthvilie, TN. to men..

evaluate the system's petat.r
Iwus pocesm is cealed ANP LOW OWiatit. A *sly slgglfcant finding ThO enwPOAoyWnl ot ANPLOW's

tot Its zrarNcW 0 10W. V OUPOcOW&- Was the diffence1 In eey to- twOf6m systm p.oducas advoni
lion. AP4FLOW Is base on a gutted t0 Coesata the ANPLOW tags$ over both nmtobtc an
biological frmttaUflo4' ptocaa Pt pcas coflpated to the cowmn- mOderA n sthbtmo* O-ioesttS. The
that #use bbC!ufl to bWesk doCW 1onS activated sludge ItratmmnI ppicatioa. of ORNL's ANPIOWV
a&W corwt WtIu polluat Irt HOWs~ %YSIMt The ANFLOW syste0 re- ptOcsn include vast imdusula and
w451s& The Otmoaa tOln place In guuMS ottly about 30%1 of the ftnk~ipi possiwilwe.
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU

The material presented In this
document Is based upon Informa.
tion provided by FLC member
laboratories. A special thank you
Is extended to the individual FLC
Representatives from these
laboratories for supplying both
narrative information and pictures.
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I
VOLUNTARISM IN -A 'WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN

by

Dr. Eva Schindler-Rainman

Voluntarism will never be the same again! The world of
the volunteer is changing dramatically and rapidly. We are at
a very interesting point in time. We are living at a time of

Stransition -- between the no longer, and the not yet --. It is
not quite the way it was, and it is not quite the way we are told
it is going to be. There are mini and maxi transitions. Mini,
like going to work a new way because a street has been closed off,
or transiting from being asleep to being awake, or vice versa.
And then there are maxi transitions -- from work .to retirement,rn from being a-couple to being single, Pnd many others. We are also
witnessing transition in the usage of words. For instance in many
'circles "chairrn-'n" is a word you can no longer use. Language

reflects societal ard cultural changes. Language will continue to
chanmge, and people who are leaders will be called facilitators,

Sconveners, and coordinators. As society changes, organizations
will have to change, including structure chanqe, changes in by-laws,
and some will even study and then reorganize their objectives and
missions.

U What then -are some of the specifi.c kinds of changes, trends,
pushes that affect the volunteer world at this transitional time?

I. W- are novin •rom a stance of plenty to one of doing more and
better with less. We have always thought we could meet most
of the needs of people in our countries, and that we lived in
societies of plenty. We are discovering this is not necessarily
true anymore. We know we are short on all kinds of resources
-- material and financial. We know we shall have to utilize
human resources and services in new and creative ways. This

C0?444m A I~
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is a double bind, because at a t ieto of more demands we must

meet them better with less resources. This push affects the

volunLter world in a variety of ways. it is providing some

new roles for volunteers, and somc new confrontations with

staff person; who are not feeling as secure in their jobs as

they .oace did. There is concernk that ai budgets arLo cut

volunteers nic~iht replace or displace professional persons3.

Both unions arid professional associations qet upset, and

rightfurliy so. This is one of Ihe chal]enges of transition

t.imes.

2. .e.are moving from knowing our values, and bein2 clear what
they are, to a time of changing values. Let us look at how

this trend affects tl;u volunteer world. Here are five valut-

changes that are particularly important for us;

(') We are moving fram an emphasis on rootedness to a v.,uc

on mobility; not only mobility from one job to another#

but mobility in the way one lives one's life, mobility in

life3tyles, in modeýs of transportation, and, of course,

yeogyraphic mobilit'. We are more mobiI.., aiid this hau a

lot Of implications- for the volunteer world, su'1h ias:

peoplu are not around as much or o'n lvoo, and thereforc

can't take on long volunteer assign;onI0.

(b) We are moving from a value on committninnt which mcatL

some kind of a long term association, to a value placc.'

on temporariness. That is where the phrase "commitment

for the moment" comes from. Surely this has i:.mplications

for by-laws, for recruitment, and how w. "sell" voLunteer

jobs. People ariý not available in the -ame ways, they
:,1ways were. This is a creative challenye foLr the .:•Lunteer."

world, because "99-year committee memberships" are no,

going to be very popular, nor are six-year board terms.

The challenge is how to utilize humaln volunteer resources

for shorter and more irreguli.r periods of time. we :nhall

have Lo find answers if we want to tap into new rosouices.
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(c) We are also moving from a value of awe and respect for

authority and of authority, to questioning and confronting

authority. This is evident in the volunteer world for
example that some volunteers say "nothing that you have

to offer interests me", or they come to a volunteer

centre stating: "What I want to do is --- ". Volunteers

have become much more demanding in terms of jobs, contracts

training and environment.

(d) Another value change is reflected. in that success has

always meant upward mobility, or at least upward movement.

flow, success means different things to different people,

for example it may mean doing what ybu want to do when you

want to do it. The president of a telephone company onceI told me that he could not figure out employees who are

happy in what they are doing, and do not want to do any-

thing else, especially if it means a promotion. He des-

cribed some your..1 jeople who liked the outdoor telephone

work so much that they did not want to become managers,

because it meant w orking in an office with all its

restrictions as to clothing etc. This was hard to under-

stand for a man in his late fifties, for whom success had

always been an upward climb. We do have the same value
ch~ange in the volunteer world. There are people who do
not want to be on the Board of Directors, and who do not

want to run for office. That is not whore they feel

comfortable and rewarded. So we must ask: What makes

volunteering meaningful and attractive to prospectivo

volunteers, satisfying and fun? What opportunities can

be offered? must potential board members be old and

experienced? maybe the newcomer has different and creative

ideas and ought to be on a decision-making body. lit or
she might bring something quite new and refreshing to a
group of people who are all molded and melded into the

organization, and do all the "right things". Long service

often narrows the outlook of the volunteer, and LtaditLic,

mwy tiot in 'the way of chanqe or movement.
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(e) The last value change to be mentidned here is that we

are moving from an era of cortformity, or from an emphasis
on conformity in our agencies and organizations, to an

appreciation of the beauty of Jifference. We are beginning
to realize that a good committee is one that has a menu of

different people with different ideas, instead of like-

minded people who conic together to agree. We are also

begirning to realize that any decision-making group is

more productive and comes to wiser, more interesting, more

creative conclusions if the texture of that group is one

where people are different -- different ages, different

opinions, different lifestyles, and from'different back-

grounds. It is too bcd that most nominating committees
Sin agencies are made uO of likewminded people who chooso

i nominees from people just like themselves, and whom they

know best. It would be helpful to have these committees

reflect the differ.,ne:usl that you want to attract to your

organliZation.

3. Another major push is from qw roles that most of2 us play to

..lives with multipje roles, that Is multiple personal roles,
mqultiple comrunity professional and vlunteeroles, in fact,

we wear a lot of different hats. Multiple roles also metAn

pultiplo loyalties. So a volunteer can give time and service

in a varietylof volunteer jobs in addition to worki cowtunity,

and faiily commitments. We must-learn to deal with people's
multiple loyalties. rather than hoping for a cotrjnitnment of

all thoir available time. 4ultiple roles arnd loyalties may

make us richet because we have more experiences to bring to

our volunteor jobs..

4. Also, a transitional change is that we are moving fromr orrtqaZi-
tional' turfdcm to interorgatiizational col1.aboration. Indead,

turfdom is going out of style rapidly, being replaced with co-

operative, collaborative modes of work. We need to mold
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resources so that we have more available from which to choose,3 and this will enable us to utilize our dollars better. We
arc moving from turfdoms to a willingness not only to see

what the other agency has, but to feeling that together we can

do a better job. We can decrease overlaps and find some of the

gaps that need filling. Some people are not being served by

I anybody. Single, unemployed men, for example, have a hard
time finding services, and that is true particularly of single

unemployed middle and upper-class men. We shall also move into

some new collaborative patterns between the public, the volun-
tary, and the business sectors, because we shall need each

other more in the present era of restraint.

1 5. W�e are moving away from a-pattern of leadership of one person

being the leader for a number of years or a lifetime. We are
moving from the single e_,der concepts_to shar leadership:

There are groups and committees where every cix months someone3 else offers to be the chairperson. it works well. For instance,

there is a volunteer centre which has three co-presidents.

They divide the chairing of meetings. They may all be present

or not, but they take turns with the leadership responsibilities.

They manage the business well, and the Executive Director finds

it an interesting and challenging pattern. We certainly see

the emergence of new patterns of leadership in the corporate

3 workplace as well as in the volunteer workplace.

6. Lastly, we are moving from very little explicit concern about

the Suality of volunteer work life to gr-e..i, concern about the

2 uality of volunteer work life. There wtl. bv written agzoe-

ments or contracts between the volunteer and the agency,

spelling out hours, training, insurance, meetings, supervision,

support systems, etc. There will need to be' consideration of

enabling funds for parking or mileage, lutcheons, training

.5 fees, baby sitters, and others. This is not payment for serrvice,

but rathor money '.hat enables people to volunteer. We do

1 -5,6.
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believe in equal opportunity to volunteer. In an era of
restraint many people will need this kind of financial

assistance, or assistance in kind. Enabling fund development

must be analyzed and developed tor economically poor people,
and for people who are on a limited budget, Also, the con-

curn a-out the quality of volunteer work life requires

dcve1'.:inq written volun:ier poersonnel [x1lic:ies. Ilece we can

take the advice from the literature on humanizing t•he corporate

workplace, such as W. Ouchi's book THEORY Z.1

So, now why is volunLeering turned upside down? Lecause the

rest or the world is chanqinri rapidly, and the volunteer world is

a p"art of those dynamics. Voltinteers are no longer only mid~Iie-

aged, m•iddle-class, whip !o.tdies, and people who ac(, euonomiealJy

ahlu to voltinteer, Volunteers include men rod wom..n, the youn'•
and the oldor, from all religious, racial, and ethnic backgrounds

and. lifestylest. In soe instances we are boxed in in a variety

of ways. For e.ample the.'e are stilt many well defined hierarchios

in the volunteuc world. Uy,. and largo there are the right uaiwt.; •,n

the left side of the statio-'ticy for members of the board. The

visibility of volunLters is -ia the decision maker, yet often the

• ,OSt important persons are those who are giving the direct sorvice,

SUcii as counselting, transportinig, or reading tea the blind.

40e oftern thiOW that. we, in order to give the person the opportinity

to volunteer, also have the right. to require them to ýtake traainln.

and not only to require them to take training, but do it at a
speci~ie •imo and place also. Part of the upsidedownness is tht

we shall iiavu to develop port~ible trAining at different times of
the d.iy ,nd woe-k. Vor example, there are 24-hour crisis lines

vhich are a fairly recent development. Now people can voluatýor

at night, and over weekends, but some professionals have to be

3vailable tc them. we are developing twenty-four hour cities, and
volunteer alportunities and volunteert.-aining .will have to be
available around the clock in many communities.

Ouchi, WLlliam, Tbeory Z, ,how American Business Can Meet the J'iad ese
challenge, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, mass.,1981.
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In our upside down world more people are available to voluntee,

than ever before. We need to develop skills to tap into the

resources of new populations. We must learn how to work with people

who are different from us. There are newcomers to our shores,I single men and women, handicapped persons, the very young and the
very much older persons whom we can recruit if we develop ways to3 transport-them, and to turn them on to exciting volunteer oppor-
tunities. For instance, there is the Geri-Teen Project, in which

highschool teenagers provide the wheels, the transportation, for
older citizens to do volunteer service. While driving they talk

about the history of the town, and they do all kinds of interesting

things when they get together. The cars are provided by a local

car a geltcy that encourages the young people to use the demonstrator

models, and the Red Cross trains Lhem to drive safely. This is a

real collaborative model. There will also be new roles for volun-
3 teers, and now jobs. For instanco in one youth group agency, adult

youth group leaders were not availabio for weekly meetings September

through June. So neighbourhood resources committees were developed.

These committees were made up of adults who were interested in help-

ing the young people in the organization once in awhile, but not

every week, So, a schedule was worked out; somebody coordinated it,

and a different adult was available every week for each of the

youth grours in the neighbourhood, and it was found valuable for
vyouth tc. have a variety of adult role models. The neighbourhood

:$ou•rce committee thus provided the adult leadership for the

youth groups on a year around basis.

Ninds of Volunteers

There are or will be a wide variety of volunteer jobs inid

categories in addition to administrative and direct service

volunteers.
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1. The connector volunteer is the person whose major job is to

connect potential clients with human service providers. We

have directories of services in most communities, but often

special orientation and education is needed to understand the

directories. Some acencies are offering volunteers the

opportuniLy to be the connectors to potential custonmers,

clients, patients, members, and connectin,| them with the

providers of the service.

2. Research volunteers are people who help with all kinis of

community research in relation to needs and.resources.

3. Cause or social action volunteers go and plead a cause,

wihether it is to provi.te treatment for parents who hav'-

abused their children, or to keep a rapu centre going that

has been defui-ded or underfulided. They may collect money o"r

people to help the llea:rt Association or the Cancer Society.
There ar many people -wl,. are caukc oriented and want to be

involved in the aut iut t.•i of their causes.

ChallengeS tu Muet Iluiman Needs

What are the challenges? To meet human needs through volunteer

oppoctunities, including transitioning needs, and the neve to use

one's skills and resoureus. This weans that somebody has to take

the trouble to find out what the poLutntial volunteetrs intertstb

are beyond tho3e that are already known. There is also the need

to work for causes, or to further a cause in a small or large way;

the nued for creativity, may be the creativity of helping poople

uincork their potential, may be the creativity of flower aarrnging.

Peeple-are creative in a variety oi ways. There is also the nc,:d

to be part of "we* rather than being a lonely 1. flu-an beinqs al'e

looking for humane human relationships. There is the need to eiivc

of oneself, oa one's talents. or one's time, of one's cariag.
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We also need to have fun' We Miakc such a chore out of life,

and life does not need to be a series of chores. Volunteering might

be the place where one can have more fun than anywhere else.

Another need is to help make decisions and solve problems, and

this is very important. Most of us need to be involved in those

decisions and in the solvini of those problems that affect us.

Just think of how many boards make decisions for people without

consulting them, and then they expect them to vote "yes", because

the decisions are "good for them*. The need to feel powerful or

influential is also important, together with the need to make a

difference somehow someplac,

Good, creative volun , jobs can meet some of these needs in

.elegant, satisfying ways.

Possible Kction Steps - RightSide Up!:

What are some action sliops we can take? We can revie,: how and

where volunteer energy is beinq, tapped right now. We could brain-

storm all the ways in which %vs, could utilize volunteer energy to

deliver our services in better, more humane, and perhaps in bigger

ways. We could develop personal ways to recogni~e people's con-

tributions. We could develop community-wide skill banks or human

resource banks headquartered in volunteer centres. We could study

our demography and make sure we are tapping into all of our popula-

tions in all sectors of our geographic community.: culture,

religion, recreation, education, health, business, social control,

welfare, unions, politics, etc. We could look into developing

written humane volunteer personnel policies, and get agencies and

other.employers to count volunteer experiences. as part of the

qualifications reqmired for further education or jobs. Application

blanks could reflect this interest, and give" appropriate credit.

tie could design more participative and fun meetings and training

events, and help people write thtir own job descriptions. instood

6@0
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of lianding them to peoplte. Job dc3scrij'tiois need to be more

re alistic ankd dvyiamic with iour.: .o.tJuinij, recip!.roc:al feedback

evaluation, review, and rud..signit-j built in. At some nteetiurjs

of professiviial people volunteers would have a great deal to

offer, because they would h..uk at the situation from the•ir point

of view.

our. ,vrvice.%.

.Some Guiding Conceptss

We havel tle •pportunity

- to involve raLher thMn isol,itL

- tO wleotmo* differente ratluv L.han look Ir sitU. L jy .A
per m•f 11CO"

- to act rather .oWan rt -act

"- to ceLeobrate stepa vi vt..)vat r.'Athci•rth•thl Wu.j abuuL
the gap beween where wo arot a•tii where we Wnt .to be

-. to raward people when they !tave SOM. successf small or
large

-to pat)i rather ttaull wing it

Lk* crzttC rWtier thIt LO Okjktt-d On dj on Oth WIY Vq
.. •[Wa -• • O it- kn€•+11 .'"I o• ':LS ai~g~~

-. AO understand .osi , ond C•dth7 as a c.halment.t r{her
thatt an in nurmountable prob.1m

- obe e:bcited and puzzled. rather than concerntid, spi'esred

and oveLVhOlimed.

I.,pier are we who are willing to dream d:ear-s. and wil.n';:

to take actions to make these dreaz's come true, and that is the

springboard for the world turned %'sidedown. We can turn it ,n'm

way we want, to, if we have the i1L% to do so and the wit to act.
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This morning we hope to tell you why the Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand (N A VFAC) embarked on the series of studies and other efforts bearing on,
the subject of technology transfer. We have also included in our program today
one case history of sspecific technology transfer event. However, the main thrust
of our presentations is essentially intended to tell you what we have done in terms
of organizational considerations, behavioral considerations and the kinds of things
that really constitute the technology transfer problem.

Before discussing my main topic, I feel it is necessary to give you a brief
chronology of certain events that the Assistant Commander tor Research and
Development of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command has been essentially
responsible for since about 1962. Those of you familiar with the literature on
technology transfer will see that there is some correlation between the distribution
of various books and papers on the subject of technology transfer and the appa-
rent timing of our management actions as reflected in the dates shown in Figure
I-1. This figure shows that in addition to sponsoring studies at the Naval Post-
graduate School (NPS), we have taken a number of other actions, partially as a
result of the guidance indicated from the NP$ studies and partially from our own
krowled4e ad reading cf the general literaiure and our intuitive perception of
what we thought we should be doing to enhance technology transfer in the NAV-
FAC famil, of organizations. I would like to point out that these events indicate
an awareness of technology transfer as a conscious type activity as opposed to the
more random. traditional •tchnological diffusion. Our awareness that people, and
people to people type contact. is the way to solve most of these problems as
opposed to the more formnal bureaucratic type approaches, is also reflected by
some of ow actions shown in Figure I-I.

I. FOUTE Auulttano 019M2
L2 14DTAE kUlVetio '$ti"

4C 1chroboop TT*aWv (IM6)
A, Awk-110 DMsvo

C. NASA Wand OVw •Pwg.m
S. iml Rtepo~ UWiia)

60. 1ATOWWVJ.,Y 'fonrsfor Swdy (1970)
7. CEI. Floid frV~nwft~ Suppor Okat12c t71)
8. AMUr& Aa~slsnc, 0obAs-

$100 to 90D 9 (1071)
0, CEtJNAVIPAC Workshop (10U2.1974)

fIgure 1-1 Chrooology of NAFAC'S Technology Trwaner

Let me explain what we mean by RODT&E assistance and RDT&E utilization.
The user is generally a man in one of our field offices. These users of our technol-
og I have always felt that the Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL) never quite
solved the problem of a given research tosk fast enough to make the results useful
for his operating needs. Thereiore, to make laboratiy expelise readily avuilable.
we set tp the ROT&E Asslistance Program by setting some money aside for
laborwtory personnel to answer, on short notice, questions raised by the field. The
RDT&E Utilization Program refers to efforts in our Headquarters stich as the
establishment ofe division responsibe for the utilization of the eesearch output of
ihe laboratory. This progrtn uwas a Headquarters function whose mode of opera.
tion was pimarily through administritive toolti like inuvtitils. memoranda, etc.
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1Notice that while it focused on the problem, its separateness from the "people
agents" in the producer-user dialogue provided the seeds for its failure and dis-
continuance by 1966.

We went through a phase about 1965, where it was clearly recognized that if the
customers had input in formulating the research program the odds were that the
output would be utilized more readily. We went through a typical bureaucratic
routine where we required all field activities to submit a minimum number of
proposals per year. Well, needless to say, that did not work, because we im-
mediately were swamped with proposals and had to screen out most of them and
show that they were not worthy of pursuit.

Awareness of technology transfer in NAVFAC, as far as I can determine,
dnwts back to 1966. A number of independent initiatives relating to technology
transfer took place in 1966. As history of technological innovation amply docu-
ments, technology transfer and innovations usually happen when several people
in an organization, or even far apart. exposed to various ideas in their own spheres
of the operation tend to converge on the same idea or development. As it is also
well known. innovation needs a champion during its early inlancy stages. For
example, the Applications Division was established in the office of R&D at
the direction of the "boss", a Rear Admiral who was at that time Deputy Com-
mander for Acquisition where R&D is located.

The RDT&E liaison effort at the field level, on Figure 1-1, is something for
which I have to take the blame. During the R&D Utilization era we were con-
cerned wi-h the "ertical ilow of information that came in from our Labnratory. and
Setting it to the Command's business. The mainstream of NAVFAC's business
is writ~np specifications for procuirement or various items that are constructed or
mianufactured. R&D utiliza;ion activity was essentially confined in the Headquar-
ters, More than three-fourths of the engineers in the'NAVFAC organization are
located i- the Field Divisiolls, i.e., Philadelphia, Norfolk. Charleston, San
Bruno, and Pearl Harbor. It ., s apparent tIlst the organization was literally cut
out of the process of [*troducing new toannology. A new technology or Idea had
to so from th,: laboratory to the Washington level, and from the Washington level
it had to be promulgated cu., to tl.e field, We all know that it is the man In the field
who feels the pain of unsolved .ectmicai problems and has the need to implement
an innovstive and promistng solution. It is not si for the bureaucrat in Washington
who 'or many good reasons acts as a sribliizlng agent In promulgating and main-
taining policies. Through the estabiishmepia of the RDT&E Liaison Officer, at
each one of our Field Divisions we felt that wc would by-pass some of the
inevitable thoush unron.cious barriers thai 1e Washiruton Headquarters interpose.
In brief, we feJt that since wz operate mainly as ., decentralized organization, why
not let the R&D program planning and utilizatif'n go somewhat decentralized.
Other advanages that the R&) Liaison Prograp had over the old Utilization
Division were: (a) fnsf:'ting a mechanisn of iner-field division transfer -if innova-
tive solutions generated in the Seid. and ýb) eliminating Headuel-ters jealousy as
to who should be in charge ef the utilization uuslness, R&D or Engineeri,,g.

In 1967 one of our Acsistant Commander-, became quite sensitlvt ,o the prob-
lem cf unused technology aod directed out Luooratory to undertake a conscious
effort to dcttrmine to what e,•tent technical reportv were being utilized. The
Laboratory turned to-the Naval Postgrad0u : School in the 1967-1969 period.
Most of the Postgraduate School efror' did not start however until 1970. Again to
use a phrase that has appeared in the lit-.rature "every invention needs a cham-
pion". In the Navy you need unressive and innovative people to champion new
ideas and appromches, Around 1970 we were fortunatr enough to have such a
person in the Assistant Commander for Research aaJ Development. He felt that
we should initiate a "research on research" effort at the Naval Postgradwit
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School directed towards NAVFAC's needs. In 1971., the "w Comimanding
Officer cif the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory no,,ticed that while we .iW made
provisions to deal with this transfer problem in Aiadquarters and at tht Field
activities, in hii own laboratory he could not find a focal point. As a result. he
established the Field Engineering Support Office (PESO) whose sole purpose was
to see that the customers in the field were satisfied and got the information they
requested in a timnly manner, This focal point inCEL now serves as a "linker" or
a 4gatekeeper". (Gene Early, who has headed that office. will elaborate on this in
another paper.) Since answering questions does take time, and the mode of in-
dustrial funding of Navy laboratories does not allow a man to take time from his
assigned tasks unless he- has something to charge that time against, it became
evident that specific resources available at the Laboratory to make quick advice
possible had to be increased. The earmarked RDT&E Assistance fund was then
doubled.

In 1972, and again in 1974, we pulled together thg entire NAVFAC community
of: people working on technology transfer. i.e., Civil Engineering Laboratory
personnel, the RDT&E Liaison Officers from our Pield Divisions' Headquarters
personnel, and the Naval Postgraduate researcheri. We held workshops exchang-
ing views, experiences and frustrations.

This is a thumbnail sketch of why and how we got whpre we are today.

The Postgraduate School Studies
Figure 1-2 shows the studies that hav2 b~eo carried out by the Naval Post-

graduate School (NPSj. In my talk this morning. I will concentrate on the work
done on the two particular studies which we feel are really the mainstream of the
NPS work. These are: ENHANCEMENT Of RESEARCH AND DE-
VELOPMENT OUTPUT UTILIZATION EFFICIENCIES: LINKER
CONC=PT METHODOLOGY i• TF •CýH`.OKNOLQQY TRANSFER

* PROCESS~by 3. ¶W.Crelghipn. J.'A. Oply, 1.. eu~j3~~ 972 and
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND UT'ILIZAT)Ot NiMETHODOLOGY.
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE LINKER CONCEPT. by J. A. Jolly. J. W.
Creighton. 30 June 1974. We went to NPS for this work because It became
apparent that our prior approaches to technology transfer problems lacked the
skill of the kind of people who are trained In beha ioral science. By seeking the
assistance of the School of Operations Research and Administrative Science at
the Naval Postgraduate School, we would get the people whose background and
training would allow them to attack our problem from a point of' view slightly
different from that of the typical "physical science" oriented engineer. Further
-e reatonzd that since these people were essentially in an In-house Navy
graduate school, with familiarity of the Navy system, we could get more for our
money. They. more than any other faculty, might have a beiter feeling for the kind
of organization and the kind of person we have in the Navy Department. Yet
another reason for going to the Naval Postgraduate School was the fact that the
Navy sends several hundred Naval officers (not only Civil Engineer Corps)
through this school every year. and the mere exposure of these graduate student
officers to the problems and concepts of technology transfer would have a rapidly
multiplying beneficiul effect when they would return to the Fleet. Washington or
other field activities throughout the Navy. As we hcpko at our results. I am person-
all4 inclined to feel that the exposure of severt~l hundred officers a year to
techno!ogy transfer topics. issues. readings. and projects has sensitized these
people to this particular issue. If nothing else comes from this research. this
training value alone will bring payoff to the Navy in the years to come in ways that
we may never be able to trace. Last, but not least, doing business with NPS is
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bound to have benefits resulting from the accumulation of studies. The result is
the development of an in-house Navy cadre of expertise in this area.

1. UTILIZATION OF CEL TECHNICAL RE- 8. FESO PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS PRO-
PORTS, Naval Postgraduate School. 1969. FILE: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF 1973

2. DISTRIBUTION OF CEL TECHNICAL RE- OUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS, Serember
PORTS. Naval Postgraduate School. 1970 1974

3. ENHANCEMENT OF RESEARCH AND DE. 7. INVESTIGATION OF INSTITUTIONAL AND
VELOPMENT OUTPUT UTILIZATION EF. BEHAVIORAL BARRIERS TO TECHNOL.
FICIENCIES: LINKER CONCEPT OGY FLOW AND UTILIZATION, December
METHODOLOGY IN THE TECHNOLOGY 1974
TRANSFER PROCESS. Naval Post- 8. AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVE.
grduate Schooa, NPS-45SCF72061A, June NESS OFA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION'S

72 (AD 756-694) MECHANISM FOR TRANSFERRING
4. FESO PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS PRO. TECHNICAL INFORMATION TO APPLIED

FILE, SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF 1972 END USE. Naval Postgraduate School,
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS, October 1973 551074121. December 1974 (AD A003.501)

5. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND UTILIZA- 9. THE POWER LINE DISTURBANCE
TION METHODOLOGY: FURTHER MONITOR: A CASE STUDY OF THE
ANALYSIS OF THE LINKER CONCEPT. NAVYS CONTINUING EFFORTS IN THE
Naval Postgraduate School, NPS- FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.5&1074061, June 1974 4AD A003.867) Naval Postgraduate School. NPS

651075031

Figure 1-2 NAVFAC Technology Transfer Studies by the Naval Postgroduate School

Having provided the background history of NAVFAC's involvement, now
let's look at the results of our studies. Technology transfer takes place when there
is a source, a transfer mechanism of some sort. and utilization of the knowledge
(Figure 1-3). The process may be quite complex but in the simplest sense this is
what we are talking about. I would like to point out that this model. Figure 1-3, is
essentially true whether we are talking about the vertical flow of technology, i.e..
from a laboratory to a given application, in a given discipline. or the horizontal
transfer of technology. as from one industry or activity to another. In all cases the
source must emit a signal which the user must then receive and respond to it. It
can then be ýaid that technology transfer has occurred.

FIgure 1-3 A Simple Technology Transfer Model

The "linker" model was developed by Professors Jolly and Creighton and
LTJG S. A. Denning. who was then a student. The elements in the linker model
are shown in Figure 1-4. The model csscitinily says that all of these factor, affect
the transfer mechanism. Now, if we knew how and how much these factors
affected the transfer mechanism in a given organizational situation, we could
modify them by direct management action based on fact rather than intuition or
gueV6. Needless 10" .y. quantifying this particular model has not been done. It is a
tough job to do, and whether it will ever be done is questionable. In any cuie. this
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model serves -as e .rye useful conceptual framework around whichW* , W4.. •.,,•
Sanize our .thinking adid approachesto the problem. L uldike to bri S•Ikeaeibe.,
the elements of.this model,

FORMAL FACTORS

MWW*e to b ,

FIGURE P=M ih ormaliois~ke PPod

Dutusi,,iai,, is a factor in the trausrer of technolog~y. Very: simply w~e are
•talkine/obout the format, the organization, the fanguale. Does the laborato'y
write a report that can only¥ be understood by people in another similar laboratory.
or does it write a report that can be understood by a practicing enginoeer?

DIsrrb,idwvt deals with she physical channels used to distribute the
infernation•-tfte entry, the ealt, the plan, redundanc~y. Thisl is perhaps the easiest
to measure or appraise,

O'p~rtirion plays a very important part in determlininghow the techndoloy Ii
* going to get transferred, frat l. The power structur, the nature of the business.

the maisagemens style. resources, attitudet. bureaucratic tendlencies, and state of
equihibrium. These kinds o~thlngs rieed to be measured or appraised, ir we ,,re to

t-sfc.rclldo ""dn.ovoul hepop•t orsces r
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Project selection. This factor concerns who initiates the project, who approves,
who authorizes, who monitors, and who is consulted about the project. Project
selection is very critical in the ultimate utilization of research. One tends to utilize
that which he helps develop.

Professor Jolly has seen fit to divide these factors into formal and informal as
shown in Figure I-5. Formal factors are things we can lay our hands on, the kinds
of things we can operate on fairly directly. They are really system oriented. The
informal factors are highly behavioral and sociological and therefore quite tough
to handle. This is perhaps one of the reasons why the Federal Government has
concerned itself mainly with formal documentation, storage, and distribution as-
sistance, like the Defense Documentation Center and has ignored the informal
factors. This observation, I believe, was made by Samuel Doctors in his 1%9
book "The Role of Federal Agencies in Technology Transfer". It would seem
that if reports and papers were available on the desks of the engineers and scien-
tists. technology would be transferred. This is not the case. We must recognize

FORMAL FACTORS

Procedures lor dissemination of Cuspf.

Source of indkexg and retrieval of knowledge.
Knotwldge of Khowledge

(Suppler (UsertRectiver
Organization) oganlzaon)

INFORMAL FACTORS

bntrpesrwl, convunkauo and can.
tacta. peorioal bekefs ard 4eelngs about a
knowledge aocen perceptions aOwl eo
organization supervisor en4 Peers

FIGURE 1-5 Knowlkdp flow euhacement factors divided accardigg to formal vs
arortmat.

that the problem has two dimensions. One that is fairly manageable is the question
of storage and distribution of technical information through various information
systems. It Is a relatively straight forward problem, however complex. The sec-
ond dimension is the set of items called "informal Nactors". which deals with
perceptions. It gets quite a bit more complicated when trying to manuge such a set
of factors because its science base Is primarily behavioral rather than physical.
Let's now look at these "informal" factors.

Capacity refers to characteristics of individuals in the user organization that are
describtad by terms like venturesomeness, wealth. power, education, experience.
age. setf-confidence. etc. Obviously these characteristics are vague and difficult to
translate into quantifiable variables for analysis or design purposes. Yet they are
very important in the transfer process.

The linker is essentially the individual or group of individuals who does exactly
what the term implies. It is probably the single most important factor. They link
the source and the application. Linker is a term that Profesoro Creighton and
Jolly use in their research. The literature shows other somewhat similar terms in
use by various other research teams.
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Credikvili of the source is obviously an essential factoe ait i* the
.:•-would-be" user does not believe the message he tsgettuip. be willreje6t it. The

information that is being transferred must therefore emanate -from a source that is
at least credible according to the perception or the recipient or the potential user.
The re•owrdit (and penalties) for the consequences of applyin# technology that is..new" to the receiyipin organization imposed by management are crucial.
Namely. if a man Is to get penalzed more than rewarded. he wilimost certainly be
disinclined to Import a new piece of technology idea, or approach that which is
"'untried" within his particular organization.

fl'iiluviegnis simply is the fact that a man who is going to make use of a piece of
technical information muu be willing to receive the message and must be willing
to implement it. It is that simple, and that soubjcctive. Obviously a number or
things could affect a man's willingness.

Of all the elements in the linker model, the IiuArr element was chosen for study
because it seemed to focus on people most directly. From other similar research
reported in the literature, it was established that the human factor is probably the
most important element in technology transfer.

The linker is associated with the source. or with the user. or he could be
"somewhere in between. or linkers could be at both ends Isee Figure "-6). Prores.
sorm Creighton and Jolly (and the literature) are inclined to feel that the linker is
more appropriately a member of the user team. I tend to- place the linker in the
middle becuuse he is not an individual, he is the synergistic effect orall the people
i the communiating chain from transmitter to receiver. All of these people in

k*Nn"N" of D.LOW&Monr
kfIbGU e 16LnePotos nseFoa knowl~dg
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their respective contacts must link. Linkage occurs when mutual excitation be-
tween two individuals occurs because their values match at least for the particular
technology transfer event. Indeed if the linker is at the user end and he enjoys the
confidence of the would.be using team, he can operate internally in the organiza-
tion to get the Idea implemented or used.

At the beginning when I spoke of the chronology of NAVFAC's technology
transfer efforts. I mentioned the establishment of the Field Engineering Support
Office (FESO). in the Civil Engineering Laboratory. This was a conscious bu.
reaucratic act to establish a visible, and at least a formal, linker at the Laboratory
or the source. The establishment of Liaison Officers at the Engineering Field
Divisions was similarly a conscious act to formally designate linkers at the Field
Divisions. the user organizations. Whether these people are in fact effective
linkers as the literature described linkers is a different matter; we don't know.
Conceivably we could study them. The point is that these formally designated
linker jobs were not necessarily filled with "linker type" people. The qualities of
the linker are listed on Figure I-7. At the time these jobs were filled there were
very few. essentially intuitive, criteria in judging the potential linker attributes of
the individuals selected for the Liaison and FESO positions. You all know the
typical recruitment process we go through in the government. Furthermore. in
filling these jobs. selection was limited to available people. In some cases there
was no selection in terms of individuals, but rather only in terms of organizational
convenience. In any case it is difficult to select people who will link. If you
succeed, it is an accident as much as it is design.

GREAT MAN (GLOCK AND MENZEL
19M)

INNOVATIVE, WILLING TO ACCEPT SCIENTIFIC TROUBADOR (MENZEL
RISK, ACTIVE IN MULTI-DISCIPLINES, 1964, HODGES AND NELSON 1965)
MORE INFORMATION CONTACTS, INTERNAL CONSULTANT (ALLEN .t a.
HIGH CREDIBILITY WITH PEERS, 198)
COSMOPOLITE, ORIENTED TOWARDS TECHNOLOGICAL GATE KEEPER
OUTSIDE INFORMATION SOURCES. (ALLEN 1966)

OPINION LEADER (LAZARSFELD 1948,
KATZ 1957)

FIGURE 1-7 Attributes or Linkers FIGURE 1-8 WrIlIngs on Aspects of
the Linker Concept

The linker concept is not particularly original in that many authors have. in a
sense, touched upon the notion of the linker from time to time in their %orks (see
Figure 14). What is new in the work done at the Naval Powstgraduate School is
th-it all these terms and detfnltions are recognized as %ubsets within a uni.erc.ad
linker set.

In order to get on with the job of approaching quantification of the linker model.
it wao decided to survey first the Navy's officet sectorin charge of NAVFAC and
its Field aicti ilie%. This was done using a questionnaire (Appendix .-\ designed to
measlure whether a person in a given ihtuation would be inclined to function it% a
linker or the oppoite. a •atbilizer. Would he be innovattive? Would he he prone to
accept the risks that would go with the acceptnce trnd applica:tion of a new idet'?
Would he be a person mith a high number of sources of informalion at his dis-
posal? Would 4he be acquainted in n•1ny are•s•? We could not go around and
inlteriew I.7tL people. so we had to design a fairly clevrr q0eitionniire. The*
answer to anyone que.stion dokw not indicute that a mnu iN a linker or a -taIbiliter.
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It is the answers to a number of questions and combinations of qugstions that
would cause us to categorize one man a linker, and aMother man a stabilizer.
Initially we tried to determine who the linkers and stabilizers were among the
Civil Engineer Corps Officers.* After seeing the distributions of the results, we
wondered what the distribution of linkers versus stabilizers would be for civilians
GS-8 and above. The results are shown in Figures 1-9. 1-10A and 1-101. On the
basis of the questionnaires and distributions between officers and civilians on the
linker-stabilizer scale, we cannot say that civilians are more prone to be linkers
than officers or the other way around.

1972 1726 NAVAL OFFICERS
(CIVIL ENGINEER CORPS ONLY)
(65% RESPONSE)

1973 295414464 GS-8 to GS-16 NAVFAC
CIVILIANS (54% RESPONSE)

.... NOT POSSIBLE TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN THE TWO POPULA-
TIONS (CLASSEN 1973)
THE LINKER-STABILIZER BE-
HAVIOR CHARACTERISTIC HAS A
GENERAL BASE IN TERMS OF
TECHNICALLY TRAINED PER.
SONNEL AND IS NOT UNIQUE-TO
A SELECT POPULATION

FIGURE 1-9 The Officers and Civilians PartIcpatIng In the Linker-
Stabilizer Survey

An examination of the data from these questionnaires reveals three questions
the answers to which suggest that in some ways Naval Officers and civilians
behave somewhat diflerently (Figure 1-I 1). Naval officers seem to attend fewer
professional meetings and one can perhaps understand that because their mobility
prevents their becoming established. They depend heavily on literature. For In-

tlance. % hen you are in charge of construction contracts one day. the next day
you move into a design division, and two years later you move into a staff posi.
lion. you are changing quite rapidly. Following litertiture rather than the profes-
sional community contact. becomes more logical and easier. On the other hand
the civilian is more inclined to use his personal experience. The civilian tends to
stay for a number of years. provides continuity In the organization and can draw
front the problems he had several years ago in developing answers to new situa.
tions. Figure 1-11 shows that civilians tend to center interests with their fellow
workerx whereas officers more often center interests with people doing similar
work.

I can only urge the interested reader to obtain a copy of the theiis and see the
extent to which reults of that work could be applied to your org•nization. It is
emphatically ,tated that we did not do this survey or cross section in order thai
officerm and civilians would be labeled as linkers or stabili.erm and then l-;eep then)
in or out of cerlain jobs, Although we know who the linker% and the stabilizers
are. we do not know how to integrate that information with all the other do's and

oThe C0,0t Eninre¢m•n ('apq copried oa Nai•ta Staff O)icef% pteiurlst) (tspoob for the
conoruci~o~ a~nd nuotienan~c 0ýt NlalllShwjc 1FCilistme *~O(-ide.,i
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Figure 1-108 A distribution of the scores of theý Naval OMcer Civht Engineers
In response to the quesflonnalire w-hh was Intended to weasure the magnltude
of their Sabll4er-Unker trilts.

don*'i ofjob. section. I want to mu,- it % .ry cletr.that we hWve tio designi at this
time to start shifting people Around becaust they ure linkers or stfbilinr•, The
nature of the'di;t. i experimnemal ard compleN probtems nrhe i. t.tidsfý i per-
sonnel usnd otganizitionol •umki. There is no ht.a% to eve" suggest personlnel
•9eASsigonent At thiS tin.c-prhapl in the future when •or total %t4j.) complete.d
-and nvcepted bý- min;enpteot o.% ;A bas½ for velectiwv.

1 Mvw rearratnled the basic linker model (Fiume t-IX.), to fNcitite toy 1i:60
Syou %hat wt have done in N AVFAC to promote technology transfer:
1, Ss'kei~on .u'nk ' ý Ave stivpped up ouir efforits lo mllAt uit of oo'r

Field Li;iotn ROT&E people in letting ow know in i.ndqotrers wht the

OWFCERS*BEHAVE 0tFFEfENTLY FROM .CIVILIANS BY:

AITENDING FEWER PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
DEPEND MORE HEAVILY ON LIUTERAT•JE

C4NTERING 'TECAEST$ WITH PEOPLE WOING SIMILAR WORX

CIVILtANS BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY MROM OFFICERS BY:
ATTENDING MORE PROFESSiONAL MEETINGS
USING PERSONAL EXPERIENCE MORE OFTEN

CENTERING INTERESTS WiTH FeLLOW WORKERS

FIGURE 1-11
Characrityiels that are different betfren Naval Oflker CIvU En-
glinters aad Govr•umno Servke Emoploee C•iii Ernineers
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* (SOURCE ORIENTED)

* SELECTION OF PROJECT

* INFORMATION DOCUMENTATION

* INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION

* TECHNICAL GREDlB.IITY

LIKR(OURCE * N(WOIR~ USER)

(USER ORIENTED)

* FORMAL ORGANIZATION

* TECHNICAL CAPACITY

* REWAROIPENALTY

* WILLINGNESS TO RECEIVE

FIGURE 11 Activilles .Applied to tlm Basle WI4'r .Model

field perceived R&D needt are, ond what rowarch projects they wixnt
fraded.

•. ~ it dtt itatimt-in addition to technical rcpori the luabratory
no%,w puti out several additional typts, of publications thai art readable aid
more responosive to the non-rceamh p•nvicdk engineer and nttmntcimnce
pitrtonnel. Thete are one or two pag-tWelb'i or t~ntattcnclsc
complishme.tt (Tus ch Data Sheets) antd ptiodie m•a•s reporting of work
,till i• protirt,, MRAP Brie).|, Also pictori4,•,prPhk brc.hure mer mo•r

mivhesad omknagemetat 15%1!
3 /m.ion t1t o to to out of dat qattc

ritpidly !1!d mutt be constantly maiotained. An organizavtion t, 1am.
rated udth a lot of literature that is owl needcd tfor it' pviiuakir mittiota.
V*L%10111tni~g bY AVO'ding the line tnnin~ of diribution l'st1% 10! ipC66ii
cechological output tends to prcetent ectkc dCtributioa. Atlemptini to

keept distributio0 li6tt Op to JthC it A unt.nufiig• job10b. 0t.Wnitibto it also
-dtrected to iodividou.4 and not merly 10 floisk".

4. 1tIneitu of'reldihirily-Frrtnkily. iue do not hatc-ca scry good %-, of nig
nhelir rcet tcholgy rasfe ~ai'tethw'c ciused te tchnicl Icred-

ittilii. oA" Our aIsora ; pemrei-ed by the man inl the field. to go tip oir
doNu i. 1 ccuild ipccukue and ctiy. Iyt.. think it hKm goov op.p- When I do
Othm I ant not being t•uc to emnincitm nod Ithe pu:po*,c of hmting %-PS 1
etcarmch o-l our reC•a•h. We wae t to generate i ccnnnio .moun't .4 " hrd dma

in order that ntanAgemncnt can get a better tmiknrti•nding of o.r panticuhar

rcchnctagy transfer praes. av Kit ban fo0 policy and .'ction. Withouit
crcdibe fvtct. •cither Hcatit•taert nor laNKwrorv manr.gemem cmi taLe
dalctitonlwards gr•eate tiler credibility of the h~boriitory. Perha pt ,enened a
tur~ey of opiftiu•, frot time to lime t !rack credlibilty of the t.toralor-.

I n'enttoncd the liiLnrr it -.ofte tength. Wie hate done studies molh the ,tt•st

ano of the N.,a•v" PosjIgrnuate School to ti to in4knrlC our uti•dc'tanijug oour
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formal organization and to determine whether it impedes Or cenhances the flow of
technology. In regards to the techniv'al Cia -;,: of ?ý- r organization to make
effective use of our laboratory gen,-a.ed technology. I do not think we have data
as of now to tell you that we do or , not have it. Some of dhe future studies by
N PS will hoperully be directed towards a measure of technical capacity as defined
earlier. Again, intuitively. I believe over the years the output of CEL has become
tuned to the technical capacity of NAVFAC. but again this can be contested.
1. ReivardlPenalhy-The reward and penalty associated with introducing new

technology, however important, has not been studied, measured or assessed
in our organization. Again, intuitively, it appears to me that there is more
concern over the consequences and probabilities of failure (however low)
than over the consequences of success (however high).

2. Willingness to receive-We have made it possible for anyone who needs
technology information to be physically able to receive it. Means exist, i.e.,
money and telephones, for a man in need anywhere in our organization to
consult the engineer or scientist at the laboratory. We, at least in the R&D
shop. cannot however, induce his :sire to do so. The R&D organization at
the Naval Facilities Command headquarters can only make technology
available. It cannot induce the desire of a field engineer to make use of the
technology. The previously mentioned factor "Rew'ard/Penalty* has much
to do with the willingness to receive.

In closing, let mej•:, say that our efforts are continuing and we hope that in the
years to come we can develop some significant body of hard data that can serve as
a concrete basis •, management selection to improve the technology transfer
environment thro,_,ghout. Also we hop! that our research results can be of value to
other gove: iment and industrial organizations.
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TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE - PROGRESS REPORT

Over two dozen Center employees and recent retirees have
responded to the request for starting a Technical Volunteer
"Service to assist local governments and communities. Some
examples of Vocal technical assistanoe include:

- William (Su Lee (retiree), the Technical Volunteer
Service Coordinator, has met with the Warminster Township. Manager

. and assiste.d in identifying technical problems that matched the
capabilities of the current volunteers,

S- oward Krumboltz (retiree) and DouA Cromgton (3011) have
assisted Warminster Township in locating problems and
recommending solutions to problems with the township's public
address system. Changes to the system have been successfully
made. They have also investigated video and audio interference
problems with township communications equipment and they have5 made recommendations that are being implemented.

- Mike Masington (092) has met with Warminster Township
Safety Committee and was able to assist them with their program
development.

- Dick Thomas (5043) has volunteered to work with the
Technology Committee of the Hatboro-Horsham School District to
study computer use within district schools.

- Wne Phillips (5022) continues to volunteer his time to
assist in the use of an Apple 11 computer system as a
communications aid with a severely handicapped woman.

* 8
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Parts found faster using new system
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Building 444. 'We tried to ketp he system sn.
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NEW LONDON LABORATORY
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0702:OJH:ka-b

21january 18

MEMORANDUM

IFrom; Donna Mansfield, Community Liaison-Coordinator, Office. of Speecial.
Programs Qevelopment

To: WJSC Technical Volunteers

I Sub,): Volunteer Update

1. You haven't heard from me for several months 'because I'vre been working onIa statewide project in Connecticut to enlist the volunteer support of community
college instructors.
2. While not yet perfe~ctly responsive., this new-resource supplies some, fif-ty
additional volunteers. Hopefly thycnslepolems we were haying with
distant requests (the CT.NY border.) and requests in areas where-the expertise
does-not reside at NUSC. T-hose of you in Connecticut. wMr act as referral sources

'for, your own munilcipalities should add these instructors to your resource list.

3. As a tesil t of the suffvner's work, four community collegef' and one state
technical college have joined to send a grant to the !4le9 11jFoundation. If
grarted, the funds, will be used 'to provide municipal ýervices across the State.

I 4. Another All Hands vuai in g will go out shortly to solicit volunteers for
our -program. Please fil I Iit out and return even though you are already regi stered
We will also use the information to update our files,- change phone num-bers and4
addresses as well as add new experience and education that you may have gained
in the -last two arid a hal f years.

5. 1 re-emphasize please don't be discouraged if you ýiaven't been called for
aproject. We take calls all the time to people who are surprised that we.still have their survey.

Following somne constructive suggestions mnade by Gary 'abriel we will initiate

a new project. Mike Ahrens. He-ad of the Office, of Special Programs, will begin
spending a day each week In Neivpart. Ihile there, s~e Aill arrange to speak
with maunicipal officials witO various Volunteers from defined geoqraphic
locations. It is the hope that such interchanges will -take RI volunteers
aware of the type of problems municipalities experience. At the same tire

it makes municipal officials aware of the type of expertise we have at MiUSC.

1-1



Ser: I0702(L)-15
21 January 1981

7. Another suggestion may increase the effectiveness of the Newport program.
If you are aware of a problem in your community that has a technical component,
let me know. Technology transfer works both ways -- we often call towns to
tell them we have answers even though they haven't posed the question. To
receive proper credit, a th,.ank you letter in your personnel file, you must
clear eligibility of.the project first with this office.

8. This is a sample of the current projects:

1. Word Processing - The City of Groton and Fitch Senior High School
need assistance to determine how word processing can simplify their operation.
The school wants to establish requirements for developing data processing
courses. Volunteer: Tony Montesi, New London

2. Audio-Visual Tapes - The Career Center at a local high school is
conducting interviews with various NUSC professionals. The questions are
designed to input real world data to students so they know what it is really
like (on a day-to-day basis) to be an engineer, physicist, cOmputer scientist,
etc. When a student is considering careers, they simply go to the center, pull
a tape and hear from someone who is involved in that specialty.

3. Coast Guard Academy Acoustic Problem - The band room acoustics are bad
which prevents a full band practice. This means the stage and auditorium
have to be heated for practices. This drives up energy consumption at a time
when the Academy is trying to conserve. Volunteer: Rudy Croteau, New London.

4. Electronics - Tivertor., RI's pump house flooded, shorting out an
electronic valve. The company couldn't fix it for a number of weeks. Gary Gabrie
NUSC/Newport, fixed the valve so Tiverton officials did not have to go into manual
monitoring mode.

5. Bristol Community College instructor - this college was looking for
someone to fill in to teach some basic electronics courseswhlle the regular
instructor was on sabbatical. Ed Murphy, NUSC Newport Retiree, took the job.
However, if any of you might be interested in part time teaching, please send
your resumes to Dr. DeMaris, Bristol Community College, Fall River, Mass.
Mike Altshuler had a good idea in suggesting "Guest Lecturer" courses whereby
several engineers teach the same course. The idea can be further discussed with
Mike at x4671 Npt.

6. Information was provided to Lebanon, CT on a new natural filtration
technique - a reed "fragmatis australis". This reed has been tsted in
Germany. A two and a half acre reed bed has treated the sewage of a 2500
inhabitant community for five vea, s.

9. A problem for the thinkers out there... A city divides its community into
three police districts. When a police call comes in from district 1, the cruiser
assigned to that district is sent., even though it may be miles away from the
scene. At the same time, another cruiser, much closer, byt assigned to district
2 is not summoned. The city manager wants a system to constantly monitor the
whereabouts of cruisers in all districts so the patrol car closest to the scene
can be dispatched. It also must be reasonably priced - any ideas???

I.- 16
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21 January 1981

10. We are beginning to actively assist state levels of government. Elwood
McMorrow, lew London, has agreed to provide the Energy Office in Connecticut
with technical assistance on questions of hydropower. Have worked with CT
OPM-Intergovernmental Relations and a presentation will be done for CT DOT on
automated fuel dispensing systems, the result of Bill McGrath's work with the
New York City Police Department.

11. If you have any questions, requests for help or comments regarding NUSC
- Technology Transfer, please call me at x4603 NL.

I DONNA MANSFIELD
COMM4UNITY LIAISON COORDINATOR3 OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROGRAM4S DEVELOPMENT

IE-i
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0702:DJM:ct
Ser: 8072-223
29 Nov. 1978

From: Code 0702
To- TechnIcal Volunteer Distribution

Subj: Volunteer Update

You are a member of the Technical Volunteer Servicel Surprised? That
survey sheet you filled out a few months ago for the Office of Special Progra
Development was your registration card.

Some of you are aware of what technical volunteers do because you have
already received a phone call to help. Others must be wondering if filling
out the form was an exercise in futility. It wasn't.

We now have over 180 volunteers. To date, we have had 43 technical
requests. If you haven't been called by us yet, the chances are a request
appropriate to your skills has not come In.

Here is a simple of the technical requests we have received since the
service was initiated in Augjust.

I. Infermation requested onlnavigatioial aids to solve a problem for3 Puget Sound ferries.

2. Where can we go for help in making school bus route schedules?

13, Where can I find out if an International symbology exists for the
printing pres% business?

4. How can I increase gas mileage on police cruisers?

5. Does the NUSC software program For instrument calibration have
application for my business?I

6. How does a town go about converting from contracted oolice servicesto its own force?

F.-19



0702:DJM':ct
Ser: 8072-223
29 Nov. 1978

Subj: Volunteer Update

7. Can you help me (a regional planning agency employee) become savvy
about computer graphics before there is a push to institute it. into
state government?

Can NUSC personnel really answer the kinds of questions listed above?
You bet they can!!1 The Center has a large force of vital people whose inter-
ests range broadly beyond the limits of their PD's.

A good deal of the help we give to municipalities and companies requires
no more than a phone call. Often a NUSC volunteer can answer the question wit
little or no research effort required, and in those cases. where they can't,
the technical volunteer usually knows. who can. Not many requests are turned
away unanswered.

The Technology Transfer staff is presently making plans for a Civil
Preparedness workshop which highlights the assistance NUSO people gave to the
Town of Waterford in developing a commnunications systems for use in the event
of a civil disaster.

We are exploring the possibility of developing a software exchange pro-
gram for-municipallIties In conjunction with an organization for municipal data
processors. Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachuseets towns would be Inclu-
ded if this central pool becomes reality.

Many of you are quite involved in your own communities and are therefore,
famill'ar with the types of problems which exist. We would be happy to conside
suggestions for possible future topics for our technical workshop series. If
you have further questions or suggestions regarding the problem, please
contact Donna Mansfield at X-2116.

J. E. ATKINSON,
Code 0702

E-20 2
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S*Sinceour recent beginning in January we have had a very good response from you, as
you have made yourselves available for volunteer requests. Your good-natured coop-
eration is very much appreciated. Our listing of available skills has now reached

*m more than a hundred.

Those of you who already have performed volunteer tasks have been mentioned in this
and previous newsletters. Others of you have been equally willing to give of your
time, but the type of request to match your own indicated skills has not yet been
received. For that reason, I would like to honor all who have said that we may call
upon them, by listing their names:

go Harleigh Allen, Harold Argoi Silvio Balestrini, Otis Boise, Curtis Bond,
William Bradley, Art Briesmeister, Ross Calvin, Robert Carpenter, Thomas
Carroll, Ruby Chandler, Ivan Cherry, Conrad Christenson, Marjorie Cozzens,
Charles Daggett, Cecil Delano, John Enders, Hannibal Fraga, Arthur Hemmen-
dinger, Richard Hicks, Richard Hiebert, John Hopkins, William Kennedy,
Eugene Kerr.

Ellen LaPlant, Elizabeth Leffler, William McCall, John Manley, James Morgan,
Matthew O'Keefe, Joseph Parker, Carol Price, Sherman Rabideau, Bruce Riebe,
Ruben Sandoval, Raemer Schreiber, Harry Schulte, Frances Segar, Leonard
Scott, Frederick Skoberne, Marcella Southard, Emory Stovall, John Sullivan,
Dante Susco, Robert Ullrich, Lucas Velasquez, John Wahlen, John Weinbrecht.

Recent RTVS Activities

Matthew O'Keefe has volunteered to help the Los Alamos Senior Citizens Program
(located in Fuller Lodge) with their video camera recording once a month. He also
will be the coordinator for training others to help record Senior Center events.
Would anyone else like to be on call with Mr. O'Keefe?

Harold Argo will represent the Laboratory's Speakers Bureau by giving a presentation
at the La Farge Public Library in Santa Fe on October 4, 7:00 p.m. His talk will
be "The Early Days of Los Alamos" and he also will show the Laboratory film entitled
"The Beginning." This program will be open to the public.

The New Mexico Energy Research and Development Institute (NMERDI), Santa Fe, has
enlisted the help of Ruby Chandler to enter library files into their office computer
system. This will be an ongoing project for awhile.

"Included in a recent field trip sponsored by the New Mexico Museum of Natural History
were Betty and Del Leffler. The museum group spent a day in the Rio Grande Gorge Park,
close to Pilar, making basalt rubbings for the museum. Future field trips are being

- planned. Would you like to take part?

p.o. box 1663, p360, los alamos nm 87545 1505)667-4355
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Recent RTVS Activities -- (continued)

John Wahlen, with the assistance of Bill McCall and Ross Calvin, will be helping
the town of Roy, New Mexico. They have been asked to re-survey the town's cemetery,
as well as new land needed for development.

A Particular Current Need

The Espanola city manager would like consulting assistance from a dietitian or
nutritionist. Would anyone be interested on an occasional basis with mileage and
out-of-pocket expenses reimbursed?

Also in Espanola there is a need for an audio engineer, or someone with such ex-
perience, who could help advise about a gym that needs insulation for better sound
control. Please call us at 667-4355 if you could help them.

Another International Volunteer Opportunity

We had a large feedback to our earlier announcement concerning volunteer overseas
placements through the Department of the Interior. Now we have another suggestion.
The Laboratory's Technology Transfer office has referred us to the International
Executive Service Corps (IESC), as wel:l. (We were told that volunteers do not
have to haye been executives, despite the name.) Material from IESC, which is
based in Stamford, Connecticut, describes themselves as a global network of people
working to upgrade management skills, improve basic technologies, and increase
productivity of businesses in the developing world. They recruit technical advisors
to share their years of know-how and expertise. IESC has worked in 74 different
nations since the first advisors were sent abroad in 1965. Travel expenses are
paid for the volunteer and his or her spouse. For further information you may write
to Mr. Paul M. Aubry, Vice President--Recruiting, International Executive Service
Corps, 8 Stamford Forum, P. 0. Box 10005, Stamford, Connecticut, 06904-2005, or call
him at area 203, 967-6006.

Technolony Transfer

You may be interested to know that the Laboratory has an active technology transfer
office and staff. They recently compiled some information about their activities.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory has made major initiatives to promote technology-
based economic development in northern New Mexico, in recognition of the central role
of small-business innovation in the nation's economy and the need and value of economic
diversification and development in its neighboring areas. The-Laboratory has estab-
lished as a goal to "participate in development of an environment of high-technology
industry and individual entrepreneurship in northern New Mexico."

o With Laboratory encouragement, over 200 members of the technical staff
engage in technical consulting or personal businesses, providing a direct
transfer of laboratory-developed know-how into the private sector.

o The Laboratory hosts a monthly innovators' forum to expose the staff to
individuals experienced in technical entrepreneurship.

E-22
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Technology Transfer -- (continued)

o The Laboratory was a primary sponsor and organizer of a "Workshop on
Small Business Incubators" in April, 1984 as a service to lical com-
munities and others from across the U.S. interested in denloping a
supportive environment for'small-business startups. There resulted

coummunity effort in Los Alamos to develop an incubator facilit, and
a seed capital fund..

"o The Laboratory has cooperated with several state-level effort.% to
create a technical entrepreneurship network, the statz's efforts in
technology-based economic development and university programs to
assist technical entrepreneurs.

o The Laboratory participates actively in the Federal Laboratory Con-
sortium for Technology Transfer, making its technology available
nationwide through the FLC network. Our Industrial Initiatives
Officer, Eugene Stark, is national chairman of FLC.

o The Laboratory cooperates with the DOE, the University of California
and individual Inventors to facilitate the prgmatic commercial availa-
bility of laboratory inventions. Resulting licenses or waivers of
title have been sought almost exclusively by small businesses.

o The Laboratory has encouraged appropriate assistance to Small Business
Innovative Research (SBIR) program applicauts and grantees, and has
participated in programs to promotthe SER progeam to potential
applicants.

I "-2
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A Second Volunteer Program for the Laboratory

The Community Relations Office of the Laboratory conducted a two-part survey ofLaboratory employees earlier this year to determine (1) what type of volunteer
activity is being done on a personal basis (and in which counties) and (2) what
resources might be available for volunteer jobs during the after-work hours.3 A tremendous response was received.

Nine hundred twelve (912) employees responded with listings in areas that range
from Youth, Community, and Political activities to service in Professional
Societies, Religious, and Environmental groups. Volunteer time spent by Labora-tory employees during the preceding twelve-month period totaled more than170,000 hours. The work was done in eight northern New Mexico counties.

The second part of the employee survey polled skills and interests, to be used
by this Volunteer Office when requests for assistance are made. The new program
is called Volunteer Service Program (VSP) and is not intended to be a substitute
for our already active Retired Technical Volunteer Volunteer Service (RTVS).
The VSP helpers are asked to give their service during off-duty hours, in the
evenings or weekends. This is standard practice at the other federal laboratories
(where oftentimes the retired and current employees are merged into one volunteer
program). While the thrust of RTVS has been the volunteering of yqur professional
and technical skills, the VSP requests that we have received to date have covered
such areas as providing musicians for programs and umpires for ball games, as well
as consultants offering technical advice. Our retirees continue to be the most
sought after volunteers because of their many years of experience and because of
greater ease of fitting into the daytime schedules of various organizations. For
this reason, we look upon the employee volunteer program as an excellent complement
to our original program designed for retired personnel. Periodic updates about
both volunteer programs will be given in future newsletters.

I Recent RTVS Activities

Five of our retired volunteers will assist in a land use study for city planning
in one of the Valley communities. Otis Boise, Hannibal Fraga, Silvio Balestrini,
and John and Lee Sullivan will survey the area under the direction of the city
government.

Art Briesmeister dpd John Manley were willing to lend a hafld with their carpentry
skills to the Los Alamos County Parks Depar-t:ent in their Adopt-a-Park program.
There still is a need for signs to be made f.r the "adopted" areas. Are any of
the rest of you interested if the supplies are furnished to you?

p.o. box 1663, p360, los alamos nm 87545 (505)667-4355
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Recent RTVS Activities (continued)

The annual Arts and Crafts Show sponsored by the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos
had the assistance of an RTVS volunteer in July. Frederick Skoberne helped with
the checking in of items as they were entered for the judging.

John Mench is representing the Laboratory's Speakers Bureau in August. The
members of the Santa Fe Rotary Club will enjoy a talk about the early days at
the Lab and the Trinity shot.

We appreciate the help of each of you. Thanks very much!

Iiterestlng Fact .

The accident rate for people over 65 is less than two thirds that of younger
people, according to a study by the National Center for Health Statistics.

An Overseas ORoortunity

We have received a letter from the LLNL (Livermore) Retirees Association con-
cerning needs in one of the United States trust territories, the Island
Government of Saipan. They are seeking the following types of people:

1. Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor

2. Administrator for Vocational Rehabilitation

3. Director of Nursing (R.N.) for a new hospital

4. Clerk of the Court (Federal Docketing and Administrative Procedures)

5. Income Tax and Tax Law person

6. Statistician

7. Manpower Development Specialist

8. Biomass Engineer for (a) an economic feasibility analysis, i.e., cost
of construction and operation vs energy savings and by-products, and
(b) chemical process evaluation, chemical analysis and production data
for the plant.

Our volunteer office here in Los Alamos will be calling those of you who responded
to our earlier information on overseas opportunities. If you'have not received
a call and are interested, or if you need further information, please call Louise
Carlson at 667-4355.
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Lighten your Jet Lag'3 Here's a tip for handling east-to-west jet lag: When you arrive on the West
Coast, try to arrange spending several hours outside before sunset for the
first couple of days. Experts have found thatfflying west turns an Easterner
into a temporary extreme lark--you know the feeling if you've ever awakened
bright eyed at 4 a.m. in California. Spending time in the sun late in the day. tends to alleviate the problem, according to Alfred Lewy, N.C., Ph.D., a
psychiatrist who has studied the effect that sunlight has on mood and behavior.
More sunlight helps to readjust your body's clock more rapidly. You can re-
verse the procedure if you're flying from west to east (which turns you intoan extreme owl). When you arrive in the East, try to spend a few hours outsideearly in the morning for several days.

-- Cnpyrighted material, reprinted by
courtesy of Rodale Press, Inc., from
Executive Fitness Newsletter,
July 20, 1985
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TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS newsletter - to inform LLNL technical
volunteers of the activities of the program and opportunities for
volunteer service.

LLNL VOLUNTEERS ARE APPRECIATED

LLNL employees and retirees working as volunteers in several Lab programs wereguests at a Volunteer 'ppreciation Luncheor. at Round Hill Country Club on May17. The luncheon was sponsored by the Cornunity Voiuntster Council, an
organization of area businesses and corporations with employee volunteer
programs. Fredrich J. Wehmann, Jr., Vice President of AT&T and Dr. S. N.
Lewis, Executive Vice President of the Clorox Company were co-chairmen for the
event.

Bob Godwin, Deputy AD for Administration, represented Director Roger Batzel atthe luncheon. He expressed appreciation for all the many LLNL employees andretirees who participate in Lab volunteer programs and emphasized the value of
these programs to the Lab as well as to the community,
Charles McMillan, Frank Balgos, Cherie Jo Patenaude and Henry DeCoursey wereinvited to represent the Technical Volunteers. Bettie Myers, Sharon Wilson,
Jim Tracy and Steve Mich were asked to represent volunteers with the Lab
Science Education Center and Tutorial program.

TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION

Bud Barlow, an electronic engineer with the Field Test Systems Division of the
EE Department, is helping a teacher with the Oakland School District determine'the feasibility of establishing a computer network between the Chabot ScienceCenter and several schools, The system would be used for computer assistedm •instruction.

Bettie Myers, retired computer technician from romputer Operations, and Jim
Tracy, retired physicist from A Division have helped in the LLNL Science
Education Center so that classes for gifted students learning Logo would not
be interrupted.

George Sutton, a mechanica; engineer in the Materials Fabrication Division,
served on the Industrial Advisory Committee of the Oakland Unified School
District as they planned a vocational program in fabrication. lie helped set
curriculum and establish goals.

I L
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Dave Dirks, technical associate in the EE Telecommunications group is helping
the Livermore Police Department evaluate video equipment for Department use.

Jean Shuler, a computer scientist with the MFE Computer Center and Barry
Bowman, group leader in Mechanical Engineering, are volunteering at Buenas
Vidas Youth Ranch teaching math to the students there. Jean says the work is
very satisfying. She likes the kids and it's exciting to see the improvement
they make. One boy who was told he'd never multiply is now not only
multiplying but beginning to divide. A girl who was failing is now getting
A's in geometry.

Jim Tracy, retired physicist from A Division, and Bettie Myers, retired
computer technician from Computer Operations have been helping in the Science
Education Center one afternoon per week so that Steve Sesko could teach Logo
to a group of gifted students without interruption.

ENERGY CONSERVATION VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The Livermore Power Posse is looking for volunteers. The City of Livermore's
effort to reduce domestic electricity consumption during peak summer use
periods won awards from PG&E in 1984 and they are going to try it again this
year. If you have expertise in the area of energy conservation and would like
to be part of a group evaluating proposed energy saving projects call Candy
Simonen at 3-4902.

LLNL Technical Volunteers
Candace Simonen. Coordinator
LAwrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808. L-795
Livermore. CA 94550
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TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS newsletter - to inform LLNL technicl voluates of the5 acvin of t prag and E opporluiies for volunteer svc.

HELP NEEDED

Do you like to solve problem? Do you like to desigp or tinker with mechanical or electrical devices?
Would you be interested in helping handicpped children or adults? The LLNL Technical Volunteers
"proram ha received requests for help designing or modifying devices to help hndicapped
individuals, If you would like to consider wording on project lik# " cýa Candy Simoea at 34902.

TECHNICAL VOLUNTFEIRS IN ACTION

J- oe Sefcik. a nude-ar engineer with the Special Projects Division. Ind Cad Undeken, a retired
chemist from Hazards Control now consultios with th- Environmental Pmtection Group.
advised the City of Fremont in the hiring proe (or a consvuliant to pwreae plans dealing
with industries using haniAous materials near rsideial taon.o They will ls mvw the
cmsultantls *wrk whe. it ts compitu:&d

-Ted tlamman delerottics engtincer lIn Z Division, is helping the Uvnrmorv Uibnry select a
device which will c4w!t - iwhry patq.s without iatekrfing ith the Ubry de-tmat sysonm.

- Cherie Jo Patinaude. a co•mputer sdenuits with omrnputo.ions. t0 Mplr4 the naftor e TW
Valley Hven for Women le•antw us th"ir Osborne mo4putoW tiimung list and

bookkeetpia.

- Virginia elmb*ch. a rctiree (ftom Human Rtsourcts specialiiri in perseonel po-ics and
procdures is Awrking with the Amorican Assoc4ation of Rcetd Nople on a prMje to
deermine what prtice. and procedumrs older workers are affietei " in thý -ANohrpce. Sie
his just returned from an e•panas paid training trip in %nlugtn, DC. in prepaMrtion for
this ptojct

- MSark Striuch, an electrical cngincer working on the NFWT projcct. a serving, as a lisason ,oth
GOmrada High School (or the San Fmncisco Bay Area Engineenng Council, le will offer
assista"n•e to the school counselor reprding engine eing eduoic-n, arrange for candidates for
an "ewring %cholarship, and a•raWe for speakers at the school un enginfering topics.

S- .m Coleman. a computer sctentist with Computation. is helping the Valley Vo!unteer Center
star atram to use their AWpe he and VISICALC to generate flnancial repont. He is 2l1o
lelplng them took (or geetl ledr sofak-re for the Apple ile, Ifyou hav had eatptncro

twith any' good zoftware (43t tis let Sam knou.

L L N L Technical Vo-unsiats * P 0 Box 808. L-795. tOivetr-me. CA 90.60 a (4• 5) 423 4.O2
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WARMINSTER, PA.
SEDITOR: J. BORTMAN VOLUME 12, NUMBER I

SPRING, 1984

TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE - PPOGRESS REPORT

Over two dozen Center employees and retirees are involved in this program
which provides free assistance to local governments and community agencies.
The Service is available to any group of this type who requests it. As isshown by the work performed by some of the volunteers, the requests are as
varied as the qualifications that people bring to the job..

- William (Stu) Lee (retiree), the Technical Volunteer Service Coordi-
*nator, has continued to meet with local government personnel and assists in

-- identifying technical problems that match the capabilities of the current vol-unteers. O.ie such meeting, composed of the Center's technology transfer re-
presentatives, Stu Lee, and Warwick Township supervisors, covered two major
topics: 1) requests for information on PVC sewer pipes and 2) federal surplus
material. The Center referred the community to government reports on PVC and
sent them mailing lists of sources of surplus gocds.

- Mike Masington (092) has met with the Warminster Township Safety Com-
mittee and was able to assist them with their program development. He also
assisted with noise abatement regarding a five siren in close proximity to a
residential area and made recommendations which helped solve the problem.Currently Mike is helping the Warminster Police Department in an environmentalsafety problem regarding their photo lab.

- Howard Krumboltz (retiree) assisted Charles Foell, teacher in the
McDonald Elementary School of Warminster Centennial School System, in the re-
pair of a planetarium. The company manufacturing the motor no longer makes or
services the model owned by the school. Howard was able to diagnose the prob-
lem--a broke servo-transformer--and install the replacement.

- Wayne Phillips (5022) is continuing to create software compatible with
an Apple II computer system as a oommunioations aid for a aeverely handicapped

-- ' woman*

- Robert Langdale (retiree) modified the video -monitoring system in the
Warminster Township Building. He designed a speoiali;ied lens housing and de-
signed and ouilt a prototype mounting bracket.

- I - Ted Trilling (3011) and Jerry Bortman (7031) provided assistance in
reviewing the computer needs of Warminster Township and helped them evaluate
potential microcomputer syitems.
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- Dick Thomas (5043) has volunteered to work with the Technology Com-
mittee of the Hatboro-Horsham School District to study computer use within
distriot schools.

- Howard Krumboltz (retiree) and Doug Crompton (3011) have assisted War-
minster Tcwnship in locating problems and recommending solutions to a specific
problem dealing with the township's public address ay-tem. Changes to the
system have been successfully made. They have also investigated video and
audio interference problems with township communications equipment and -have
made recommendations that are being implemented.

Sponsored by the Naval Air Development Center, the Technical
Volunteer Services (TVS) provides free assistance to local gov-
errnment and community agencies. Most of the requests are of a
short-term, consultative nature; the volunteers' respond as
their sohedules permit. The TVS is not intended to compete with
private enterprise; rather, it answers needs--such as the comput-
er system modified to accommodate the needs of the handicapped
woman--that are either not available or feasible through other
means.

Of national interest, the TV8 has also been Instituted at
other government laboratories throughout ths country. These
labs represent some of the more than 00 federal research and
"development centers which comprise the Federal Laboratory Con-
sortium, a network of teohnology transfer coordinators whose pur-
pose iýs to make federal technology availab)e to state and local
government, private industry, academia, non-profit agenoies, and
economic development organizations.

?urther information on TVS or the FLC can be obtained by con-
tacting the teohaology transfer coordinators listed below.

Mr. Jerome Dort= an/M. Carol Wolf
Code 703)
Naval Air Development Center
Warmlnster, PA 18974
Phone* (215) 44i-203 3 /I670
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The Grey Underground

(A Technical Volunteer Network)

January Retiree Meetings

New London - January 6, 1982
10-12 noon

(Reminder: local goverment officials Groton CitR Municipbl

are encouraged to attend our monthly Newport January 4, 1982
retiree meeting. It affords an opportunity 10-12 noon
to introduce the skills of our retirees Large classroom in
as well as learn about current projects in basement of B80
other'municipalities.)

Happy New Year!!! It is usually a time to make resolutions about old habits
or character defects. I'd like to ignore that tradition and instead say
"Thank You!" to everyone who participated in the Technical Volunteer
Service last year.

Volunteerism has become a very popular conversational topic lately. I wish'
I could stick each of you in my briefcase to hear some of the theoretical
discussion of the anticipated problems in using volunteers. I laugh to
myself when I hear general talk of the "limited" expertise volunteers
could be expected to bring to municipal government. I must admit that I
interrupt (with glee) to say our volunteers arf), (or were) entrusted with
the national defense problems. The'conversation always takes on a new
note of optimism after that interCLption,

Washington is now gathering the necessary participerts to conduct a national
replication of what we do here at tUSC. I am unfwailiar with the process,
but I will keep you posted as information becomes available.

Ray Hosse (R) is currently toaching at Thates Valley Technical college In
Norwich. He has asked for the names of anyone who might be able to
rearrange their Flex-Time schedule to substitute teach in technical areas.
Also, is there atyone who would like to be added (or deleted) from our

*i list of potential part-time technical teachers? Is so, call me at
447-4603. (Retirees as welli)

The Urban Innovation Abroad Newsletter was interested in what. Joe Brancato's
?ublic Works Dept. is doing with leak location equipment in Westerly!

iThe following article appeared in the November issue of their newsletter.
Ideas are travelling back and forth quite regularly!
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-ng such an arrangement would work Out a
loan package with the responsible jurisdic,-
lion's financial institutions and the central
government would be asked to stretch out

U.K. "Rent-a-Road" Proposal repayments for the road over several years
according to traffic levels thus also shifting

No, we are not talking about tolls. A a portion of the risk to the private sector.
radical proposal to "privatize" Britain's $1.8 industry sees the proposal as a9 means of
billion annual road building 'program is releasing overdue infrastructure invest-
being put to David Howell, the new Secre- ment from the straitjacket of public sector
tary of State for Transport, by the road borrowing limits and putting to work Idle
construction Industry. Acceptance of the plants and the 300,000 road construction
proposal would meet the concern of road workers who are currently untemployed.
builders and users represented by the Alan Osborne. a spokesman for the road
British Road Federation over the govern- builders, Is quoted as stating: ,"For the
ment's "stop and go" policies that have country this scheme would permit more
idled physical plants and workers em- Investment in an infrastructure. that at
ployed in road building programs. present falls badly short and put to pro-

The proposal would shift the initiative of ductive work plant and workforce that are
road consiruction and maintenance from heavily underused. For the government.
the public to the private sector. Instead of there would be the chance of releasing
bidding for the construction of a length of Investment without tying up funds. Roads
road tendered by public authorities and could be built In three years and paid for
paid for from Treasury funds, Individual over ten,"
builders would propose "finance-and. A neat idea. Well repon whether it gets
build" package deals. The builder propos- oil the ground in England,

The British Gas Company has an unusual "active silencer" to mask noise
from a large compressor. The anti-sound source is an inverted replica
of the unwanted noise.

The attenuation achieved by the Duxford, £ngland installation is on the
order of 15dB at the noise emission peak of 25142. Any municipal officials
with single source noise problems??

Art Moorcroft has finished his project with Norwich, CT. Art did an acoustic
evaluation of a siren system for them.

Rudy C.*oteau t s acoustic expertise is in demand again. Stonington wants to
upgrade its public address system but thiere have been problems in the past
that require solutions before new equipment is purchased.

NUSC has a unique individual working at the Newport Lab on an IPA assignment.
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Les Corey, an electrical engineer on loan from Southeastern Massachusetts.
University is personally interested in designing devices to aid theprofoundly handicapped. He has already presented a computer system (with

the aid of a local Rotary Club) to a young woman with Cyntic Fibrosis who
had been unable to communicate with her family for 16 years. Les is partic-
ularly interested in those with neither speech nor motor control. He has
a few ideas for using digital designs in specific cases. I know many of
you are interested in the.bio-medical aspects of engineering. If you'd

• I like to see if Les could use some of your volunteer time help, call him at
x 2476 Newport. If projects are initiated, please keep me advised so we
can document the volunteer time.

Bob Kieronski (N) is going to be helping Rick Regan at Earthwise (a Rhode
Island alternative energy cooperative). They have asked for his help in
grant writing but are also interested in his low lead hydroturbine research..

If anyone else feels they have enough knowledge about various aspects of
--3 energy conservation to conduct workshops for their members, jlease contact me.

Montville is moving various departments to its new Public Safety building.
Howard Beetham has asked for help in purchasing new recording equipment
and some engineering handholding during the project. Greg Majewski and
Dom Balducci are working with him.

A North Carolina firm seems to be workinga miracle: turning sludge to
useable water and clean, burnable fuel! International Waste Water
Reclamation Technologies of Raleigh, N.C. has an installation already
working in West New York, N. J. The mayor of West New York says "Either
it is the greatest con game in the world, or its a miracle". Anyone
interested 1n further information??

Roy Clark (4L) is investigating the Groton Library's request for assistance
in maximizing use of their computer system.

Don Malaguti(N) is arranging help for Greater New Bedford Regional Technical
High Sohool. They are considering the purchase of a computer.

Ron Lefevbre is helping the Norwich Senior Citizens Center. They have a
stereo, a gift, that has never worked properly. Ron has undertaken the
task of fixing it,

The Mayor's office in Hobart, N. Y. has called about a severe water problem.
The water is dark brown, smells bad, has a high bacteria count and chlorine
makes everything worse. A call is in to the Army Engineers WaterwAys
Experiment Station who hope they can put us on the track to help if they
don't have the appropriate expertise in house.

I
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An unusual situation exists in Hobart. We have a Technical Volunteer-Retired
there, Russ Dunham, a physicist who is willing to be a technical interface
between the lab and the city. Our network spreads farther afield!

A Lighting Audit Course will be taught by Roger Bavoux, NUSC Energy
Coordinator. NUSC Retired Volunteers will be trained to do an audit.
They will then assist in auditing NUSC buildings in order to gain practical
experience. From there, we hope they can audit municipal buildings and
perhaps develop some work for themselves auditing private companies. The
dates for the training Will be January 7, 1982 in Newport and January 8, 1982
in New London (Bowditch Auditorium, NUSC from 9-12 noon). We will send a
flyer with details a little later.

Joe Vargas -- we need you to skip your curling game that dayll

I am serving on a Task force to develop a Corporate Volunteer Coordinator's
Council that would serve the State of Connecticut;. Our goal is to network
volunteer resources of corporations and labs such as ours so people aren't
sent on long distance assignments. We also hope to learn whb has what kind
of expertise so resources can be merged.

Also, initial discussions are taking place to arrange a workshop at the
Connecticut Conference of Municipalities to educate municipal officials
on how to incorporate volunteers and get the best use from their help.

Gary Woods, (N) is serving on a Task Force to help the Town of Ledyard
determine their computer needs. If any of ybu have experience to share
in this endeavor, please call him at X 4598.

I need two volunteers with writing ability who can capsulize the experience
of some of the retired volunteers. This into would help municipal officials
learn more about the range of technical help that can be provided. There
are about 12 volunteers to be interviewed at each lab.

Bernard Hemel, X 5721, has donated his stereo system to a Colchester Nursing
Home. However, the system needs speakers. Does anyone have two to donate
that would handle 15W with 8 ohm impedance (in cases please). If you have
these items, please contact Bernie.

Rhode Island is taking a closer look at low head hydro power for municipal

use. They are looking for engineers to do some basic engineering calcu-

lations at selected sites to determine power potentials. These figures

would provide 'technical advice" to municipal officials on whether it
would be cost effective to move into a full site study.

The New England Innovation Group will co-sponsor a short course on low

head hydroa If you are interested in helping on this project, let me

kncw so I can arrange for your participation in the one day course.

See you in January.

Donna J, Mansfield

Community Liaison Coordinator
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MKE GREYUDRRON

A Technical Hlelp'Network,

August Meetings -Newport

Monday, August 10'at 10:00 a.m.
-planning, Q~apt. Re-
-Next' 'door. -to, Portsmouth Town, Hall

New London

Wednesdays, August.5 at 10:00 a.MeGroton Town Hall
Poquonnock Rd.
Groton

1. The brochures to publicize the TYS -Retired were pssed around at our July
meetings. Anyofie planning to make visits to' individual department heads within
their commuity should See Wm to get4 haitdfull of brochures to take along.
2. Many thanks go to Kathy Baribaul t from~ tM e Ci ty @f Norwich who did a f~j"*
job arranging an interesting jThly meeting.

Some of the requests generated (and any action where taken) are:

a.: -Town of.,Groton - needs expertise in improving the. flow of financial
reports to the town matnager. . Referred to BobibMacrI CT. -State Office of -policy-
and 14nagement (566-8=8 or 52247387) who- Is -a CPA whose current task is to
iuqfrove finacial. accounting details at the local goveriwent level.

b. Police - they have-just received-& new computer and need advice on how
to iwkw it operational to suit their report requirements.. Roy HilIt (4474804)
will inks a visit to'see what kind of holp is nee;ded. -

c. Pol ice -rqeted If any freetraffic consulting information might be
availble ; artfouehs -a trained traffic consultant. On Initial contact, they

were at least willing to. dcuss the possibility of. bartering the engineer's
skills in exbhange for telephon study assistance*-

d. iroton Puibl~ic Works -writs help in shaping a Towm'iide Safety Program - NUSCI
Safety Official is recovering from a heart, attack.. However, they were referred to
the Sub Sass where. Dave Luebech (4019-4603) agreed to talk with them to see how
-he. vight help-. I so also checking with the Coast- Guard Academy to see what
nwsources they. might have available,

a.N rwich City Clerk Is looking for help in creating efficient systess
to handle the vital statistics and information that are the responsibility of
her office.
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f. Fire Chief - Harold Lamphere is Just finishing a telephone survey for
his department. If any town is just beginning such a study I'm sure Chief Lamphere

...will be happy to share his experience.

g. City Engineer - was interested in an environmental impact forecasting model
for predicting the impactb of" development on the land. It was suggested that Aurora,
Colo is already using such a model. When phonea, they indicated their model deals
with fiscal impact not environmental impact. However, I have asked the question on
our Local net computer Network. Any responses will be reported next month.

h. The Lighting Audit course will be taught by Roger Bavoux, Rhode Island
Governor's Office. The idea is to train community college instructors in strategic
locations around the state to do lighting audits. They have agreed to conduct the
audits free of charge for municipalities and will provide the same service for a fee
to businesses in their areas.

i. Ced Chapman has agreea to help edit, layout, and make professional comments
on the Town of Groton annual report. Pat Schiedel, Asst, Town Manager has set his
sights on first prize in the Annual Report Contest. Good luck §entlemen.

J. I have a very thick report on the use of ozone to purify water if any. town
official is interested in borrowing it.

3. To be appointed a federal excess equipment designee for ypor town in Rhode
Island have the Chief executive officer write u letter (on official stationery) to:

Federal Surplus Property Program
State Warehouse
Box 8268
Cranston, R.I. 02920

In Connecticut, letters should be addressed to:

Mr. Walter Golec
P.O. Box 170
Wethersfleld, CT 06109

4. Groton's request for another community who has established a Central Purctrasing
Office has been referred to both. Michelle Riba at the Connecticut Conferences of
Municipalities (722-2168) and.Bob Macri (phone number pregiously listed) they
should be able to. supply leads to other comwnities who have made that move.

S. Tiverton Fire Chief is interested in verifying an opinion that a signal
bounce euminating from a new antenna can't be corrected. Bob Gunning is borrowing lab
equipment to test the signal strength, direction, etc.

6. Bill McGrath, NUSC's highly respected Management Systems analyst, will teach a
beginners course in systematic problem solving for municipical and federal
management personnel. Please contact this office for further information. Bill's
services are in great demand. However, he believes anyone can learn how to do what
he does and that is why he is teaching the course.
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7. Dr. Virginia Smith, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania attended the
Newport Retirees Meeting last Monday, She was very impressed with the work being
done and will write a proposal to have some of our retirees go to Washington
to testify before the White House Conference on Aging. A tribute gentlemen ----
and Claire ---- on the valuable contributions you are forging in this nation.

8. Our program is the only one i'n the country that provides technical assistance
through retirees to state and local government. - Aither program exists at the Nation
Center for Appropriate Technology that has retirees helping to build solar devices,
etc.

9. I'm very proud of the achievements of each of you!!

10. Westerly, and Tiverton, R.I. have both indicated an interest in establishing a
Senior Job Bank (or Experienced Citizen, Cedric!l) This would probably be the
answer to how retirees could do small consulting jobs for businesses (for pay).
Will keep you posted as this moves along.

11. I have spoken with regional representatives from GSA, They tell me that in
order for communities to benefit from excess equipnent, they, must be aggressive in
their pursuit of items. It would be advantageous for every community to appoint a
retiree who can constantly monitor department needs and transmit those needs to the
state screeners whose Job it is to locate the requested equipment. As stated in our
meetings, the only charge to communities is the cost of shipping the item (or pickinj
it up).

12. Australians have pioneered the concept called "Granny Flats". It is a versatile
new housing idea that places a site assinbled granny cottage in the backyard of the
family dwelling of adult children. The self contained unit is connected to the
plumbing and utilities of the main house-'and is considered "temporary". Futther
details can be obtained by contacting the Council for International Urban Liaison,
818 18th St., NW Washington, D.C. 20096

13. Sweden has developed a new pneumatic pavement breaker rig that is safer and
eliminates 90% of all vibration shocks. I'll copy the info for anyone who would
like it.

14. Several German cities have reported increased efi'iciency and heightened public
relations through the use of *deficiency reporting forms". The location of the
deficiency such as a broken sidewalk, blocked sewer drain, damaged street sign, etc'
is checked and sent to the Public Works Department.

15. A green house in MaeMhis, Tennessee derives 1001 of its heat from direct solar
gain and blomess sources. 5400c. feet of cortposting sawdust is loaded into bins
in the fall. A feeder pipe of nitrogen & water moisten and balances the high carbon
content. Small fans force warm air into the greenhouse. The sawdust is sold in the
spring as a replacement for peat moss.

See you in August, call me at 447-4603 with questions.

Municipal officialsl I The best benefit tO be received from this group, is to
attend our meetings so you have the opportunity to persopally discuss the kind of
help you currently need. Especiily in Newport meetings we would like to see a
better municipal representation.
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I have been approached by an individual who is interested in hiring .echnical
professionals on a full time (but short term) basis. He has inquired whether you
all would be interested in jobs. My response was that I couldn't speak for you.
However, if he writes down his requirements and provides a naze, address, and
phone number, I'll pass *the information along to-everyone, letting those interested
responC. *on their-own.

I am also interested in having the resumes of those willing to serve as
consultants to business. I will file them with the Norwich Job Bank. If any
company's are interested in your skills,you can be contacted .

Municipal officials please be advised that a new retrofit kit (selling for
$70) is currently available to replace mercury vapor street lights with new
dollar saving high pressure sodium. This~price contrasts with a present figure
of 0W per fixture to do the same job.

See you in August.

Do Mansfield .
Comunity Liasion Coordinator
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The Grey Underground
(Newsletter for the NUSC Technical Help Network)

April Retiree Meetings
Newport
Volunteer Seminar for Public Officials
Friday, April 16, 1982
Time & Place later

New London
Westerly City Hall
Wednesday, April 21,. 1982
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

1. NAV MAT has recognized the Tec.!'nical Volunteer Service by appropriating
money for the transfer of the Idea to other laboratories. Well done, volunteers,
well done. Your successful local efforts have been impressive.

2. For those who want to get further backup information from the Navy T2 Fact
Sheet, please use ID# 02175 and put your own address: on the request form. I
have been getting positive responses to this Information so will keep sending
it to you.

3. Connecticut College is %sking NUSC to help strengthen the college's scion-
tific dimensions. This will be done io several woys. Two adjunct appointments
will be made from NhJSC. These will carry a asAll yearly stipend and. will entitle
the appointee to attend Connecticut faculty meetings. It the adjunct professors
actually teach a course, they will te paid at the part-time rate.

In addition, teams of three volunteers will be chosen to aid the chairmen of
the Physics and Math Departxents. These people will serve as advisors in matters
of curriculum development, making rocommandations where thoey feel the school
could better prepare students for the work world.

.NVSC volunteers will also-participate along with other local organixatios-
in a cireer seminar for sophomores. This will give the students a chance to
Interact directly to ask questions Of people who are employtd in different
"fields.

Also, the PhysicsDepartment particularly is looking for mentors for its
students. We hope to have six people by Call vho aore willing to serve as a
guide and sounding board for a bright student. Xentoring has benefits for the
mentor also!

Lastly. we will work with the Continuing Education Department 'nd the school
to arrange part-time teaching slots at convenient hours for our professional
Staff.
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Conn is attempting to meet the challenge of a more technological future
directly. NUSC employees with their highly developed skills and experience
can help them in the areas of Math, Physics, Computer Science, and Management.
Pfizer is being solicited to help with the Science and Chemistry Departments.

4. Russ McDonough(NL) has been appointed to the Advisory Board of Project
Concern. This group works to help the prison inmates reacclimate to society
after completing their sentence.

5. Paul Sullivan (those of you who get the Norwich Bulletin saw his picture
in the paperl), Mike Sullivan, Stan Rupinsky, Dave Williams, Jack Griffin and
team leader Alex Theodoru (all NL) have finished converting 40 drafting tables
into flat work benches for use in the production line at the Easter Seal's
Sheltered Workshop in Norwich.

6. Bob Warenda (NL) is helping a female Cadet at the Coast Guard Academy
with information on sonar detection devices and possible techniques to deter-
mine cracks in concrete structures.

7. Rudy Croteau (NL) is back in the room acoustics businesst. Rudy and Mike
Ahrens (NL) are helpilng the town of Stonin4ton select baffling for the room
where town meetings are held. Rick Denomme has provided recommeendationr for
the purchase of public address equipment that would be correctly sized for
the room,

0, Sometime back, a town reported to me they would like to sell their micro-
film equipment. If that town is still interested please contact me. I have
-another zunicipal purchaser.

9. Kay Crosby (R) has designed a logo for the Technical Volunteer Servitce
that is now in Orophics boing made camera ready. She is also designing -a
logo for the Corporate Volunteer Cowmittee In Hartford, That group serves a- a

.forum to link resources within the co Lrnity and the state. The Cancer Society
is on her waiting list tor a logo.

10. Charle Drentoweki, (L) is also working with the Cancer Society to help
them streamline their paperwork and systems, The agency outrers from year2 of
executive turnover. They are no longer sure which functions are crucial to
the operation and which are done simply from habit.

11. Joe Vargas (9) will work with the YWCA to help them schedule thetr ro•mo
efficiently,

12, Tom Wheeler. (N) will address the statewide aeeting of Conmecticut Town
Clerks on the subject of Computers (June 0).

13. The New Haven Voluntary Action Center and the Danbury YMCA were referred to
their town representatives for furniture and porhaps the use of a t*aporary
building fN* the State Excess Property.

14. One of NUSC's oun has a problem she is sceking help with. Alby Johnson
has a house leak, the water coaes in over the till board. She has put on a
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new roof, new sidinp, replanted the foundation plantings nd had lots of
professional£fix it people in to solve the problem. After all this, the
corner was still wet during the last rain storm. Her concern is potential
foundation rot. This is an unusual request but if anyonv has any ideas,
Alby would appreciate the advice.

15. Tom Perella, (NPT) will help the New England Innovation Group select
a word processing software package and to advise them how to incorporate
their computer into the operational functioning.

16. Paul Hiscisco (R) has been appointed a Westerly Federal Excess Equip-
ment purchaser. Paul has agreed to be on the lookout for good items for
other towns and non profit groups. If you need an item, please call
Paul at.(403) 506-5018 to get on his 'wish list.".

17, Roger Greinoigh (NL)a John Pay (NLl, and Don Farrington did an excellent
job at the YWCA Sing.a-Sorg. !any more singers are needed. Plans are being

. made for another nession wid to mvew the program outside during the aswnor.

18. The town of Stoningtoan '* considering the purchase of word processin
equipment. They will talk to Carl Kindelien (N) about hov to assess their
needs. If they decide to purcha% Roger Rad will help them try out
various kinds of h &du.re.

19. Jim Hazlin (NL) is making a cabinet for the spea@*rs Fred Williams (NL)
donste• to a Colchester Nursing Home. This group effort means music for that
howe pia..ce Sernis, Howl -already Save then the rest of' 'a storeo aystem. Good
Coo ordinuton guyes

20. •.udvig Soreantino (NL) has volunteered to rerun thv solar hot water
analysi. that wer$ va-rlh in haste. The Energy Ext•n•ion office, closed
for leak of finds Me the pro"ra' Can I aet volunteers withh T prWora*, ble
"calculators to offer this servioe?

21l. Conneotitut I* having a mA~tlng April 20 to try to network stable
rsources for eik,.. Our volmaors ma" be called on to halo in this effort.

22; Vattrtiord had a leaking trailer roof.' Lea Creiner rocow#400d 1A Prodl~t to

231. The Federal Kighv'my ••1A.vittA.'i .e developed a computer traffic oIlul,4-100

P"rt."Ms tha~t COA ~IN1P Otiltt "n tcity h_4hwa~Y OfftIC10s tchieve eSaV-1gs in tvuel
ica.v~ption sn4 4-*1#tw ý:oet%. Calted NZIUMJ, teorfe ittf*-ation -am be provi~de
by Ricohard Neill), (202' 426-4 660.

24. The Navy rSa•.8 de1Vr a conmrete ea ros r ,t-'r-4tea cabl*s that follows
the f-rine tloo-r onot ;.

25. The Ait- Fori.e Civil EtinetHLn..n•*rn tct• h•s done a.-tudy that tells tieo
various etntges of va3te fuel. *il., ai! lubrtvht that can b! used to
suppletiat heating plant fuel. #ore nafo aVona?
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26. Electronic ballasts for flourescent lamps dim and brighten in reaction to
ambient light. Forty percent savings are predicted.

27. Arnold M. Rosenrer)6 W.R. Grace Company, Columbia. Maryland, was given
a national innovators award for a concrete additive that protects steel
reinforcing rode for up to 50 years.

28. Don Malaguti will serve on an advisory committee for the Greater New
Bedford Regional Vocational Technical School's purchase of computer equipment.

29. London has Introduced sponsored trash cans. Businesses subscribe to the
program for $130/ year and are allowed to advertise on their trash receptacle.

30. Space is at a premium in Japan's tightly packed cities where the average
family home is about a third the size of its U.S. counterpart. What has kept

the residential environment livable in these crowded conditions is employment
of the same space for different functions at differeht times, It allows the
some room to be used for eating, sleeping, study or entertainment with the
accessories necessary for each function brought in and then removed and stored.
An application of the "flexecape" concept to the public seotor, one that saves
scarce city resources and allows different population groups to use the sane
facility at diftennt tiams iL reported below from Kobe, a leader in civic
innavat Ion.

With Jaopn's population density one of the highest In the world and urban
land consequently trading at inordinate cost, public authorities have found it
extremely difficult. to aisemble adequate parcels for neighborhood parks en
playgrounds, In deciding on the design of a new •aementary school, Kobe city
officials have developed a plan to ensour the moat effective use of limited
public sptace. Applying the "f*xaeepsae" principle, it provides for the Oultipl1e
use of th4 same lard and the sa facilities by both students end the general public
at different titsa of the day.

$o!.e thani a third of the pairc-el accusulatd for the school ts Made Into
a public pAzk the use of which 1s rtstrved to atudents during school hours.

SSallarly, the chool growta and fcilitimes -re not reserved tXclusively for
students but art desillned for sharved use with the publ•c. this h#3 been accos-
pliatted by septrati.g adAinistrative offices and cla"sroms fro* those ftscidties,
such as the library., tetting rooms, eA the gyumsriuA which are Intended for
public use after school hour*. These facilities, placed In 4djacept buildings,
separate the flassrooa area from th, planned co.nunity of shops and high-ýrse
housting which abut& the school on both sides. the division of function A alson
Observed In the design of the 41laserOcO complex where a pUlyground nepar~tms the
clas.srov buildings devoted to the lower and upper grades..,

M1. Ger•-ny has developed ne dual OhAber garbage containers that allow uource
separatio1 •t•o th truck.

32. Ger-.any has also 6e 'loped a floating desalinatio -. ant ror sea coast villages
who need to Aske drinking water frow sea water.
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'33. An anemometer is needed by Jim Gallagher for a study at East Lyme High
School. Is there one around the lab to be borrowed?

34. The New England Innovation Group through this office has requested a
volunteer to help create alternate financing for non-profit agencies who
need capital to carry out energy conservation measures. Through our new
network, this request waa directed to the Hartford insurance companies who
have much mort expertise in financial matters.

35. I am now beginning to work with municipal department heads to train them
how to use volunteers. On April 16, I will do a seminar for South County
officials. I would like the NUSC Technical Volunteers Retired to attend that
meeting instead of having our regular meeting. I will let yov know the place
and time by separate letter. (Rhode Island only)

36. Businesses and business organizations are beginning to look to '4USC
employees for innovative ideas, that our personnel are developing on their own
time. If you have such an idea that might be appropriate for a high technology
industrial park, an innovative process for industry, or a good idea you might be
willing to share, let this office know.

37. Adam Jilling (NPT) has designed a voice actuated switching system for use
by a disabled person in controlling a basic communications device. The user.
is capable of making sounds but cannot speak. The unit is part of a system
Les Cory (NPT) is designing to convert unintelligible sounds into synthesized
speech.

The switching system was built by Larry. Chaoe, then an employee of OTI.
Les Cory says the device is extremely useful as a diagnostic tool in his work
with people with severe disabilities.

38. A Connecticut woman has been discovered in an institution; thought to be
retarded, Les says recent tests have proved she is intelligent but needs a means
to communicate. Anyone interested in working on this project???

39. I will be making a presentation in April for a New England regional meeting
of municipal officials to tell them of our successful volunteer program and how
we work wilh municipal officials.

40. The City of Fall River is interested in determining whether a Central
Personnel Department would be cast effective in their city. They will make an
appointment to talk with Joe Murphy about how to do the study. They also hope
some of the Fall River retirees could help with t1e project.

Thank you for the continuing helpt

DONNA MANSFIELD
Community Liaison Coordinator
(203) 447-4603

-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY New London Laboratory
NAVAL UNDERWATER SYSTEMS CENTER London, CT 06320

NEWPORT. RI 02840 ow mi,~y ur-a nao'_.. lO:MlMt:rpn
5050/TT
Ser: 310-788
November 1983

MEMORANDUM
From: Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) (Technology

Transfer, Code 10)

5 To: Technical Volunteers, Retired Technical Volunteers

Subj: NUSC Technical Volunteer Service Update

S1. Thanks to all of you who responded to our recent survey.

2. Effective now, we plan to again issue periodic memoranda to keep you up to
"3 •date on volunteer activities.

3. Our memo will consist of three sections:

a. Volunteer Activities. News about the work currently being done by
youl he volunteers. Please let us hear from you about volunteer work
you're doing that we aren't aware of.

b. Technical Products and Processes. Infomation of potential use to
your com€unitiest or to you personally. We will either have, or be able
to obtain, contact data or backup material for the items in this section.

c. As.Istance Requested. Calls for help you may want to respond to.,

4. We'd appreciate comments from you, now or any time in the future, to any
of the following.

Peg McNamara5 (203) 447-4590 / NLON Ext. 4590

or

Jack Griffin
(203) 447-4116 / NLON Ext. 4116

both

Code 10
Naval Underwater Systems Center
New London, CT 06320

or

Gerry Elias
(401) 841-3435 / NPT Ext. 3435
Cide 71
Naval Underwater Systems Center
Newport, RI 02841,
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NEW LONDON LABORATORY

NAVAL UNDERWATER SYSTEMS CENTEI

Volunteer Activities NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT 06320

o We've recently established linkages with Volunteers in Action, Inc. (VIA)
in the Newport area, and the Voluntary Action Center of Southeastern
Connecticut. Both are nonprofit, United Way-supported organizations. We've
agreed to try to find volunteers in the NUSC system to assist with requests
they receive that are either strictly technical or have a technical
component. Requests will be made through the Technology Transfer Office, and
we'll do the initial screening to assure applicability to TVS. We expect to
be putting out calls for help in the future.

o A group coordinated by Ron Rasi (Code 34, L) has been working with the
Easter Seals Center and the Little White School House to identify areas
wherein volunteers might help. The primary focus has been on problems that
preschool cerebral palsy children have in playing with toys, mobility,
communications, and self-help. A workshop was held on 21 October 1983 with
tnose organizations and NUSC volunteers to learn more about the general
problem. Follow-on meetings to identify specific needs and to set priorities
are being neld in November. Participants so far have been Gerry Holmberg
(Code 34, L), Art Moorcroft (Code 33, L), Rolf Kasper (Code 44, L), George
Panko (Code 33, L), Kevin Cavanaugh (Code 32, L), and Fred Williams
(Code 34, L). Solutions could make use of pressure switches, mercury
switches, computers, etc. Anyone interested in participating, please call.

o A group consisting of Peter Trask (Code 34, L), John Merrill (Ret., L),
Peg McNamara (Code 10, L), and Dave Dence (Code 34, L) has been working with
the East Lyme, CT, school system since last January to help them develop a
computer curriculum for grades K through 12 as well as the long-range plan for
associated ;'ardware and software. The plan Was recently approved by the East
Lyme School Bioard. A part of the program was a computer awareness workshop
for the faculty which was held on 19 October. The workshops were:
"OIntroduction to Hardware and Software," by Don Quiqley (Code 73, L);
"Business and Social Applications of Computers," by Mary Lee and Suzette
Cassese (Code 74, N); "Legal Issues," by Joe Murphy (Code 08); and -The Smart
Machines and Their Applications," by Jim Shores (Code 32, L) and Bob Bernecky
(Code 32, L). Brief resumes of these presentations are available.

o Rick Denonne (Code 41, L) and Savas Anthopolos (Code 33, L) completed a
study of the sound system for St. Sophia Hellenic Orthodox Church in New
London. They analyzed needs and made recoavmendations. A new system has now
been installed in the church's convnunity center.

o Rolf Kasper (Code 44, L) attended the Council for Exceptional Children
Conference in Hartford. He brought back trade literature and brochures on
various computer hardware and software available for education of the
disaoled. The literature can be borrowed from Code 10, Technology Transfer.

o Task forces have been established on municipal computer use and assistance
for the handicapped. John Barkley (Code 32, L) is the coordinator for the New
London computer group. Gerry Elias (Code 71, N) is the coordinator in Newport
for both groups. Ron Rasi (Code 34, L) is the coordinator for the New London
handicapped task force.

o Erick Walters (Code 32, LI worked with the Town of Waterford (CT) to write
specs for a computer for the fire and police departments. A system has been
contracted for. Rick is also on a committee to write specs for a computer for
tne Town.

2
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o Ed Kazeniewski (Code 34, L), Dan Brochu (Code 34, L), and Rick Denomme
(Code 41, L) are working with the Major Crime Unit, Eastern Division, of the
Connecticut State Police to improve video recording techniques and equipment
in the Unit's van.

o Rick Denomme (Code 41,L) has completed an analysis of the sound system in
St. Mary's Church, Groton, CT. He made recommendations for some improvements,
which have recently been implemented.

o Dan Brochu (Code 34, L) conducted a lighting seminar for the Connecticut
State Police. He instructed officers in techniques for illuminating crime
scenes and evidence which they are required to vidoetape for court records.

o Peter Trask (Code 34, L) is working on a study of computer needs for the
Town of East Lyme, CT.

o Scott McCarthy, Rother Hodges, Herman Utban, Dan Juttlestad, George
Desrochers, Mark Hassel (all Code 35) and Bob Goncalo and Harry Peitavino
(both Code 42), all Newport, have been working on several projects for the
Newington (CT) Children's Hospital. They've developed a computer software
program and adapted a light pen for use on the hospital's Appli computer which
can be used both for a fine motor training project--training patients to
write--and for a gross motor control project, for exemple control of the
patient's head movements. Both adaptations are in the fom of computer-based
games and the patient's progress can be traced by recording it on a disk.

o Don Malaguti (Code 73, N) serves on the Computer Advisory Committee for
the Greater New Beiford Regional Vocational Technical High School. The school
serves New Bedford, Fairhaven and Dartmouth. -Originally that Committee
evaluated the bids received for a computer systev to be used to set up a data
processing curriculum at the school. The system is now in place and the
Conmmittee now functiors in an advisory capacity on the purchase of additional
equipment and on curriculum development.

o Gerry Elias, Bill Cote, and Marcel Nadeau, all Code 71, Newport, assisted
the Town of Tiverton, RI, School Computer Committee in determining educational
requirements for computea's.

o Gerry Elias also is working with Tiverton to evaluate municipal computer
needs.

o Pon Santa (Code 36, N) gave two presentations on "Applications of
Microcomputers for the Disabled," one at the New London Lab on 29 June, and
one at Ne~port on 19 July. Ron reported on a workshop he attended which was
run by the TRACE Center of the University of Wisconsin. The Center is
nationally known for its work with the disabled. A tape recording of Ron's
presentation is available for loan. Material from the TRACE Center workshop
can be reviewed and selectively copied. Call Jack Griffin (X4116, L)

o Paul Misisco (Retired) is the Procurement Representative for
Government-surplus materials for Westerly. RI. Paul elso participates in a
wide range of volunteer aCt.ivities at Westerly Hospital and the Westerly
Senior Citizens Center.

3
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o Bill Bartlett (Retired) is continuing his work at the Newport Hospital.
Bill is a transport volunteer and quality control expert for their nuclear
radiation measuring instruments.

o Tom Gal ib (Retired) is a member of the Computer Advisory Board of Diman
Regional Vocational High School, Fall River, MA.

o Morrie Seiple (Retired) is working with the Red Cross on Disaster Services
and management, the Middletown, RI, Library on management, the Lutheran Church
on management and finance, and is the Middletown Energy-Coordinator.

Technical Products and Processes

o Copies of the book, When Your Child Is Hearing Impaired, A Parent's
Resource Guide, are available free of charge from Daniel Simmons, /bh"illy
Road, Lowe1l, MA 01854.

o NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center has developed a new protective face
guard for firefighter's protective headgear, which can be pushed up inside the
headgear when not needed.

o NASA's Ames Research Center developed a fire-retardant intumescent coating
which swells upon reaction to heat. The coating is stable in the presence of
water, adheres well, and is very durable. It can be used as an effective
insulator to a fire or other type of heat source. Currently it's being used
by AVCO's Thermal Materials Division as a protective coating on fuel hoses of
inboard pleasure boats.

o A British hand-held CAT (cable avoiding tool) can detect the presence of
buried cables through its sensitive antennae, a definite plus at tree-planting
time. Live power and telephone cables sometimes lie just inches below ground;
the electric CAT 'lleeps4 when passing over them. It can save park personnel
who plant or replace trees in pavements from serious injury.

o A hydrocawiv gas detector, an outgrowth of an electronic signal
conditioning ,;ystem developed by NASA at its Langley Research Center, is a
useful tool during arson fire investigations. The device is capable of
detecting the presence of gas or vapors several days after a hydrocarbon-
caused fire. It can detect the presence of a hydrocarbon gas in a
concentration of less than fifty parts per million. The hydrocarbon detector
has been used effectively as a means to provide physical evidence for use in
court actions in a timely and relatively inexpensive manner.

o Graffiti removal is an expensive problem. When graffiti cannot be removed
with a mild detergent Solution or with the more aggressive use of hydrocarbon
blends such as gasoline or mineral spirits, there are other effective
options. The Navy's Civil Engineering Laboratory has developed a series of
gulaelines that may be followed In order to remove graffiti.

o A xenon-arc light developed at the Johnson Space Center as a solar
simulator nas been adapted for connercial use. It is hand-held, weighs just
over 7 pOunds, can illuminate targets at distances in exceis of one mile, aPd
can be powered from a portable rechargeable power pack. As a police or
security piece of equipment, it allows search of more territory in less time
due tO the intensity of field illumination. It Is useful as a harmless
"blindingw weapon at distances of up to 500 yards.

4
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SEpoxy The op ast c T s ener c pavement marking material, jointly
_Administration. It can be applied with equal success on asphalt and portland
cement concrete pavement, and on bare pavement or previously painted stripes.
Field tests have been conducted to evaluate durability and performance under
extreme traffic and climatic conditions. In each case, the demonstrated
service life has far exceeded that of traffic paint in the same location. It
appears that ETP costs approximately twice as much as conventional traffic
paint. Where it has outlasted traffic paint by a factor of 5, it would save
60 percent of the cost of the paint. Even if no monetary savings accrued,
intangible benefits are derived from the reduced risks to crews and motorists
through the elimination of one or more striping operations, and the provision
of year-round markings in areas where conventional markings are absent through
a portion of the winter.

o Rick Walters (Code 32, L) has literature to share with interested
volunteers on the View Point System which allows computer entry via a touch
panel with 260 points on the screen. Up to 51 menus. Infrared sensing, so
any object can be used to touch the screen. Rick can be reached at X4652 or
X4123. Kevin Cavanaugh (Code 32, 1) reports that the Advanced. Research
"Display section in Code 32 has a VTMOO equipped with a similar panel. Paul
Boivin has demonstrated the system in the past.

3 Assistance Requested

o We need volunteers interested in analyzing room acoustics and making
recommendations for improvement. Training will be provided. The first
session will be in early December, so please 4a11 soon.

o If you're interested in working with the handicapped, and want to know
more about the work for Newington Children's Hospital mentioned in this memo,
let us know and we'll arrange a discussion session.

3 Announcement

o The Technology Transfer Society will hold its annual meeting this spring
in Boston. If ou re interested in additional information or in Society
mmmbership, cal Peg Mc.Naara (X4590, L) or Jack Griffin (X4116, L).
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I~~ Techica Voluneers
I 1w ~IJamence Lkwn~me Nat onafLabaJXfty

January 1984 Volume 1, Number 1

This is the first issue of TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS, a
newsletter to keep LLNL technical volunteers informed
of activities of the program and opportunities for3 voluthteer service.

PURPOSE OF TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS

The Technical Volunteers program has been established to help
local communities combat increasing technical problems in the
face of dwindling tax revenues. It helps Lab employees and
retirees find volunteer opportunities where their talents can
make a significant contribution.

In addition, the Technical Volunteers contribute to the
Laboratory's implementation of the Stevenson-Wydler Act making
the technical expertise of the Laboratory available to theg commun i ty.

WHAT KINDS OF PROBLEMS WILL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERS HELP SOLVE?

Technical Volunteers will not compete with private enter-
prise. They take on projects of a size and nature reasonably
tazkled by volunteers working on their own time without pay
and without requiring the use of Laboratory equipment or
material. Because we focus on projects which would make the
technological expertise of the Laboratory available to the
comm¶unity, we refer projects of a social service nature to
other volunteer organizations such as the Valley Volunteer
Center.

Some projects are handled by a team of volunteers with dif-
ferent skills and expertise.

Although volunteers will help in establishing specifications
and evaluaLing bids to see if specifications are met, they
will not recommend purchase of specific brands of equipment.

L %-. N L Tactifcal VolunleerS gP 50 B O ?DO Livetmote CA 946SO 9 (. ',)
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TECHICALVOLUNTEERS PROGRAM KIK-F

Aftet several months of trial operation limited to projects in
-the Livermore/pleasanton area, the Technical Volunteers pro-
Sgram announced its readiness for full operation at 'the recent
meeting of:the, Alamoda County Mayors' Conference. Mayors and
"City Managers-from fourteen Alameda County cities heard volun-

Steer Coordinator Candy Simonen describe the program and the
skills and interests of:the 'Lab volunteers. The service is

o.,.nw available, to local governments, -sohools and service groups
beyond the Livermore area, limited 'only by the:,willingness of
volunteers- to,:travel.

TRIAL PERIOD SUCCE.SS

After a low-key recruiting effort more than 300 Laboratory
employees and retirees returned questionnaires offering to
participate in the LLNL Technical Volunteers. They offered a
range of skills Including-virtually every area present at LLNL.

Although the program has only recently been widely announced,
we have already received 54 requests for volunteers. Twenty-
eight of these have been filled, three with retirees and 25
Vith current employees. Where someone else might more effi-
ciently give help we have referred requests to others.
Requests have been referred to LLNM Tutorial Program and
Speakers Bureau as UeoU as to Valley Volunteer Center.

TECLMICAL VOLMNTIOR& IN ACT ON

David -anner 'physicist from Z-Divinion, is serving as a cont
sultant to the advanced.math teacher at LivermoreUtigh,-Nelson.. rong,

Dan Moore, biostatisticien from Biomedo haS filled two volun-
tear jobs. He helped. Livermore's RIDEO bus system staff learn
to use the. City's computer and VISICALC to flgure bus ached-
ules, He also helped the Livermore library use their Apple
computer to analyze the results of a users, survey to deter-
mine which services iould be cut with least impact to library
users.

Karl Johnsmon,- retired mechanical technician supervisor, Hank
DeCoursey, retired mechanical designer and tool engineer, and
Al Chesteraan, retired mechanical engineer, are putting their
expertise to work restoring the historic timber wagon in
Livermorels Hansen Park.

Bill Neef, a mechanical engineer with the magnetic fusion pro-
gram, is designing a shelter to protect the timber wagon from
further weathering once it is restored.
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3 MCHNICAL VOLUNJTEERS IN ACTION (Continued)

Charles Ncf~illmn,, a physicist in a-Division is making sugges-
tions. to improvc the acoustics in three valley facilities -
the Shannon Park Community Center in Dublini, the Amador Audi-
torlumIn Pleasanton* and Walnut Grove S8chool. pod classrooms

3 Bill Porch, an atmospheric physicist with G-Division# helped
the City of Pleasanton evaluateoa computer model of traffic
generated air pollution.

John Rhodes,, a computer scientist from the Computations
Department, served on the consualtant selection committee for
the City of Fremont as it hired a consultant to advise In the
purchase of a computer system for the City. He will also
review the project as it proceeds.
Cheri Jo Patenaude, also a computer scientist with Computa-
tions, is helping Carolyn Heatha teacher at Livermore HighI ~Schoolr us: her classroom Ftanklin computer with her'learning

Roy Lindsay#. a computer specialist with Administrative Infor-
motion Systems, Is helping Livermore hrea Park & Recreation
District determine specifications for a system to replace5 their-old Burroughs bookkeeping machine.

:George Bush, systems physicist In L-Divlsiont Is helping the
Pleasanton Recreation Department Investigate meons of hetating
their swimming Pools nor eicntY. The Energy volunteersU Group is giving his advice and support.

Lob Quarterly staff ownber Charlotto Wihen has been Inter-
viewing volunteers who are currehtly vorking on voluinteer pro-
jects as well as people from the agencies they are serving.
and find out Moreabout what oui, active-volunteers are doing.

3 ~VOL2.0rERR RPLP WNTiE
* Studentt and teacheors at Nission Hi1gh School in Fremont hav*
* ~built 16 Utathkit Zenith computers. These are curr~ently beting
* used in a short before-school eomputer concepts class for all

,sophOkorea at the school as vell as for five scheduled elasses
teaching programmoing in BASIC. Nex't school year they plan to
add a class In PASCAL. The teacher wwuld like a volunteer who
coold give advice and sug estiOns for the new course inPASCAL. tf you vould be niterested in assisting, call theLLNL Technical Volunteers offico at 423-4902.-
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"Pa"t'ric-••ia Trindly

3i I;TECHNICAL VOLUNTEERISf:

New Help for Beleaguered- Municipal jiudgets

What does a municipal official do when the high technology salesman comes to

I . town and gives a -pitch in a language that-sounds .very foreign? What :do the police
do when.five bids come back for the newtwo-way radios,each. bid varying...n cost

and capacity? Uhat. does -a. Cerebral Palsyt-victim do 'hen.she. has never been able-..

3 to. speak? Simpje. They all do.the:same thing,-- they call i nt a Technical.Volunteei

A Technical Volunteer is an engineer,.scientist, technican,..or other -technicz

I - trained individual who donates personal-.time to help-solve "l.ocal::c*nnity, problems.

They help municipalities, state, overiments, non-profi•.agencles and, in some cases

S -even small businesses.

In the exarpies -cited above, Technical -Volunt.eers ften sit.in with municipal

officials. on vendor demonstrations. They ask the"clarifying quetlons that ensure
"E • the u�nicipality knows the facts. and technical capaMb ii.s of products..In.the

case of two-way radios, volunteers discuss their final use with .police officer

I j making certain that..what is purchased. suits theiCr needs exactly, neither being

too weak nor too powerful.

3 In-the last case, a talking computer was created for the woan with Cerebral

U Palsy. In cooperation with a local qotary Club and National Guard unit who paid

for the hardware, engineers and..¢omputer scientists donated their time to do softwar

3prograwing and adaptive engineering which made the machine operable in spite of the
young woman's disabilities.
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Why do highly-skilled personnel donate their time? Four years of experience

with the nation's first formal Technical Volunteer Service at a Federal R&D

laboratory suggests several answers:

1. Formal research projects are long tern in nature. Volunteer projects,

in contrast,.produce quick results on a small investment of technical

time,

2. For those who work for Department of Defense laboratories, much of their

war-related research will hopefully never be used. Coaawnlty technical

assistance provides technical volunteers with clear examples of using

one's experience to* solve iimaedlate and identifiable problems.

'3. -Successful. researchers move-up the' career ladder into -increasingly-

administrative positions,. Those positions refquire less bands-on use

of technical skills. Engineers often. miss thtat hands-on. experi ence..

.4. Volunteer projects s~ometimes occur. in. the category of the scientist's

avocation. This gives them tbe-opportunity to g9ain Additional enjoyment

frt ormalW leisure- titre activities.

Why would a Federal U&0 laboratory encourage its personnel to got involved in

the comunity? Because since the early 704s, Technology transfer laws have encourage

govemnan~t-spoosored R&D centers to spin the benefits of taxpayer-financed research

into the broader coaniunity. Out in the coitnunity, flew technology can serve s larger

segment of the AMericao public. Examples of adapted technoloy Are the heart

Pacemaker, the bullet-proof vest, and freeze-dried coffee; all items that ori'qinated

with Federal research.
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Along with new products and innov;.jtions with potential to spur the U.S.

I economy, the 1980 Stevenson-Wydler Act offsJ:ially called for R&D-laboratories

to provide technical assistance to state and local government when the laboratory

I possesses the appropriate expertise.

"The kinds of volunteer requests that come to a federal laboratory vary --

sometimes the call is only for information ,- "What is the continuous application?

process a Florida city uses to lower road repair cbsts?" "Where can our rani-cipal

5 officials go to take. courses in iime Management and Intergoyernwental Coevunic.-ti-on?"

U This type of question is usually answered fairly quickly through the normal Technology

_ransfer (T2) network. This network links federal laboratories to Innovation groups,

gtouniversity researhers, to !.ata bases, et--, Generally, the answer to an information
question is found in'a singlephcafe call. CIe ater, Florid, is_tie city that

has -lowered raod care costs thr-_jh the continuouS applicati; on f rui sifi asphalt.

Nunicipal officials may attend Feder 1y-sn.red coores s-long as there is class

space. They pay the sasre fee as PoderaV~govwrw~nt attede :,

Other requests reuir7 more personal iachnical assisLance; Neoplo if a nearby

CUto.Unitqy can't hear each other speak at towa m-4tings. A ateracstics expert

tukt4Žt4Kotarndations the town's contractor can. follow '-o solve the p"roblem ecoomical ly

U The first Technical Voluntner Service was dev:.Ioped by a consultant of the

U New Etwland Innovation froup at the Na.val Unerwatelr Systems Center in Nw London,

Connectic(t and NowpOrt. Rheýe Island. FPr•m a small beginning. the group has now

3rovg to nrly"400 a•ctive anvd _•.4ti-ed v&1li).-.•e-st registered to vrovit volunteer

I technic-' hisco. c -•-e.
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The success of the program has resulted in a widespread movement among other

Pedetai R&D laboratories to organize Technical Volunteer.Scervices of their own.

Laboratories in California,4New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Maryland are currently

engaged in a national demonstration project.

The New England Innovation Group, in cooperation with the Administration on

Aning, seeks to estab"sr .Technical Volunteer Services - Retired near laboratory

Si'aes across the country. These services will combine retired federal and technicall1

skilled business retirees in order to enhance the technology transfer process. The

e rfl wi. reImain the audience mentioned before: state and local government, non-

profit agencies, and small Wajsinesses.

Small business benefits in the following ways; knowledge about now product

developmtnt for potential additions to their :product lines, or the application of

new technology to curtent production proccssei., Example; a local company asked

for a mitcrowave and ultrasound oexprt to sit in ott a comoany brainstorming session

to determine whether either of the afornetntioned technologies could be used to

clean paper pulp.

Each of Owienation's 779 Federal RU) laboratories has a different sponsoring

agency, .,e., Agriculture, Health, Energy, De-par'ient of Defense, etc. In addition.

the rusearch agenda varies from laboratory to laboratory. Requestors, therefore,

must uflderstafld the laboratory's mission statennent, learn which technical Skil1.

are require6 to carry out the mission, ice., chemists, biologists, geologists,

physicists, etc. From there, the municipality's task it to agqres.sively search

out ways in which that particular kind of expertise can be applied in one's 6wn

confu'fl y.
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Often, it is found that even though the nearest. laboratory does not have the

required expertise, th.y are able, through their networking ability, to put a user

in touch with the laboratory that does have it.

Communities know that legislation is now on their side when they request

technical assistance from a Federal R&D laboratory. However, they must also

"understand that this is a new undertaking. There may be problems with the process

"in the early stages. However, the N;USC experience proves the advantages are

certainly worth the growing pains for municipalities.
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A Users View:

How can communities with limited administrative resources and funds solve
problems and seek out innovative ways of saving scarce taxpayers' money?In Westerly, Rhode Island, a community of 18,500 persons, we used a Tech-nology Transfer Program and their Technical Volunteer Service to do just
that. The program is sponsored by the Naval Underwater Sound Labs of
New London, Connecticut and Newport, Rhode Island.

The Town first became involved in the program through its Town Manager
Glenn J. Miller. Previous to coming to Westerly, he was Assistant TownManager of Groton, Connecticut where he became aware of the Technology Trans-
fer Program and its potential to-provide municipalities with a multitude
of professional and scientific skill.

In Westerly, Mr. Miller appointed certain members of his departmental staffto attend periodic Technical -- mccngs he'd by NUSC. When specifica . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. g h e d b N U C . h e n s p e c i f i cmunicipal problems arose Mr. Miller or his staff contacteA the Coordinator
of the Technical Volunteer Program for possible assistance. These contacts
led to some important money saving projects being undertaken. This assistance,
information and technical expertise came at little or no expense to the Town.
This resulted in a Technical Volunteer Program that was well worth the
administrative time and effort required of the Town.

Municipal participation in the Volunteer Program was facilitated by acoordinated approach to set up lines of communication between users and thevarious tecuhical volunteers. First, labs held meetings periodically atvarious accessible locations. These meetings were attended by both actively
employed and retired volunteers as well as local officials who were encouraged
to discuss their ongoing problems. Often ideas for solutions to problemscame from other municipal officials in attendance who had already faced similar
problems. These meetings allowed officials to meet the retired volunteers wholived in their respective communities. From these initial contacts a workingrelationship was built between local officials and their own concerned citizens
a.nd taxpayers. Many common goals were acheived in tYiis manner.

In addition to regular meetings, monthly newsletters were sent to local of-ficials which listed the activities of volunteers, recent requests from com-munities and genoral information on innovations that had potential municipal
applicability. The newsletter, meetings and accessability of volunteers gavelocal officials a general overview of the kinds of human resources availablefor problem solution through the interchange and exchange of information and
ideas. Westerly took advantage of this progrim and was able to obtain the
following positive results:
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1. Leak Detector:

The Town of Westerly operates a municipal water system which pumps over
two million gallons of water per day. This system provides water to most
homes and businesses in Westerly as well as most of the adjacent village of

Pawcatuck, Connecticut. The system was first built in the late 1800's and
therefore contains many old and deteriorated water mains. In addition to ag
the Ph of the water is such that deposits 'have accumulated in lines adding
to flow problems as well as accelerating the deterioration of the water

*• lines.

In recent summers during peak water demand, system problems have created
water shortages. In comparing the volume of water pumped from the pump-
ing stations with that metered at the point of use, the Town was finding a
considerable amount of unaccounted for losses. It was felt that the losses
were due to unseen leakage. Then Public Works Director Mr. Joseph Brancato
contacted the Technical Volunteer Service to find out what the state of the

[] art was i.n modern leak deteution equipment. Through a literature search and
contacts made by volunteers, a firm out of Texas was contacted.

This effort led to the purchase of a leak detector which uses sophisticated
listening equipment. The equipment was installed in a van, and a crew was
trained by the manufacturer. This equipment has been used to locate many
leaks through out town. It is anticipated that the savings due to plugged
Slaaks will easily pay for the initial investment in less then three years.
In addition, the accuracy of the equipment in terms of pinpointing leaks is
Sreducing the aiont of site work previously encountered using the hit or miss
method. Finally, other municipal waier conpaines have expressed an interest
in this equipipent and consideration is being given to lease it and the crew
to these municipalities thereby generating additional revenues to offset the
original capital cost.

2. Consultant Proposal Reviews:

Small communities such as Westerly are limited _n certain areas of expertise.
The normal process is to hire consultants to assist in providing this exper-
tise. Often projects are too small or available funding is limited thereby
precluding towns from hiring this expertise. The expertise needed is often
limited to understanding specifications and reviewing bids to make.sure the
items to be purchased are in fact those which are needed to undertake a
certain project. In these cases, the Town turned to volunteers with exper-
tise in these areas where the advice was needed.

For example, the Town received assistance from a computer specialist in re-
viewing different computers for use in municipal government. Through this
expert we were able to quantify our computer need and establish the type of
computer that would fill those needs. In addition, this volunteer assisted i
interpreting and explaining thn various software and hardware available
thereby giving the decision makers sufficient information to make the best
choice possible keeping in mind price and expandability. The result was the
purchase of a computer aL considerable savings over others available.

I
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Other specialists were used-in this manner. A cherwiist was contacted to
assist in determining which chemical process was most effective and effi-
cient in controlliny the Ph of the Westerly Municipal Water System. This
included examining factors such as ease and safety of handling different
chemicals, the manner in which they were mixed into the system and, of
course, cost.

A retired planner assisted the Town Manager's Office in preparing various
option papers on the establishment of a Town Planner's Office. This in-
cluded a literature search as well as visits to planning departments in the
region to ascertain the function and role of planning agencies in municipal
governments. Although the Town has yet to hire a planner, the information
was valuable in making a case for the position. Other specialists were
used to assist department heads with projects such as preparing a new water
and sewer rate structure plan and to search literature sources for informatio:
unobtainable throuqh available channels.

3. Surplus Property:

One of the most successful projects to come out of the Technical Volunteer
program has been the establishment of a process by which the Town can gain
access to federal surplus property. The original idea was presented by a
reti.red volunteer and resident of Westerly, Mr. Paul Hisisco. Speaking as
both an advocate of reuse of federal property and as a resident t~xpayer,
he pointed out the potential taxpayer savings available. Through~aZminis-
trative personnel, department heads and leaders of No.-profit agencies in
toun were-contacted. An iaiogmal informational meeting was held f6r these
potential users with Mr. Misisco and the State Agents in charge of Federal
Surplus Propercy distribution. Each Director was asked to prepare a wish
list that was sent to the State Agent. Immediately upon initiation of this
process, federal goods began to filter down to these departments and agencies.
Mr. Misisco acted as the Viewing Agent for the Town. He would go to area
governme^t bases to view available property and report back to the local
Town Coordinator aq to what was available, its cundition and what had to be
done to acquire it. Once the Town expressrd interest in an item, Mr. Misisco
made the contact to initiate the needed paper work, and the local coordinator
was given a place and time to pick it up.

Items received include calculators, typewriters, desks, drafting tables,
movie projectors, chain hoists, various paints, pipe, I-beams, lockers, duffle
bags, boots, ponchos and a two thousand gallon fuel tank. Sowte of the equip-
ment needed minor repairs, but these repairs were minimal compared to the
cost of purchasing similar equipment new. Many of the repairs were made by
Mr. Misisco so that the equipment could be used in a new Senior Citizen Cen-
ter. This volunteer's efforts for the Town and for the Senior Citizen Center
has created significant taxpayer savings and has shown the Town what can be
done with limited resources and a lot of energy and Yankee ingenuity.
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The Technology Transfer Program and its volunteers are not a panacea for solving
municipal problems or cutting costs. In undertaking such a process and incor-
porating it into the avery day operation of municipal government, problems do
"occur. Often the volunteers are unfamiliar with the inherent inertia of muni-

cipal government. The closest contact has been as taxpayers looking from the
outside in. Once incorporated into the system, the desire to change it over-
night becomes frustrating to them as it often is to those who deal with it on a
daily basis. It is important for them to realize that they are volunteers and
theat their recommendations and assistance is only one of the many variables
which go into making a decision. The best volunteer are those who provide the
most information and expertise available while knowing when toback off when
other issues get involved 'n the decision making process.

The establishment of such a program requiras some important ground rules. The
volunteer should be given as complete a picture of what the situation or pro-

3 ject is that needs to be explored. Incomplete information can lead to wasting
* precious volunteer time and frustration on their part and often loss of services.

Chief executives should, in welcoming this assistance, establish ground rules and
assign personnel to deal directly with the volunteer. This assures good lines
of conmunicabon as well as assuring conformance of volunteer actions with es-
tablished local administrative procedures. The Volunteer Program is relatively
cost free, but we should always be grateful for the assistance and support the
program by giving credit where it is due and spreading the word to other muni-
cipalities in one's area.

There are many resources available thrQugh the Technology Transfer Proqram.
Each community uses it differently based on their own needs and the type of
expertise available at their local federal laboratories. It is a resource
which can provide expertise in certain problem areas. It is also a resource
and a condu't for the transfer of new technology developed in federal labs to
private sector users. Many adaptations of federal R & D can be used as part
of the normal service delivery system of municipal governments. In the future
it could even be a viable source of economic development efforts, born out of the
initiative of locvl leaders with vision and assistance from volunteers. Tech-
nical Volunteers is d program each town should explore. It can optimize tech-
nolo.3y :ttilization at the local level where such resources are usually limited
and expensive to acquire.
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Technical Volunteer Service (TVS)
Technology Transfer

This document describes the formation and services provided by the Naval

Underwater Systems Center's (NUSC) Technical Volunteer Service (TVS). 'l'h
document can serve as a guide for Federal laboratories and other orglanuafiols
wishing to establish a similar service among its employees. NUSC's TVS serves local
governments in a three-state area with volunteer technical assistanct by activ,: and
retired employees. Twehe barriers to establishing NUSC's TVS, the approaches
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used to overcome them, and the results arc described. Eight steps to implementing aTVS are detailed. Examples of NUSC volunteers' services, documentation forms,and other supporting material are supplied in the figures and appendixes.
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NUSC TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE (TVS)

INTRODUCTION

The Technical Volunteer Service (TVS) at the Naval Underwater Systten
Center (NUSC) was established in the Office of Specal Programs Development to
transfer Federal technology to state and locM governments and the private sector.
Initiated in the early. 70's, this program, brings greater public benefit to the

p American people from taxpayer-financed resewarc a•-d development (R&D),
Under the: jurisdiciion of 1-2 federal igen-os, there are 779 Federal R&D

labomto-t.s and rews.r.chceiuen irz the United States that have the potential to
make this grea.w pu.WiK c-tribution, Collectively, these institutions employ ap-
proximately ;,Ct&2 scientists and engin•ers, The experdso of ;hcse people spans
Virtbally e•vey facet 4f icience and engineering. Sucd an array of techn9cal
l ~l knowl-dge tms s a priceless nnational resource.

NI•W, has actively supported Technology Transfer (T"2) s!nce the early 70'sI .- adm u inistration offic-tials began tu advocate a posture change for Federally
funded laborgories. Rather thaun foctus exclusively on a. singlc-sponsor mission
v, s-ttt, Federal Wtinraiories were now encouraged to further address themselves
to tk, r prtes of the American people that might come under their umbrella of

SFed-eraI rtearch h, over tim•e, pr4,.'•d•ped impresslve results. The pacemaker... ,an isdapitd. wb:nology. ntow aids hewt disease victims, I'he concept of the

bulletproof vest was tranaferred from the American soldier to the municipnl police
ofjittgr. A ot* applicion for Navy sonar wis round in modern moc,41611 in

Smonitortin (he health of unor.n children, Thwes are but a few exatmpes of what is
meantit by T1.

From its early days of Informial advocvacy. T'- tnte a•n article of Navy policy
in 191Z mid Pederal policy in 1990. Today. laboratories with RW) budgets over S20
"" m•illion dollars are mandated to desigsti)atn Office of Research and TMc1hnol0y
Appicalions (ORTA) representative to oversee thib tramsfer function.

SNUSC's longdune T participation has been shaped by two constraints: Nolhing
in the program is to interfere with NUSC's primary Navy mission nor will the
prosram encoutage proj cc• that compete with private enterprise.

In April 1978, an e•nployte was hired at NUSC to develop an-d coordinate a
local T1 prograam. This person was pexprience in community affairs, was
previously in business, and therefore was well known in local business, municipal
government, and nonprofh scesorm.

Although several loca! V initiatives were begunt, onte program proveda remarkable in its ;uccess. That wrograni is the TMCHNICAL. VOLUNTiER
SERVICE (TVS). It uscg the tIlmnlcal skills arid personal time of employees to solve
lotal) roblems. Essentially an employee invoh-ernenr progrntm. ITS now numbers
nearly 400 volunteers. including both active and retired employces.

Much j4anning went isito the TVS arid great sensitivity wa s necssary in order
.'. 'niriate this concept into a Department of Defense (DoD) lpboratory without3 •-'rhrasiIIg mistakes. NUSCs image w'as always of rriinary concern. Carcful
VP-:Patation w alto reces-try to nourish a reccpUivC cnvironmnent for the TVS
within bm• NUSC and the ouiside community.
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The idea for the TVS was established by a single civic-minded employee who,
on his own initiative, functioned as a liaison between his community and his
workplace. When he learned that his local police force was having problems with its
communications equipment, he called on fellow workers to provide free help. When
it was further suspected that the town's new siren system did not operate according
to specifications, he borrowed NUSC equipment to measure the siren's output.
Using this approach, he was able to acquire previously unavailable sophisticated
technical assistance for his community.

Having observed this "one-man operation," the Office of Special Programs
Development discussed the possibility that this man's interest in helping his
hometown was not unique; perhaps more employees would be interested in
providing the same service to their local governments. It was decided to attempt the
creation of a TVS made up of volunteers with specific technical skills who could be
counted on to respond to community requests on their own time.

The-benefits of such a TVS are many: Lccal gvernment obtains a technical
competence it other-vise cannot afford;. NUSC functions, even more, as a part of
the local community- "esearch scientists ,-nd engineers experience aliruirtic
gratification and taxpayers get double value from their R&D expenditures.

This document outlines the steps followed at NUSC to implement TVS; but,
first, the oarriers that had to be overcome, the rationale for overcoming those
barriers, and the results are discussed.

A cautionary note must, however, accompany the information. Supply and
demand for this service must be carefully balanced so neither volunteers nor
community users become distiltsioned. The peron selected t3 coordinate the
program must guide TVS's community particiation to ensure against volunteer
involvement in highly politicized situations, TVS must be implemented with sen-
Sstivity since barriers of attitude, sereotypes, mid misundtrtandlg mtight easilly
tindcnmiM the program's effectiveness,

SBAR•RIERS, APPROACHES, AND RESULTS

SI. MsmiapmnI Aceepta,,tee

__Borer: New programs of any type will aot succeed unless top
management can cotwince the more reluctant middle raanagecs of the merit of such
a program.

Apprrach: The Head of the Office of Special Programs Development
prese•ned the TVS concept to senior management using the example of NUSC's
single civic-ininded employee as evidence that such a program has the potential to
work.

Result: Senior mangement approved a trial of the TVS program with these
constraints: Don't make promises that cannot 1ýe fulfilled, and don't do anything to
embarrass NUSC. Those constraints made NUSC's image the progrant's primary
cooncern. Volunteer iavolvemret became an insirument to enhanci that image. This
idea must be taken seriously by any volunteer c9ordinator since a volunteer, even on
personal time, first repreents NUSC to the public.
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U 2. Negative Stereotypes and Attitudes

Barrier: TVS, from its very inception, had to challenge erroneous
stereotypes and deal with many negative attitudes, for example,

a. Civil servants have an antivolunteer mentality.
b. Scientists won't give away skills they can sell.

-i c. The work of an R&D laboratory is of such a highly technical nature
that there will be no application to local government programs.

d. Municipalities are suspicious of Federal help.
lI e. No one will value a service they can obtain free.
1 Approach: Instead of ignoring these negative attitudes, the TVS im-

plementation plan was designed to challenge them through education vf people
inside and outside the laboratory,

Result: The fact that a TVS has been successfully. operating for 4 years
-tetifies to the appropriateness and succuss of that approach,

*m 3. Untamnl~adty With Uslter Community.

Burrier, NUSC had no experienc. in dealing with local governments,
making it difficult to determine which mectors should be targeted by TVS fHr
ass•mtance and how much help to provide,

Approach: It was decided that TVS would serve primtrily state and Ilcal
governments. Such service would be further limitted to providing a teclink.,4U- dimension to local decision making or probltri solving. In no case wot.'.d NUSC
assu.ute total responsbility for a technical problem.

Result: Although It was regularly reikerated that. the NUSC volunteer
I could not replhce the consulting higirear, some. -nunCipAJtiets mIsunderstod the

function of TVS and belivwd that the voluntwr e.gineer would, for example,
deign sewagoe-reajment plpnt, soive drmFiine, problems, or write the town's future
computer progprms-. It, threfore, was necessary to regularly restate that TVS could
not be counted on to replavv the consulting engineer. Current descriptions of the
service indicate .hat a municipality retains the ultimate responsibility for their
technical p•obleau. NUSC volunteers only add a technical compeence to the town's
OWP team.

"4. NUSC Reasdile

BarrIer: Sin•t a volunteer service in a Federal R&D laboratory was a new
idea. employees needed to be shown how volunteers could help, management
steded to know that the help was positive for NUSC, and unions had to be in-

- formed that management was not trying to get something for nothing from em-
ployces.

Approach: Regular articles were printed in the NUSCOPE (an in-house
newspaper) giving specific examplcs of transferred technology and demonstrating
how science regularly helps the community. This information campaign spanned 4
months with an article appearing biweekly. (See appendix A.)

Resui!: The laboratory employees were familiarized w'ith the concept of
the TVS and made aware of its emphasis. They ,lo understood the larger Imi-
plications of volunteer technical assistance and we.- alerted to the fact that a TVS3 would be developed at NUSC.
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5. Employee Reluctance

Barrier:. Civil servants, some of whom might be wary of volunteerism,
might refuse to respond.

Approach: A simple, low key, direct mail solicitation was developed. With
a minimum of pressure, every employee was given the opportunity to join the TVS.
The solicitation letter included examples of potential areas that could use technical
help.

Result: This low key solicitation, predicted to produce 40 volunteers from
"a 3000 employee population, actually received 181 positive responses the first week.
The program tapped an apparent employee need.

6,User Reluctance.

Barrier. Municipalities know nothing substantive about NUSC. The
announcement of a volunteer service might be a surprise and generate suspicion as
to the purpose of the program.

Approach: A direct mail announcement was sent to municipalities in
Connecticut and Rhode Island (each of which has a NUSC laboratory) and
Massachusetts. Addresses were obtained through the state municipal leagues. The
municipal leagues were also encouraged "to broker" technical problems to NUSC's
TVS. A short description of the program was given for inclusion in their newslet-
ters.

Result: Although (1)-requests were received from towns too.far from either
of the NUSC laboratories to enable volunteers to respond and (2) requestors asked
for too much help (designing a sewer system) or low skill levels (someone to answer
telephones while a scretary Is on vacation). continuous and regular personal in-
teraction helped resolve such mixups. Once the program's limitations were un-
derstood by the requestots, TVS was able to function effectively. Completed
projects were highly publicized in a volunteer newsletter (Grey Underground,
appendix B), which received wide distribution. Also, this newsletter served to
educate other communities as to what they might expect froin the TVS atnd update
volunteers on what their peers were doing. Worthwhile projects effectively per-
formed are the best advertistnent that can be circulated about TVS. Reluctant
municipal participants follow suit when they realize the technical bentfits they are
losing.

7. Supply and DCmaud.

B'r~e es:
a. Volunteers, unless called upon to help, will !oe interest in the

program.
b. Communities who cannot get help within a reasonable time will not

continue to use the service.
Approach: A ,kills bank, which keeps data on potential volunteers. at-

tempts to utilize all of an individual's talents. The NUSC volunteer newsletter. Grt'v
Underground. documents requests, provides data on curlent projects, new
products, etc. Volunteers are asked to contribute information. Through this
medium both the volunteers and communities are reminded that they ate not
forgotten.
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Result: Volunteers feel involved even when they have no assignment. They
understand the range of projects, gather information on innovations, call other
volunteers to offer assistance, and expect that a project will soon come up that
requires their skills.

8. Problem Definition.

Barrier: A nontechnical municipal employee cannot always define a
technical problem to an engineer. If that employee meets the engineer too early in
the request stage, he may drop the problem rather than appear uninformed.

Approaches:
a. The municipal employee's first contact for assistance is the volunteer

coordinator, a nontechnical person with good communication skills, who then
determines which scientific specialist should provide the assistance.

b. Next, the volunteer coordinator speaks directly to the technical
volunteer. Together they determine whether the problem is correctly categorized,
i.e., communications, computer applications, hardware, systems analysis, etc. If
the volunteer is deemed to have the necessary knowledge, he or she is asked to make
a further, more technical, assessment of the problem. At this point, the volunteer is
cautioned that nontechnical people may misinterpret a problem's cause. Diplomacy
is encouraged to get technical details without offending the requestor.

c. When the technical volunteer confers again with the volunteer
coordinator, a decision is then jointly made whether the volunteer has the skill,
time, and desire to carry out the project, and if.the problem Is within the guidelines
of NUSC's TVS.

Result: Much of the intensity is discharged from the sclentist-requestor
interaction. The requestor, reassuredat having made the problem understood by the
volunteer coordinator, feels freer to expand on the nature of the problem to the
technical volunteer.

9, Political Alignments

Barrier, Dealing with municipalities means dealing with politicians;
however, the TV$ must avoid any political alignment.

Approach: The volunteer coordinator must be selective in the coto-
mitments made to ensure that there are no political overtones; otherwise. NUSC's
integrity might be compromised. The chief administrative officer is always made
cognizant of any TVS effort being conducted in the community.

Result: The task of the volunteer coordinator is to develop projects that
tumeet the needs of the conuaunities and the desires of the volunteers without em-
broiling NUSC in a political controversy.

10. Updating

Barrier: It is difficult for one person to keep track of innovations in every
technical field given the speed with which (echnology progresses. It is also difficult
for one person to stay on top of developments in every comnmunit?.

Approaches:
a. The volunteer coordinator must first possess broad general

knowledge. It is equally essential that the coordinator develop a good working
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'relationship with a technical research librarian who, then, can research and forward
to the coordinator information that would have TVS relevance.

b. The volunteer coordinator must remain active in the communities in
order to stay abreast of new developments and municipal interests. Those who
develop a good reputation as TVS brokers are constantly alert to innovative in-
formation, ideas, and people who might prove useful to the program in the future.

c. Volunteersare encouraged to send pertinent new and innovative ideas
to the volunteer coordinator for publication in the newsletter and to pass on in-
formation about problems in their own communities. This gives volunteers a feeling
,of participation.

Result: The TVS maintains vitality through constant attention to change.
It also benefits from inputs from a diversity of sources.

11. Recognition

Barrier: Currently there Is no money assigned within the Federal
laboratory system for the testimonial dinners, trophies, awards parties, or mini-
grants currently used by the nation's corporations to thank volunteers for their
contributions of personal time and effort.

Approach: Letters of appreciation from municipalities that have
benefitted from TVS are directed to the Commanding Officer of NUSC who then
adds his personal regardS, sends a copy to the volunteer, has the. letter published in
the in-house newspaper (NUSCOPE), and directs a final copy to the employee's
personnel jack et. Notice of volunteer projeCts is, of course, also published monthly
Iin the Grey Underground.

Results:
a. The Coammanding Officer becomes knowledgeable about volunteer

projects.
b. The volunteer's work Is recognized by every NUSC employee, not just

by fellow volunteers, A permanent record exists documenins the. employees
community.efforts for future supervisrs.

c. su.ccessful voluteer p0ojects encourage new puticpans to volun-
teer.

SPApeork

Barrier: If record keeping becomes too complicated, the volunteer
coordinator would be rendered ineffective by paperwork.

Approaches:
a. Volunteer survey forms are kept in a file for reference when a request

conves in. Because the number of volunteers is un.er 4M. it ho not been considered
cost effcctive nor efficient to put the information 4M a microconmputer.

b, Technical requests are hatdwrititur snd filled out by the volunteer.
These forms create the record of the TVS transiction both for the Navy, which
requires a biennial report, and for reference wtien the same probile comes up
again.

Result: Without onerous anounus of paperwork, the volunteer coor.
diamor's dime is spent developing projects, meeting with local officials, and fot.
warding innovation informauon to the appropriate sources.

6 F-16
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IMPLEMENTING TVS

The following is a sequential series of steps that could serve as a checklist for
implementing TVS:

1. To familiarize NUSC employees with TVS, considerable use was made
of the NUSCOPE, the in-house newspaper. Promotional articles, announcements,
in-depth reports of completed projects, all were included to heighten awareness of
the objectives of TVS.

2. A survey form was prepared and circulated to determine the interest of
NUSC employees in contributing their time and knowledge to TVS. (See figures 1,
2, and 3.) This survey asked the employee for pertinent data: name, code, business
location, phone number, and education. In addition, information about hobbies
and interests was requested. This was found to be invaluable. Often people are as
capable in a hobby or avocation as they are in areas of training or education. Ex-
perience has proved that this type of information increases the ability of the TVS
coordinator to make a good match of the specialist to the task.

3. Upon return of the survey forms, a mailing list consisting of those
interested in joining TVS was established. Next, computer-generated address labels
were prepared. These labels were duplicated in sets of 12's for future mailing of
TYS-related Information.

.4. The information supplied on the survey sheets was categorized. From
rids, it was possible to obtain several levels of Information: education, special in-
terests, hobbies, assignment desired, etc. This allows the TVS coordinator to
determine which person would be capable of resolving a particular problem.

S. With a defi-ned group of volunteers available, TVS was ready to fullfill
Its function--assist local governments in resolving problems. The TVS coordinator
prepared a letter announcing the inception of TVS and mailed it to the chief ad.
minstrative officers of every towo in the three-state area of Connecicut, Rhode
Island, and Massachusetts where NUSC employecs resided. (See figures 4 and 5.) It
stressed that volunteers were available who would provide technical assistance to
their communities, but were in no way in comnpetition with private enterprise and
would work on their own time. It also sugiestcd. that the volunteers could, for
Cexample, provide advice on how to select two-wky radios, how to prepare bid
5specifications, or how to solve acoustic problems. Next. formal liaisons were
established with city leagues in the three states so that requests for awsistance in
resolving technically based problems cowld be chan;tAled from them to the TVS
coordinator at NUSC, and then to '-w NUSC volunteer for resolution of tht
problem.

"6. The TVS coordinator studies a technicAl request sent by a local com-
miunity. Next. the request is routed to a NUSC TVS volunteer for another, more in-
depth, evaluatioit to determine whethe, it is within the scope of the onboard
technical e,•ririse. Then, a volunteer is requested to assist the community. (Should
it be judged that qualified people are not available at NUSC. the coordinator may
offer alternative approaches to tile community.)

7. Once the volunteers accept the rtspoasibility for asristing at community,
a meeting bcew'en local officials and volumicerrs is wchcduled 'o dvsit a solution
that is mutually agreeable. The voluntcr% can be allowed considerable frecdom
because their credentials are checked by a supervisor or soinew familiar with their
abilities before an assignment is nuade.

-7
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SURVEY

NAME: CODE:

DEPARTME NT: BUI LOI NG: PHONE:

TOWN OF RESIDENCE:

EDUCATION:

(Degrees):_.

OTHER TRAINING:

(i~e., Volunteer fireman, special
equipment use).

HOBBIES:

SPEC IAL INTEREST AREAS:

ORGANIZATIONS:
(Pofessional and civic) ___ _ _ __.

WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN:
YES NO

1. 1-2 year |ntergovenmmental Personnel Pkt (IPA)
Assignment (may involve change of residence). - -

2. 1-2 year IPA Assigment (local). - -

3. Part-time local assignment.

4. Would you volunteer your own time to
a. Own town?
b. Nt-isboriag town?

5. Would you like to have more information on
the Technology Transfer Program?

6. Would you like to be included on the mailing
list for Technology Transfer?

Figtue I. Tecbholofy Trimmer Survey

F818
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2 June 1978

MEMORANDUM

From: Office of Special Programs Development, Code 0702
To: Distribution List
Subj: Survey pertaining to interests of NUSC employees.

The Technology Transfer (T2 ) program at NUSC is expanding. Six
technology agents are presently on IPA assignments in Vancouver, Wash.,
Kettering, Ohio, New York City, Providence, R.I., New Haven, CT, and
E. Providence, R.I. Locally, Waterford, Groton, Old Lyme and other combined
communities are being assisted by the knowledge of NUSC employees. Cancer
research and problems of the blind and handicapped are being addressed through
scientific expertise developed in regular mission oriented research.

The attached survey seeks to measure the potential- nterest of other NUSC
Semployees in this career broadenivng experience.

General areas of technology transfer now being Investigated by T2 .
.include;

Air and W4ater-Pollution Controol
Environmental Engineering
Communications and Information Theory
-Coputer Appl icatlons
Electric Power Production and Transmission
Energy Conservation.
Inventory Control
Law Enforcement and. Criminal Justice'
Noise Abatement
atean Technology
Prosthetics and Mechanical Organs
" Remote Sensi ng
Seismic Detection
Fire, Police, and Emergency Services
Management Practice and Information
Personnel Management "
Manpower Studies
Research Program Administration
IFi sheries and Aquaculture
Biomedical Engineering and Instnmentation
Acoustic Detection
Electrotechnol ogy
Operations Research
Problem Solving for State and Local Governments

If you see an area where your knowledge might serve others, or even your
0own community, please indicate by returning the survey sheet. If you have a
special interest not listed, please include.

.Figme 2. Swey Peudauiq go IttnuzF o1 NUSC lifo9yrn 9
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Much excitement has been generated by those already on assignment whoreceive personal satisfaction through application of their speciality to the
public sector.

Survey sheets should be returned to Donna J. Mansfield, Code 0702,
Bldg. 80T. Questions may be referred to her at X-2116.

J. E. Atkinson
Head, Office of Special

Programs Development

Figure L Surv~ey Nr~alahn to Initmis of NUSC &*poyces (Cansd)
to
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28 July 1978

MEMORANOUM

Fron: J. E. Atkinson, Head, Office of Special Programs Development
To: Technology Transfer Survey Respondents

Thank you for responding to the recent Technology Transfer (T2) survey.
T2 is pleased that so many people with diversified skills and interest have
shown a willingness to serve the public sector.

The program we are developing is new. Like everything original, it takes
time to coordinate all the facets but we want to keep you posted on our
progress.

Your responses have enabled us to initiate a Technical Volunteer Service.
This service provides a force of technically oriented personnel which will be
me-ched to community needs as they are identified.

Information on your returned survey sheets will be compiled on a
micto~computer by skill, home town and e- •t interest.

uri ng the month of August, we plan two workshops for Connecticut and
Rhode Island government officials, The first, on computer graphicS, will be
held at NUSC, New London. The second, on budget allocation systems, will take
place at 14hegan Comunity College in Norwichi CT. The hope is that these
workshops will be the first in a series, will expand to include a. broader
geographical range (for those of you who live in Massachusetts), and will
initiate a technology linik with colleges and universities.

As part of these workshops, officials will be asked to fill out a *needs
listw higlighting areas where technical assistance is required.

When Problems are identified, the T2 staff can go to the comnputer and
see who we might have on board to help. Our function, therefore, would be
technical brokerage,

Depending on the size of the job, it will be explained to lOc3l government
people that Smali tasks can be accomplished free of charge oft the employee's
volunteered own time. Larger projects will be charged on a prearranged rate
and must be scheduled so as not to interfere with mission Oriented work.

For those of you interested in tne longer term Intergovernmental Personnel
kt assitgnments, we now have five technology agents on field assignment; final
interviews for another position are presently underway, and we are advertising
for antother. These positions are being developed steadily. Please read the
NUSC Bulletin where notices for avai!able openings are posted.

Be advised that we are acting upon your responses. Silence on our part
means not that we have forgotten you but that we are busy developing the
system to utilize your skills.

JAMES E. ArKINSON

Figurte 3. Ltikr to Ttchn#Aotoy Trausfer Survey Respomdets
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20 July 1978

To: Mayors, First Selectmen, managers
From: Donna .J. Mansfield

Office of Special Programs Development
N~aval Unkderwater Systems Center
New London, CY 0632o

RUSC is a research and development center. As such, it -requires atechnical work force of engineers, Physicists, chemists,' oceanographers,computer specialists, systems analysts, inventory control experts, and manyother disciplines.

The Office of Special Programs Developmnent, more familiarly known asTechitoloqy Transfer Office, is tasked -with the Mission of,-making availableHJUXs expertise to state and local govenment.

Projects al ready completed or underway include assisting police.departments with .radio commu~nications equipment, budget control sYsten,development, building accustic studies. emergency dispatch system evaletation,compute$ zed inventory Contro~l, and design of forms for. employee ti~e. -keeping.
Our program~ is expanding to include college and university personnel omongavailable expertise. Our hope is to estaolis" a reservivr of technicalexperts, to be known as our ltechoical Wounteer Service, to which local-officials tan turn wten faced w~ith a probltm. This service identifiesemployees io our Ceinter according to expertise and inteft-st*
Should you have a technical problem which falls into any of the arldas. onthe attached list, please phone me -to discuss the matter.
Many of our volunteers have agreeda to donate thtir tioe, If your projectrequires tons idorableo time and ef fort., however, it way be necessary to set aPrearranged rate for tht work.

If our file s SNie no appropriate voluntetr, we atv willing to advertisein-bouse to our 3.000 Centet, ýoployeet. We would screen the volunteer but thefinal decision for as-signue.. to yOur projfict would reosin with you.
Should you wish to di'scuss the Technical Volunteer Service In more detai,Please feel free to call me at 442-0771, X41l16.

Cordially.

MONA J. MAIIISFIELD
Office of Specsal Programs

Uevelopmet

Ifiauf 4. tlkent MQ~ld to Publ~c OflkiaI Azaouaciql TVS
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8. A form was designed to record progress and document the solution. (Sie
figure 6.) Documenting the solution is worth the effort; should the same type of
"problem arise, the solution is at hand. Also, the volunteer presents this detailed
report to the coordinator when the project is completed. When this form arrives, it
is a signal for the TVS coordinator to ask for an official thank you to the com-
manding officer in behalf of the volunteer's efforts.

Why does TYS work so well at NUSC? There could be several reasons: The
commanding officer supports the effort; the communities dealt with are small,
allowing a great deal oe visibility; employees are community spirited; and new
programs are not planned without establishing a need first.

In 1980, TVS was expanded to include retired NUSC employees. (See figure 7.)
They would handle projects that, while appropriate to the volunteer effort and
NUSC's area of expertise, were too time consuming for the employed volunteer.
Many of these retired volunteers are ham radio operators. They remind each other
of meetings via the air waves and have even contacted their peers in Florida to
obtain information.

The method utilized by the TVS retirees in assisting their comenunities differs
slightly from that employed by the regular volunteers: The retirees hold a meeting
once a month, usually at a town hall chosen on a rotating basis. There the com-
munity officials and department heads can meet directly with the retirees, become
familiar with their abilities, and discuss at length the problems that they would like
to have resolved. Except for these differences, the routine employed in assigning a
volunteer to assist a community is the same for both the retired and employed TVS
member.

NUSC retirees have access to the NUSC library and equipment. A system has
been initiated that requires only a phone call to announce the retirees' intention to
visit NUSC to gather information or borrow equipment. (Security is alerted and
notes where the retiree will be.) But also as important, the retirees have an op-
portunity to speak with other scientists who may have ideas on up-to-date solutions
to speci Iic technical problems.

A newsletter, the Grey Underground (see appendix B), is issued monthly and
sent to all employed and retired TVS volunteers, municipal officials, and any others
who request to be kept up to date on TVS. The function of the newsletter is
multidimensional. It alerts the volunteers as to what is being done, It keeps
municipal officials abreast of solutions that are being carried out for their towns. It
also introduces technology and innovations that are occurring in other parts of the
country, as well as around the world.

EXAMPLES OF TVS APPLICATION

Here are examples of how TVS helps:

1, An engineer responded to the request of an assistant city manager to
evaluate whether a siren system under consideration would fulfill the city's
requirements. rhe siren was found to be adequate. .

2. A public wo: ,s director was considering the purchase of some expensive
very high technology leak-location equipment (for buried pipes). He was unsure as
Lo the performance of the equipment and whether his nontechnical staff could be

14
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NUSC TECHNICAL REQUEST

INQUIRY DATE:

ASSIGNED ANALYST: COMPUTEa KEY WORDS:

REQUESTOR: _._rELEPHONE ( _

ADDRESS:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

REQUEST RECEIVED VIA: PHONE ( M: MAIL ( : PERSONAL VISIT-( )

SUBJECT:

DETAILED OESCRIPTION:

INQUIRY ACTION:

RESPONSE TO REQUESTOR:

DATE: ........ N4ETHOI): PHONE ( ): HAIL ( ): '6,SOIAL VISIT 4 )

Ftgure 6. I"VS PMro&MUl Nt.Mt lodg Form
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TECHNOLOGY TRAIJSFER
RETIREE SURVEY

"NAME: ADDRESS:

PHONE:

"TOWN UF RESIDENCE:

EDUCATION:

(W.grees):_____________________________

OTHER TRAINING:

(i.e.,Volunteer Fireman, special
equipment use):

HOBBIES:-

SPECIAL INTEREST AREAS:

ORGANIZATIONS:

(Professional and civic):

WOULD YOUBE INTERESTED IN:

1. Volunteering your time to Yes NO

a. own town

b. own state

"c. neighboi ng town

"d. neighboring state

e. another part of the country

2. Will you need reimbursement?

If yes,

"•eimbursement for tine

reimbursement for mileage

* reimbursement for travel

reimbursement for lodging

fIgu-e 7, TVS rtiree Survey

16 F.-!
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3. Do you have a regularly scheduled vacation time?

If yes, please list dates you would not be available.

4. Do you have any physical restrictions to the work
you can perform?

If yes, list restrictions.

5. Do you have your own transportation?

figum 7. T- S Re.tte Swmey (Conid)

SF-2 7 I7
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trained to use it. A retiree skilled in sound-measurement technology attended the
vendor presentation, asked pertinent questions, and then was able to assure the
director that the product performed as advertised. This retiree will also help train
town employees in use of the equipment.

3. A town administrative aide was requested to draw up specifications for a
new public address system to be used in the town meeting room. However, there
were unsolved acoustic problems in that room for many years. He requested
NUSC's recommendations for improving the acoustics so that any new equipment
could function optimally. A NUSC volunteer versed in acoustics tested conditions
and made recommendations to solve the problem. A technician then specified the
kind of public address equipment required. The town official could now write his
bid specifications.

4. The NUSC Energy Coordinator, recently returned from a 3-year assignment
to the Rhode Island Governor's Energy Office, trained -etirees at NUSC's New
London and Newport laboratories how to do lighting audits as an energy con-
servation measure. The volunteers will audit municipal buildings in their home
communities free of charge. (They may also choose to add to their in~come by doing
lighting audits for corporations.)

5. A 24-year old cerebral palsy victim now has a talking computer thanks. in
part, to the efforts of TVS. A local Rotary Club and a National Guard unit paid for
the hardware and NUSC personnel donated programming and adaptive engineering
skills to customize it for her disabilities.

These are but a few of the hundreds of projects TVS takes on in Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.

SUMMARY

In recapping almost 4 years of TVS operation at NUSC, there seem to be
several reasons for its success:

1. The service was not announced until a sufficient diversity of technical
speWalities became available to handle a broad range of problems.

2. Program promotion focused on highlighting skilled people, not esoteric
specialities that would cause community leaders toemiss the point.

3. As soon as examples were available of how sophisticated expertise could
be applied to local problems, those examples were documented. Thus. successful
examples were used to generate other ideas and new applications by die very people
who use them.-the local community officials.

4. The volunteer was not touted as the total problem solver. Instead, he
was considered as someone who could add a dimension of technical cxpertise that
the town could not otherwise afford.

5. As are local governments, NUSC is a noncommercial consumer of
products and services. The expertise of NUSC personnel in the evaluation of
technical products and services for the laboratory's needs translates into volunteers'
unbiased assessments of potential solutions to community problefls.

18
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6. The community has the final say regarding any recommendations made-by the TVS volunteer.
7. The small-community focus of TVS serves as its best advertisement."

Often a volunteer brings a problem to the attention of the TVS coordinator, rather
than vice versa. Volunteers are aware that help is available and work to ensure that
their home communities get every possible benefit from TVS.

In essence, the goal of TVS is to benefit the community by the sharing of skills,
*g information, and equipment that taxpayers have already purchased for another

purpose. It applies the abundance of scientific minds to the technically based
problems of the local community.

A TVS at every Federal laboratory, each with Its diversity of specializedtraining and resources, could help considerably in the solution of community
problems nationwide. A good start has been made in this direction.

Here are just a few of the laboratories actively engaged in establishing their
own TVS: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA; the Naval
Air Development Center, Warminster, PA; David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center,
Bethesda, MD; Harry Diamond Laboratory, Adelphi, MD; Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM; the Army's Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, Hanover, NH; and the Army's Natick Laboratories, Natick, MA.

The resources are there and interest and* need have been demonstrated in 4
years of operation of the TVS at NUSC. It is especially encouraging to see the
transfer of the idea of TVS to other Federal R&D facilities.

a19/20
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NUSC - A Model for
Volunteer Service

With budget euts and *. Early Attempts can o0 about setting ups similar
creasit eliit becoming the service.order oi the day at Feral Entrly attempts to find ways Lawr ence Livermoreaisle and local government to extend NUSC expertise into National aberatory in Cali-levels, volunteers may well the community centered on a fornia and the Naval Airbecome the "shock troops" of numbnr of workshops for Development Center are onlythe future who chn be called muiciiipal officials and their two ot those who have becomeupon to provide a host of wmployee•. but a decison was activelyenaed inestalblishlm
services that communities and quickly made to attempt to tively teerirotishin
organizations can no longer recruit candidates from the ter own volunte goups. Inrenr'itaff fromutee addition, the NavaU Materialafford.°raitin ca ologr nters staff for a volunteer Command has recently nro.

The Naval Underwater service that could be matched vidCd• hs r0,0 oNUcntolylp
Systems Center has had a more specifically to the needs ins eadin $ t0he word to other
Technical Volunteer Service of fhe communities. The hope lnboratorie word to the
fir nveral years that might was that having a volunteer laboratories about how the
well serve as a model for the work on a problem in theirowi lsystem wrks.
I)pe of volunteerism that will town or city would act as an Exampleshelp rw the declinein services extra incentive and give athat threaten to develop. Since Water sense of sani vetaio. What sort of assistance do
the mid.1970's the Center has The call for volunteers went ret NUSC voluitteers avid
provided a wide and varied cut and NUSC employees re. retirees give? Examples are fornumber of services to variou. sponded with enthu3iasm. That too numerous to list in a limited
communities and groups on a service is a success ,pace. but they range from the
volunteer basist hrough the 1on0ger IndOublTheTechnlcal quick and simple" to the
Tehnical Volunter Service. Volunteer Seike at NUSC. complex and long-term. For

Tito informal be~lihnnt c" quickly reached a level ofabout Instance, two volunteers havepTobably be traced a to the work InO. Then, in 1960, a decision fixed a malfunctioning system

of Harison ForIler, s NUSC was made to atteMpt to enlist In & o" high schooh Wousle
er NUSC retires who took with prollems hive bean solved for..**e t wo •:hi t,,* vedld. NS elmwotkvlh hl molmncplbid
He enlisted the aid of other them Into retirement a variety igh schools, Municipal build-
slieff members l in Ua ns Ihe of talent.s and mainy of whom Ings and the Coast Cuard
tow0 of Waterford. CT, with now had the time to devole to Alemy; a petsonnel expert
several problems in the radio volunteer undertakin's. As a assisted a Connecticut con.
commuinlcations area and rfult there are fow about &0 runity in developing an
computer usaW. The smvices rdeires from both Newport and affirmative action proarm;weeprOVidea on's not to. New Lontdon who anavaila ble asitance hs beh en provicEto

inteafee batls by ptoye. to help with problems that police and fire departwents in
whovelunteeedlltitsiand range fom the simple to kie the ae ftechnical overshh

In 1918 )ohA Mansdield +COMpPI and timteconsuming. to evaluate bid resoses from
"vomnlteer tutors math studentswas hired by NUSC and All ]old. the number of at a public library one or twoassigndcd to the Technology volunteers who have maide nighis a wiekl and tecentlyTra•nsfer Office to sk ways to themselves available to the several volunteers sirsted aexpand and intlitutionhlize Technical Volunteer Service rehoblbitltion workshop in re.these types of services, if now siaiul at about 350. The vainpn 40drafeint tablix topossible. Her bckground in. success of the program hs form flat work binches forluded many contacts and resulted in many other govern. production lite work. severalexperience with volunteer moit lboratort, thrugh the sophisticated elecitonc devicesgroups, buinea anild loa Technical Transfer Protram to assis tite ihaidicapped haveovernmentt. end the federal Laboratorv been developed, and one

Consortium, requetling, in. volunteer ias received national
fornation aboea low the I INA recogniunti flot 6i4 wrk *none
servic wurhs aend how ihev such dev,,.

(CoWd 94 p. A4)
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Volunteers
The list goes on and on. it are working on their own

could - and does - fill many problems. All of this informs.pages just with NUSC staff lion is available to volunteers.
member volunteer activities municipalities and organina-
only. The retirees, although lions teeding it.
their organization was formed As word of NUSC'4 s Volun.
more recently, have also com- teer Service spreads because ofpiled an impressive list of, their work, more and more
accomplishments. One do. requests are coming in fromveloped a hypothetical the state and national level for
Planning Department for a informatton on how the pro.Rhode Island community, in. Iram is set up and how it is
cluding the writing of position handled. The Administration
descriptions and the establish, on Aging of the Health and
ment of managerial priorities; Human Services Department
another studied newly manu- has shown interest in exploring
factured leak detection the aspect of retirees volun-
equipment to see how effective leering their expertise. (or
it could be in detecting under. instance.
ground leaks and will train As ihe need increases for the
municipal employees in its ue- tvpe ofservieesand skills which
still another nombed ihrouph ' USC staff members can pro.
the Federal Excess Equipment vide, more volunteers will belist looking for items his requirtdand welcome. Anyone
-municipality might use, inlerested in obtaining mote

In addition to providin. in(ormationabouttheoproram
direct assistance by the volun. orinsinn-up voluitee
terra, theTechnitcat Volunteer can conta'.t Wnta MansfueldService office collects a vast in Now Loadon on X4603.
amount of- information on
various innovations and
*products that , on be of as. i .Isistance to sonnone attempting
to solve 3 problem, and sets as a
clearing house for tlheoxchangc
of- nformation. These ideas and Iwo
products are nut from the U.S.
alone - a surprisiln amount.
of information Is collected and
patsed long from cities and
vountals•around the world that

Hatrison Foatler, a retired stall member from the New LondonLaborstor. tI NUsC, Voluinlter b1 the YVas'. He is thown
icceplipg a elilUon from Captatin Alto$ In ceremonies held on
April 22nd. Fortier Is cedited with blvng the InspvoatIon for
NUSC's TechnIols Volunteer Service which now numbers
neal 350 paton&

A4
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NUSC Volunteers Serve
Their Community

The Technical Volunteer area for navigational aide for
Service is prklndi away like their ferries: 4 Connecticut
the coffeepot on the back of town needs help scheduli•
Grandma's wood stove,. poicemen to provide rank

TVS providesa friendly, l•w coverog on overy ahift. somekey hook-up between Center one needs to know whether in
employ., who have developed automobilm engine analyzer
specific uk s through their was available for under 45K,
lobs, community activities or A request for review of

hobls. mul the public sector engvnrtering -computatatozis
peoplawho need helpot ca !Y .om a Conitvaillti

"The system usualiy works Commins-lon. What happens
this way. A letter or phoneall when you take parkngi meters
Is reeved by the Technoloy out of a. downtown -amr in
Transfer staff. and reference order to compete with shopp.
13 mado to thit Me of over ISO l" CenOets?
empltoy volunteers to ce As unconnected ta these
whose backtrud hutchos problems are to the pritary
the request. A pbmn call is mnission of the Naval Uvdorý
then placed to the employ# water Systms Canter, NUSC
asking that they contact the is abie to find answers to at) of
mquesto to assess the prob. those questions by using tho
.kin In eater doth, Tchnical Volunteer Sff%*c

Many tn•me this one phome An element 41 fun. pervadesCall is all that is necostary. this project. The requests ateBecause employee ae famdlar "eneray timpts and the solu.
iit. thji•5 em rea they t6no• Appa rtn, to thote to tho
can qikty aeses whether know. As on. employ• put It
NUSC can help or not, It not. when tthnked for has assist
they make soli Mfeals to ance, "'Not tlit li, Pw" call

sw which can id"v the m gi-tsmmfntapd& problem. v re kingd" "
•-The re s a as varlet 11 you'ra volunter and

as dte pAce froM which th.y haven't bee cotacted, plo...
come, Of the Initial 30 tacbnl be patient, We bnveo't lout
cal Mqueete, the ruff has you... the solutlon vou hoWd.
huard hrow UNImPOMag Sound =ast been aske4 to.. vat.
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Linde Texceilt e95l524l0 netw dt4km o Of her CORY system under the wahlul eye of
system.e Cieit r, L.* Cory.

Engineer Designs System
to Aid the Handicapped

The htie of 2 4 .yEat0o!d Hte fir' he-rd eboub t glass p on which wee n.n
Cerebral pelsAy victim I.Inds Lille $tim1o1 verdtel PO1 tS Scribed the ulph46hu ateTe.iate hot beh e drtic•ttiIy victim from (;eer tt Code .numbrs. Tht p roceve Ii4
chenrtd through the kindnss ?N. diviion hear. El,.., #- slow, to say the least. it AO
of sever.l Rhode Island proup: Pern.deluto ofItheTlv on. required p nttetce end e geat
and the dedmceid eforts o Lilttle COmpion Ruetv C•ub. dccl of cgncenrtttiun afd skhll
few men e particultr, bed been aware ;q Lndea' an the part of ihe reader. Bui

I'to froy it an Astexacye Condition. and heendijhtAfq010w Weore the "e~e %gatd WAS
Pfofes•osr doftnrircnl EAtnw.80 R4i114e1 we(# Irvmin to do detsloped. Lao a hid nonretr

cig ot umithraotl.r r %tas- sronnhing to vna'.le her to commullwaa esc•upltIn i011
rlluttiits 1. OivCttttv t$%II comrunihtetc with other*. bndJ in a vc-r'no (ithroo.
Mho Ittiutrritll wotkiit~ai Ohw The revtr'tv of Li4nda', Knowin~g 114'1 irobler gindNa'ivc lsiI,-rwto lter St-tte. effliciion be, rotbed her of IP. "wi Oitt sjei-i rnv-tlnaton
('enter dutrin a one.vart cab, controlafhrrh-mhand petnh. cjd spcech .ynihem•, v. tCrty
battrcl leave While a MSC., When 'he vwa 14. hhe father atked 14, to ,vit Lands, ani
Cutri i' do"ing rpr'rer' oi l dewc1lo.-Wnl a .r~ve wheroi'b eValuate tier clihesto I'D w a
Imipuet-rrsl s .s'- rglletun she "lk.ls¼ ad" I h tr eye having-rrr;alh 1aenluc.cd coan.
for te 1:11iu lt~r I lpr.ic ovelmrltetra•0lonrt•0pe•agl musuraia'nsj syst that tlh
Dtn*ion. I•aetmatun .ervwt,.s
Drptotde I•-d'U gCOM'doem A4A
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wluh was willin, to buy,;When Woffiwc Let' enthusawm was return it to his house forfirt iflroducet to Linda- Lea r' ked sip by the men rJd rnodification of the program orSAepwtal o hter capability omen of the Guard who additional progtetnmiing. Eachto ItandIe anything more ecrut- responded with contributions nAw Secio1n of .he program crphrI.ated titan the eye board. suffieielt Io purchase t fuly piec'ct ofhardware was tested byAftcra few vinits thoughi, Le expanded Radtio Shack TiS• - " Linda befrte Ia added addi-was amazed at wh-.t he per- , o me CO Th oial eashitil:ý. It W411 Leas"" "cived to be a high degree of Rotarians, with fund. already intewior todevelopihesystem"motivatio~ and intellivenee. earnmarkd for Linda, were just to Unda's full capability. Theurfng. ":onvt'rfltions'.with as quick to purr4ha&w a line. 'roblem was 4 evoloping,-i 'dahe lcgined of her dreams rrintrr. ýpee, tj htlynhizer however, that the compuler
o WO- WhOolieg, to tabk ruhlnd. Sli tnhrr equipment waspending more uinteat Les'to frlends and to "work for necrawy to Make h(l SýSteak lWihscand less time wiOh Linda.cont"ttki6ik educatiottal oPPTr, work. It soo0 belame obviwus thatwtultki" -fr p•oplle wVih d •ahah p secontd "duphibate0" systemabilities boyk).d •ge 21. L-vs rlistedl the a\Mqtan.fc e was •eeded for use by Las.

An Pthil Via,,, 1 +tl, SMUb gaduate tHavii.# a sqcoM syst cai his_A w doing griduale wortk in -oon' wobid lhlow• mt So" i ia hi iian tthe S xuvldef v CMiputer iine.-et Wvoor-isr ;-tonr advanced dcv¢Io9.(Oftehli thtýl~ie, tA-,c.3i, of 'i&
t-"hei tctclo iale uytrot tlms. lk. rn and I~*ve" Llinda the. *po.ft•;
pfeople nilly through high inti 16•s•ho 2howts d4yt.whe Iwo to u4, mnl 4,,ti4 vp i•- ,u "i tnr un 0 tey rýCch their ":nn west able u. develop shei t htl e 4b f1, .ia. *y n.-.a hcrdthaY.. State aid for tnecas4eys a1twaeý4sc,'vf Ovkar.y I a chance ifl.% the

orLindb fioppd aby short i~rlrod of tintla. In top pritt t44 fihome tpertrerap)s wgo- t" week*a 14 Psy Is eetjtthi4 it- ~vgV"M~~~~ hume k .-1•-I *&4 1,4,1 Nitq'

"tutidls" 40 MUch that lih, Ab•le fq 2esttn i SOIOltIt M " "M " " " a-it" ttcdt4s�-- ct fil It i mo*thI * tnwitl tit.. t MW~fltv vtt 4 lPtogt isth- srswm l hiw h Would p" t wtisW4 seVen• wacaoi-ple.. 1k-k J,
ttcss .e t i-iathr4 N. •W | b "..
";!ai fqtigethlt, taist hira ton .i tlcip l, hon they %V0#t40, .L!irnv 
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""P.rpe.ctive.• front the "Love Linda" disabled persons in the United

Ph•-,icallv Able and Disahled" The CORY system has been Siates whose lives couly be

in Proditlence. Most r-ttntlv, a experience significantly improved by the

inquiries have come from the involved. Martha Texceira, RY system.
Today Show and That's Linda's mother, will always The Technical Volunteer

Incredible, remember the day that Linda Service, under the Office of

Failure to attain the used the voice .,nthesizer to Special Programs Development.
duplicate computer has not deliver her first "Happy Birth- is beingapproachedrtegulurlybby
dampened Les' spirit or drive, day to Mom, Love, Linda". outside organiaations that seik
tie has continued to develop Linda is proud to show visitors high technology applications for

and refine the CORY word a book report she is working on medical problems, and N11SC
- selector so that it now goes for a course being offered for volunteers have indicated an

beyond mere word .election. special students by Saliva interest in bio.medical engineer-

-A.-mple of the ,viten"s Regina College. Les reward is ing. In order to nceommodate

capabilitiez, all -ntrollesd by the friendship of a young both froups the Technical Volun.
Linda using her head to tap a woman whose life he has been teerService would like toe.stablish
padded metal polt', include a able to positively influence and working groups of volunteers at
vocabulary of over 1.700 words the letters she writes to him, both laboratories where these
tall .elected by Linda - %he regularly. Her first letter reads. appiications could be presentedentered td . .ast 400) herselO);
htrsdages, rapid selectiou of in part, "Dear Les, Yo,t have in round.table fashion und, if
lette symbols. words, en ademyliehittle motenormal appropriate, broken down into

Sphraa,,: and messages, rapid life because of people like you small specialist tass 1a eolun.
-crees-editing for conaposing that help the disable peoplelike teers,
vreenedipt ing s f oromposing~ me to communication with To initiate this prot•ram. the
omunessages up it) 00 lines l peoplewithout a handicap. God Center has invitcd 1.1n1a

puter games an tutorialsyo love Lnd Texeeira to attend meetin6s at
and even a calculator. Add.on Texceira. both the Newport and New

eqt'i-ment incl-les the line. As a result of the favorable London Lahoratoritih .4t the
printer for hard copies of results and all the 'publicit meetings Les Cory and Ger7
aIt b Ina writing C lu etterhs.d Linda's system has Seneraltd, Elmas will discuss'how ,inda s
and Rotary Clubspurchased Lesh,,reeeivedmanyinqUiries problem was addressed from n

which allows Linda* to "talk". from families and 6riends of tde'hnijcuatl biewpornt..Alo to beOther optional devices will individuals with severe disabil" whrd episc needed wWI expcure t ase
allowv Linda to control lights ities, |nquirie•, have come from weeepseddmepco

,nd applianes, and even dial a New Ham~pshire, New York, iionsoftequestsfro1, 0Aerarins.
A telephone an d These Ktntuckv and as far away as The meetings ane hthedekd
tlhave been checked out, but not Te-a 't andt (Clifornia, A second for:
havet nst hulled. o t C. y svitem is scheduled for Newport -_ May 10 0, O:Oa,m.y'et Insialivd.

Les would like to have the delivery to a yuunsster in New Bldg. 99. Audi twtiu
time to work on the develop- York this month.U After considerable thought New London htuy 17
ment of a device w l,es and Phil have dec ded to 1 0 :O,:0.N,. Bd4. 81)allow Linda to uwe her ey e~lils il~rftfudi Cafetsera Con/fiface Room
movements to control t~ estahlish a nonprofit founda. aeriGofen Ru'
computer. Suchadtvice tuse li'oi for the purpose of dirt. Interested volun.,rs ofre in.

trihtr Sc t eic n u titi sviernsltoinidividuald vited toattend wak permissmOofba skilled operator should trd base s .
reduce reaction time to a on ant v to~pa6 ta t aul•hevitr u

fraction of what it now takes It oe estiatd i Lea thatteiru
withthe head bumpir.gn, bod' there are over , oeverey

-
It
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Newporters cited for assisting
local disabled persons

Eleven NUSC staffera were recently who lack the ability to associate written Whistle Switch
Iruded by Captain John W. Ailes. IV, words with their meanings. Ste phen S. Gilardi, Acoustic Warfare
Commanding Officer, for their elTo s. in Robert Szargowtcz,%ystems Design and Communication Systems Branch,
support ofa Technical Volunteer Progsra Section, was commended for designing an recently devised a scheme for the modi.
thai has been conducted at the Centia via innovative phone cradle to enable a vocI fication of a commercially available
notification from Lea Cory, NUSC quadriplegic to handle a multi.line tels- whistle switch to make it into a device for
Computer Division. who has been spear. phone, a switch box to electrically isolate use by a quadriplegic in controlling a
heading the effort. a user from a custom.designed, corn. television receiver.

Gerald J. Elias. Head, Computer puterized system, and a special switch to Johbn A. Sabulle. Scientific Applica.
Operations Division, was credited for enablea person with very limited strength tions Branch. constructed and expertly
Ih ndia& invaluable assistane, in providing and almost no coordination to operate a packaged a sy saem to enable a young girl
dIevires und services to local disabled help summoning device. with ierebral palsy to dial and answer a
people, and was responsible for virtually Roger Hargrove, Systems Develop- standard telephone despite the fact that
at! of the work that was done by Mr. Gory ment and Computer Operations Brunch. she cannot use her hands. She can now
for and with 04issbLcd people. was involved with Mr. Cory in a number converse on the telephone via a computer.

Gregory Jones, Electro.Acoustica ofprojectsto benefit local pople who are controlled synthesizer which she controls
Branch. was cited for designing and diabled. It was noted is numerous by pressing her head against a switch,
fabricating a digital switching system to conlactsamongtechnically skilled people thorns Riley, Head, Systems Design
eablenadisbledpefsn to control several on the Center. on and off, wtv einvaluable. Section. was creditw with designing and
devices by means of one simple switOh. It was noted that a quadriplehic working buildinganoptoisolation circuit toenable
This systerus will provide a local quadri, at NUSE needed to b. able to operast a & young boy in . New Yock hospital to
plelgp. with the ability to independently partiular switch on a computer terminal control a computerized communications
conrol a readin; lamp., a tape recorder, a b"y means of , m.jut h stick.-When no user system that Sir. Cory had built. This boy.
televisionreceiverandahelpsuramoning suitable switch could be procured corn. who has cerebral palsy and is unable to
device, merclally. Mr. Hargfove arranged to have speak, now has an electronic voice.

one fabarsted on the Center,. ladys 0. Quick. Scientific Appli.
CoGee tvPesko 1, ProcessingSystems cations Dranch, has been Involved in a

019" Symboals" Technology Branch, assisted viih the project to translate a very lengthy
Stanlet M. Itubinak, Sub.Systems ncedsof a ymq lady wilh cerebral palsy Computer program from one co.Mputer

Development Branch, was comnwnded for educ4t110a2 software- Mr. Panko languae to 3nothet. Mrs. Quick his
with ihepommiamngolaimicrocomputer coaducttd a %ewh o( the literature and undetaken this project using her own
to enabts disabled user to tommunicate forwardd htr reference. on dozesa of( person l ecnpultu to make the translation
non-vtrbally using a unique scheme of Usdul pf•om. and test she rults.
sIpmal rhatacters called lisa Symbols'% Adam Jilliant, Non-Acoustic Effects
11i4 Symubob are ustd by disabýed b ranch, designed and fabticated a sound.

controlled switch which is being used as a
-chabililatlon tool by Mr. Goty in hft
work with disbled people who are unable
to spek. The switci. in essence. converts
otherwise meaningless sounds into
control sir•gal which ieabe a non-verbal
person to communicate by meann of a
microcompuler. This device has been
invaluable to Gory in his work with
d.sphonic individuals, p4tictuirly those
".o afe either totally paralysed or nearly
A-.
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Conn is attempting to meet the challenge of a more technological, future
directly. NUSC employees with their highly developed skills and experience
can help them in the areas of Math, Physics, Computer Science, and Management.
Pfizer is being solicited to help with the Science and Chemistry Departments.

4. Russ McDonough(NL) has been appointed to the Advisory Board of Project
Concern. This group works to help the prison inmates reacclimate to society
after completing their sentence.

3 5. Paul Sullivan (those of you who get the Norwich Bulletin saw his picture
in the paper!), Mike Sullivan, Stan Rupinsky, Dave Williams, Jack Griffin and
team leader Alex Theodoru (all NL) have finished converting 40 drafting tablesinto flat work benches-for use in the production line at the Easter Seal's
Sheltered Workshop in Norwich.

6. Bob Warenda (NL) is helping a female Cadet at the Coast Guard Academy
with information on sonar detection devices and possible techniques to deter-
mine cracks in concrete structures.

7. Rudy Croteau (NL) is back in the room acoustics business. Rudy and Mike
Ahrens (NL) are helping the town of Stonington select baffling for the room
where town meetings are held. Rick Denomme has provided recommendations for

the purchase of public address equipment that would be correctly sized for
* the room.

8. Sometime back, a town reported to me they would like to sell their micro-
film equipment. If that town is still interested please contact me. I have
another municipal purchaser.

9. Kay Crosby (R) has designed a logo for the Technical Volunteer Service
that is now in Graphics being made camera ready. She is also designing a
logo for the Corporate Volunteer Committee in Hartford. That group serves as a
forum to link resources within the community and the state. The Cancer Society
is on her waiting list for a logo.

10. Charlie Drenzewski, (NL) is also working with the Cancer Society to help
them streamline their paperwork and systems. The agency suffers from years of
executive turnover. They are no longer sure which functions are crucial to
the operation and which are done simply from habit.

11. Joe,Vargas (R) will work with the YWCA to help them schedule their rooms
efficiently.

12. Tom Wheeler, (NL) will address the statewide meeting of Connecticut Town
z:erks on the subject of Computers (June 8).

:3. The New Haven Voluntary Action Center and the Danbury YMCA were referred to
their town representatives for furniture and perhaps the use of a temporary5 bu.'ding from the State Excess Property.

14, One of NUSC's own has a problem she is seeking help with. Alby Johnson
has a house leak. the water comes in over the sill boar4. She has put on a

(Cont'd an p. 84)
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new roof, new siding, replanted the foundation plantings and had lots of
professional fix it people in to solve the problem. After all this, the
corner was still wet during the last rain storm. Her concern is potential
foundation rot. This is an unusual request but if anyone has any ideas,
Alby would appreciate the advice.

15. Tom Perella, (NPT) will help the New England Innovation Group select
a word processing software package and to advise them how to incorporate
their computer into the operational functioning.

16. Paul Miscisco (R) has been appointed a Westerly Federal Excess Equip-
ment purchaser. Paul has agreed to be on the lookout for good items for
other towns and non profit groups. If you need an item, please call
Paul at.(403) 596-5018 to get on his "wish list."

17. Roger Greenough (NL), John Fay (NL), and Don Farrington did an excellent
job at the YWCA Sing-a-long. Many more singers are needed. Plans are being

-made for another session and to mqve the program outside during the summer.

.18. The town of Stonington is considering the purchase of word processing
equipment. They will talk to Carl Kindelien (NL) about how to assess their
needs. If they decide to purchase Roger Read will help them try out
various kinds of hardware.

19. Jim Hazlin (NL) is making a cabinet for the speakers Fred Williams (NL)
donated to a Colchester Nursing Home. This group effort means music ,for that
home since Bernie Hemel already gave them the restof a stereo system. Good
coordination guys.

20. Ludwig Sorrentino (NL) has volunteered to rerun the solar hot water
anklysis that were mis-run in haste. The Energy Extension office, closed
for lack of funds has th6 program. Can I get volunteers with TI programmable
calculators to offer this service?

21. Connecticut is having a meeting April 20 to try to network stable
resources for energy. Our volunteers may be called on to help in this effort.

22. Waterford had a leaking trailer roof. Lee Greiner recommended a product to
seal it.

23. The Federal Highway Administration has developed a computer traffic simulation
program that can help state and city highway officials achieve savings in fuel
consumption and design costs. Called NETSZM, more information can be provided
by Richard Reilly, (202) 426-0660.

1

24.. The Navy has designed a concrete sheath for underwater cables that follows
the marine floor contour.

25. The Air Force Civil Engineering Center has done a study that tells the
various percentages of waste fuel, oil, and lubricant that can be used to
supplement heating plant fuel. More info anyone?

(Coni'd of P. 8-)
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26. Electronic ballasts for flourescent lamps dim and brighten in reactioh to
ambient light. Forty percent savings are predicted.

1 27. Arnold M."Rosenber , W.R. Grace Company, Columbia, Maryland, was given
a national innovators award for a concrete additive that protects steel
reinforcing rods for up to 50 years.
28. Don Malaguti will serve on an advisory committee for the Greater New
Bedford Regional Vocational Technical School's purchase of computer equipment.

3 29. London has introduced sponsored trash cans. Businesses subscribe to the
program for $130/ year and are allowed to advertise on their trash receptacle.

30. Space is at a premium in Japan's tightly packed cities where the aVerage

family home is about a third the size of its U.S. counterpart. What has kept
the residential environment livable in these crowded conditions is employment
of the same space for different functions at different times. It allows the
same room to be used for eating, sleeping, study or entertainment-with the
accessories necessary for each function brought in and then removed and stored.
An application of the "flexscape" concept to the public sector, one that saves
scarce city resources and allows different population groups to use the same
facility at different times is reported below from Kobe, a leader in civic
innovation.

With Japan's population density one of the highest in the world and urban
land consequently trading at inordinate cost, public authorities have found it
extremely difficult to assemble adequate parcels for neighborhood parks and
playgrounds. In deciding on the design of a new elementary school, Kobe city
officials have developed a plan to ensure the most effective use of limited
public space. Applying the "flexipace" principle, it provides for the multiple
use of the same land and the same facilities by both stkidents and the general publI at different times of the day.

More than a third of the parcel accumulated for the school was made into3 .,a public park the use of which is reserved to students during school hours.
Similarly, the school grounds and facilities are not reserved exclusively for
students but are designed for shared use with the public. This has been accom-
plished by separating administrative offices and classrooms from those facilities,
such as the library, meeting rooms, and the ,ymnasium which are intended for
public use after school hours. These facilities, placed in adjacent buildings,

separate the classroom area from the planned community of shops and high-rise
housing which abuts the school on both sides. The division of function is also

i observed in the design of the classroom complex where a playground separates the
classroom buildings devoted to the lower and upper grades.

31. Germany has developed new dual chamber garbage containers that allow source
separation into the truck.

32. Germany has also developed a floating desalination plant for sea coast villageaU� who need to make drinking water from sea water.
(Colu'd on P. I
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33. An anemometer is needed by Jim Gallagher for a study at East Lynio High
School. Is there one around the-lab to be borrowed?

34. The New England Innovation Group through this office has requested a
volunteer to help create alternate financing for non-profit aguncies who
need capital to carry out energy conservation measuras. Thrcigh our new
network, this request was directed to the Hartford insurance companies who
have much more expertise in financial matters.

35. I am now beginning to work with municipal department heads to train tk-em
how to use volunteers. On April 16, I will do a seminar for South County
officials. I would like the NUSC Technical Volunteers Retired to attend that
meeting instead of having our regular meeting. I will let you know the place
and time by separate letter. (Rhode Island only)

36. Businesses and business organizations are beginning to look to NUSC
employees for innovative ideas that our personnel are developing on their own
time. If you have such an idea that might be appropriate for a high technology
industrial park, an innovative process for industry, or a good idea you might be
willing to share, let this office know.

37. Adam Jilling (NPT) has designed a voice actuated switching system for use
by a disabled person in controlling a basic communications device. The user
is capable of making sounds but cannot speak. The unit is part of a system
Les Cory (NPT) is designing to convert unintelligible sounds into synthesized
speech.

The switching system was built by Larry Chace, then an employee of OTI.
Lea Cory says the device Is extremely useful as a diagnostic tool ir. his work
with people with severe disabilities.

38. A Connecticut woman has been discovered in an institution; thought to be
"retarded, Les says recent tests have proved she is intelligent but needs a means
to communicate. Anyone interested in working on this project???

39. I will be making a presentation in April for a New England regional meeting
of municipal officials to tell them of our successful volunteer program and how
we work with municipal officials.

40. The City of Fall River is interested in determining whether a Central
Personnel Department would be cost effective in their city. They will make an
appointment to talk with Joe Murphy about how to do the study. They also hope
some of the Fall River retirees could help with the project.

Thank you for the continuing helpl

DONNA 4ANSFIELD
Community Lia-'on Coordinator
(203) 447-4603

B-6 F-46
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Newsletter for the NUSO Technical Volunteer Networ

Due to vacation schedules
there will be no August
retirees meeting.

Westerly, R. I. wants to do a comprehensive article about the TVS

at NUSC.

3 2. Janet Polinsky, State Representativeis interested in having
Rudy Croteau take a look'at acoustics at the State House. It seems
House members have trouble being heard during speeches. Rudy has3 so ably solved problems of this nature in the pasA.
3. Bob Hayford will volunteer to help Niantic State Prison personnel
figure out some computer routines that have been puzzling them.

4. A copy of Linda Texceira's eyeboard is being presented by her
father to S.E. Connecticut Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center. The
director of this unit will explore its potential as a production
item for the sheltered workshop.

5. Jeffrey Vuono, (NL) coop student, will do an acoustical study of
the performance center at Westerly Center for the Arts. He will work
under the direction of Rick Denomme and Rudy Croteau.

6. If anyone knows enterpeneurs out there, it seems two products
emerging from federal R & D have good potential for commercialization.
One is the Sippy Diet out of Naticklthis liquid diet tastes like
steak or even spagetti and meatballs. It would be excellent for nur-
sing homes, folks wiith broken jaws, or anyone who is ordered onto a
liquid diet.

Cold Regions lab has a new paint that prevents ice adhesion.
It can be used on antennas,submarine surfaces, etc. anywhere that a
build-up of ice would be dangerous or reduce effectiveness.

Anyone interested in further information please call me.

An

(COCW4 'on p. 0-8)
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7. Alex Theodoru, (NL) has complet.ed phase one of his help to
Westerly, R. I. They have ordered a computer. Mr.Miller indi-
cated he was very pleased with the technical dimension Alex added
to their study group.

8. Jim Davis, (NL) went with NEIG's Rick Regan to visit a Lawrence,
MA food processing plant. Jim, NUSC's boiler expert, looked over
the plant with an eye toward energy conservation.

9. George Panko, (NL) helped out the United Cerebral Palsy by build-
ing table fronts upon which Laura Bradley, a local artist, designed
the CP logo. All work was in preparation for the organizatiods An-
nual Telethon.

10. Rick Walters is helping Tom Dembec, Waterford Civil Preparedness
director outline his specifications for CP computer needs.

11. The National Technical Information Service has a new publication
from National Bureau of Standards. It describes methods of suppres-
sing electromagnetic interference affecting mobile radios. EMl
caused by a vehicle's own electrical bystem, can'seriously degrade the
performance of mobile radios. Copies of methods of Suppressing Auto-
motive Interference (S? 480 - 44) are available for $6. prepaid from:

NTIS
Springfield, VA 22161 Reference PB#82-165259

12. The YWCA is seeking the following types of help%

SVolunteerntern Descriptions

Gopeader - At Niantic Women's Prison, an individual to lead in-
fo ap roups or specific activities (e.g., drama workshop) with
small groups of prisoners for six to eight week sessions. No experi-
ence required.

Instructor - Finance Management - Someone to teach four to six week
-ssaions in budgetingp financial management, smart money usage.

Public Relations - Someone to write press releases on programs, act-
"iMities and topical pieces on women's or related issues. Also to do
speaking engagements on YW programs.

Instructor - Physical Education - Either to teach six to eight week
course, to assist Fitness Center Staff, or run satellite programs.

Group Leader/Counselor - To run rap group for teens (boys or girls
or mixed), and possibly individual counselor.

Child Care Trainer/Worker - To teach Girl Scouts infant and child
care and/or to staff drop-in day care center.

IC•II'd on p. 0.9)
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3 Facilities Planner - To explore and coordinate renovation of lower
level institutional kitchen for use as snack bar and/or cooking
classroom. Includes bringing area up to fire, health, handicap

* Iaccess codes.

Ceneral Carpenter - To build equipment (lockers & storage units)
for day-care center. Also to install a chain link fence and play
equipment.

Program Planner/Evaluator - To develop new programs for the YWCA;
possibly including needs assessment of membership and community and.
to evaluate existing programs.

Promoter/Fund-Raiser - To coordinate publicity for Fitness Center
and other programs, to run membership drive, and to staff fund-
raising events.

Grant Writer - To research and develop foundations and other funding
sources; to develop and write grant proposals for specific programs.

Plumber - To convert an existing bathroom to be handicap accessible.

Financial Planner/Adviser - To assist Board and Staff of Y in general
budget planning; to critique fund raising methods and plan capital
campaign.

STe!en Program Coordinator - Person to work with area schools (Groton
and New London)to develop a teen 'rop-in center at the Y, organize
activities (dances, trips).

3 13. Rock Hill, S.C. is testing a new full scale fleet management
system that operates on a desktop computer.

14. The City of Santa Maria, California has worked out an arrange-I ment with Micro Time Sharing for placement of a "vending computer"
in the .library. The computer is available for use by the public
at a cost of $1. for 20 minutes. In exchange for providing space,
the city is allowed use of the Apple I1 Plus system during off-
peak hours at no cost. Some accounting and purchasing functions
are already up and running. Santa Maria receives 5% of the income
from the use of the computer by the public. Further info - Jack
Buchanan, Librarian, 805-925-0951.

15. Crime Shoppers Catalog, a compendium of law enforcement tech-
nologies available through the Federal Laboratory Consortium is
available from the Southwest Innovation Group, 200S. Anaheim
Blvd. Suite 220, Anaheim, CA 9280S for $9.

16. Tom Riley (NPT) has built a motion detector for disabled a woman
injured seven years ago by a drunk driver. It is hoped that Tom's
device will help her translate body ifovement into communication.
At present she has no means of communication.

4(Com'd o p. U.10)
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17. A new more energy efficient method of eliminating electroplate
waste has been developed by LICON,a company backed by the U.S. Navy
and DoE. The closed loop low pressure, low temperture system uses
unique evaporator wastewater recycling methods. In this system,
water, electroplating metals, and waste heat can all be reused.
More information on this system can be provided by

Tectra Newsletter
School of Business and Public Admin.
Calif - State Univ.
Sacramento, CA 95819

Refer to newsletter (Vol 3. No 6.) dated June 8, 1982. Example
A24-02.

18. Scott McCarthy, and Rother Hodges (NPT) were able to trouble
shoot the malfunction of a German made cardio-pulmonary apparatus
at the Univ. of Rhode Island.

19. The Apple Computer Company has a new program called Apple Bloss
through whŽ'h they donate Apple Computers to secondary schools.
1-800-538-9696 is the toll free number fnr more information.

20. An OTTO network technology agent has a client who has developed
a process for the destructive distillation of used tires. The
process yields carbon black and an oil similar to number 2 fuel oil
The client would like to discover new uses and markets for carbon
black.

21. Ohio State is drafting a proposal to do research on how to
weld powdered metal parts

22. Soldiers Grove, WI has passed new regulations that will require
all homes be at least 50% solar. They are also working on the
solar attic concept there, more info on solar attics can be ob-
tained by writing to:

Lands Directorate
Environment Canada
Ottawa, Ontario KZAOE7

23. Bob Kline, an expert in waste water treatment and hazardous ma
ials at the Naval Air Engineering Center has been avail.ble for
questions around sewage treatment problems.

24. Cold Regions laboratory is writing a manual, along with Canadi
experts, on how to design and build waste water t.reatment plants.
They also have state of the art expertise in advanced waste water
treatment and district heating.

25. CRREL can also address problems of ice adhesion. They-alsoha,
a bubbler system that keeps waterways opens. In addition, they
have become skilled in the Finnish Method of storing logs in water
throughout the winter (without the logs freezing in place) Cold
Regions lab seems to have answers to any engineering problems
having to do with cold.

(Coi'd 0p. F-l)5
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U 26. Help! Home handymen!! The Easter Seal Rehab Center in Norwic
needs an office constructed. (Sidewalls only, no heating or ele-
ctrical work.) Mike Woodside has agreed to be crew boss. Can I
please have four volunteers to help him? The job should be complet
in a weekend and Easter Seals will supply materials.

27. The Blackstone Valley waste water commission is looking for
some handholding while they decide among the several computer
vendors who have made presentations. Located in E. Providence, the
commission will reimburse a volunteer for gasoline.

28. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has sent me a plan of devleopment
that indicates their intent to have a Technical Volunteer Service
operational by Jan 1, 1983.

That's it for this month. Remember if you come across new idea
innovative products, different processes that might be used to help
municipalities, small business, or non-profit bector, please let me
know so I can include it in the newsletter

Donna J. Mansfield
Community Liaison Coordinator
Code 0702, Bldg. 80-T
(203) 447-4603

II
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Nesete o the NUSO Technical Volunteer Netwo

Retiree Meetings:

Nwlaubno, Thurs.# Sept. 9
*~2:00 pm, Cafeteria COO -ft. 1

Newpor, Mon.# Sept. 13
1O-000 m. Cconf. 1Rn 1020

1. Thawes Science Ceniter ýsponsors a ra=thly children's series entitled Science
Saturday. T~he aim is to bring children and their families in contact with
scientists. nhew~s for the ccming year include-. astmrcm~y, archeolocgY, the
hLznan body, inventions# coaputors, aquaculh= maean's animals,, and soi~ls.

Art mocrcroft (21L) and Steve Cox, coop stuckat, have already vol'Anteerled to
do a Saturday dwastration Of APicrwCccqxtOrs- it- ann~e else is intereted in
Zoing a program on that. or =nothe-z subject# pleas.. call me for further Wno.

2. Thare is a good atticle in the June. 1982 issue oi InX. magazine on "Ccpiek WAars".
It talkcs about what is -available in oopying :wacines, hbcu to decidle which trachine
you need, etc. It would b.1 good info~tion for tinicipal jprchas-ixq aqenes.

3. Technology feview also has an article that might ititerest WAYnmicipaliti~es
Zhe ame interested in redevelcfmnt or re talizaticm. 11e article is entitled
"~Srml Space is Beautf-il' and it tells what to icumidor ini the aw essMu designa
of wAil parks to attract people.. Ute article is in Owe July 1982 is-sue.

4.* The Kai4saki plant in 4unc-oln, bkbxak~a, Operates Under the JOPWAne Politly
ýof poiding seoure. wploywt, for its. wrkers. 7tht means no layoffs in tiams

* of ecarxic recession. As an alterntive# Xawasaki has qore Into partnership with
Owe City of Lincoln =nd is lez'4in its workers to carry out spmiail prjects for
t~he City, The- voipany thus retAins qualif-led workers, cuitrflxitas tO the IcoAl
q~aaity of life'. amd g&aiS a Partial tax de~ht~ion.

H.~4rry Sus& an (R) will be %wrkirq with a nmw program at the .4itville
CorrectionaI Center. Pary Is qardezdn ecxpertise vil I Ihlp im~tes dvlop a
system to prsetve seeds f~a classic old favorite plants. Sood catalogsa swieti.±es
iqjnore these varieties in favor of new hybrid varieties.

6. The Naval Air -rrqireerL-g Centex hua initilated an envr-*ointal Control pmcJect
o-n luzoquitoes. T,,ZY Unt=duced th00 pi&h A~~a aftinis into centtr watatays..
This =.rail fish is a prolific feedor on tcsrito larvae The socessfui intro-'

ducio, nit~aedin 19771, has xasuiltrol in. Ulu- siqzUfioa~it rodCation of pa!;ticle
Use.

7.The max, al I Saco F lin)ht Center 'ms deiOVOL> a hwv 'pivot atc. nt for~
prefabricatzd- be&=s. Good ftrx rof Zussesi bleachers, or other lightýv~iqht
structures, tý* Joint Is flexiAble when th- pivot is aittadehd W~t beoms rigidized
bY 3ttaching a threaded callAr. Call :or nore &i.-Crtiaon.

8. rhe Northern Reqiaial Retearch Ctnter of the Agricultural R~esearch Servce
has developed a -4v biodegradeable plastit (made with corn starch) that 51hAuld
have an irrense impwt on t~he packitging lnc3mtry. Ceda S)
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9. Natick Laboratories has developed a new high quality, shelf-stable,
pre-cooked, hot tray pack for foos• that could be used in the Meals cn hbeels
"p.-ogram. A Iot 'atar boiler arn tank heats týe food enroute to its destination.
1.0. A new tor of dust ptectleon to protect machine .perators now exists.

T1,4 device is an air cxKoW that does not interfere with vision, hearing, or
talking, but keep cut havul respiratory d•st.

111. Dm• alduxci (l,) is working with the Westerly Senior Citizens in order to
stuCy what 3CM of public address systema would be suitable for the hearuig .taired.

12. xario Tristany, Planning Director for the City of N•rwch, -invites all Ytu
art-Ist an) crsftspeople to participate in Qhe Civy's Harbor Day' on Sept. U.
Thexre is mo entry fee for displaying yaur wrks but he 'cad lie a Phie call to
-eswie space. i87-6250
13. R•udy C•neau Iis workinq with David Ogle at the State Capitol to make
rec=rnaations cn corec-•±tq the pvoblams bcuaght on by painting the acosttc tile.

214. Xen Yelper (M) will work *dh Dick ogee. L>ast kLw First Selectian, andIoe Care (R) to at-nsc to o.-r-ect a vandalis pnzblem at a twln -water tank.

.. -red Pants (QL; will wor-pk with Bill Slock, Norwich Purchasing Agent, to try
t:; -set up A CUMre1,ns3vX aystnm for n=n-bid itams.

2.6. Bob O'Wnlell wilA c-ý tnk wvh the United Xr4 Ccndt~tie tMt riev~es genicies
-- BL-q rqWss/

I".. Ricnard Mtlaillam, CcrXtectanrtt College clled for t'rtp with. a Cidxe'g
L.-tslte ¶tzatrm g=cp. Tho-L'na Chales 13 intnemstal in heiping awe she hasU~emin in bot-h setalc ad~bn prolsy vietim

t*% Cozy O)I ouqAhJMBrkh wv~
taWking aiqutr, 1dmn gr~wflh tL4 St. auJs-thhm lMhs

becr. accerqd4 at LMav. Htb mrtl,4r ,as ctýAaoth t iyt re
=.th ccDewttn* tw his &Jtstwrt since he cw4=o IjMM =r %wat. IM tg

cwoaw tnd sa*lvo tfln pmcbln 4a

lu9 Th Cty of G'ttch Is =cnctrn.'4 emit odor prcQbln At the UtAtrti t -p14ant.
The ~ctter*M-d tO t. Atr~ CoAUd eq1cnM L-Ab siP*clUat LOX" reowreOUaitio

C"t -AV MChflcal that ctalqh help vt~th the P.-mb±f.

11). -ATVAe ofl~ * cnti Ls Wwwttsted In hivin a naval Air -!lNqefalrm Canter
pecta lst. Cc~k at a cinloflnatiat preblnm LQ*y um 4KxFutflW5 .

21. JcOf Sabl IIVCl Will be %or5Wq '4the t IWo tAcbtc Valley OrtWisnCu toI help th'a sort out 2.rdo=AUcatain recrt carntr pntsatatiau aeA wo the".

12. Stane Gl~artl ft"4 is tcAukI' with Les Guy tw develp elcvtx-iAlc device
ore* h&Aiic&R)@d.

t.C-6czve PL'ao ?:t Wink -esaarch the triatanot of a cararatd Ct? tý"t '.Cf."

Csýcr-e at 34033, t'r X*S43±. k

24 heCty 'rae ti nntn Ct. hat callped. t:%e fl-Ay rt'oontly !iuAd
"utr~r neetds afzutor *%asdp x .tt.t:.eenUatx tp

Pe'Fa 6 reasca%ýjA, X ýteeczt'Ve bf't~n taben tlZU06in&ctrrrate
:ech.~Cfl VoL~xttt aczkx becaxmse idnhasttoaun'nvst c

t".0 -Itaca k4o- ZccaA~ll tot2leak
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Newsletter for the NUSC Teohnical Volunteer Networ
october 1982

RETIREE MEETINGS

New London-October 20
10 :00am-Norwich, (Check
with Plaiining Director
City Hall for Room #

Newport-Portsmouth
10:00 am, Oct. 18
Town Hall

1. The work done by the NUSC Technical Volunteers is gaining national
attention in the handicapped world. This office has received requests
from disabled persons in Ohio, Kansas, and Pennsylvania. Because of
our national linkage to other laboratories through the Federal
Laboratory Consortium, these persons were put in contact with other
laboratories where they could obtain adaptive engineering technical
assistance. Participating labs are the Naval Air Development Center,
Wright-Patterson Air Force R & D Center, and Ames Laboratory. Good
work all for setting the pace for others to follow. It is much
appreciated by the receiveks out theretl !

2. Newington Children's Hospital has requested the opportunity for
several of their rehabilitation staff to meet with Technical Volunteers
to present a technological Wish List. Specific areas would be
computers, eye control technology, adaptive engineering, electronics,
etc. The date for a New London presentation has been set for
October 19 at 0930 am in the Cafeteria Conference Rm. in Bldg. 80.
A similar meeting is scheduled in Newport, the Conference Rm. in
Bldg. 990 at 10:00 on October 28. Supervisory approval rqquired.

3. Diane Davis (Npt.) having done an excellent job of capsulizing the
education, experience, and volunteer interests of Newport retirees,
is now doing the same thing for New London retirees. This kind of
synopsis is val'uable in educating municipal officials about the kind
of expertise NUSC workers possess.

4. Roger Read (NL) says the math department at a Stonington jdnlor
high has a new TRS-80. They are interested in learring how other
junior highs are incorporatin; microcomputers into the math curriculum.
If any of you have junicr high rqeed chilaren who are using micro-
computers in their mathematics program, please let Roger know so he
can pass the information along.

5. Genural Dynamics-Electric Boat was interested in learning more about
the CRREL developed paint that prevents ice adhesion. Local government
thought i. would be useful for fire hydrants and another caller
wanted to explore the possizility of pultung it on his airplane.
Any other good ideas????

B.14 F-54
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6. George Panko (NL) is investigating the software programs that a*1 NASA/Wallops Computer Club is generating for the handicapped.
Supposedly they are adapting game software so it can be used with
a single switch. They are also writing educational programs that
will be helpful to this population.

7. Harry Sussman (R/NL) has made recommendations on the tomato varieties
to be planted in the Montville Correctional Center's new greenhouse.
Gil Wagner, an environmental chemist with an interest in plants will
be retiring from Pfizers soon and Will join Harry in helping to plan

a greenhouse-woodlot program at the jail.

3 8. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Technology Transfer office called to
trade information on work with the handicapped. It seems they are
working with speech pathologists in California.

9. City of Norwich officials have been visiting the New L-cndon lab for
informal ddscussions on computers, word processing, and facilities
management. The City's department heads want to update themselvesI in these areas about new products, processes, applications, etc.
This is part of a national demonstration project in which cities are
paired with laboratories to determine the kind of benefits cities
can receive from suqh a relationship.

10. A new company has introduced a product that makes big computers
perform like small ones. The reason? Software packages are more
affordable for microcomputers. In addition, this device eliminatesI the need for expensive floppy disc drives. Also, the micro can use
a mini's high speed printer. "The Bridge" as this device is called,
can be obtained through Virtual Microsystems, Inc. in Berkeley, Ca.

Ii. The Swedes are trying a new method of eliminating an acidic condition
in a local lake. They dumped in all the eggshells from a lccal baking
company in an attempt to neatralize the sulfuric acid. Results are
still not in but Uppsala University feels it may work if the lake is=• • not too highly acidic.

12. The French have developed a new moveable automatic toilet. Users
deposit 20 cents in an electronic collection box. After use* the
system is cleaned for 45 seconds by a high speed rotating brush and
oressurized water. Next it is disinfactel and then a perfumed
deoderant is sprayed into the cabinet and the bowl is dried. This
may be a solution for municipalities who must deal with a large influx
of tourists every summer.

l o. A Welsh company his developed a patented carvet of synthetic material

tc be uged to create year round ski slopes. Poston Hills Ski area
in N. Andover, Ma. will have the largest slope which will ateasure
1300 ft. long by 144 Ct. wide.

I i:.55 B.. 1
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14. Israel has trademarked a new extinguisher system that provides
effective fire protection for data processing systems and stored
data. It uses a special gaseous agent that does not damage micro-
film, magnetic tapes, etc. Within fractions of a second, the
gas denies oxygen and anuffs out a fire.

15. The Canadian Mounties have developed a new method to stop vehicles
in a high speed chase. The hollow spike strip is both 100%
effective and falls within the required safety range for such devices.
It consists of two rows of hollow spikes inserted in 4 ply woven
rubber belting with a segmented metal back plating. The spikes
are ground at a 150 angle and is Teflon coated to allow easy
penetration of the tires. When a suspect vehicle passes over the
spikes, they penetrate the front tires and break loose from the
belt causing air to escape slowly from the tires. This method
causes no steering problems but brings cars to a safe stop.

16. The Southern New England Telephone Company is developing an audio
visual program foe public use of the Nautilus. *They are looking

for examples of lore, legend, and trivia to make the project more
interesting. If you served aboard the Nautil,:s, or know someone
who did, and have interesting information to sharet

Contact: Mr. Richard Newberg
SNET
200 Captain"s Walk
New London, Ct., 06320
Phone: 203 447-6405

17. The National Bureau of Standards is receiving a patent for a new
method of removing sulfur dioxide from waste gases. The idea
revolves around a reaction scheme whereby ozone (via an olefin such
as propylene) and water vapor are introduced into a gas stream
containing sulfuf dioxide. They act to form a variety of Criegee
intermediates which combine almost immediately with the sulfur
dioxide. The end products are sulfuric acid and nitric acid mists -
both of which can be further refined to use in commercial
fertilizer. There are certain unknowns about this process, but
the researchers suggest this method offers advantages over the
commonly ubed limostone slurry system.

18. Visicalc, or one of the other electronic spread sheets, are finding
new uses due to innovative users. Some folks use it to gain better
control over cash flow, to answer financial and budgetary "what if"
questions, and others keep track of expense account reporting on the
system. According to users, who have even developed a newsletter,
the uses for this system a:e limited only 4y the imagination of the
user.

(Contd on p. 8.17)
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19. Doug Peabody of Waterford, called to inquire whether the federal
government had courses in 1) interpersonal communications, 2; time
management, 3) intergovernmental communication. -e was referred toJohn Harris who informed him that municipal bfficials were entitle8
to attend federally sponsored courses.

20. The new Westerly Senior Citizens Center received the stereo speakersI donated by Fred Williams and refurbished by Jim Hazlin.

21. NASA has developed a coating that protects sensitive equipment from
heat. An immediate civilian application would be to protect fuel
lines during a boat fire. (at least during the first few minutes)

* 22. A Pavement Management Course has been developed by the University
of Illinois. The course is based on a US Army Corps of Engineers
Project. U of I held the 3-day course in August. Perhaps a New
England university would like to transfer the idea here.

23. For all you towns with beaches to be maintained, Cocoa Beach, Fla.
has a new beach cleaner. The new system that has an automatic
hydraulic lift means that one man can position the device next to
a 55 gallon trash barrel, dump the can, and sets the can bakk in
place. One man now empties 200 trash cans.

24. Clearwater, Fla. has effected substantial savings by institutingcontinuous road maintenance, At the first sign of street cracking
or raveling, the area is sprayed with emulsified asphalt with a
followup dpplication of crushed rock. This treatment lasts 2-3
times longer than plant mix.

If you have questions, requests, etc., call me at (203) 447-4603

Donna J. Mansfield
Co,,inunity Liaison Coordinator

I

I
IB-17/B-18
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Report #LA-UR-83-2189

AN EMERGING NATIONA'. RESOURCE WITHIN

THE FEDERAL 4 LABORATORY

The Technical Volunteer SerVtie is an
experimental project aimed at making
the scientific and professional re-
sources ogl tte Federal Research Labora-
tories availaC-e to help Local Govern-
ments and other users through the
involvement of Technical Volunteers.

DocumenM Preparatibn by DelaBarre £ Associates
1"45 N,. Pine Avo., Ste. #109t Fresno, CA 93727

I "ier LANL P.O. 49-163-1973U-1

This documer is the responsibil.ty of the author and any opin-
ionr., findings, conclusione or recommendations expressed are
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the US Depa-timent of Enprgye the US Department of Defense
(Army); the LawrencA .i,4ermore National Laboratory, the Los
"A.uamos Natiorsl Laboratory or the Federal Laboratory Consortium.
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PREFACE

The documentation presented in this volume is based primarily on a
case study of the design, development and implementation of a Tech-
nical Volunteer Service (TVS) at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). The development effort for the LLNL-TVS program
was performed by DelaBarre & Associates, Mr. Allan Sjoholm, Project
Manager, under LLNL PSA #6677301 for the Office of Research and
Technology Applications. Additional contributions to this develop-
ment documentationk were made by Mr. Mark Kaiser of the League of
California Cities under LLNL PSA #1256103 to provide insight into
working with local government. Experience gained from efforts at
other Federal Laboratories, private sector firms, local governments
and volunteer coordinating groups assisted greatly in the develop-
ment activity.

The purpose of the documentation is to provide a comprehensive data
package containing both proven instruments and techniques as well as
the underlying rationale for the steps and actions that were taken.

This document is designed to serve as a practical guide for develop-
ing your own Technical Volunteer Service, however a degree of cau-
tion must be exercised. Each facility may have different policies
and/or legal requirements that must be addressed specifically. Ex-
amples of these issues include personal and professional liability
and workmans compensation insurance, Any ORTA entering into a TVS
development program is advised to consult with your facility's Gen-
eral Council on theme issues and the program in general. The re-
wards to the individual Federal research facility, the communities
served and the employees both current and retired make the efforts
required seem small indeed.

-- GET INtVOLVD --
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the credit for the successful model developed at LLNL.-.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1983 was proclaimed the Year of the Volunteer. Prom the highest level of
our government, President Reagan has shown his own strong personal sup-
port by stating: *1 just wish those who are pessimistic about the future
of America could see an overview of this surge of creative and humanitar-
ian action. We believe it should be recognized, encouraged and promot-
ed. And that's why we established the President's Volunteer Action
Awards, to focus public attention on the accomplishments of our nation's
volunteers. *

The concept of volunteerism and the establishment of formal volunteer
programs within the private and public sectors is by no means new. Em-
phasis by the Reagan Administration, Public Law 96-480 (The Stevenson-
Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980), and an ever expanding require-
ment for technical assistance in helping state and local governments meet
the needs of our citizens do, however, provide a greater operational
urgency for increased effort.

Public Law 96-480 requires that technology developed through Federal
Research and Development efforts be transferred, where appropriate, to
state and local governments and to the private sector.

Indeed in this era of budget austerity and high unemployment it behoves
everyone to contribute, to the maximum extent possible, to the stimula-
tion of our nation's economy and help it meet .the threat of foreign com-
petition. It is precisely in the area of complex and technical problems
that Federal Laboratories, with their large and highly qualified pool of
professional resources, can make unique and invaluabU contributions.
Municipalities are facing many more sophisticated demands - computer in-

stallations, radio and communications systems - with less money to hire
tachnical staff. There appears to exist an urgent and very real need for
scientific help beyond their own limited capabilities.

Federal Laboratory Consortium member Lbocatories such as The Naval
Underwater Systems Center and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), along with several other public and private organizattons, have
accepted a leadership role in undertaking a new formal program to provide
a Technical Volunteer Service (TVS) available to surrounding communi-
ties. The Administration on Aging (AOD) is particularly interested in
the productive use of retired volunteers and is working with the PLC.,

The LLNL-TVS program is being developed with two primary objectives in
mind. The first is to increase the technical resources availc0W9 to
local governments for application on specific projects, task forcec.. ;o:-
mittees or other support activities. The second is to expori~ment.ly
demonstrate the power of technical volunteers in the solution or.A&:nui-
cal problems within the communities served. The LLNL-TVS user kv.n cur-
rent and retired laboratory employees, The initial reaponse t. • twk call
for volunteers was very encouraging (as of 4/29/83) with Z12 current
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employees and 37 retirees volunteering their services. Technical assist-
ance assignments are currently being made as the requests for help from
the users are being received. A solid foundation has been created on
which future expansion can be based.

With this technical approach, LLNL has put in place a large and highly
skilled pool of professionals qualified and motivated to render assist-
ance first to local governments and schools and later perhaps to the
non-profit and private sectors.

It is not the intent of the Technical Volunteer Service (TVS) to intro-
duce competition with current staff, support consultants or other re-
source persons availat" to potential users of new technology. However#
many specialized and additional services can become available to local
governments and private industry through the use of volunteers.

2
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I II. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BACKGROUND

It is important that the Technical Volunteer Service Program (TVS) beviewed in the light of it's origin in the already established FederalLa*,oratory technology transfer program so that it may be placed in proper
historical perspective.

The Federal Laboratory Consottium for Technology Transfer (PLC) emergedfrom the Department of Defense Technology Transfer Laboratory Consortiumformed in. 1971 to itaprove inter-laboratory communications and find gre&t-er civilian uses for technical knowledge developed originally for mili-tary purposes. The original Cons:ortium grew from 11 to 34 members by1974 when all Federal Laboratories were invited to consolidate into oneorganization. The PLC grew to a current total of over 300 of the largestFederal Goývernment Research and Development Laboratories and Centers.These member Laboratories and Centers represent eleven Federal Agencies.including the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Health and Human Ser-vices, Transportation, Energy, Intgrior, Justice and Commerce, as well asthe Tennessee Valley Authority, the Ehvironment Protection Agency, andthe National Aeronautics and Space Administratfon. To ensure responsive-ness to local area needs the Laboraiories and Centers are grouped intosix regional areas identified .beow.

RLC. REGIONAL AREAS

A

A FAR WEST D. NORTHEAST
S. MIDCONTINENT E. MID-ATLANTIC
C. MIDWEST I. SOUTHEAST
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The organization of the FLC is depicted below.

FEDERAL LABORATOrY CONSORTIUM
-- 1 PLC

-L R OrganizationalS- GENERAL MiMBERSHIP

(MEMBER R9PRE$SNTATIVES) Chart

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FLC
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE PLANNING COMMI"TEF

116 MEMBERS) 1710 MEMBERS)

( PLC
HAIRPVIfSQN

1 I CHAIRPERSON

FLC SECRETARIAT

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

~~~~~~ .. ... .. __ • _ _ ...... ... ............................... ........... ......

SOUTHEAST MIO.WEST
REGION REGION

NORTHEAST MID-CONTINENT
REGION REGION

MIO-ATLANTIC PAR WEST

REGION j REGION

LI- . TECHNOLOGY I

SPECIALTY
COORDINATOR
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I

The transfer process of the FLC depends upon the active person to person
participation of the users and individual member laboratory representa-
tives. Simply stated, this process involvess

1. Documentation of R&D results by the laboratories and cata-
loging of these results by the PLC to identify available
resources.

2. Identification and prioritization of needs and services
requested by technology users.

3. Matching of needs and available resources.fl The Transfer Process

E AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

SERVXCCI IEUEt )EDERAL LABORATORI ES)

- SUSER APPLICATIONS

SOLUTIONS

The remainder of the •rocess takes one of two pathis (I) a direct trans-
fer where the technology is applicable in its current form, or (2) an
appjicationis transfer that involves the need for adaptive engineering or

modification before the technology is applicable.

The entire process has proven to be effective through real world expect-
ence with a full spectrum of user groups.

I The PLC reptesents a large and important national Investment in scienti-
fic facilities, equipmont, capabilities and experience through its' mem-
ber Agncses and Laboratories. Vthse Laboratories represent a powerful
resourco, that whin properly mobilized can assist in the solutions to

G
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many of our national problems. The FLC's national network helps users
find information that is timely and directly applicable to specific prob-
lems. Each Laboratory has a Technology Transfer Coordinator who main-
tains contact with scientists and researchers within his own facility as
well as his counterparts in other Laboratories and Agencies. Each Coor-
dinator identifies new technologies of potential benefit to the public
and private sectors and disseminates information regarding that technol-
ogy.

The well documented roster of successful transfers of new technology
developed in the FLC member Laboratories and Centers is convincing testi-
mony to the value to this approach. The Technical Volunteer Service Pro-
gram has been coupled to the proven and successful foundation of the PLC
technology transfer effort. It represents a deliberate extension and
enlargement of the basic concept through the utilization of both current
and retired employees.

6
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III THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LLNL-TVS

Introduction and Overview

The overall thrust of the TVS Development Program is to activate a pool
of volunteer technical talent from the very sizeable and so far relative-
ly untapped reservoir of professional and technically skilled Federal
Laboratory employees. This pool of talent has great potential for help-
ing deal with the problems faced by local governments and other community
organizations. Collectively the Federal Laboratories employ approximate-
ly 200,000 professionals whose expertise- spans virtually every facet of
science and engineering know-how. Technical retirees further serve to
substantially increase the amount of professional help available to po-
tential users. Currently there are no systematic procedures that permit
ready accessing to this huge supplementary capability.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (I.LNL) has approximately 7200 cur-
rent employees encompassing a wide range of professional and technical
disciplines. There are over 1000 LLNL retirees residing in the Bay Area
with the largest single concentration in the City of Livermore itself.
These figures clearly show the very sizeable resource base of highly
skilled people from which technical volunteers can be drawn.

For over a decade, LLNL has shared its technology with other Federal
Departments and Agencies as well as with state and local governments in a

strong and continuing technology transfer
effort. As a major step in implementing
Public Law.96-480, LLNL decided to organ-ize a Laboratory sponsored Technical Vol-
unteer Service (TVS) Program for both cur-

Srent and retired employees. It was in-
-- • tended that the TVS be an integral part of

7
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the Laboratory's overall mission to provide technical assistance and sup-
port to state and local governments, non-profit organizations and small,
businesses. It is viewed as an opportunity for employees to make a
statement, through action, that LLNL is genuinely concerneO about all
aspects of community and National welfare.

The TVS provides an avenue for current and retired employees to become
actively involved in community technical assistance projects. Through
this program employees are able to contribute directly to the solution of
urgent technical problems affecting our community at a time when other
resources are drying up. Employee participation can be in the form of
direct technical assistance; a source of information, or an opportunity
to act as a technical advisor.

The TVS Program can act as a resource referral system utilizing a Job
Skills Bank to identify available volunteers best matched to assist the
requesting user agency or organization. Noting the different environ-
ments between the Laboratory and the requesting user, special attention
was given to understanding the potential user's needs and mode of opera-
tion. In addition the TVS must prepare both the volunteer and the local
government officials for a "meeting of minds%. The League of California
Cities provided assistance in developing approaches for working with the
operational level of local government and for informing City Managers and
Department Heads how best to use this new breed of technical helpers.

The development plan for the LLNL-TVS was divided into three phasest

1) Phase A
S* Gather Data (existing volunteer programs)l
* System Concept Design (specific to Federal Laboratories)i
* Develop TVS Process, procedures and necessary forms, etc.

2) Phase B
* Proof-Test questionnaires, letters# etc. and modify as

neededl
* Establish TVS Program Officel
* Xmplement internal process:
* Initiate contacts with local governements and community

organizations.

3) Phase C
-* Operational Testings
S* Development Documentationt
* eplication at other Federal Laboratories.

Phase At Design.land Mevelop.ent

To establish an initial information base for program development, mater-
ials from all known related efforts were obtained and reviewed. This
material included the National Center for involvement Skills Bank Publi-
cation containing details on 10 volunteer sites and documentation on the

8



San Diego Senior Skills Bank Project. These and other documents proVided
a comprehensive overview of the features and characteristics of a wide
range of volunteer efforts including examples of forms and procedures
used. In addition to this literature review, a personal visit was made
to one of the actual demonstration sites located at Monterey, Ca. to
observe first hand the operation of the Volunteer Office.

The information base also included the case history of the Technical
Volunteer Service operated by the Nlaval Underwater Systems Center
(NUSC). It has been in existence since 1978 and now numbers close to 400
volunteers both active and retired. The'NUSC volunteers' skills are, of
course, closely aligned with NUSC'S mission of submarine communications
and weaponry. Employee experience in sonar, acoustics, communications,
computers and engineering has been translated into local volunteer pro-
jects with Police Departments and their two-way radio systems, a hydro-
phone based leak location device for Public Works Department, guidance
for municipalities as they select a computer system and pre-feasibility
estimates of potential hydropower for local electrical generation. To
become fully familiar with their approach and to gain as much as possible
from their valuable experience, a representative of the LLNL-TVS Program
visited the NUSC in Groton, Conn. and spent three days reviewing all
aspects of the effort and discussing operational considerations with key
project personnel as well as with user officials. In turn the NUSC Pro-
ject Coordinator visited LLNL thus providing further direct interchange
of information.

In addition to the above, general literature searches were conducted to
locate other pertinent data and informatlonu contact was made with pro-
fessional volunteer societiesi and discussions were held with various
volunteer agency representatives.

A detailed Project Plan was prepared for the LLNL-TVS developmental
phase. Its purpose was to establish a development work program, identify
target completion dates, and permit assessment of required resources.
This plan was reviewed and up-dated as the effort proceeded towards es-
tablished goals and objectives. Preliminary forms and draft letters were
developed for review. Skills Bank procedures were designed. Review
mechanisms were proposed to evaluate performance from both the user and
volunteer view point. Recognition and award features were identified as
required features of the operational TVS Program.

Top level laboratory management support is absolutely vital to the devel-
opment and operational success of the TVS Program. Every effort was made
to ensure that key laboratory personnel were involved in the critical
early planning staget. Approval of the concept and program direction was
obtained and commitment of resources secured before launching the ef-
fort. At this point an annoucement of the planned program was made and a
modest LLNL internal public relations effort was initiated.

9
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As in any organizations of this size a number of existing voluntee• and
outreach type activities were already in existance. Indeed the Labora-
tory was noted for its' community concern and involvement. The LLNL-TVS
Program was specifically designed to provide a new technical dimension to
this community involvement. The TVS development was closely coordinated
with these existing LLNL activities to avoid duplication and to allow
maximum utilization of available volunteer resources.

Of particular importance was the LLNL Retirees Association and its active
role in representing the Laboratory retirees. Early contacts were made
to inform them about the proposed TVS Program to gain their support and
participation.

A conceptual model of the proposed LLNL-TVS Program operation served as
an overall framework in the development of procedures and for the proto-
type evaluation. The model identified the functional elements of the TVS
process:

1) Identification and definition of user needsl
2) Identification of Volunteer pool and cataloging of technical

skillsi
3) Matching of needs with appropriate volunteer(s)l
4) Implement and monitor support to userj and
5) Follow-up and Feed-back.

To further describe the model and operating process the following des-
criptive and procedural information is presented. The information is
organized primarily around the volunteeri the client; and special system
features.

THE VOLUW1EER

1'. Recruiting of Volunteers

Various techniques were used for inviting the involvement of Laboratory
professional and technical employees both current and retired. These
techniques includeds

(a) Developing and distributing program information and personal
questionnaires to all potential volunteersg

(b) Making presentations and briefingsv
(c) Writing hews bulletins and notices and publishing them in

the Laboratory in-house news organ;
(d) Personal contacts with potential candidatest
(e) Contacts with existing employee organizations, (e.g. LLHL Retir-

see Assodiation)l
(f) Use of 'Want AdeS to recruit special skills foa a particular

assignmentl and
(g) =Word-of-mouth" recommendations frow participating volunteers.

10
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2. Application to Become a Volunteer

The application/personal questionnaire form provides the necessary docu-
mentation of a potential volunteer's capabilities and the means to deter-
mine the assignments most suitable to the individuals interests and qual-
ifications. The major elements that are included are:

(1) Volunteer Identification Characteristics
(2) Occupation
(3) Experience
(4) Education
(5) Availability
(6) Special Hobbies
(7) Type of Asignment Prefecred
(8) Other Current Volunteer Activities

Both current and retiree questionnaires were carefully pre-tested on sam-
ple populations to evaluate them given local conditions and to "fine-
tune" them to gain favorable reaction while at the same time obtaining
the desired information. The questionnaires were kept as'ahort as poss-
ible, including only essential information, The basic identifying infor-
mation about name, phone number, location, degrees, and current job
(active employees) were naturally asked for. The very essense of a vol-
unteer program however is personal involvement and comitment. Accord-
ingly, the questionnaires were carefully de-
signed to allow full leaway for the respond-
ents to indicate their hotbies, unusual
skills, unique capabilities and inter.ota
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that they cared to share. Questions were also posed to identify areas or
groups that they cared to serve in or with. For purposes of cross refer-
ence of information, a question was put in to find out what current LLNL
and area volunteer efforts the replying individual was already involved
in. A question was included to find out if the volunteer was a member of
a local government governing body or was serving on an appointed commit-
tee or board. Special note should be made of the "free form" nature of
the questionnaire. Questions were posed in a manner that did not re-
strict responses allowing the applicant to provide a statement of all
skills which-he/she felt were important.

The summation of all volunteer applicant inputs represents the data base
used for the establishment and updating of the TVS-Skills Bank.

Because of legal and specific LLNL requirements I.t was also necessary to
ensure that the 4uestionnnaire form contains a "Privacy Act Notification
Statement" such as the following to assure the volunteer that information
provided would be appropriately safeguarded.

The State of California Information Practices Act of 1977
(effective July 1, 1978) requires the University to provide
the following information to individuals who are asked to
supply information:

The purpose for requesting the information on this form is
to collect information to use in building a skills bank to
support the Laboratory's Technical Volunteer Service.
Laboratory and University policy and State and Federal sta-
tutes authorize the maintenance of this information.

Furnishing the information on this form is voluntary.

Individuals have the right to review their own records in
accordance with Laboratory -Policies. Information on these
policies can be obtained from the Personnel Department.

The official responsible for maintaining the information
contained on this form ist the managetp Office of Research
s Technology Applications.

3. Volunteer Skills Bank

The information developed from the application/personal questionnaire
forms is used for the preliminary selection of candidates for any
placement. To facilitate this selection process a skills bank is used
which allows tor an organized review of each potential volunteer's capa-
bilities and interests. The information and basic form were organized in
a fashion that allows for easy computer application. Although limited
resources precluded initial computerization of the data for the LLNL-WS,
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an interim system was developed using the WANG Word Processor. Ttrrough
the use of key words and simple word processor search techniques, the
system is working well for the limited volume of requests currently being
processed. When warranted, the LLNL-TVS will convert the skills bank to
a computer data base system.

4. Volunteer Assignment Procedures

Using the skills bank information individual TVS volunteer qualifications
are reviewed against the nature of the problem or requirement stated on
the User Request Form submitted by the local government or other client.
Although every attempt is made to obtain sufficient information on the
original request form some situations will require that the volunteer
discuss the problem or need personally with the client to ensure a common
understanding. After a careful review of the requirement and the sur-
rounding conditions such as budget, politics, funds and titne estimates,
the volunteer and client mutually agree upon the next steps and the as-
signment begins. The User Request Form, later described in more detail,
permits following the progress made and recording of results.

5. Evaluation by Volunteers

It is essential that the Laboratory, especially ORTA management, stay
abreast of the progress and operation of the TVS. The program will both
internally (employees) and externally (user groups) be quite visable. To
assure that the Laboratory achieves the positive results the program is
capable of achieving, input from both the individual volunteers and
user/clients is needed. User/client input is covered later under Evalua-
tion by Client. The volunteers assessment of his/her assignment is re-
quested upon completion of the assignment. The main elements contained
on the form submitted by the volunteer ares

(1) Satisfaction with Assignment
(2) Length of Assignment
(3) Amount of Time Spent
(4) Main Functions or Activities
(5) Communications Problems
(6) Value of Contributions Made
(7) Value to Volunteer
(8) Availability for Future Assignments

6. Recognition of Volunteers

While precise features have not been finalized, such measures as the fol-
lowing are under consideration"

(1) Letters of Comendation
(2) Feature Articles in Laboratory Newspaper
(3) AwarA Dinners
(4) Plaques
(5) TVS Participation Certificates

13
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Recognition of Volunteers
is a must to assure them
that the work they are
doing is both needed and
appreciated. Each labor-
atory should develop a
recognition program that
is designed specifically
for their laboratory and
community environment.
Special consideration
should be given td going
beyond the laboratory to
the FLC or other national
level.

THE USER/CLIENT G

1. Establishing Contact I
and Community Linkage [1

Through the existing FLC
technology transfer pro-
gram, contacts with Local
Government officials has in most areas already been made and channels of
communications established. In the case of LLNL, the ORTA and the Labor-
atory Community Relations Representative had worked with local communi-
ties. Key organizations and networks such as the Southwest Innovation
Group (SIG) and the League of California Cities (LCC) are available to
capitalize on their established capabilities and reputations. In addi-
tion, personal visits were made to selected surrounding local jurisdic-
tions to make them aware of the TVS. Initial contacts such as this or
letter to the Major or City Manager serves to alert local government of
the establishment of this new service and to prepare them for future
visits and discussions. The final step in c5tablishing a working linkage
usually includes personal visits with Mayors, CxLy Managers and Depart-
ment Heads front each local government to be served. Those visits are
used to explain the details of the program and to indicate the tyves of
technical resources that could be made available to help them. The TV
Project Coordinator is envisioned as a key contact point and direct chan-
nel for receiving requests from potential users of the TVS.

2. User Requests

A short, concise and simple User Request Form was designed for use by
"potential clients. The form was based on the NUSC experience. It is
anticipated that initial contacts may be made by phone and the form is
usable as a phone interview guide as well as in a personal interview. It
is essential that the amount of detail obtained concerning the problem or
"request be sufficient and meaningful enough to permit evaluation of the

14
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type of technical resources needed for response. The information should
ý,be straight forwar6 and tell the volunteer what the problem is. The form
'also has been developed to permit the TVS Project Coovdinator to follow
the progress of the assignment. The main elements contained in the form
are:

(1) Identifying.Data (Address, city, phone, etc.)
(2) Date received
(3) How received (Phonep- lottere visit)
(4) Subject area
(5) Detailed description of problem/~requirement (Time, budget, poli-

tical and financial constraints)
(6) inquiry action (Volunteer assigne6)
(7) Response to requestor/action taken
(8) How results were given to user (Reporto, phone, letters)

3 Selection of Volunteer for assignment

Once the request is formally accepted by the WYS the Skills Bank file is
used to locate the most appropriat, volunteerts). fProspsoctive volunteera
would then be queried to determine their avidlmlility 6or service. A
preliminary discussion with the available volinteers regarding the pro-
blem or requirements. establishes their personal interest., At this point
the available volunteer(s) and the individual who originated the Viner re-
quest ate brought together in order to continue techbical Milususions and
exchange additional relevant Information. It is bolieved that the direct

*User/Volunteer interaction will constitute the cort of the selection pro-
*cess, with the TV$. Project Cootdinator 'keeping -abreast ot 64ch dovelop--
ment to assist if necessary and to -ensure, Joint satWisflation.

4. Evaluation by Client

the user reaction to the IVFS Program and ap appraisal Of Its. efletive-
iwiso becomes. the basis for future planning of izhe. WOB oprations. As
with the Voluntgere themselves, timoly and pertinent fesd-bauk in a sto-n-
dardized format, -to essentiol for comparicon -purpcses., To 'Achieve- this#
an Agn~eoy or Uae' EValuation For* hats been built intio the. process.ý Xt is
vital that the. Project Coordinator monitor 'the progress of the -specif ic
projects 'to.1-dentify 'any optential. probleu areas. TZbe main *lament* on

*the User/Agency evaluation Wora ate,
(1) Identifying IttformatinWer city# addtss, phone, etc*)
.(2) MAwke of volunteeir
(3) useignient/prcbleft

(4) Lngth 00 40649nment
TWO'im devotedW byVolunteer

(6) Camuni.,stion problems
(7) Value of volunteer
is) main duties or activities of voluntior
(9) Was tht volunteer technically qualified, if not* vbhy n~ot!
(10) Did you or will you use, results?



UNIQEW FEATURES

During the course of the design and development of the LL.NL-TV$ Program,
certain needs were identified and solutions developed. As a result there
are a number of new features being built into the TVS program that war-
rant special attention and merit consideration for replication elsewhere.

1) LLNL-League of California Cities Technical Volvnteer Orientation Pro-
gram

This is a special effort to *bridge the gap" between the Laboratory re-
search environment and the operational world of local governments. In
recognition of the need to better and more systematically prepare TVS
volunteers to function effectively in a different mode and to understand
and appreciate client needs,* an arrangement was made with the League of
California Cities to design and develop a new orientation course and man-
ual. Tb', actual struzture of the presentation and media to be used has
not beqn finalized at this writing. It will however be a short course
that can be given during the day and evening hours at different loca-
tions. 'The use of a Video taped program is being evaluated.

It is Anticipated that the T-VS orientation program will gene-rally follow

the outline and overview presented below.

The Technical-,Volunteer Orientation

lio Introduction to TVS- Program and Ganiral Etjtasis on Technical
Volunteers

The Administration, Medral Agencies and-their Laboratories as
veil as the Congress, thrQugh enactment of Public Law 96-480#
have *mtablished a positive environment for increased involve-
ment by feoderal Employees in volunteer tam. An overview of this
informationi, the Technical Volunteer Service proggam and related
programs is iwesenttd.

It. Eplanation of Local Covernufent'a, Need for Volunteers

thle. vectiotl explains to the prospective volunteers the very
reel *rervtc dtlivecy problemso faced by local govnnis~ent. A
to~a_"ti~ow ts priisented tetvnn Shrinking iresourdes (i.e. Proý-
poxsition 1$ in callfornia and other tax reducing and limtititng
Iafliulatlof) and increaktng demands for services. The lack of
experienced technology ttansfer brokers within local government
is also covered.
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III. Description of the Typical City Environment

I. This portion of the orientation represents explanation of the
city as a client. Of special concern is making the volunteers
familiar with this new environment and how it functions. Four
basic areas covered are:
* Organizational structure (legal basis, etc.)
* Operational characteristics (functions and services )
* Political dimension of activities
* Public contact and exposure (media dimension)

IV. WIhat to ExpecL from a City

Working with a city is like working with any other entity, your
job becomes much easier if you know what to expect. Cities,
like our Laboratories or industrial firms, all operate differ-
entlyl however, generalities are possible and to a large extent

• hold true. Areas covered aret

* Different vocabulary
* Varying Definitions of Problems
* Ambiguous Role of Volunteer
* icy Personnel to Contact

* Resistance to Change by Staff
0 Time Short and Budget Limited

S* cry Result-oriented-. • Slov Rate of Progress
• 1 • Routine Day-to-Day Operating Concerns

•Typical Areas for Involv~eant
_ .. •Possible- Role ($) fcx Volunteer

.N . UvEanatio"I of Pcocedure to be Used

The actual detail ptocedutes to be* used in the volunteer s as-
.ig rnt tre worked out by the TVS Coo.dinator and the Volunteer
'with the client. This suction is l• nptJd to give the vountoeer
a base line understanding of those procedures. Of special In-
terest is an introduction to the following:
* Pr-visit (sateri~is on the city. and the p eobtn, letter

setting the appointment, etc,)
*Visit (tntrcoucation, and accoaqsaniee-nt)

* Post-visit jfe~dback on visit from volunteer and city, pro-
Svision of iaontlotato/asistance 4aa tequettod)

Z. dIenaral Background waterals

An info.tmatio package Is pt wvided the potential volunteer which3can servo as a resoutve 1:. accomplishing their future assign-
"•nta.
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2) Volunteer and User Follow-Up and Evaluation Procedures

Both the User agency and the TVS Volunteer are requested to submit evalu-
ations of the contributions made. From the clients point of view we are
concerned with whether the input was pertinent and if it was used. From
the volunteer's perspective we are interested in determining the level of
individual satisfaction and the value of his/her effurts. It is consid-
ered very worthwhile and nocessary to measure the offectiveness of the
program and to stay on top of progress and-developments at each phase so
necessary adjustments can be made.

3) Use of TVS Volunteers as Technology Transfer Suppoat for the ORTA

It is believed that this is the sirst attempt to use technical volunteers
to extend the technology transfer activities of the Office of Research
and Technology Applications (ORTA). The plan ir for the TVS Volunteers,
mainly retirees, to help staff the ORTA Technical Assistance effort and
to employ their professional and technical expertise to answer user re-
quests for information and assistance.

4) Special "Stand-by" TVS Projects

Another unique aspect of the LLNL-TVS Program is the design of worthwhile
and meaningful "stand-by" projects to utilize the capabilities of the
pool of volunteers while awaiting specific user requests for the services
of individual participants. The first two areas under consideration are
energy conservation and computer operations for local government.

5) Linkages with Retired Local Government Officia.1s

A variety of local government support networks and organizations already
exist which represent potential partners in our efforts. The establish-
ment of channels of communication is to the advantage of the TVS Pro-
gram. For example, in California there is an organization known as Pub-
lic Service Skills, Inc. This is a non-profit corporation composed of
skilled veterans of public agencies representing all the disciplines
related to public agency operation who have retired or are between posi-
tions. There would appear to be ..ome very natural alliances that could
be established between the Retired TVS Volunteers and such a group for
their mutual advantage. This aspect needs to be explored and pursued
further.

Phase ,B Trial Application

The design and development effort described in the Phase A write up re-
sulted in A preliminary set o fo.ems, procedures and support documents
(i.e. Public Information Articles and sample letters for use by the
TVS). Examples of this material are contained in the Appendix to this
report. Much of this material is currently being fine tuned based upon
initial operation of the program. Ir is anticipated that each facility
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establishinj a TVS Program will need to care'ully revievc all such -mater-5jial prior to its use for-their' program.

The fol,•owing represents a current status report on the LLNL-TVS and a
few highlights of the implementation activity which may be of value to

"I • other facilities planning to implement a TVS Program,

1. implementation

"Technical Volunteers are Sought for Community Assistance Program'. That
was the headline of the article in the LLNL Weekly Bulletin announcing
the kick-off of the new TVS Program. It went on to say that Lab employ-
ees - both active and retired - would soon have a chance to use their
training and expertise to help their neighbors. LLNL employees were told
about the launching of a new Technical Volunteer Service in an effort to
solve some. of the urgent problems faced by-area communites. They were
informed that the volunteer service would be composed of current empl3y-
ees willing to devote some everingS and weekends along with retired em-
ployees who would like to remain active and draw upon their extensive
training and expertise. The arti"cle went on to. say that questionnaires
would be distributed in the near future to.4etermine the kinds of skill&
which could be made available to state and local governments in need of
technical assistance.

This article was one in a series used to pave the way for the initiation
of the LLNL-TVS Program. The Program was announced to management levels
through presentations, discussions and briefings as appropriate. A se-'
quential approach was used to announce each action in advance of imple-
mentation. .The retirees segment of the LLNL-TVS Program was the first to
be initiated and the steps taken are illustrative of the approach used.
The following represents major events associated with the implementations

(a) Very early contact was made with tht President of the LL•L Re-
tirees Association. Tie purpose of this contact was to inform
the Association of the proposed TVS Program and to gain Associa-
tion cooperation and supportl

(b) The Asssciatign President was also invited to serve on the TVS
Resource Comittee:

(c) The draft Retirees Questionnaire was reviewed by the Association
President arid other retircees

(d) A presentation was made to the entire Board of Directors of the
Retirees Association to icquaint them with the nature of the
program and its' oblectivesi

(e) An article was prepared for the Retirees Corner in the LLNL
Weekly Bulletin to reach the full membership and inform them
about the questionnaires that they would be receivingi

(f) A cover letter signed by both the Retirees Association President
""nd the Director of the Office of Research and Tachnology Appli-
cations was used to disseminate the questionnaire and urge par-
ticipation.
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Logistics for the mail out of the Retirees Questionnaires were worke8 out
with the LLNL mail room and the Association itself. It was determined
from membership information that approximately 1000 LLNL retirees resided
in the general Bay Area.

Utilizing a tip ýcode sort of this information a qood numerical breakdown
of the geographical. distribution of retirees was developed. Approximate-
ly 40% of the Retirees were from the City of Livermore. Due to the rela-
tive sizes of the active and retired employee s pools it could be project-
ed that the far larger number of volunteers wou•d be drmw from the ranks
of the current employees. Sice the retireom are Viewed es very essen-
tial to the TVS success it was also anticipated t~hat a cotin-uous re-
cruiting campaign for retirees would be necosary.

The "initial response to the..mail out was.gratifying, Thirty seven posi-
tive responses were received with seven specifically volunteering to help
-taff the •VS office. These results. exceeded our planrning goals with
regard to first round responses. At this point feed back procedures were
,initiated with the Retirees Association Board. Response results were
reported and an article was prepared for the Retirees Corner of the Week-
ly Bulletin to keep the general -membership .informedi. Individual follow-
up letters were sent to each respondent.

-The come car.tful planning of a seque"tial a~pproaeh was used for the cut-
rent employees questionnai*res, with several additions. Again articles in
the Weekly Sullet.In were used to prepared the 7200 [lNt employeeo for
their receipt of A .questionniaire.- The -quiestionnaire - Itself was proof
teeted andclear3e with to# management a-na supervisory levels within the.

• Laboratory. .T addition an advancv notice of the internal mail out was
.,.-provided to supervisors to ensure that they were fully aw4re of develop-

"ments. In the cover letter accompanying the questi--on.airoe, careful at-
tentica wvaspaid to providi:,q overview intocration about the TVS Program

Sinoluding Q.vcilf c examples of the. types of pussible volunteeet assign-ments." " ."•'

Response fr"o the Current employeos was equally positive. Two hundred
seventy t.o potential volunteers reuOrned the application questionnaire
as a result of the first mail out.

Simultaneously with the above, coordination channels were set up with key
local government networks such as the Southwest Innovation Group (SIG)
and the League of California Cities MIJCC). SIG has approximately 23 mem-
ber cities and counties and encompasses the 5 state area of California,
Arizona, Nov Mexico, Nevada and 11awaii. The LGC is one of the largest
and most important state networks representing both political and opera-
tional aspects of city government. Through such direct coordination,
operating requirements and problems of specific member jurisdictions can
be identified, key local officials can be identified and over-all common
problems highlighted.
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During. this initial start-up phase, preliminary contacts were made"'with
local governments in close proximity to LLNL. A draft letter notifyingSthe local city and county officials about the initiation of the LLNL-TVS
Program was developed for future outreach efforts. Follow-up visits are
planned to develop effective rapport and to identify points of contact.
Newspaper, T.V. and radio publicity will be employed as appropriate.

Direct contacts were made with existing community resource groups such as
the Valley Volunteer Center in Pleasanton, to tell them about the LLNL-
TVS Program, to share information &Ad to set up cooperative wopking. rel.-
tionships in the public and non-profit- tioet-:.groups.

As a result of this trial implementa-I tion activity, 20 requests for assist-
antce were received by the LLI•-TVS.

j .Using these requests as trial cases,
the TVS Cvordinator has developed pre-
"liminary opeLrating forms and procedures
(L. e, Workers Compensation Certificate,
Assumption of Liability, etc.). The
"eed baLk and evaluation techniques are

- S -ao currently being ivaluat*e. Initi-
41, Acti•ity has increased our belief
that continued feed: back and evaluation

_060~t th 'oluwItmer and user Is a4
cdt~al ompnen ~fthe TYS.

whorl" : :•• ... A40 -IýO •to- i• o, a CM I-rl
G -

2' to ~t b i Pool -~o

of he~r~c~~or4na ot.tntjn

is gaphcaly l~ra*4Ind~iviua

~i~--.- Projects
di I
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This individual must have certain skills to perform effectively including
the following:

(a) Ability to communicate effectively with all Laboratory manage-
ment levels, a wide range of volunteers, and a diverse user
group.

(b) Ability to write effectivelyl
(c) Ability to operate independentlyl
(d) Ability to organize and operate program functions.

By virtue of the tasks involved, the Project Coordinator should be a
self-starter and highly responsive to deadlines. A good understanding of
the Laboratory structure and organization is required to utilize the
available resource. Equally important is an understanding of Local Gov-
ernment and other user problems and needs. The Project Coordihator n;eds
to function as a translator between the laboratory and user communities.
Because of the volunteer nature of the TVS, the Project Coordinator must
be sensitive to human motivational factors. A degree of mýturity is
needed to deal with both sophisticated scientists and prominent local
government Officials. This person should also become fully familiar with
the basic technology transfer process and historical background.

The first approach used in the LLNL-TVS Program was to recruit a Univer-
city intern to fill this position. it was planned to have a person ma-
joring in an appropriate area on a half-time basis. This would have pro-
vidid an individual who could be trained and developed to later assume a
fulltime Project Coordinator position as the program evolved and grew.
However, two individuals were tried out in this position with less than
satisfactory results. Conflicts with college work emerged and changes in
career direction resulted in the departure of both. Otking the develop-
ment and trial application phases, consultant back-up was present to as-
sure continued program progress. As a result of this experience the
polmiton was vL#od as a-career placement rather than a training place-
ment4

Due to the critioal nature of this position, an extensve i remuiting and
selectio)n process was undertaken and a well qualified coordinator was
located and hired. Emphasi# was placed on demonstrated lpabilities and
experience. Practical working experiences in similar t•pe programs or
organizations was stressed in the recruitment. A strong educational
bckground in such fields as business, pMychology or scSOology and human
relations was cosiderted desireable,

3. 1.VS Resource Committee

A TVS Resource Courittee was established. The committee was originally
proposed to advise and assist in the overall development and operation of
the LLNL-TvS Program. The pcoposed fuviutions of this Comittee inolmded
the following.

(a) Ptovide ecommendations Cor overall Program guidance.
(bi Advise on Program direction and goals.
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.(c)' Advise on coordination with other LLW?. volunteer proprane andI tlocal area programs.
3(d) Be available as, resou~rce perscons from their respective areas of

expertise.
The TYS Project Coordinator provides staff support. W the Committee and
serves In, the capacity of recording secretary. Clerical support is
available from the ULL', Office of Research and Technology Application
(OMTA) * The Committee meets quarterly or as otherwise required.

I -The Resou'r ce.Committee has six members. and aChairperson who will1 preside
over the meetings.

The composition of! the Committee will include the following:
* L~LL Representative
* -Local Government Representative
* Local Community RepresentativeI -* Retirees Association Representative.
* Priv~ate Sector Representatives 4. Retiree/Laboratory Employee

4.Program Bonefits

.Through out the'doesign and development of the TVS Program, material bene--Ifits received by the volunteers, users and the laboratory were considered
An primary design qrlttria. Based upon our analysis and initial feed
back it is recpanended that the following-be considered in the design of
future-MY Progras:sI ~a.. ienefiti to Retirees:

*Contribution to community
*Keep professlonail skills activie

Xnteracttion with fellow professionals
* KXeep up with new technology.
*Re-affirmlf~levtu ftann expcerience
*Open new second cre potnteI b. Benefit. to Current tAPr.oy@@tf

# Contribution to c6oaaanity
* Secondary utilization of prof-#ssional skills
*Bcindor work experience

Inteatton'ithdif fereont "laboratory people
c-. eneitsto Users:I *~~~~. Tap a new source oftcnia sssac

* Access highly qualified pool of techaical. expertise & kfto*
ledge,

* ftObtain back-up support at msinimum cost
*Receive services of i-toivated volunteers
*Rec-e-ive the benefit of high quality laboratory equipment

d2 BenefiLts to ULLKII * Enhance employee develo-ment atnd growth
*Contribute'to mtore healthy community
*Caift better corouunity telationis3 * Impeov, public image
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Phase C. Operation and Implementation

The LLWL-TVS Program is scheduled for full operational implementation
during the Summer and Pall of 1983. The Program will be carefully moni-
tored at quarterly intervals and a full evaluation conducted by the LLNL
ORTA after one (1) full year of operation. Final documentation of the
results will be provided-and peWiodic-reports prepared as called for.
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IV PROGRAM REPLICATION AND FMtRE EXPANSION

1).ProramReplication

While the LLSL-TVS Program was designed and developed to meet local con-Iditions and needs1 many of the features and approaches are applicable forutilization at other Federal laboratories and facilities. With this as-
swumption in mind1 the intent is to continue detail documention -of -the,
experience gained by the LLNL-TVS and other laboratories as -their TVS
Progress are- activated. This information should save time and. money for
future application by providing an operational. model to serve. as a- bagse-
line system for their implementation.UThe model Tfl Program consists of the formsanad 3ther materials'necessacgy-
for the TVS, operation .AYtd _an; explanation of the atvelopeent sequence
usedý.I Detailed descriptions of why and-how each step was taken to accom-

b~sd pon.replicatioui results. Special attention needs to be given top11th ecpalihe oalhns hould abjectikesned to' bes cot inal ~eevauaia wht. ' suit exsigcondi-
toeadoperating. niomet*i diint the distti . overall

.conceptual framework presenteL in this documenat, each component part
should. be. laid out in an easy to follow user. oriented -style &a-t twint
includtng detail schedul lag estimiates.,IFor the 'laboratories. planning their own TVS preras 'of a aimiliag nattr *e.
to the tJJI Cas4e Study# cvmparative time and resource 'estimiates may be of£value4l Under nocsal. circumattafices approxbtastel Z .-calendar year #nd the

*assignment of one f %1 man year of effort will be :needed to set-up ak TVS
program at ,a lartge laboretory. Normal support servicesi such as manage-.
sent, public affairs and dteriftnlaidll also be required, The time to-

qur- ~yb eduotd by oorrespondingly inor,,nsing either in-ae*vic aor
develoqnent consultant resources. A six smoth time p~rio4. should be. the
mainimum coftsidered because of the. latge number of sequmnciel Actions that
sunt be taken and the wecial design considero*.lona roquired to suit to-
ca. -condition*.' Ample time fom the trial spglicatton of !orms and proce'duros 'ust be provided to --Assure ateaneby potential: volunteers.

-Siholaedvalk-throuqbt can yield valuable doat. "ftVOLtiveness swai-dosshould bet scheduled at six month. integvgs during tba first fully~ar of operation.

X.1 sookofry, -u replicat'ion ot the tVS. Pr~ogr~am, this report will serve to
brovide a significant amount --f infosmt~ton and meaterial, and to same

ever,., the preparation of a site specific implementation utrategy and
-direcit imple*zentatton0 assistantce will, bw re-quired to achieve the saximum
return in the shortest- period of timu for the implementation s:te.-

Thea implementation strategy should include the following areas as a mini-
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Developing- acceptance and support both internal and external toý
the laboratoryi

* Suggestions as to organizational placement and operating conaid-
erational

* Identification of potential implementation problems and possible
solutionst

-* operating personnel training and supportl and
* identifying potential client group(s) character istics and envi-

troments

The imgplementation, assistance could be piovided by PLC Laboratories with
.act~ve TVIS Programs or an experienced Development Contractor if resources
are available and could include the following:

*Onrsite briefings -on all aspects of a TVS Program from the conceptual
phase through operational implementationj

*On-site assistance in the early Planning,, design and development
phases. Technical assistance personnel wouid work with representa-.
tives from the Implementation site to provide them with the benefits
of experience gained and to offer suggei~tions on planned actions;

*Consultations at- periodic intervals or as requested when problems are
*ncounteredi and

* Itt-sLine" telephone advic, during all -phases. of the replication pro-
cessa. Representatives of the operational TOS Programs could be iden-
tiied as points of contact.

2) Program Expans ion

Due to limitations, the UK-f~TVS will, in the near term, necessarily con-
centrvate, on the local government and the non-profit sectors. It is anti-
oipatod other sectors ie.sllbusiness) would welcome TVS, assistance,
however additional work in required to develop appropriate procedures and
legal limita. Whiile considwrabl~, progress has been Made and very valu-
able experience gained, additionial e*ffort is weed~jd'to realize the full
,potential of the 'IVS- Program and to capital$%* <w the solid foundation
now established.

-Areas that warrant considertston as program expansion elemeots include:

a) Involvement with Private Sector Volunteer Efftorts and Corporate Cam-
*unity Councils.

To serv* the Li1vermore-Aiador Valley kcts a Corporate Community Xnvolve-
went Ctuncil is being established. The goals of thig council are to pro-
mot* corporate volunteer programs, to build coalitions b4wteen the publ.ic
and private sectorst and to share ideas. ZAWL has been asked to partici-
ptae In this activity.

The LUNG-TV2 has established Initial linkAg* with Levi-Straus Corporate
of firci located in San Francisco. Representative* from Levi-Straus have
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visited LLNL, toured the facility, been provided a detailed briefing on
the LLNL-TVS and participated in panel discussion on volunteer programs
at a national Federal Laboratory Consortium meeting. LLNL-TVS has bene-
fited from the experience Levi-Straus has gained in their volunteer pro-
gram.

Continued efforts will be made to link the LLNL-TVS with other private
corporations in the neighboring area to explore the possibility of estab-
lishing cooperative efforts and specific projects to address community
needs.

It is suggesteui that the FLC,- and other member laboratories establishing
TVS Programs, expand this effort to a national focus. As the use of vol-
unteer resources such as the Laboratory TVS Program expands, coordination
and team efforts with the private sector will be essential.

b) Participation in National Professional Volunteer Organizations

LLNL representatives have become members of the AssociAtion for Vol-
unteer Administration (AVA) and VOLUNTEER: National Center for Citi- zen
Involvement, to ?elp keep abrea~t of the latest developments in the
volunteer field and to establish contacts with key individuals and
agencies. The FLC and Member laboratories- should expand this involvement
in organizations such as AVA and VOLUNTUR and establish a leadership
role within the public sector.

c0 Extention of the TVS into the Private .Sector

Initial emphasis of the LLNL-TVS program has bean directed toward local
government and non-profit organization support. In addition to a clearly
established need and the priority placed on this target group by PL
96-480, contacts and working relationships were already in place. To
complete the full service range of the TVS expansion to include the
private sector where appropriate, especially the. small business target
group, operational pcocedures and forms will need to be modified and
revised as necessary to respond to specific requirements.

d) Computerization of TVS Procedures and Volunteer Skills Bank

the TVS skills bank can oe maintainod In a number -of ways. When the size
of the data baae and the frequency of use warrant, sam* form of
auto-ation will become necessary. The LLNL-TVS skills bank is cur-
rently maintained on a WANG Word Processor which has the capacity to
provide a degree of soatch capability. Obviously the use of a Micro
Coaputer and a tailored data base management program would greaLly
enhance the operational usage of the skills bank.

The development of a standardixed computer based skil.ls bank for use by
the individual laboratory TV! Prograa would be a desired addition to this
datA package.
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V. CONCLUSION,

'The VS Program demonstrates a nov and innovative way of integrating Fed-
real. Laboratory resources with local government and other Users In a

joint effort to meet the technical needs of the community. The TJS Pro-
gram is designed to bring these groups together in a mutually beneficial
interaction.

This report provides a set of forms and procedures that can readily be
replicated. -The successful development of this Program proves the worth
of professional and scientific volunteers to local government. The indi-
viduals who volunteer for this effort have the productive capability#
villingneass time and experience to dramatically affect the amount of
technical support available to local government administrators and ulti-
mately the quality of life for all of us*
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LU-ý T.ECNICAL VOLUNTEER $S=VICE
• :•::i!;,•; : :• • .• Rmsourc*. comzittee ....... .

INtRODUCTIOfl

The TVS Resouccme Cowmfttto wjil :be established to advise and assist in
the design and 'dve3.opaant of ý-a Technicaal Volunteer Sevice (TO) Pograms

:fo urLanorwe Livormore Pationa lLaoatmoary.

?The. VS* wiŽý' provide upo-to-date. information on skill., abilitt-3a, expnci-
e-ices# temnnic*l and educat-ional training and professional qualifications
of active- and. retired 'tNL employees available as, Volunteers, The pur-
pose win be to ake- available %qalktid volunteers who could assist,
advise amd conslt vith various Local -Qxcmnaant agencies ot. nonaprofit

in add•AIon, the TS Resource Comittee v!U. serve as a forwm fot the.
-excha~q.g'c infocmation on variows programs thcoughout the Lab that are
coerne-4 with cautnity involvement (i~e. public relations, educational
outeach, teChvwloy tasesocxial sevvice, eitc.).

EXMPETATIONS Th Reourc Co tte..d l

4.A.- Provide input for overtall project guidas'U*,ý
" is .'as..n proj"ct d.rection o. C .oae..

-3. Aavis• on CoornAtion Vith othor Lnrroma a4k tocfl VOWu-

..ava af laa 440 their uctie agea of

OWAN iD'.p .. " mix-

.The Resorce Cotmittat will vc'insiat -ýf- s*t41 abeart and o1%* (1) Ohai-
pateon who will preside *ver the _eLparq.

noe MIV Coocdinator Villr~l~ fjfm ppst to the suCe CoLtte

0 .e lkouce Gocittee v!54 be jrov Id general -t.pport through the ULL
Offi" aO R.. arh *PA. ,temOejy APPicatione (O..l).

The ResourCe CO-Imtakttee will Itet quarterly or as otherwise dgtermined at
"a tit. and Ioatto- to bo determin$ by the Cmsittaee $Pecial meetings

.• . u . as " . -.. ' ,asy b* cafled t4teC-o4tpro:1 euc
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r LwU. l rence Uvermore NaUinal Labo,

j January 26, 1983

Nanager, City of Livermore
1052 South Livermore3 Livermore, Califoni* 943550

Dear Hr. Htrner:

At-a major etkp in iaplenting the Stevenson-Wydlec Technology
S- - '-ovitioR Act, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. is organizing

an official Technical Volunteer Service program- for both active and
retired employees. TWe- pogram. vill. be n integral pat of its si•sion .
to provide technical ass ittance and eisppqrt to *tate and 10cal.U
goveroacuta, nost-profit orgac0isiation, And. amall buaioesaea.

An Adviery Oasitt#ee Xs being forced to provide overall, guidancc and to
advise RU project direction and &0al#. It is int~adc4 that th. Mdvis-Ory3 •O ict; toe; 9q4,•rtrlysan a. regsular basis but .ore fregqtutly during

5 8.caunt of LUfte locaion tin the city Of Livermsoresand einoe the largest
single .Coneactat.lon c of retirees* resides thore& also, I feel that it uould

b u~fly dvut~enzit a .*aebow of yoyur *talf could serv*OU Ptu
A~vicoy Caicn~ Xhav* spaktea to bArbarsie lladweha

uniated 4mtdcioroes so H44041paa itd *behoi*4

it yo OU1 (to$l n it possibl# to pie~iit her to be'COtn a ceeber ot our
Atvi#iOry COe-ittee, 1et tha t ih t vl4inictlyhelp us in.
understandin your aeeds AUt tort . ýtfewly reepo'tigt ha
Mould ba ha-ppy to Provide add•itiOal im(no"CiOn ot to anaw anY

q siothat Yov mitbtba3 Sincerly,

Office of Rtscareb 4Technology

IG-PO
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Oecember 27, 1982
4216J

TO: LLNL 2etirees

SUBJECT: Technical Volunteer Service Program

As a major step in implementing the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act, the laboratory is organizing an official Technical
Volunteec Service program for both active and retired en;ployees. This
prograin will be an integral part of our mission to provide technlicl
assistance and support to state and local governments, non-profit
organizations, arid small businesses. It will provide us an opportunity
to make a statement, through action, that LLNL is genuinely concerned
about all aspects of community and national welfare.

The Technical Volunteer Service will provide an opportunity for you tO
become actively involved in technical assistance projects withi school
districts, city, county and state governments, and local orgaiiz.itions.
You will be able to contribute directly to the solution uf urgent
technical problems affecting these agencies at a time when ozher
resources are drying up. Your participat.ion can be in the fcrni of direct
technical assistance, as a source of information, or an opportinity tr
act as a consultant in an advisory capacity. When lully operationai, the
Laboratory Volunteer Program will also provide a fully-networked referral
service with existing volunteer services.

Included with this letter 'is a short questionnaire de.,igned to tell us
about your talents and interests, as well as a fact sheet with additional
information about the purpose and benefits of the TVS. Please complete
the questionnaire and return it to us in the enclosed envelope by .]anuary
15, 1963. The questionnaire information will allow us to establish o,.r
skills bank Cor the Technical Volunteer Service.

4ith your help, we can make this opportunity pay off for the Lab as a:ell
as for -ur communities.

-, -44 r nTECHNICAL VOLUN1TEER SERVICE OFFICE
OPres de office of Research & rechnology

LLNL Retirees Association Applications
I. Lawrence Liverrmore National Lib.

P. 0. Box 808, L-7100
Livermore, California 9455-11
Phone: (415) 422-6416

Office of Research & Technology
Applications

L Lawrence Livermore
-J IVational Laboratory
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TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE

SOME AREAS OF POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE:

"" Administration
" Biomedical
"" Computer Technology
"• Education
"* Energy Conservation
"* Engineering
"• Environmental
• Hazards Control
• Law Enforcement
' Management

Office Skills
Procurement

• Public Relations
* Public Works
* Transportation

PROJECTS INVOLVING RETIREES AT NAVAL UNDERWATER SYSTEMS CENTER,
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

* Helped a Public Works Director assess the efficiency of leak

detection equipment

I Assisted with bids for antenna systems based on technical evaluations

* Provided energy-related conservation surveys and recommendations

* Researched iformation regarding s~iall car usage for police vehicles

* Researched use of natural plants as a filtration system for polluted
water

I Assisted a school system in taking its property inventory

* Designed a planning department including job descriptions,
organization charts, manageridl priorities

36
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LLNL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICES

INTEREST SUMMARY QUESTIONNAIRE - RETIREE

Please print and answer all questions. Thanks!

A.
Last name First Initial

Address

City State Uip Code

Home Phone:

Occupation/Profession: ......

Education: High School Voc./Tech. School
Some College College Degree in
Graduate degree(s) in .. . . ...........
Other

B. 1. In what ways would you be willing to assist local and state governments,
communities, agencies and "non-profit organizations? (Circle all that
apply)
a, Technical & professional advice/consultation
b. Technical skills to accomplish a t'sk
c. Teaching/training
d. Public speaking
e. social service/counseling/youth work
f. Any way: clerical, physical, technica2, professional, administration
g. Othert . .. ........ ._ _.__....._ __._ _.:

2. Would yoo volunteer to. staff the LLNL Volunteer Program Office?
Yes --- No ---

3. When are you available for volunteer work?
Hours per week -_ Almost any time: Yes -_- No __

Any preferred days and hours ........ ..
Weekends: Eveningss Weekdayst _ _

Regularly scheduled vacation periods:

4. Wnat are your main professional and technical skill areas?

5. what arv your special skills, training, interests or hobbies?

6. Do. you prefer any particular type of client or age group? .........
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7. In which LLNL activities, volunteer programs, educational Outreacj pro-
gram or service activities are you currently active?

8. In which non-LLNL civic activities and volunteer proqrams ar.z you
active? (Please include local offices held, service on commissions &
boards, etc.)

I Signature Date

Thank you for your interest in the LLNL Technicýl Volunteer Service!

HELP WANTED! !U
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! A Retired Volunteer to help organize and
implement the Technical Volunteer Service. Hours arranged at
yo.r convenience between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm in the TVS
Office. If interested, please check "YES* on question B.2 of
the questionnaire OR give us a call at 422-6416.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, L-700

Livermore, Ca. 94550
Ph% (415) 422-6416

VI
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March 16, 1983

TO: LLNL Employeea

SUBJECT: Technical Volunteer Service Program

As 4 major step in implementing the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innova-
tion. Act, the Laboratory is organizing an official Technical Volunteer
Service program for both active and retired employees. This program will
be an integral part of our mission to provide technical assistance and
support to state and local governments, non-profit organizations, and
small businesses. It will provide us an opportunity to make a statement,
through action, that LLNL is genuinely concerned about all aspects of
community and national welfare.

The Technical Volunteer Service will provide an opportunity for -you to
become actively involved in technical assistance projects with school
districts, city, county and state governments, and local organizations.
You will be able to contribute directly to the solution of urgent techni-
cal problems affecting these agencies at a time when other resources are
drying up. Time may be donated in the evenings or on weekends. Your
participation can be in the form of direct technical assistance, as a
source of information, or an opportunity to act as a consultant in an
advisory capacity. When fully operational, the Laboratory Volunteer Pro-
gram will also provide a fully-networked referral service with existing
volunteer services.

Included with this letter is a short questionnaire designed to tell us
about your talents and interests, as well as a fact sheet with additional
information about the purpose and benefits of the TVS. Please complete
the questionnaire, and return it to the ORTA Office, L-700 using the
Laboratory mail by April 1, 1983. The questionnaire information will
allow us to establish our skills batk for the Technical Volunteer Service.

With your help, we can make this opportunity pay off for the Lab as well
as for our conunities.

fM 7CA I - I ""'"&TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE OFFICE
Gefald T. Richards, Head, ORTA Office of Research & TechnologyApplications (ORTA)

Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
P. 0. Box 808, L-700
Livermore, California 94550
Phone: (415) 422-6416
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TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE

SOME AREAS OF POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE:

I AdministrationI Biomedical
Computer Technology

* Education
* Energy Conservation
* Engineering
* Environmental
* Hazards ControlU Law Enforcement
* Management
* Office Skills
a Procurement
* Public Relations
* Public Works

-Transportation

3 TVS PROJECTS AT NAVAL UNDERWATER SYSTEMS CENTERl
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

I Helped a Public Works Director assess the efficiency of leak
detection equipment

3 * Assisted with bids for antenna systems based on technical evaluations

* Provided energy-related conservation surveys and recommendations

6 Researched information regarding small car usage for police vehicles

* Researched use of natural plants as a filtration$ system for polluted
water

• Assisted a school system in taking its property inventory

3 Designed a planning department including job descriptions,
organization charts, managerial priorities

I|
40
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LLNL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-700 * Livermore, California 94550
(415) 422-6416

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY
PRIVACY NOTIFZCATION

The State of California Information Practiies Act of 1977 (effective July ,
1978) requires the University to provide the following information to individ,-
uals who are asked to supply information:

The purpose for requesting the information on this form is to collect
information to use in building a skills bank to support the Labora-
tory's Technical Volunteer Service. Laboratory and University policy
and State and Federal statutes authorize the maintenance of this
information.

Furnishing the information on this form is voluntary.

Individuals have the right to review their own records in accordance
with Laboratory Policies. Information on these policies can be ob-
tained from the Personnel Department.
The official responsible for maintaining the information contained on

this form is: Manager, Office of Research & Technology Applications.

INTEREST SUMNARY QUESTIONNAIRE

Answers to the questions will help us match your interests and talents
with individual requests for help. Response to this questionnaire is
voluntary for those employees who would like to be involved in. LLNL's
Technical Volunteer Service.

PLEASE PRINT

.Las t Name First Initial

Address

City State Zip Code

Home Phone: -Business Phone:________ _

Occupat ion/Profession:__________________________. .

Department/Program:_

Education: High School Vocation/Technical School
Some College. Degree in

Graduate Degree(s) in
O c h e r ,_,_ _"_•_ _
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B. When are you available for volunteer work? List preferred days and

Shours• (include weekends):

Hours per week:

C. What are your main professional and technical skill areas?

D. What are your primary areas of interest or special concern?*

E. Do you have any special skills or hobbies? What are tOey?'

-Is

F. Are you currently active in any LLNL volunteer proram3• , vdedetional

outreach programs$ or service activities?. Please list.

G. Are you currently active in any non-LLNL civic activities or
volunteer programe (include local offices that you hold and boards/

commissions/other that you serve on)? Please list.

H. Additional co•]ments or recommenda•ions.

I Signature Date

42713 42 G-47



Lawrence Uvermore-NaionalLaboratory

(Date)

(Name)

(Address)

Dear a

We "ant to"thbnk you for youx intere#: in the LIMt Technical Volunteer
Service (ML). (i7. of the mast positive aspect-.about this program is
the ecahuuiasic weapons. we have received from- LLNemployees.

Your Un000 dd b4-•gn -td ttfomeat•z• have been p.1ced i te TVS data
batik. ~ i ~ te'1 ee wtatg user groups to discuss their- needs and

"rqutreloatit. The W cuvinqtor, Cand Siuoyen, 411l be contacting
You ae 1w reC4Adv* ro s . s t sowone •ith your: backgroud. In the
n-an.it*e plnn, call -her at 4o34G or w.ite -to her at, Lab mail codet-70 Ifyubv tyomatnit or- ques tiqze.ý

VXe a ,r.cae .yera **tfors 'recutni4$ the volunteer interest
quuactoi~ie tiw increly uecn yp !' iu pe -that through yourvolunta-y effo t; you viIl2" gin O-r-iisetva bycbiiribucing to your

cocnunity in woirthwhiletehiaar&

GSeratd4 T. Richards
Office of Research&

Toceinology Applications
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1• June 13p 1983

L~LL TECHIifCAL VOLUNTME SERVICE

VOLUNTEER DATA RETRIEVAL

The information on the returned volunteet.questiomnaires for the

LLNL Technical Volunteer .Service is stored on a Model1 25 Wang word
p2roc¢ or '

N Name, city, Lab mail stop, ýwoatk-snd hme phone numbers, account

number, degree and field are recorded for each voluntee.. In

addition, key words for each volunteer indicate his/her occupatiou
or professioun skills, i4terosts, hobbies an4 other data.

A separate listing has been made of those kty words, so that whenu a

job request comes in we can san the key word list for relevant

words and, using the SEARCH capacity ofthe.Wang, make llth of

3 potentially appropri.Ae volunteer.. '

SThi• is curwrently working fWirly well 6xept tha our current Search

6 Print routine Is c bersomee we hope to streamline it as we become
more familiar with the capacities of our Wang aystem. In additlono

our current key word list is-lengthy and-vill be coopreased by
c combining similsr key words aýd eliminating irrelevant entries.

Attached are copies of the interim llsts .of key words for both. the

retired and current employee volunteers.

I

0143R-I
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115 PARTICIPANT INFORMATION- RECAP
(Active -Employee.)

SAMPLE.

DOE, John (City)- Phone Lab 'Mail Code/Lab Phone MS. Qiemicarl Engr.
01?:
S/I: Laser Isotope Separation, Process Modeling,

Materials Analysis, Interfacing Computers to
Experiments, Data Analysis, Data Reduction

HI0; Woodworking, Micro -Computers, Personal ýCompaters

NAME (City) Phone Lab Mail Code/Labr Phone Ph Pysc
0/ft Physicist

S/a Systens Analysis, Computer Modeling, Energy
Conservation, Arms Control,: Environmental

H/o Soar -systems,# Photography.

NAME. (City). Phone LbMiCoeLbho.erEnnerinj:

S/I: Precaision asudfacturiog- Nhchiuety, :Production.
Mehtods
U/Oi SaiingWooworkngPhotography

NAME. (City) Phone Lab Neil Code/Lab Phone P'hD. Ch".. Engr.

S/I: Energy Couservadion, Synthetic Fuels, Fluid
Dyinaics, Heat Transfer, Ivutrumentation

1110: Welding, Machine Work, Photography

HAME (City)' Phone Lab Mail Code/Lab Phone MA
0/Pa N ch'snicfl Technologist

S/u achinist, Nigh Vacuum technician, X-Ray..Optic.,
Laser-Optics

U10: Voodvorking, Personal Computing

NAE(City) Phone Lab flail Code/Lab Phone Pita Systems Theory
0/Pt. Mathematician, Engineer
S/Ia Organizational Theory, computer Scienice,

Systems, Ccsusuxications, Hazards
11/0: Emergency C araicac ions

NAE(City) Phone Lab flail Code/Lab Phone ?OA
HIS Eloctrical Engr.

0/?: Engineer.
.$!It Control Systems, Financial Management
11/0: Property Management, Photography, building

Maintenance, Gardening, Appliance Repair

0/Pt Occupat ion/lProfession
5/1: Skills/Interesta
89/0: Vobbies /Othsr
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ULMU TZCRNICAL VOLUWTER SERVICE

Ut Lrence Livermore Nation~al Laboratory-P. 0.-Box 308, L-700 - Livermore, Csliforo.a- 94550.
.(415) 423-4902

*OU E REQUEST FORH

1. Agenoy.
2. Brief description .of project for whicb ývolunteer is desired:.

3. Specify-skills (or professiou) and* abilities dt.ired i

4. Location of asakpmient________________
U.Dte~aooede: fro. -__________ to___________

7ý. Buz.-r o f vaiuwiteo desired;___. ____._
8.. Addit ions 1. coseut

9. It a volunteer it not availeblev vh~t vill happen to this pwoea~ct?

10. Ptoposed suptrvisort________________I
11. Requeoted by:___ bu_______

Date.______________

-- .m

- VS offte tire only:
1. Referred b
2. Disposit.ion

"IVS Match Neo Serv. Avail. lt. to__

Follow-up
1. Volunteer bCpor _

2. Agency or Department Evaluation_ "_ ,__

39213

5/10/83
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LLNL TECHNICAL VOLWJEER SRVI'CE
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P. 0. Box 808, L-700 - Livermore, California 94550
(415) 423-4902

VOLUNTEER REPORT FORM

Please deacribe your volunteer assignment:

11. Hame of agency you helped:

.2. Supervisor or cont.ct person:_

3, Starting date of aasigruenmt Ending daUte

Approximate time- spent. on project

4. Briefly describe whet you did, how you felt about the assisgment,
any O*uestioin you m:i~ht have for the Technical Volunteer

S•&atr•of -Volunteer

0074R
5/83
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I
LLNL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
1.O. Dox 808, L-700 - Livermoreq California 94550

(415) 423-4902

AGENCY OR DEPARTMNT EVALUATION FORM5 (Confideutial)

1. Agency:____________

2. Name of the volunteer:_ ____________ ___________

3. Title of the assignment: ......__ _....... __-- __... ...

4. About how long did the volunteer assignment last?_____

S5. About how much tim4 O week did the volunteer spend?___. . ..

- 6. jDO you' have good cos~unicstionz -with:
Yes No

The Volunteer. 1 2 3 4 5W, Pr~ov- O1ic 2 3 4 5

Comentsa =- -I
7. Doo yoo fetl thab the volunteer made a worthwhile contribution to the

ouraga to wh~ich he/she vao assigued?

a8. Wht vere the .lu-teer's *ain duties?. ,

9. What aspect of the voluneter's service uas the most -valuable to you?

10. Was the volunteer techaically qualified for the assigrumn Tee___ No
If not, why?

11. Are there other assilgmeot ic your program in which you would like to
have a volunteer assist_ ,,__ ...... ._....._._.__._... .... .......

N Note- If you vish volunteers for addittionl projects, please
complete a ucv "Volunteer 9equest Form".

Agency or Department Read Signature Date
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LLNL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE
Lavrence Livermore National Laboratory

P. 0. Box 8086 L-700 - Livermore, California 94550
(415) 423-4903

WORKERS COMPENSATION CERTIFICATE

It is certified by (Rome of Agency) - that (Nape of
"Volunteer) , (a) volunteer(s), viii be encitled to Workers

.Ccoupenmatio coverage by (Name of Agency) as if he were an

employee of (Iame Of Agen) - in counectton Vith illness

or injury ar .sing out of or incurred in the courie of this vork

on -(De_,,eRi n.0f p•dect)

5/83

_0979
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LLNL TEC~IMICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE
Lawrence Livermore National LaboratoryI P. 0# Box 808, L-700 - Livermore# California .94550

(415) 423-4903

3 ASSUMPTION OF LIABILITf

In consideration of the assistance rendered by the University of3 California in arranging for the volunteer activity of' (Name of

Volunteer) on (Description of Project) *it is agreed

that (Name of Agency) will. be liable for any and all losij,

injury or damages to persons or property which way be the revult of or

. ~y cbe- cau~ed by' its operations uuiiug this(these) volunteer(a)'on4 for

Uwhich the U niversity mnlght otheivise-be hald liable.

(Na ofa~enq _. shall1 protect, indemniiy an4 od hule

the R*~gcntu of the University of California, their officers, agenits#

sarv~in4t and etmployets and the U.S.. lernartxneat of Enercgy and its5 officers# agents, 0ervantf and employees anid save tho Loarmele* in every
vay from. -,y liabilityj far damage or in~jury to persons or property that

may *rise or be, occasioned in any way because of perfairiauzoe of

thls(theoe) volunteer(*).

Luate: signed:3 ~~'ove (Name-ofAgny

5/83
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Job. No.

LLL TECHNICAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

P. 0. Box 808p L-700 - Livermore, California 94550
(415) 423-4902

AUTONOBILE INSURANCE

•olunt~e ig with:

Volu.te.r Work Period: From to .... _ __ •

To be signed by volunteers. using private auto in conjunction with volunteer
.stigmMeut:

I certify that I have automobile liability insurance in force
during the period of volunteer work assigranet indicated hereon to
satisfy the following sidwmuu requirementu.

a. Public Liability- $153000 for one person - $30,000 for
one. accident..

b. Property Dhtage - $5,000.

3920J
6/83
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LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

WEjK.LY BULLETIN O$TODiL 19 . .VOL 710..41L vo* ,4

Er NSLINE

Technical volunteers are sought
for community assistance program

Lab employes-both astive duplictson orivloSI.
and retird--sooa will have a The Office of Research and

Schance to use t• inin and a- Technology Application is cihane
per* to help their neighbomn Wider the S OUma.AWyd19r TerA.

OerY Richkars of the Of. iology Innovation Act with MIn
rice of Research and Technology La•ratofY C eiP I available to
Applications (ORTA) sad a Tech- the public swetor.
nical Volunteer Service ii being "Fo over a doaewR"ic~al
launched in an effort to solve some said, "the Lab shared its know .
of the urgent problems faced by area edge and hWUw with oth" fed.
communities era) deparcs and a c s a

The volunteer Srvlc. RIChardS well as with state and 10Wd govern-
said. will be composed of CWmt meat in a Itrn" anm coutinuing
employees .wiling to devote some techoiog tMrsfr edrIm
evenings and weekends along with
retired employees who can draw R tht the benefits
,upon their extensve ain and t the G ta
e. tise. t A W" ca U Seen in

"Richards said that question. some oumnt eixmpleao-the devcl-.~,i - bi opracu of new potectdv. loibsia-naive will be 'disatibuted to both fo treq~tt Of e MW M lOWm" of01

cumnt and retired employees in the f Wightem the developmqat of
next few weeks to determint the new xh*UIflt -15 P*W00I,1, for

kinds of "lwhc could be made . hbandwq !uu w in wte and the

available to state, county and local usC of MWiroPiMeCsSM for main-

govemments in need of technical 1U1niu peruonelrcords a traffic
Aasssance. I $IA* "rl

He said that.close coordination "The Technical Voluntw &,
is being maintained with existing vice is a vtluable and noeccssa-
volunteer effoie s to imnsure fullest use tenuioo of thee Lab efforts." Rich.
of available tesournes, and to avoid ards u4d

67
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LAWRENCE UVERMqR9 NATIONAL LA90RATORay

WEE• LY AUU.ITIN WEDNES Y, IDECEMt 1, M92

'Retirees' Corner
Director's holidaypm• a
I an 0iamme owm "a cmlnulag keen suppo'tive uoft" In the Lab.

orawoy anon t " pr of setfr" I lik tO hin " th o wow "eus MonW
yow exeece has Ueen uc 1m*,*thaty ilaa• , yim have =do"3 almicant coiieto oaehl .f ,our ountry an of oter *weo
0%e amd th" yo" have Seal 1"!,f Wo the nedto "G&iWe hi

I spaikfor ev'yo on the LLNL u when I wish or to**.
friends am "e"smla s xam their families a Maqv Christm as ana
happy . rewardig New Y ...

" ~aopL..ai•al

B,.

Early thsmouth. Lab irecm will rwceve a qucssWoWaeiw (or the
Technical Voluwtw Services orplzanicams asking them to join this Unw
prosram uiadw at local government and 0ommunities.

Wlta so" of asium" can retirs pve? EUmplS raMe from
"quick and simple solutions to ptusing probems to cmomlex &ad long
ScUm pFjc5 for more-dimesiit U"ks

Ay becom ing Ivolved and woaring n such area• as e=ng cua.
rvaslo, develoomen of computer specnfiatons aod orograms, Un-

ptovemeat of commuications systens, iotafsldon o tbudga i*ocatoa
Stesdu apltkosmi'f qystmcn infoluation pmceduras, setti up
tes* pms and solving eoneeri pmbems, eirees can drmay
demonstrate I&e co Wntiun Value Of ~thi Utrini and CAPerinCe.

The Retires Association is looking for a 110o. Give us a good con-
cept and our anisl will put the finishing touches on the winacr Logo,
ideas should be sent to LLNL Redree' Associtim P.O. BOX 90, L.
429, Uvrmore CA 94550.

Duesa.r S5 and should be sint to the addres above.
A Of towusnmeat is eing planned for the wing by 01P and Don

Retiree of the Month: The obvious thing to do upon reiftrmeat is to
take up auto rAcing, That's the way Bill Nay, retiree from the Computer
---Enginee Group, saw iL So he ned with a LWt•. That was too low,
so be turned it in for a .

"Now he's OIdd up another Lotus to turn into a eass c..So &ar, Nay
has burned tubber in OrcgoNs Idaho and Califormia. which Icaves son

a training oer for Lab Security, bmatLes.
Xy D" Wilka
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I
WmLY Lu MI wEDNEsoD " .MARCH 30. 193

Volunteer surveys
due by April I WEEKLY BULLETIN WEDNESDAY' MAY 4. 993

By NUT COMTORT _________1 ~Qummaesunak for WLus new* Retirees'TeChnical4 Volunteer Savice Pro% e ir e

tory employees. Employees Afe

STehe Tora* .Volu"a WSe.- Moltthin4C5 hveIt
vico, Moum is b* Init•d by
LLNL's Ornce of Researe lind &tumed qistioI'fesi voluntunw.STlecsolo tlyus ragnj; ko war MangepI. dedusa ne to AProvikaf . .0 ment. to buis Into te •An in themaane t sote aod local govern. LLNL Technical Volunteer S"Wceashme to s, uit Aw lowlnaovem ud 'llS) now being estabIWh&
Mat i ujmui m eti" The Inrormation from these" ~~ = WsiasCw Ul4 t u l'lO t The tw • qstalorlles, along with those

l expolo . u adWWm currnt cmployme. is being or.

Lab volunteers inilfally will &Iniu4 into aidals bank TVS ani' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U too~lt IWIatqtv•P [Ghep oal govermmnts And
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300 return surveys
"for volunteer service
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